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Introductory Note.

The purpose of this Conference was two-fold. Dr. John

R. Mott proposed to visit the countries on the Great Pacific

Basin to learn what he could about the conditions of the

Christian Movement in each as a direct preparation for

the meeting of the International Missionary Council, to be

held in Sweden this summer. At this meeting the Council

will seriously consider the question of calling a World
Christian Conference possibly to be -held in Jerusalem in

one or two years and we can not exaggerate the significance

of such a Conference.

At the same time, the National Christian Council was
feeling the need of holding an informal conference at which
the members of the N. C. C. Executiye Committee as well

as a fair number of specially invited missionary and Chinese
Christian leaders could have an unhurried time for wor-

ship, for meditation, and for study and discussion of a
number of pressing problems now confronting the Christian
Movement in China.

The Conference was held under the auspices of the
National Christian Council; but it was altogether informal
and non-legislative. No votes were taken on anything
and no resolutions were passed. It was, however, wonder-
ful to see the unanimity of opinion and spirit on nearly all

questions which came up for consideration. The presence
of our Father in Heaven was keenly felt by many at the
Conference.

For each topic briefly presented and discussed, some
findings were prepared by a small committee. Towards
the end of the Conference, different findings were read and
carefully considered. Now, the proceedings of the Con-
ference including these finds are printed in this form for
further consideration on the part of those who attended
the Conference and the members of the N. C. C. We would
strongly commend them also to other Chinese Christians
and missionary friends for study and discussion. This
may help clear the atmosphere and even point to the direc-
tion in which the Christian Movement in China should
henceforward -progress.

David Z. T. Yui,
Chairman of the Conference.
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OPENING ADDRESSES

Dr. David Yui:

On behalf of the National Christian Council, we extend our

heartiest welcome to Dr. Mott and Mr. Brockman, who have just

arrived from America, and also to all the friends who have come

from different parts of China to attend this conference.

We deem it important to point out at the outset that this con-

ference is not to be looked upon as a regular conference of the N. C- C.

According to the first action which we took some time ago we are

to look upon this conference as an enlarged meeting of the Executive

Committee of the N- C. C. By that, we mean that this is just an

informal conference called by the N. C- C. at such a time as when

Dr. Mott will be with us. So, this conference is altogether informal

in nature. This conference also is not a legislative conference. We
are not going to vote on any of the things which we shall discuss

at this conference. Even some 'of the things upon which we may
vote will not be binding on the N. C. C. or on us as individuals or on

the institutions which we may represent. This conference is, there-

fore, informal and non-legislative; and is being held under the

auspices of the N. C. C.

Although there are enough things in China now to discourage

us, to embarrass us and to disappoint us, yet. we wish to call your
attention to the fact that a new era for the Christian movement in

tliis country is dawning upon us. Do we not already see the coming
of this new era right in our midst? We do not need to taks time
to enlarge this point. Suffice it to say that as the new era is dawning
upon us, is it not important for us to meat in a conference like this

(1) To istudy the conditions in China now which constitute the

important elements in this new era. We are exceedingly glad, despite
troubled conditions in the country, to have delegates from Canton,
from Manchuria and from the interior of the country. By hearing
these delegates from different parts of China and those from other

parts of the world, we shall be enabled to see the unmistakable signs
of this new era for the Christian movement. May we feel absolutely
free to exchange our knowledge of and experience in the conditions

in China at large, and in particular, the conditions within the
Christian Church and other Christian organizations, so as to under-
stand fully the nature of this new era and the demands which this
new era is making upon us.

(2) To study ourselves; to make a most searching study of the
Christian movement in China- We should not hesitate to find out
and own the mistakes which we have made from time to time, and
to acquaint ourselves with our shortcomings. What is more import-
ant is for us to see in what way or ways we can get- ourselves ready
to welcome the new era and to hasten the day when C:e Kingdom of
God will actually come in China and in this world.



We are exceedingly fortunate to have at this conference Dr.

Mott who, as you know, is Chairman of the International Missionary
Council, and who is now travelling from country to country to study
conditions in general and the work of the Christian movement in

each- He is come to us with a very wide and intimate knowledge of

the Christian Movement throughout the world, and with very ripe ex-

periences. It is, therefore, our good fortune not only to have him
with us here these days, but also by his strong leadership and by
what he represents to help make the conference a real success.

We take great pleasure to call on our good friend, Dr. Mott, to

deliver to us the message that is on his heart. We all heartily and

gratefully welcome whatever he has to say to us.

Dr. J. R. Mott :

I value more highly than I could possibly express the privilege
of meeting in this intimate way with the particular group who
have assembled, especially at this moment in the life of this won-
derful field. This; is my sixth visit to China- The first one tooK
place about thirty years ago; then I came again nearly five years
after that, the next time five or six years later and then following
that some six years later. Still later, as you will recall, I was
here nearly four years ago. I have only been here a few hours, but
before I crossed the sea I was conscious of the truth of what Dr.
Yui has so well characterised as the beginning of the new era. That
was already vividly apparent to those of us who trust to witnesses
who have dropped in among us during these last months. But not
even these trustworthy witnesses have been able to convey the
impression that is made upon one, even within a few days of intimate
contacts with the men and women right on the ground.

I am prepared to accept with the fullest possible content what
Dr. Yui has said, that you have not only the beginning but the inevit-
able trends involved in nothing short of a new era in the life of this
great people, and of this part of the world which is increasingly
becoming the center of greatest interest and concern in all the world-
wide fields.

I am glad that I can truthfully say as I come among you
that I come at a time of rising tide throughout the world as a whole.
When you stop to think of it, the tide is a world, phenomenon. We
do not speak of the tide of the ocean by the United States or by the
shores of the Baltic Sea or of the Indian Ocean. The tide is a
world phenomenon. One of the greatest advantages, possibly, that
I have had, is that of spending nearly forty years travelling among
the nations and going to them again and again after intervals, and
it enables one to observe the tendencies, the contrasts, the expan-
sion, the growth and such phenomena as that which I characterise
this morning as the tide. Be that as it may, I can say with
sincerity, from these intimate world contacts based not only on travel
but through my relation with world-wide societies, that the present
is a time, manifestly and unmistakably, of rising tide. Surely it
is a time of rising tide of opportunity. I repeat, it is a time of
the rising tide of opportunity. I have known nothing like it in this
respect in these years of ceaseless travel.



There may have been a time, in fact there have been times,
when in certain parts of the world the doors were as wide open and
were as numerous for the friendly and constructive ministry of the

religion of the Lord Jesus Christ az they are today. But I make
bold to say that never in the annals of Christian religion, across

the breadths of the world have we had simultaneously open so many
doors, and doors so wide open, as at the present time. I would find

it difficult, my friends, to mention this morning any part of the

world that in reality is not open to the penetration of the gospel
influence. Some one might say, "What about the Mohammedan
world?" That has been characterised as the Gibraltar in Christianity.
I have recently returned from a very notable gathering. In the first

place, I was privileged to mingle in an intimate way with groups
of workers among Moslems all across Northern Africa and the
Moslem fields in Western Asia. There on the Mount of Olives I

lived for seven days, without going down into the city, with Moslem
workers from all parts of the world, from Central Africa to Central

Asia, from the Pillars of Hercules to the Dutch East Indies. There
I met with the trusted witnesses who had profited by what persecu-
tion, what adversity, what opposition. There we had converts from
Mohammedanism and they as faithful witnesses brought before us
the actual situation among the two hundred and thirty-five million
Moslems. At the end we came to the conclusion that we could not
honestly say there was a closed door among Moslems in all these
Moslem lands. At times, I had to ask myself, "Am I awake to
the realization that the moment has come when there are not only
rifts in the wall but opportunities to pass through with freedom with
the message of the witnesses?"

Some one might say, "What about Russia?" As some of you
know, Russia has been very near my heart during all these years.
I have made many visits to Russia. Now, there we have one of the

greatest opportunities. Great opportunities often devolve from
situations like this. This Russian opportunity is the same one
which confronted St. Paul when hp went to the Diaspora. From
three to four million of the flower of Russia are scattered over dif-

ferent parts of the world members of the most influential families.

Only yesterday I thought I was away from all contact with Russia,
but a deputation of Russians got after me almost the first day of

my visit- During that interesting half-hour they described the con-
ditions of eight or nine thousand right here, and I found that the
doors were wide open even here. I was unable to get away from
it last night. It is only typical of what I could mention all over
Europe among Russian communities. These people thought they
had no friends. I was glad to remind them of the work now in

progress all over Europe, the Levant, Turkey, Egypt, South America
and North America. I never expected a day like this when with
the utmost freedom we would have access under favoring flags all

over the world to people that will some day be able to return to
their own country, and even today are able to send through various
channels influences as vital and pervasive as any which can be
exerted.

There are those who might raise inquiries about doors which
they think are closed. I would be interested to> know of any place
which any one sincerely believes is closed to all influences. There



are many kinds of influences. Some people think the opportunity

is gone in Turkey. Not so the interpretation of the American Board

that has been in Turkey over a century. Only a few days ago I

had a talk with the leading administrators. They said the oppor-

tunity had just arrived. I know the determined spirit of these

people in the teeth of difficulties of a serious character. Difficulty

is always an added opportunity. They are on the threshold of their

greatest victories. There is no dotibt about this. God works in

different ways. I remember in the War, we wanted to work among
the soldiers of the Indian Army, which included one million six

hundred thousand men in Western Europe and Northern Africa.

The British Government declined the request saying that no one had
been permitted to work in the Indian Army since the Mutiny. This
did not satisfy us, v/e felt that there must be an opportunity to

serve. Our appeals were renewed. Finally the government in India

said that if we would agree not to speak about Jesus Christ and not
circulate any pamphlets or documents about Jesus Christ, they would
permit us to serve among the Hindoos and Mohammedans and other
non-Christian religions. With some misgivings certain of the num-
ber accepted the conditions. We put the proposition to the officials

like this: If you will let our workers live as nearly like Jesus
Christ as they know and act as nearly like Jesus Christ as possible,

yes, we will accept the conditions. These workers were p'cked with
care Americans, Canadians, British. Indians and others. Sometimes
I have wondered whether we have had Christ lived more conscien-

tiously, more faithfully, subject to this one limitation I have
mentioned, than during those intense periods in Western and Eastern
Europe and on the fringes of Africa and Asia.

I was mentioning this to a discerning Christian one day and he
said, "Mr. Mott, have you noticed in the first chapter of the Got/pel of
St. John, he speaks of Jesus Christ as the light that lighteth every
man." Christ has more than one medium through which to break
out in the lives of men. Light is the most penetrating, most rapid,
most searching and most purifying in its influence. Christ, while
using voices and pens is not confined solely to voices and pens. He
can exert His influence through their lives. This unselfish ministry
led to such multitudes of inquiries during and since the War, that
I;tera1

ly thousands of doors have been opened. These inquiries arose
from the desire to know what lay behind these unselfish actions- They
had lost themselves in a great cause and the by-products of any great
unselfish adventure always exceed what people expect it to be.

I am telling you this to show you that it is a time of rising
tide of opportunity. I mentioned just in passing that difficulties

are an added opportunity, so I believe. I found in Korea last week
that their greatest difficulties the economic were turning out and
multiplying numerous points of opportunity for revealing Christ.
In Japan also, where my head hung with shame with reference to
the Exclusion Act, I found that the very Exclusion Act gave me
the opportunity I have never had to weave Christ into conversations
with men in high places.

As I come among you I expect to hear a great deal of your
difficulties and hopes, and to share with the greatest freedom tue
things which burden and oppress us. I predict this: the graver the
difficulties, the more splendid the opportunity. Am I not right, that
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the living Christ is concerned primarily with things which are im-

possible to men? He does not busy himself with the things we
can do. But Jesus is concerned about the things that we cannot do

ourselves without Him. Is it not true that in the experience of

every one those matters that at times have been the most baffling

have been the very doors of deepening acquaintance with the living
God?

Be that as it may, I bring 1x> you a truthful report. It is a time
of rising tide of opportunity all over this wide world and it is a time
of rising tide of interest. I would add another word, of interest and
inquiry, of interest revealed by inquiry. How do we determine
whether there is interest? I have never known a time when people
were asking so many leading questions; questions which open up
doors of opportunity for service. I have been asked more questions
than I could answer in weeks, in quarters where people are eager for

light. I think I have never known a time when such penetrating
questions were asked by so many, a time when foundations were
examined in such a searching way. I have never seen a time when
people were more eager to find reality as proved by the prices they
are paying to discover the facts.

If you want further proof, I am able to give it to you. I would
recommend the study of bookshops all over the world. That is one
of my interesting studies, I acquired this habit long ago. Second-
hand bookshops are always a temptation to me. I have bought so

many books, as Mrs. Mott will tell you, that we have never found
time to handle all the tables of contents. It has always seemed very
easy and natural to me to go with a good interpreter into the book
stalls. If any one doubts that this is a time of rising tide of interest
and inquiry and discussion, let him look at the printed pages. If any
doubt still remains let him have intimate conversation with people
that travel. Let him talk with apologetic lecturers and evangelists
who have worked for many years and therefore can make contrasts.
Let him cross-question in a very searching way. He will be greatly
surprised. He will find no arid spots, no places where interest is not

vibrate, is not manifesting itself afresh. It is a wonderful moment.
Sometimes I wish I had many lives to break out from administrative
work to' give to evangelistic work in these days.

It is a. rising tide of interest atnd inquiry. You take it even
inside of Russia. We have a Christian Student Movement in Russia
that puts to shame those outside of Russia. They have as one of
their first questions when people want to join, "Are you ready to die
for Jesus Christ?" Under these conditions is that movement spread-
ing? It is more than twice the size before the Bolshevik Revolution.
The members themselves do not know the size of this Movement.
Their plan is to have no printed rules, no written rules. Yet it is

spreading. One-third of the members of that Movement have been
within prisons. I do not know how many now are in the darkest
places of Russia. I spite of that the interest deepens. It is sur-

prising on what a low budget they work. The budget of the whole
seventeen secretaries would hardly be as great as the budget of a
single missionary back in the fields of the West.

It is a time of rising tide of interest, of concern, of Inquiry,
and that leads me to say that it is a time of rising tide of beneficence.
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I am proud of the Christian religion in this respect and particularly

so in these recent years. Do you recall a time when we have had
such splendid beneficence in the realm of philanthropy, during these

ten to twelve and notably these last five and six years, not simply
in meeting emergencies but in constructive measures looking far

into the future. Think of the plans of the great health boards,

whether denominational or interdenominational or so-called secular;

plans of not only the Protestant communion, but also the Roman
Catholic communion. Then again, in the realm of education, when
have we had such courses, large and small, like so many rivulets or

rushing streams of beneficene in the realm of abolishing ignorance as
we have had in these recent years? Our mission boards, in a time of

reaction and disappointment, when have we had such splendid
demonstrations in the face of misunderstanding, of reaction, as we
have had in the countries back in the West in recent years- Not simply
in English-speaking countries. I would remind you that in Germany
I have never known in all the years of my visits there such sacrificial

giving as they have had in the closing years of the War and since

the War. The story of the humble Christians of Germany would put
us to shame. The same is true not only of the Roman Catholics

but of the Protestants of France.
I recently attended a missionary exhibition in the Vatican in

Rome. The present Pope is celebrating what they call the Holy
Year. The former Pope celebrated the Holy Year by an exhibition
of Roman Catholic art. This one conceived the idea of having a
missionary exhibition. There in the Vatican were twenty or thirty
buildings, each one to represent a different country, one on Japan,
two or more on China, and several on Africa. There was a long
building representing the orders of societies li^ the Jesuits, Domini-
cans and so on. There was a great building called the Hall of the

Martyrs. It was a deeply impressive place. In this building there
were paintings which set forth the sacrifices made by leaders of the
Roman communion for the spread of the Christian faith. Under glass
they had displayed the instruments of torture which reminded us of
the price they paid for the widening of Christ's Kingdom. There, as
I stood I was greatly impressed by the rising tide of beneficence on
behalf of their world plans, beneficence not only in the way of money
but in the offering of lives of service. This is true not only of Roman
Catholics and Protestants but also of the Eastern Church. I was
talking a few days ago to the Archbishop of the Russian Church in

Japan, a worthy successor to Archbishop Nicolai. He came as a
delegate to a conference corresponding to this one. None spoke
more helpfully or more freely as every one present will tell yoa.
He described his experiences out in the villages of Japan as well as
in the big cities. Real evangelical work is going on there. There
were eight hundred and twenty-one baptisms this last year as a
result of house to house visitation and work. Speaking of sources
of support, he said that there had been evidences of sacrificial giving.
Since they have been cut off from the old State Church they have
been thrown back on the sacrifices of the present membership. It
is simply magnificent to hear stories of little instances of giving,
and how the little rivulets amount up into a surging stream of
beneficence.

_
A study of statistics would stagger people. I am much interest-

ed in statistics. Between the lines I can see the growth of self-support



here in 1 China and in other fields, I see more than figures. I see
streams of sacrifice, streams of interest, streams of devotion, the
touch of the pierced hand, and I thank God with you.

it is a time of rising tide of expectation. In company with a

group of men last night I was reminded that there are wide ex-

pectations over the world. I cannot explain it in any other way save
that the loving heavenly Father of us all, who has His own ways of

moving upon the hearts of His children, is brooding over His great
family in this world, and in the midst of turmoil, confusion and
missing the way, and suffering and reaction, loves us w'.th an ever-

lasting love and is communicating impulses to his children every-
where not to be discouraged on the threshold of a more glorious
day. I am deeply moved by this refusal to be discouraged, this belief

against evidence to the contrary, this belief that God is preparing
us and we are on the threshold of something infinitely greater. This
is cne of the most impressive things. When have we had five years
more charged with disillusion, reaction and disappointment than the
last five or six years? I wonder when we have had a time like unto
it. Therefore, it means a great deal to me. I cannot explain it except
by the same cause Christ brooding over the world and the yearning
of the heavenly Father manifested in the breasts of his children.
These are audible expectations and not blind groping, and is the

optimism of those who think deeply. They take long views looking
back and ahead far enough and wide enough views to take in the
whole Kingdom. We find this in quarters where we least expect it,

I crossed the Pacific with a prominent man three years ago who
voiced what I find is widely prevalent. He was on his way back from
the Washington Conference. He was one of the leading diplomats
there. He described to me the way they worked at the Washington
Conference. I got a good conception from him of the really hard
work that was done which I did not get from books and I have read
nearly everything I could find on the Washington Conference. This
man, an oriental diplomat, was not a Christian. He said to me,
"Now, Mr. Mott, we must look to the leaders of religion. We have
done our best at Washington but we must look to a power greater
than human." It was very impressive as I think of the source.

Just a few months ago in Geneva, where I attended a dinner of

some four or five hundred men of various nations, many members
of the League of Nations and members of the International Labor
Office, I sat by Sir Eric Drummond, Secretary-General of the League
of Nations. I had a conversation of nearly two hours in which he
detailed in a fascinating way various external arrangements that are

being rapidly entered into by groups of nations and by large numbers
of nations at times. He cross-questioned me as to the plans of

Christianity and as the conversation drew to a close he said, "We
must depend upon these Christian agencies to fill with living content
these external arrangements which we are busily making among the
nations." In other words we must look to the Christian religion to
furnish the consciousness and motive power motive in a double
sense, right motive and power to act on our motive. We must look
to Christian agencies to fill with living content these external ar-

rangements.
The other day, just a few days before I sailed, in Washington,

I went to see Herbert Hoover, whom you would call Minister of
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Commerce in this country. I look upon him as one of the best in-

ternational minds, but more especially is he acquainted with economic

facts all over the world than any man I know. After conversation

on the business that brought me there the talk went on to the subject
of Russia, and by the way, he is much interested in Russia. He
said to me, "What concerns me about Russia is not so much that

her economic theories themselves are breaking down; what causes

me solicitude about Russia is that the Soviets think they can build

a great nation without religion." You will remember that they are

trying to raise a generation there that will not only be indifferent

concerning religion, but will also scientifically fight religion not

in one form but in all forms. They are not satisfied with simply

forbidding religion but are taking possession of three million orphans
of soldiers and seeking to raise a generation without any hint of

religion.

The reason I quoted Hoover, this oriental diplomat, this Secretary-
General of the League of Nations is to show you that these expart
minds realize that we have got to get at reality, a power infinitely

greater than human. If these people have expectations such as

these in the midst of problems that oppress mankind the unrest in

the industrial area, the inter-racial relations, the international rela-

tions we should be responsible for the providing of apologstic lectures

that will ansv/er the proper questions of the most inquiring and alert

generation the world has known. The Christian forces must be
drawn together to face these most pressing problems. I have found
as I have talked with experts that they are all expecting the Christian

religion to furnish solutions. I did not find them looking elsewhere.
Some of them for years have looked elsewhere, but the process of
elimination has gradually led them to head into the great center of

reality. If they have expectations, what must not be the expectations
of the One once stretched upon the tree, who sought to break down
the middle wall of partition and to liberate the powers of endless
life? What must not be His expectation with this perfect knowledge,
perfect sympathy, perfect provision? What must not be His expecta-
tion on our behalf and on this movement which has brought us to-

gether?

Let me say now, it is a time of rising tide of faith. I had n,

friend in Oxford, Nevil Talbot, now Bishop of Pretoria in South
Africa, who came out with a little book about two years ago. I
am not clear as to its thought which reminds me of a German pro-
fessor who said he did not know what he meant until he saw the
French translation of his book. The title of this book has helped
me enormously. It is "The Returning Tide of Faith." I would like
to have that phrase hinge in our memories. It puts most aptly what
I see as I travel and as I search. Most of you have been on the
seashore, and you know what the tide is. You know some things
that most people do not. You contrast the impression made upon
your mind when the tide was ebbing out, far away, with the tide
when it was coming in, rushing up in rivulets, even dashing against
.the rocks and overlapping the banks. How much more exhilirating,
inspiring, awe-inspiring, is the returning tide of faith! This em-
phasizes the impression made upon me as contrasted with the time
when the tide was ebbing.
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In 1896 when I was in Japan, it was time of ebbing tide. This

time as I looked into the sea of faces of three thousand students

and professors assembled on Christmas Sunday and had conversations

with them, I could sense that the tide had turned. The same could

be said of Central Europe, hi places where one would not have ex-

pected this interest, which would put to shame the apathy and
indifference found in other quarters in other times. In practically
all the places I visited I received this impression, a most heartening
impression. If I may change the figure, there is an atmosphere of

belief in which it is easier to believe in the superhuman, and in

the presence and working of the living God. I am conscious of that

atmosphere here this morning surging around us. Superhuman re-

sources what does it not make possible?
Then finally, it is a time of rising tide of vitality. It reminds me

of Nature in springtime. When I visited Russia the second time, I

saw paintings of Siberia in spring and early summer. I said to my-
self. "That can't be real, those carpets of flowers." But when I

crossed Siberia from end to end in 1917, twice in the season and saw
those carpets of flowers, I realized that the paintings gave only a
suggestion of it. The Southern belt of the United States, Southern
California and Arizona, where once was a scorching desert without a
blade of life, is now shipping one hundred and fifty carloads each day
from a little chain of towns. Land which was worthless in now sell-

ing for $1000 per acre. The desert is blossoming as a rose. In the
Mohammedan parts of the world, where .a few years ago there were
parched deserts with no sign of life, there are now gushing fountains,
with people coming to vlrink and having their thirst assuaged.

But the figure changes the tide breaks down. The rising tide
of opportunity does not come twice. As the Arab proverb says,
"The dawn dees not come twice to awaken man." We must take
advantage of this intense and audible interest or it may pass away.
It surely is a time of rising tide of expectation. There come times
when there are expectations in our own breasts, and faith may be
strong or it may be weak. But we cannot so speak of vitality
spiritual vitality which I am speaking of this morning. I must fall
back on the opening words of the last chapter of the Bible, "He
showed me a river of water of life, pure as crystal, proceeding out
of the throne of God and of the Lamb" proceeding, not an inter-
mittent stream, from the living Christ. On both sides of the river
are the trees wherever this river flows, growing life springs from
the ground for the healing of the nations. The rising tide of vitality
should never fail us. It is a great perennial stream proceeding from
the living Christ which should wonderfully buoy us on. Though these
tides may fail us we should not let them pull us out. There is always
a time to take advantage of rising tide. In the late Eighties of Japan,
if the Christians of the West had believed their own witnesses and
Joseph H. Neesima, Japan might today be a, Christian nation. If the
Scotch Christians and certain Americans and Englishmen had ac-
cepted Alexander Duff's word as reliable, with its tremendous implica-
tions, in 1854, the religious history of Hindustan would have been
vastly different.

It is always wise to take advantage of a rising tide. Let no one
say of us thirty years from today that we failed to recognize the
day of God Almighty's visitation. A rising tide by the way, is
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dangerous. I was talking to my good friend, Dr. Lyon, this morning

and he described to me the Hangchow Bore and how impossible it is

to navigate at that time. It is not only the tide that is dangerous.

We have got to have very good pilots in a time like this in the

world. So many pilots give confused answers when they are cross-

questioned, They are not heading they are drifting. (Some ot

the most sincere Christians are unable to see the way, and this is

most pathetic.) They must not only know their port but they muso

also know the course. It is not easy to know the course in a day like

this They must have knowledge of not only visible rocks but hidden

reef's and shifting sands. It involves, therefore, keeping alert and

investigating and making soundings. We come here at a critical

moment which has a mighty bearing not only to us here in China but

elsewhere. It is a time when God's influence is operating. Every

good pilot must know the -hour, when with safety he can bring in

the rich cargo. Oh, that we may know, even though we do not have

so much time, that we may help people to discover the moment, the

hour when deep will answer to deep.

I have been sent here by the International Missionary Council us

its Chairman to learn, not to teach at all, but to take diligent note

to listen and to learn. I care to learn, not personally alone, but on

behalf of the International Missionary Council.. We
_
recognize this

as a critical moment and we are anxious to have a vivid impression
of the present situation and its trends and the most urgent problems
in China as you see them. Forget us. What are the things that

press you most and on which you want greatest help and one an-

other's judgment? Forget us, and give us you>r thoughts. That
has proved most reliable and helpful elsewhere. What will help you
most right here now? What do you think should be known by the

International Missionary Council and how should they serve you?
As you know, it was called into being to serve the various nations
and fields in international work. If it is to serve it must not lose

touch with reality. Therefore I made a journey to the Mohammedan
countries and also the Japan field. After my stay here I shall go
on to the Strait Settlements, Australia and New Zealand and thus
take in the whole Pacific Basin. With the same object in view Dr.
Warnshuis and Mr. Oldham and I have touched most of the European
countries and have taken counsel with the leaders in North America.
Mr. Oldham is touching the parts of Africa which I did not touch.
Then the Executive Committee of the International Missionary Council
will meet in Sweden next July for twelve days where we are to bring
to one room the reports, expressed in the form of findings, of the
different areas, as to what are the problems and issues and questions
that are most pressing in different areas. There we shall study im-
plications internationally. They will not only leairn, but share with
you the conviction which has been deepening as to whether the time
has not come, or is not very near at hand, when there should be an
enlarged meeting of the International Missionary Council, one suf-
ficiently large to give a representation that each field calls for,
that each field considers an adequate number of the leaders of its own
church and missions. This enlarged conference is to be called some-
time within the next year or two, at which time these leaders will
be called together to study the world situation in the light of what
is taking place in each of these areas. We cannot but believe that
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the changes which have taken place since Edinburgh, have been so

stupendous to the religious movement as to make the reorientation

of the Christian movement absolutely essential.

Secondly, the developments inside the Christian movement have
been so remarkable, so bewildering, rapid and changeful that it is

most desirable that trusted leaders of the Christian forces all over
the world come together for corporate thinking, fellowship and in-

tercession, that we may mutually support each other. That is,

simply, the object which has brought me among you. I hope you will
discuss this last point among the other questions which are pressing
you.
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[SPIRITUAL PREPAREDNESS OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH IN

CHINA TO MEET THE PRESENT SITUATION

C- Y. Cheng:
Dr. Yui, Dr. Mott, brethren:

It is with a good deal of diffidence I have come before you to

introduce the subject of Spiritual Preparedness and this for two
reasons. In the first place, I feel keenly my own unfitness to deal

with such a subject. In the second place, I do not think such a
matter can be solved by actions of a conference. This is specially so

at the present one when there are so many things to be considered
and with so limited a time. The matter requires not an action but
an attitude for its solution. Yet at the same time we cannot allow
the conference to pass without spending even a portion of the time on
this question which has such a vital connection with all the work we
attempt to do for God and men.

The situation of the Christian Movement in China today is very
much like that of the time of the Old Testament prophet Nehemiah
who in attempting to rebuild the city of Jerusalem met with many
obstacles and adversities- He was confronted with two great pro-
blems : namely, his foe and his task. The prophet considered the matter
carefully and decided to keep a watch on the opposing force and at
the same tima to hurry on his divinely appointed work. He could not
afford to neglect either of the two factors. So he ordered all his

woiking force "from that time forth . . . every one with one of his

hands wrought in the work and with the other held the weapon."
Precisely this is the situation of the Christian Movement in China at
the present time and the method to be adoped to meet that situation,
Our spiritual preparedness is to be expressed in these two definite

lines of watchfulness and forward advance. Let us consider for a
while some of the influences that are facing the Christian Church
in this land today that require the most diligent watchfulness and
determined advance of the entire working force of God in order to

accomplish the common object we have in view which is the build-

ing of the city of God here in China.

Let us keep a watch on the materialistic tendency that is en-

croaching upon the spiritual life of the Christian Movement with its

most unhealthy and harmful effect. The Christian Movement of

today is a large concern, involving a great deal of wealth, r>roT>erfv,

organization, scheme, power, not unmixed with a good deal of politics
and diplomacy. Owing to its very success it is no longer the simple
and understandable Christian Church of the apostolic times. There are
wheels within wheels in the organized Christianity of today. We can
hardV say that we are preaching a. "simple gospel" as it was so
cn^ed in the days gone bv. It requires the best brain, energy, ability,
time and money to keep the work going.

-

Let no one think that we are speaking against the material
advancement of the Christian Religion. This is a natural growth
and there is no way to avoid it. Again, material growth is not
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necessarily a bad thing. We live in a material world, we have to

deal with material things. While some express a fear that the Chris-
tian Church is over-organized today, at the same time it can hardly
be expected to exist without organization since it has become such
a large force in the world. Making allowance of all these considera-
tions we must make bold to say that the materialistic tendency in the
Christian Church is an unhealthy sign over which we must be ex-

ceedingly watchful. The eventual success of Christianity in China
must be a spiritual one and no failure is so fatal as a spiritual failure.

The Christian Church cannot absolutely free itself from organization,
method, and other material requirements, but first and foremost the
Christian Church must remain a spiritual institution. When the
material force has become the guest of honour in our heart and the

spiritual forc-e a prisoner in chains, the Christian Church is in

grave danger indeed. We are not raising a false alarm when we say
that, there is a real need for re-enforcement at the present time re-

garding this particular question to guard against a foe that is ap-
proacnmg with all stealthmess-

Let us keep watch on the intolerant spirit that is threatening
the peace of the Christian Church. We do not think alike, and the

expression of our religious faith cannot be expected to be uniform.
Difference of opinion, or even theological controversy is not alarm-

ing but intolerance is. To be tolerant is not to surrender one's con-
victions but is to recognize the infinite depth of truth which is far
greater than one's conception of it. Giving us a full measure of the
Christian virtue of sportsmanship, religious discussion or controversy
would enrich the life of the Church rather than otherwise; without
it the unity of the Christian enterprise will be greatly retarded. We
are already divided by many denominational differences; if religious
intolerance is to double that division it would be a great calamity to

the progress of the work. This principle is applicable not only to

the many sections of the Christian Faith, but also to- those faiths that
are different from ours-

Let us keep watch on the nationalistic bias that is creeping upon
the consciousness of the people of God at the present time. The
master Christian is second to none in a true patriotic love for his

nation, yet his conception of the fatherhood of God widens his

conception of the brotherhood of man. His religion brings him above
narrow nationalism. This marks his view of life and the ideal toward
which he travels. Christian internationalism has recently been
threatened by the unhappy event of May 30th, and the days following
when nationalistic spirit ran high and the ideal of universal brother-
hood was eclipsed. The event in the first instance had nothing to do
with the Christian Church, but later it affected the Christian

Religion in no small degree. Much nationalistic bias has been found
in expression and action amongst Christian people both Chinese and
foreign. The event has again found the Christian Church unprepared
to meet the demand of the hour. Obviously it is not possible for the
Christian missionary or the Chinese Christian to sever himself from
the nation of which he is a member but if the principle of Christian
internationalism is to dominate our thinking the narrow nationalism
must be kept in a secondary place of importance. Presently we shall

consider some phases of the Christian movement in relation to certain

national and international affairs; unless we rise above the narrow
idea of nationalism we shall come to no satisfactory result.
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Let us keep watch on the impatient attitude during this time
of growing pains. Growing is healthy but growing pains are painful
indeed. The growing consciousness of the native Church in recent

years is quite noticeable. The Chinese Christian has realized more
and more his responsibility and position in the work; the foreign mis-

sionary, the need of shifting his position in the future program of
the Christian movement in China. During this time of transition

many problems have been created and the situation is hard for both
the native and the foreigner. The young Church in asserting itself is

suggesting solutions to the problems not always in keeping with the
views held by those who have in the past been holding the reins of

authority; in like manner, the zealous missionary in safeguarding
the best interest of the work is not always eager or ready to attempt
an untried experiment, however well it may sound in theory. The
patience of both parties is on trial, the result is less desirable after
its breaking point is reached! Honestly speaking there is a good
deaT of sincere attempt on both sides to make Christianity more suc-
cessful and better adapted to the need of China, but the wisdom of

constraining and restraining measures adopted becomes one of the
most acute problems of the Christian movement in China today.
Strained relationships, unsympathetic attitude, non-cooperative
tendency, and mutual exclusiveness as a result of impatience are
matters that require the most earnest watchfulness on the part of all

who are engaged in the shaping of the future policy of the Christian
movement in this land.

Let us keep watch on the Anti-Christian Movement which is

likely to be a long engagement of spiritual warfare with the Christian
Church. The movement is aiming at nothing less than the downfall of

Christianity and its complete eradication from China's soil. So far
the activities of the movement have been confined to the intellectual

classes, but there is no telling what will happen when it has reached
the ignorant mass of the country. Efforts are being made towards
that direction. One of its publications circulated on Christmas Day
contained the following 'lines of attack upon Christianity: (1) To
widen the scope of anti-Christian propaganda to the rural districts

of the country; (2) To form anti-Christian organizations throughout
the entire country; (3) To work for the withdrawal of students from
Christian schools; (4) To work among the Christians and effect their

recantation; (5) To investigate the extent and strength of the
Christian movement in each locality, particularly to find out the bad
deeds of the Christian people. The agitators are working for a mass
movement against the Religion of Christ, with the intellectual leaders
as its brain.

EarJLof the criticisms, accusations and attacks that have been
made against the Christian Church is the result of blind prejudice,
without clear reasoning, which we can afford to ignore; part of them
is the result of misunderstanding which we are ready and willing
to explain; part of what has been said is truly helpful and corrective,
which we are prepared to accept with gladness and gratitude. But
if we are to withstand this probably long engagement, and come
out of it triumphant, it depends not so much upon the clever reply
we write or the convincing argument we advance. Success or failure

will largely depend upon the spiritual morale of the Christian people-
The test will prove what and where we are, gold or silver, wood or

hay; upon the rock or upon the sand. We have made mention more of
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points within the Christian Church that call for earnest watchfulness
than of the attacks from without, because we believe that if there if

a spiritual preparedness in the Church we can make bold to say thai
we can face any eventuality!

To be watchful, however, is not enough. We must also be active -

in the positive service. Spiritual preparedness means to keep a close;

watch over the foe, it also means to shoulder the responsibility on &
constructive program. With one hand, like the men of the prophet
Nehemiah, to hold the spear and the other the trowel. Let us con-
sider some of the more urgent tasks of the Christian Movement in
this country that need special emphasis.

There is the task of naturalizing the Christian movement in

China. Much of the present anti-Christian propaganda is anti-

foreign. Foreign influence in China and its aggressive policy have
alarmed many of the Chinese people and have caused a good deal of
resentment. The foreign stigma upon the Christian Church- has
identified, in the minds of many, the Christian Church with western
imperialism and capitalism and all the rest of it. The teaching of
Jesus Christ while it has its universal application has also its oriental
flavour which should be quite congenial to the Chinese people. But
owing to the western coloring the Christian religion in China is still

regarded as a foreign religion. The naturalization of the Christian
Church in China therefore is an immediate and urgent problem.

There is the of task of revaluation of values. For more than a

century the Christian mission has been exerting an influence upon
the life of the Chinese people not without some remarkable success-
Missionaries have been sent, property has been acquired; special

protection has been secured and many other activities. With the

rapid change of conditions both in the nation and the Church, there
is a real need for a reconsideration of some of the methods used for

missionary purposes, and a revaluation of the practices of the Chris-
tian Church. Are the methods best suited to China? Are they
meeting the need of the hour?

There is the task of shifting the center of gravity. There seems
to be a general agreement as to the principle of shifting the

responsibility from the mission to the church, but there is a wide dif-

ference of opinion as to how this should be done. The missions are
not equally in earnest about the matter; the churches have not reached

equal attainment. There is fear lest the mission is not ready to

give up a position that has been held so long; there is misgiving as
to the readiness of the young church to shoulder the new responsibility.
How make the best possible use of native talent? How safeguard
the Christian movement to remain Christian? How maintain the
usefulness of the most friendly and most forward looking workers
from the West in China? These and many other matters need very
careful attention and consideration.

There is the task of presenting a united front to the non-
Christian world. In view of the opposing forces without and limited

strength within, it is of the utmost importance that the Christians
show to the world a united front with a spiritual unity to back it up-
There is much to separate us: denominational cleavage; national and
racial demarcation; theological disagreement; unless the spirit of

unity has taken possession of our hearts it is doubtful of our eventual

victory over the spiritual forces that are against us. We cannot be-
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little our differences, they are real, they are dear to our hearts,
they have their significance and place. They are the expression of our
religious experience. But when we are facing a common foe and a
common task our differences must sink into the .background.

There is the task of propagating the Christian faith. The
evangelistic and missionary outreach is no new task of the Church. It

is sometimes regarded as a wee bit old fashioned nowadays among
some Christian neople. Yet we believe there is a great need of

re-emphasizing this particular part of the Christian movement in

China- Direct evangelism and missionary efforts must always occupy
a large place in the program of the Christian Church. We cannot

outgrow the last commission given by the Lord: "Go ye into all the
world." And China is not too modern to be not needing a Saviour!
We are not so up-to-date as to be ashamed of the gospel of Chris-

tianity.. We are taking this narrower sense of the term Christian

propagation which should include all forms of Christian activities and
services. We wish to specially emphasize the need of more earnest,
more constant and better prepared evangelistic work and missionary
effort for leading men and women to allegiance to our Lord Jesus
Christ. The spiritual life of the Chinese Christian Church is yet to
be measured by its evangelistic and missionary keenness and fervor.
There is need for improvement in evangelistic and missionary
methods but there can be no improvement in the spirit of evangelism!

We have in this brief way outlined some of the more urgent
problems and tasks of the Christian movement in China at the present
day. They do make us feel what a glorious opportunity exists for us
to make life worth living. But at the same time we cannot but feel
and say: "Who is sufficient for this?" With such problems and tasks
before us, how shall we overcome and accomplish, overcome the dif-

ficulties and accomplish the task?

Let us, first, make a thorough examination of ourselves, and see
wherein we have failed in our spiritual life. Most if not all the
criticisms that have been brought forward against the Religion of
Christ are the result of our failure rather than the failure of our
Divine Master. The things that are threatening the peace of the life

of the Christian Church are again because of the failure of Christians
to measure up to the spiritual attainment. Let us humble ourselves
before God for restoration and deliverance.

Let us be honest with our religious convictions- The world
shall always be divided into those who love Christ and those who hate
Him. The latter are ever trying to do their worst to upset the pro-
gram of the Kingdom of God. It is up to us who uphold His principles
and ideals to counteract the opposition- We have to take sides in this
eternal conflict. Let us therefore show to the world that we are for
Christ whatever may be the cost.

Let us take Christ more in earnest. The half-hearted way in

which we have followed and served Christ accounts for much of the
difficulties and problems of the Church in China today. Many are
more in earnest about their business, their profession, their 'study,
their political parties than we are about Christ. What would China
be if the half a million Christians in the country would take Christ in

dead earnest?

Let us pray for a more daring spirit- The Christian enterprise
involves many risks. The road it is to travel is more thorny than
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rosy. It is attempting the humanly speaking impossible. Let us

pray for the spirit of boldness, dare to live and to die for Him who
lived and died for us.

Let us, finally, reaffirm our faith in God. In the midst of

religious d-fficulties, perplexities and responsibilities, there is God
ruling and overruling all. Christianity has its foundation in God
which can never be shaken- Organization may change, institutions

may cease to exist, men may fail, opinions and activities may go to the

wind, but the God of the Christian Faith abides forever! Let this

assurance be our mainstay and our faith in Him push us forward
to face the foe and to accomplish the task.

Material success of a religious movement may not be success at

all; religious adversities may be a blessing in disguise. We are now
living in a time of uncertainties but it is also a time of untold pos-
sibilities. Unless we are spiritually prepared for meeting the situa-
tion we shall be found undone. Shall we not enter upon this important
conference with a prayerful attitude that whatever lines of activities

we propose for the days to come may be the true expression of our

spiritual preparedness?

Discussion.

D. E. Hoste: In the study of history, we find that the founders of the Christian

faith thought it important ilai certain facts regarding our Lord Jesus Christ should

be established amongst men. They believed that if a Christian life was going to

tell first in individuals, and then through individuals on to the community, this

vital message of the Lord Jesus Christ was to be safeguarded. They did not follow it

in different ways. In the Epistle Paul said, "If any other rnan preach any other

gospel, or if an angel from heaven preach any other gospel, let him be accursed."

That is intolerance. I believe intolerance is a Christian duty and a Christian virtue

at times. There is no virtue in tolerance or intolerance. It depends on what you
tolerate and what you don't tolerate.

I do want to speak freely. I think that this question of what is our Christian

message is absolutely vital, if we hold clearly to what the New Testament teaches

regarding our Lord Jesus Christ as the Son of God and the Son of Man: that He died

for sin and gave Himself a sacrifice to God for sin; and that He was raised from the

dead; that He is now in Heaven and to those who unreservedly commit themselves

to Him, in faithful surrender, He imparts a new life, and that until that life is im-

parted men are dead in trespass and sin.

Now that is tb.3 kernel of Christian! :y as the Apostles taught it, and I challenge

any one who says it isn't. That is a brief outline of it. This is no academic ques-
tion about doctrine, amongst bigots holding certain theology as an end in itself.

No; these facts about the Person, the death, and the resurrection of Our Lord, furnish

the only source and basis from, and upon, which the Christian life can be established

among men, and can accomplish all these great things that we have been hearing
of and living for. It will be only through the right application of these truths which
are revealed from heaven. St. Paul says, "It is a revelation." And that is an ab-

solute truth. We believe our religion is revealed by God; and these facts that I

have mentioned are revealed from God; they are static and unalterable, we cannot

change. Hold tQ them, brethren. And if we have this personal relationship with
the crucified and risen Redeemer, that will bring untold power in our own life.

Let us spend time every day reading the Bible and in prayer to God. If we have
but little spiritual touch with these revealed realities, how can our message be effec-

tive?

And I say again, in my judgment, intolerance may become a Christian duty,
and I say that the Epistles were intolerant in time and place and on occasion.
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C. O. Sparham: The question is given "Why is it that the Christian movement
in China has impressed people chiefly as a movement of Activities rather than as a

spiritual force? "This is certainly a very penetrating question and one which will

strike home to the heart of almost every worker here. And to he perfectly honest, I

am afraid most of us will have to say that Christianity is so regarded because,

collectively, in our every day life we have given greater emphasis to activities than to

spiritual matters. I am afraid most of us will have to admit that when it comes to a

question of outside activities or of personal devotion, and we have to choose between

the two, the public activity is attended to. Of course, we cannot get away from

public duties and yet in a well ordered missionary life, time should certainly be so

arranged that there is always ample time for regular daily devotion.

I was deeply interested in reading the report of the Jerusalem Conference telling

of the Moslem Movement, and to see that all the mission boards were pressed to do

their utmost to send to the Moslem world only men and women of strongly devo-

tional character so that the impression of Christian life would not be in accordance

with the number of things that were done but rather by the devotional spirit that

was shown. The one thing that would lay hold of the Moslem mind and heart was
the sense of deep Christian devotion. We need to bring that lesson into our life in

China. The Chinese are essentially a practical people like ourselves. They are as

much interested in activities as we are. But deep down in the Chinese nature, both

Christian and non-Christian, there is an intense reverence for the unseen and ap-

preciation for the unseen.

So whether we look at our life from the point of view of duty to God or of our
success as misssionaries, I feel we must have a new arrangement of our time and
energies and see to it that activities come second and devotion first. Whatever
happens devotion must not be driven out of our life.

D. IF. Lyon: I was hoping that some of our Chinese associates would feel free to

speak on this important subject. And I hope they still will. I am inclined to believe

from conversations that I have had and opportunities for reading what Chinese
Christians are saying, that one of the fundamental reasons why the Christian

movement in China has impressed people chiefly as a movement of activity is because
missionaries who have come to China have placed emphasis on activitiesthemselves. It

is because of the type of religion that we have been propagating that this impression
has gone forth. I have been recently reading some of the statements which have
been made by Chinese Christian leaders as to what they would like to see in the
new Chinese Church communities. I have found a great emphasis in the expression
of opinion in favor of an entirely different type of religious service a religious
service which shall have not only preaching in it but shall have more emphasis on the

quiet factor in worship emphasis on the factor of liberty in worship rather than too

great a stress on the matter of corporateness. The more specific suggestions are that
the place of worship shall be smaller than we ordinarily have and that the worship
shall be contemplative. Some people advocate that the period of worship shall cover
four hours instead of one and that people shall be free to come in at any time and
stay for as long as they wish or as short a time as they wish. They desire to make the
service more individual. It seems to me that these views are a protest against the

activity type of worship service that we as missionaries have brought here. There
is also a protest against the activities in the other realms of the Chiibtian work. One
answer to our question, therefore, is that we missionaries have too often promoted
activity rather than worship.

John Y. Lee-: One of the viewpoints which I have come across often regarding
this "activity" type of religious work can be expressed something like this: when
missionaries come to China to propagate the Gospel they find a number of very
difficult situations. They find that there are not proper places for worship and there are
not proper people to train for the ministry. There are also a laige number of what
one may call economic difficulties. Now a missionary who is alive with the idea
to h<Jp people in every possible way will not only try to bring in the spiritual side of
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Chi'istiauitjr but to be in intimate contact with them arid help them in their daily tasks

in ways that they understand. In doing these things they often tried to introduce
methods whic^ have been found useful in foreign lands rather than make use of

existing things in our country- In the administrative affairs of the Church too,

instead of using some of the things that the Chinese already have the idea is always
to install some thing new. In doing this they not only have a desire to see the
Chinese people get the benefit of the material and the institutional side of missionary
effort, hut they also feel deeply their own responsibility to their home constituency,
which requires them to devote more and more time to administrative tasks.

Now there is one thing that I want to mention here and that is this: while

our missionary friends are trying to turn over administrative work to the Chinese, is

there not a danger that the spiritual leaders of the church be given too much res-

ponsibility in administrative work. A number of Chinese pastors simply shudder at

the thought. They fear that if the church buildings and other properties were put
upon their shoulders they would lose a good deal of their effectiveness in the pro-

pagation of the faith.

T. Z. Koo: The speakers so far have seemed to assume an antithesis between
activity and spirituality. I wish some one would inform me whether that antithesis

does exist between activity and spirituality.

T.Y.CJtftng: I don't think the word activity, unless I misunderstand the mean
ing, is a bad word. The non-Christians regard the Christian Church as active instead

of spiritual and one of the reasons is because Christianity is aggressive and active

and it should be rightly so. I do not think there is any mistake or sin in Christianity

being active or aggressive. For this reason, we have nothing to be afraid or ashamed
of . If the Christian Church is active in many of the things which seem to be
not absolutely spiritual it is beca.use it is a means of leading men to Christ and unto
His Kingdom and I do not see why the Church ought to give up activities because

of the mistaken idea that the Christian Church is nothing but these activities.

King Chu: If I am allowed to tell the truth, ten to fifteen years ago the Christian

movement was neglected by the intelligent people in China. Coming from anon -

Christian family I can tell of the indifference with which Christianity was received

ten years ago. If I talked about Christianity they would laugh at me. They thought
it was not worth while to discuss. But today the attitude is different. Both anti-

Christians and non-Christians take notice of Christianity. They discuss it. They
think it is something which is worthwhile to discuss. The Anti-Christian Movement
serves as an advertisement to Christianity. The more they advertise in the papers
the more people take notice of Christianity. As I see it, tlv's is not a sign of

the waning of Christianity but a sign of the rising of Christianity in China. Many
non-Christians have now become interested in problems of religion because of the

Anti-Christian Movement.

The Christians are not bold enough to go into non-Christian communities. If

they have enough courage to go into non-Christian societies they will leap more re-

sults than if they stayed out. A few months ago there was an educational institution

which broke away from a Christian school. At the time few Christians wanted to

join this institution, not because they wanted to give encouragement to them, but
because they wanted to call some of them back to Christianity. If a man has one

hundred sheep, and one of them has gone astray, would he not leave the ninety-nine

and go into the mountains to seek for the lost one until he finds it ? However it is

not the spirit of today in China. Many Christians object to going among the students

who went astray. Many of them, are lost, because there is no one there to save them.
I think Christian people today should not work among the Christians but go
into places where the Anti-Christian Movement is strongest, and talk with them
and work with them and reveal to them the real personality of Christ. That is the

work for us to do. The Christians are not bold enough to go and study in non-

Christian communities but just pray among themselves. So I feel that that is what
most Chinese people think, that Christians have no spiritual insight. They think
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Western civilization is materialistic and they do not know anything about Christian-

ity at all. In the educational world they think that we lack spirituality. They
want some spiritual force in education. Instead of looking into Christianity they try

to find it elsewhere, from Confucianism, Buddhism, and so forth. It is a great field

for us vo work.

T. C. Chao: Always in praying to God or in the cultivation of spiritual life I

find a struggle with spiritual reality, to make myself clear in regard to the beliefs of

my religion. There is a distinction between activity and spiritual life. But it is only

a matter of definition as to what you mean by activity. If by activity we mean
something not meant by our devotion, there is a danger of carrying on activities

merely.

Now there are two reasons why Christians do not go out to meet non-Christians

or anti-Christians. In the first place, they are diffident as to what reasons they can

give for their spiritual life. What reasons have I to be a Christian? If I am
sure of these reasons I can have the courage to go amongmen, debate with them, live

with them and have fellowship with them. One of the reasons that the Chinese

Christians do not go out among them for spiritual purposes is this diffidence.

In the second place, the demand of the Anti-Christian Movement on Christians

and the demand of non-Christian religious people "You must show your
spiritual reality. You have seen God. You know Him." Now we should ask our-

selves the question: Do we have this spiritual reality of God our Father? Do we
know Him? Are we so sure that His presence is living within us? If we are, then
we have courage to go out.

In the third place, I want to mention this: the way of meeting this situation.

Christians should besides attending church services, all of which are very important,
form small groups for careful investigation, study, fellowship have a realization of

the spiritual resources that we have at our disposal and a real sense of the presence
of God with us. Only when we know that we have the real religion can we go among
them.

H. C. Tung: The difficulty is that we pay too much attention to worldly things,
to routine work, and not to religious and devotional activities. We have so many
drives for raising funds for the church, for preachers, for some social evening and
other things that many Christians are not satisfied with their churches. Some of

them have actually left and gone to the so-called Apostolic Church where they
can have more devotion to suit their taste. In my parish I notice that a great
number of Christians, Christians from Christian families, have left my church-
When I once happened to meet them they told me that our religious work did not
suit them and that they did not feel at peace to remain in the church simply to

attend church services on Sundays and to do nothing more than make some contribu.
tion to the church. The essential trouble therefore lies in the fact that the church
at present does not supply their spiritual need.

There is, however, a hopeful sign in Shanghai. Christians are gathering together
in twenty or more families and holding prayer meetings regularly, and a number of
other families are doing the same kind of religious work day by day. Mr. Samuel
Shen told me a great deal about that. I feel we are bringing Christianity into our in-

dividual life and family life. This I feel the Church should encourage and take up
as part of its religious work.

The second difficulty is that the so-called Christian families in Shanghai are
in many ways behaving like non-Christians. You may investigate and find that

they are gambling and there is no time for reading the Bible and praying to God.
They are nominal Christians, though they may go to church once a week. Now
such a church, built on a sandy foundation and on a financial basis, cannot have the
force to encounter the Anti-Christian movement.

The other day one Christian told me what he thought to be a glorious thing;
that he had driven out from his compound five students of Fu Tan College who
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came to argue with him. But such people are not prepared to go among anti-

Christians and to talk to them reasonably. I become aware that Christians should
meet non -Christians and even anti-Christians in a friendly way. There is no use in

sending them away unsatisfied.

To illustrate another idea of mine, I should like to mention a group of twenty-
two students who have left missionary schools and entered a non-Christian university
which is really a hotbed of anti-Christianity. They prefer the latter perhaps because
they do not like their preachers, or do not like the church, or do not like the religious

ceremony. Yet these students are praying, holding devotional meetings, inviting
new students to come in, in spite of so much opposition from the general student

body. From this fact we may infer that the Church should allow a certain amount of

toleration to its members who wish to express heir own opinions about the faith
an I pr ictice. There is in them something unusual which the Church can make use
of. The right step for the Church and Christian leaders to take is to know them
and direct their energy into the proper channel. If we think carefully over this

and other matters, we can place the Church on a sounder basis.

O. K. Lee: It seems to m.3 that nowadays sotn.3 of the Churches really forget the
main purpose of the Church or what the Church stands for. Many of us are trying
to alapt ourselves first to the present day fashion of the community rather than to

be spiritual leaiers. We use the satna ways to start various activities in the Church
just as the non-Christian people do. For supporting activities, dramatic per-
formances take place in the church for raising funds. In such a state of things how
can the outsiders see the spiritual side of the Church or the differences between
Christians and non-Christians?

We do not pay enough attention to make the church a place to help those who
feel sorry in their hearts; in other words sorrowful people do not find the church a

place where they can go when they have sorrows or unquietness of heart. We
give too much of our time to the activities which Mr. Tung mentioned, consequently
we are busily engaged in carrying on things worldly. Therefore we find no time to

promote Bible reading, prayer meetings or evangelistic work. In short, our whole

strength is exhausted in activities so we are too weak to evangelize the place where we
are.

It seems to me that Clirist Jesus is today asking the Chinese Church, "Who He
is" as in ancient days. Some thought He was Elijah and others thought He was John
the Baptist. Let us think for a moment. Are we ready to show to our country-men
that He is the Christ, the Savior of China and of this world? In order to be His
witness let us pray for a mighty revival sweeping all the churches in China.

Often Wei Ping: Having had the privilege to travel quite extensively in China I

have learned from different sources and from different places a great many things.

Looking from one side you can easily become an optimist. At the same time if

you look at things happening in different places one can easily become a pessimist.

I learned from different places in different schools, for instance, that the principals

and the leading teachers in those institutions are very indifferent to the spitritual life

of the students. They hire a third and sometimes a fourth-rate man to be responsible

for the religious teaching and that is all the religious work they do in that school.

And that fourth-rate man sometimes dresses in European clothes, with a collar on
his neck that has been there at least two or three months or even four.

But in other schools that I have visited, the principal himself and the leading

instructors and teachers have their own classes for Bible teaching and Religious

Education. There, when they ask you to come to that school to have evangelistic

meetings, you feel you are coming into an entirely different atmosphere.

I came to one school I will never tell anyone the name even if yon ask me
confidentially or otherwise where a student told ine that their professors, so-called

Christians, gambled the whole night long. And sure enough, as I paid special attention
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and looked into their eyes, which were red, I saw that they had been up practically

the whole night. Let me remind you that this is a Christian school. Undoubtedly
one might say that there is no spiritual life in this institution, only activities.

Then in some hospitals, the physicians never speak a Christian word to the

patients neither foreign nor Chinese physicians. They hire a fourth -rate or

fifth-rate man to be responsible for all the religious work in that hospital. At the

same time I visited another hospital where the physician comes to the operation room
and the first thing he does is to lay his hands on the head of the patient and offer

up an honest prayer. In morning chapel, that surgeon with his broken Chinese,

probably no better than my English, preached to the people. I could understand

him easily but I thought, "How could the poor patients from the country towns,
understand his broken Chinese?" And yet he made- Christ and His love known.
After he had finished speaking he stepped aside and his Chinese assistant got up
and made his point clear to these patients. When you come to a hospital like

this you find an entirely different atmosphere. There you have a real Christian

hospital.

T. C. Bau: In Hangchow our Christian leaders have gained fame for administra-

tive powers. Whenever there is anything to be organized in the city they come to

us for help. But for spiritual need they send to other places. They go to Peking to

invite the Buddhist monks. They have come year in and year out for several years.
And our civil governor, supposed to be a member of the Church in Hangchow City ,

has tried to give them the most hearty welcome. And the Christian churches which
are well placed in Hangchow City have not gained any place in the community for

spiritual help. The reason, of course, is that the Christian leaders are not different

in preaching but in showing Christian spiritual life to them. They are showing
them, in many ways, distinctive powers of administration. They have a good know-
edge of the English language and are good in helping to make friends between
Chinese leaders and foreigners. But the Christian churches have not got the minds
of the people yet. Because in the churches the forms of worship and so forth are

quite foreign to most of the people.

Frankly it may not be so in Shanghai, but in Hangchow and in other inland

cities, the Christian churches and forms of worship and organization are still foreign
to them because Christian Churches are the organizations of foreign countries. The
Chinese pastors have learned to follow in the steps of the missionaries and what we
have got from our Christian schools we are doing exactly the same in the Chinese
churches. So the Chinese people at large are still not very familiar with what we
mean by spiritual life. They can interpret our activities tetter than our spiritual

help. In many ways the average Chinese church member is receiving Christian-

ity not exactly in the same way as we do here. They are not very clear of their

Christian faith. The only thing which has made our Chinese Christians in inland

cities deeply faithful toward the Christian faith is that they transferred the Buddhist
faith to Christianity and they are worshipping God just the same as the other Gods
in heathen religions. So unless we can show up something new to make Christian-

ty more acceptable to them, so that they can understand our God, whom we
have preached for so many years, and Jesus Christ our Savior, we can hardly make
them appreciate what we have done.

Another difficulty is that Christianity is not a general but an individual relieion.

When one has been converted to Christianity it does not touch the whole family
or village or city.

James Yeh: Christian activity and spiritual force go together. Christian

activity is only the expression of spiritual force. If a person is devotional he is

bound to express himself in activities. I spent last month in Korea and had the
opportunity of visting a large number of churches and other Christian institutions.
It was a great suprise to see such a great enthusiasm manifested in religious worship
among Korean Christians. I had the opportunity of speaking to a gathering of



sixteen hundred Christians in a Wednesday evening prayer meeting, and several times

to a gathering of over a thousand. I must confess that I have never preached to such

warm-hearted Christians. When asked, I was told that such large gatherings were

not an unusual thing. In Korea not a single native preacher's salary is paid with

foreign money. Practically all the churches have been built with funds raised among
native Christians. I asked one of the missionaries, "Why are Christian activities here

in Korea so prosperous?
" The missionary answered, "You take that hook written

hy Dr. Nevius, "The Principles of Missionaries' and read it." Dr. Nevius was a

missionary in China. I am sorry to say that the missionaries and Christian workers

in China did not follow his advice as the missionaries in Korea did. I believe we
have a great deal to learn from Korea in the work of evangelizing China.

The book of Dr. Nevius strongly emphasizes evangelism. The reason why
Christian work has not been so prosperous in China as that in Korea in my opinion,

is because we have bsen emphasizing something less than evangelism. In chang-

ing our program and emphasis, I think we ought to do two things. First of all we
must train thorough Christian leaders, and in order to do that we have to change
the program in our Christian schools. To make a Christian school thoroughly evan-

gelical is essential. The Christian schools in Korea go so far as even not to engage
a teacher who is not a Christian. It is so strongly stated in their constitution that

this cannot be changed. Just now the Christian schools in Korea are trying hard
to secure recognition from the government. In fact a few have already received

it, but they have retained religious instruction in spite of the long and determined

effort on the part of government authorities to keep it out of the curriculum. On
the other hand I feel extremely sorry to say I have known Christian schools in China
that have given up devotional exercises at the morning chape], at the request of the

student body and because of outside criticism. Their morning chapel has become
morning assembly.

The second thing is that we must emphasize reading the Bible. They told me
in Korea that they would not allow anyone to join the churches, even an old man or

woman, who did not know how to read the Bible.

Samuel Shen: In different places, I found that general!}' only one-third of the

Christians are active. It is a mistake to look for pastors to do all the active

work. The important thing is that we need more voluntary, personal workers who
are laymen. These workers should visit the sick backsliders, or help them in time of

need; through love and sympathy they will be able to lead them to live a spiritual life

and to follow their advice.

We pray God that more personal workers of such type may appear in every
chiirch today.

T. X. Koo: I asked the question a few minutes ago as to whether we are confus-

ing the question when we try to differentiate between activity and spirituality. That
the Church in China has given the impression that it is not a spiritual force is no^
because we are interested in formal activities. Every religion has its activities, but
the real reasons that I have seen which account for the unspirituality of the Church
in China, in my mind, are; First, the idea of religion in the East has, generally

speaking, been identified with poverty and self-denial. You take the dominant

religions now ii India and in China. I think you do get the impression that the work-
ers in these i elisions are those who voluntarily choose the way of poverty. I do not

think that is cnaracteristic of Christianity in China or in other parts of the world.

We very distinctly give the impression of being a very rich, luxurious and powerful

group. That is one of the great reasons why we have not reached the people whose

conception of spirituality is ba&ed on that kind of background. They cannot
think of us Christians as a spiritual force.

Second thing, the conception of the Chinese or Eastern nations is that religion

is somehow connected with the idea of what Confucius called "benevolence" or

what we Christians call "love" or pretend to call "love." Christianity has not

given this impression because we as individual Christians have given the impression
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that by our very passiveness we are standing for all the cruelties and injustices of

the world. We have been called by the Anti-Christian world the allies of imperialism
and so forth. That may not be just. But it is certainly just on this account, that

we in our own hearts have not felt with those Anti-Christian people, the burden and
sorrow of the poverty stricken people. As long as we do not feel like Christ in our

nearts, as long as we are not in sympathy with human sorrow and suffering we will

not give the impression of a spiritual movement in China.

Another very great difficulty which I have met again and again as I have moved
among students is the language of spirituality. Take the so-called spiritual terms
which we deal with, "fellowship with God", "influence of the Holy Spirit", "re-

demption from sin". They are rich in meaning to those of us here, but they
do not mean very much to the average Christian in the Church today, much less

to the non-Christians. "Fellowship with God" what do we mean by it, what is

the content back of it? How can we make it plain to other people if it is not plain
to ourselves? As long as we are in that muddled up spiritual state ourselves I do
not think we can, by any means, make an impression as a spiritual group among
other people.

In lots of these activities you do see a distinct forward movement which we as

Christian workers in China can take. If somehow we think of them as unspiritual
we do not get very far. If we have prayer meetings and meetings in the home,
these are still activities in my mind. You cannot judge a movement as to whe-
ther it is spiritual or non-spiritual by the amount of activity it engages in.

R. A. Ward. We need a recentering of our immediate objectives. Of late

we have been exceedingly busy in setting up machinery. We have done it in part
because of the large volume of business which the enterprise was seeking to carry,
and in other pa,rt because we have taken over from the business world certain ideas

of efficiency.

In the second place, we have centered attention upon education and philanthropy
as a means of demonstrating the value of the Gospel and of giving service and not

enough upon the revelation of the spirit of Jesus and of Jesus Himself.

Thus it seems to me, that we have had our attention pretty much focussed 011

securing an evidence of progress in terms of material things, on the creation of institu-

tions and enterprises which put the Church alongside of many non-Christian institu-

tions which, in this somewhat materialistic age, express the mselves and their success

in terms of things. We need to substitute, in the immediate foreground, objectives

for spiritual achievements in place of those dominating objectives for material

achievements of recent years.

Andrew Weir: It strikes me that this activity side that is so marked in Protestant

Christianity in China is largely due to the fact that the Protestant missionaries who
have come and have brought that type here have come mostly from America and
Great Britain. Mr. Koo has called attention to the general features of religion as it is

understood in the East. These features are also prominent in the Greek Church, and,
to a lesser extent, in the Roman Catholic Church. But we Protestant represent-
atives from America and Great Britain have enlarged the other side to an extreme

degree. I think it is a weakness that needs to be corrected, although it is a weakness
that leans to virtue's side. I have been following with great interest the beginning
of the Irish Roman Catholic missions in Central China and have been studying their

ideals and purposes in work pretty closely. I have been very muchinterested in noting
how they see the strong points of Protestantism and are wishing to borrow them.

There are two sides to the Christian life, the more mystical, devotional inner

life and the outer active life. Activities much stressed and strengthened sometimes
tend to smother this inner life which they should express and surely, as has been

suggested by Mr. Koo and two other speakers, we need to have some guidance on

how we will embody the Christian life and faith, both inner and outer, in terms

that will appeal to the ideals and tendencies of the Chinese people. That is the

immediate problem.
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Francis Wei: I should like to support Mr. Koo in refusing to draw a sharp dis-

tinction between spiritual force and activities. Activities are expressions of spiritual
force in men and it has been also mentioned that there is a danger of carrying
activities to an extreme. What is the extreme? "Where should we stop? What
is the standard? To be brief, I should say, all activities are good if they are

expressions of the spiritual force in men but if you have activities for the sake of

activities instead of having them as expressions of spiritual life, then we would have
activities which are dangerous.

O. W. Gibb: Activities may be divided into two kinds; those coming from
the energy of the flesh and those proceeding from the Spirit of God. There is, it

seems to me, too much of the former and far too little of the latter in the Christian

Church in China to-day. What we need most of all is the issuance of a clarion call to

prayer for a fresh baptism of God's Holy Spirit, so that the Chinese Church may
be a greater spiritual force in the future than ever in the past. I have listened

with great interest to this morning's discussion, which, though educative, has
in my opinion, failed to emphasize the greatest need of the Church if it is to make the

progress within the next few years we might reasonably expect of it.

Discussion of Findings.

R. A. Ward: I take pleasure in saying that I am hearti.ly in sympathy
with the spiritual emphasis of this report and do not offer any changes. Personally,
I have felt that this emphasis should be made not only in this report but more
constantly in our lives and in our work in all parts of the country.

I am wondering, however, if we are not at the present moment in danger of saying
to constituencies in the sending countries that we have had quite enough of invest-

ment in material things and therefore provision for all that kind of thing ought to

stop. In spite of the necessities of the time there is an increasing notion that pro-

perty investments are not now needed in China. This fact contains a serious

difficulty to be overcome. Larger investments are needed. I wish there might
be a note inserted somewhere saying that, without question, material investments
need to be increased but that new investments and larger investments will be worth-
less unless we have the requisite spiritual life. We must have an increase of spirit

and also a further enlargement of our material equipment. I am afraid that ana-

thematizing our material eqiiipment is doing us damage which we shall see in an un-
fortunate tide of popular sentiment during the next three or four years against giving
for property which is really needed.

T. Z. Koo: I am somewhat of the same opinion as the last speaker for this reason.

This conference has not been taking the right line if we somehow pit material develop-
ment against spiritual development as necessarily involving an antithesis between
the two. I do not think there is any. I have had several experiences of trying to

frame a report of this kind in similar meetings elsewhere and always found you can

hardly do it on paper for the reason that here you are against any activities and
yet your suggestion is further activities. I have come to feel that no matter what
activities we take up we are often-times tempted to confuse religiosity with spiritual-

ity. A man can be very religious and yet not spiritual. Take, for instance, the

Pharisees in Christ's time. The people did not think of them as spiritual people.
Even people who study the Bible to a large extent may not be spiritual people
That is the difficulty I find in a report of this kind.

I have found only one way under the circumstances, if you think of spiritual

things. I have only one way to that end which comes even before, perhaps, the

study of the Bible or retreats or activities of that kind. First of all, in absolute

surrender of your own self to Christ is to me the only channel where spiritual power
comes and when that happens no matter what activity you take up it cannot but

help be filled with spiritual content. For that reason I want to support the last

speaker.
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R. J. McMullen: The Committee, I think, \vill agree with Mr. Koo that to write

a report of this kind is not easy. No member of the Committee, I believe, felt that

activity and spirituality should be presented as antithetical. In an effort to avoid so

doing they presented them together in a number of the suggestions made in the second

part of the report. In the first is urged the dedication of life to do the will of God
and the seeking from Him of knowledge of what He wanted done. In the second is

presented the importance of there being a spiritual fellowship in the regular work of

the Church. The third suggestion has to do entirely with activities and the sixth

with stewardship of life and money. Thus has the Committee tried to link up spiritu-

ality and the regular active work of the Christian and the Church. They should

be connected rather than contrasted and this report is the result of the Committee's

atteirpt to do so.

Chung Fan: We nrust get away from this conception of life a distinction

between spiritual life and life in general. There must fce no distinction. It is one life.

Life is a united organization. If we take that conception we must give a little

consideration to the last sentence of the third paragaraph on the first page, "Also

the daily routine of parish, school or clinic may so occupy Christian workers as to

leave them little, if any, opportunity for spiiitual service." If that sentence is

taken then what about the construction of the first statement on page two, "All

activities should he the necessary outgrowth of a spirit filled life and shotdd be

permeated with spiritual motive and power. More spiiitual fellowship in com-
mittee room and in office, as well as on inspection tours, should he sought."

R. J. McMullen: May I state what I think is meant by the last sentence in

paragraph three. A statement was made in the conference the other day which
called to mind other statements one has heard such as this, "The reason we do

not do more of what we call Christian work amongst the students in our schools

is because we are too busy with class-room work. We do not have the time."

The doctors are so busy with clinic work that they get no time for personal work

among the patients. The same is true of the evangelist in his work. It is a protest

against this condition that was intended in this sentence.

E. W. Burl: I would leave the sentence as it is with the exception of the

word "service" at the end. Instead of "service" we could have "opportunity
for spiritual meditation and contact."We all understand that the clinic is spiritual

service so I think that we should put "spiiitual meditation and contact."

R. J. McMvllen: "Spiritual meditation" is put in the preceding sentence.

This has rather to do with our contacts with others and with influencing the lives of

others for Christ.

CJiang Fan: We should have spiritual work through these activities. We
cannot separate our Christian work from life in general. We have made the

distinction too clear and we are suffering from that it seems to me. We would
better express ourselvess in this way: "We are doing this spiiitual work through
our daily contact with patients or other activities". We cannot separate them
That is the point I am thinking.

Chen Wei Ping: This is the result of the discussion which went on in this room the

first day. There were several remarks made at that tune. It was foilowing Dr. Cheng's
address and following several suggestions made on the floor. We did not make
anything new and yet we do not want to phrase it in such a way that is familiar to

everybody and so does not ietin anything just repeating old phrases. That is why
we put it is this way.

E. W . Wallace: I suggest that this be referred back to the Committee for very
careful rewording. Tlici-c are two different kinds of routine tasks, the mechanical
administrative tasks that keep one away from contact with students, and the daily
routine of the school which affords unequalled opportunities for spiiitual work
through personal contacts. It is the things that take one away from personal contact
that we want to get rid of.

J. T. Proctor: The introductory paragraph and the second sentence: "The price

required for this spiritual power may include leos material equipment, loss of
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influence or fewer activities" and it may not. We cannot at all assume that
it wi]l include less material equipment or fewer activities. The implication
concerns ourselves, all those of us who have to engage in these activities. Why
belitttle the very things through which we do our life work? Let us say, we may or

may not, and then go on to say, its possession is essential and we have to pay the

price whatever it is. If it means less of activities, let us pay the price. We must
not count the cost of an aspiration of that kind, a thing through which we must
express our spiritual life.

"The price may or may not include this." But whatever it is we have to pay
the price.

T. Y. Cliang: Take this case of "may or may not". Why say it? If we want
to say it let us say it this way, that the material equipment and such things as

that can only be used effectively with the power derived from contact and com-
munication with God. That will give all the meaning and force that is required
instead of in any way lessening the use of material means.

J. T. Proctor: Would this phrase he acceptable "under the circumstances"
include less material equipment, etc.

Sten Bugge: I find it difficult to stress these words. I most thoroughly approve
of the tenor of the whole thing. The missionary spirit of the wording strikes me.

I feel the difficulty which our commission has voiced and it touches the sore spot-

I do not care very much which way things are put.

But this finding is most important. It may perhaps go too much to one side,

but it points to the difficulty and a weak point. So I feel most thoroiighly in sympa*
thy with it.

J.S.Kunlde: We could put it more positively and say that the increase of

material equipment necessitates a larger spiritual power and if that is impossible we
must content ourselves with less material equipment. We must make sure that

the spiritual will stand uppermost in the impression that the work makes.

G. W. Sheppard: I thin]? that Dr. Proctor's last statement fully meets the

case, that if the sacrifice includes reduction of material equipment, then the price

must be paid.

Chen Wei Ping: These criticisms are all in accord with the discussions that

have been going on in the committee. Theoretically there is nothing against it.

It is only the wording that needs to be changed, but the spirit is just the same.

E. R. Hughes: Instead of putting the sentence this way, "The price required

for this spiritual power may include less material equipment, loss of infiuerce or

fewer activities," we could say, "If the price required for this spiritual power
involves the use of a smaller equipment and a narrowing of the range of influ-

ence and activities, then the price must be paid, for it must be recognized that

its possession is essential if the church is to meet the present situation."
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MAKING CHRISTIANITY INDIGENOUS IN CHINA

Francis Wei:

By Christianity we may mean two things: first, as the Divine
Life in man and in human society through Jesus Christ, and, secondly,
as the expression of that life in human forms. The two are insepar-
able either in fact or in our thinking. As it is aptly put by a German
theologian, the life of Jesus is both the "gabe" and the "aufgabe," a
free gift from God and our task to be performed.

As the Divine Life of God in man Christianity is not indigenous
in China and can never be. It has its origin in God and its beginning
in Palestine. But as the human expression of that life, it has to be

indigenous, if it is to be genuine at all. In the former sense, Chris-

tianity is one, not Jewish nor Gentile, not Greek nor Latin, not
Eastern nor Western God, One Christ, one Faith and one Hope. In
the latter sense, however, it changes from place to place, from time
to time, indeed, from individual to individual. "Christ in me, not I."

But the significant idea is, "Christ in me."

Each one of us has to live our Christian life by doing our duty
according to our station of life. The same divine life may be pulsat-
ing in all of us, but the expression it finds in each one of us is and
must be different, for the simple reason that we are different in-

dividuals. Any attempt to have a uniform expression will be deaden-

ing.

What is true of the individual, is also true of the nation. Each
nation has its individuality and therefore its special duties and ex-

pressions of life. Mankind would be impoverished, if we should

attempt to limit the variety of expressions. Liberty must be given
to all nations to express themselves in the ways most befitting to their
historical background and to their special genius. It is only in that

way that real contributions can come from the various nations to the
world. Christianity has not found its full expression yet, and its

expression can not very well be full until all the nations have made
their contributions.

But how are we going to enable China to do its part? Present
Christ to them, put them in touch with the life of Christ, and let

them give expression to that life when they have laid hold of it.

To make myself clear may I use a petty scheme that I often use in

my own thinking?
As we know, the height of Chinese thought is ethical and the

outline of ethics of Confucianism is to be found in the Great Learn-
ing and the Doctrine of the Mean two of the Four Books. Now, in
the Doctrine of the Mean which gives the principle as the Great
Learning gives the program of Confucian morality, we find in sub-
stance the following scheme:

We start with the flfc which manifest itself in man as <(.
in operation in a given situation is the 1| and the concrete forms
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of its operation are known as H. Thus we have !&, -f, ii, it.

: is translated "sincerity" by most sinologues, but the idea may
best be rendered by the English expression harmony with or conform-

ity to nature or the universe. But what is the universe or nature?
At bottom the Chinese conception is naturalisitc, and therefore Con-
fucian ethics has a naturalistic basis.

To Christianize Chinese life is to change the very basis of its

morality, to substitute a personal God, the Father of Jesus and of
all men for the impersonal, at the best, pantheistic, nature. In other

words, the problem is how to give Chinese morality a new soul. That
having been done, the rest will take care of itself, if liberty of

expression is given.

When Christianity or the Divine Life of God through Jesus
Christ is in the Chinese and the Chinese nation, it will express itself

in the Chinese family, the Chinese society, and the Chinese state, as
well as the Chinese Church. When the form is genuinely Chinese, it

is indigenous and it cannot help being indigenous if it is free. This
raises a problem, how can we effectively get Christianity into the
life of the Chinese and the Chinese nation, unless the form in which
it is presented to them is indigenous with them? And, on the other

hand, how can there be an indigenous form, unless the Chinese have
got Christianity themselves? This to my mind is the problem of the

Indigenous Church. The Church is the organization which exists

solely for the expression and propagating of the Christian life in and
among men, and therefore the problem of Indigenous Christianity
begins with that of the Indigenous Church.

What is the Church? What are its constituent elements? When
we think of the Church, naturally we think of a groun of people who
call themselves Christians, organized under the leadership of a
minister or a number of ministers, with some definite place, usually
a building, for purposes of worshi and as the center of their religious
activities. For the effective execution of these purposes and the

proper carrying out of these activities institutions are organized and
material means used.

What would make the Church in China indigenous? Certainly
the body of its membership must be Chinese, its leadership assumed
by Chinese men, and the money to finance its activities and institutions

largely from Chinese sources. Some of you will perhaps begin to
think of Chinese architecture and other forms of fine arts, Chinese

adaptations of hymnology and ritual, Chinese missionary societies

and Christian literature. All these are essential, but we have to ask
further whether the motive force behind them is or is not from the
Chinese Christians, and whether or not all the activities and in-
stitutions are the natural and spontaneous forms of expression of the
Christian life in the Chinese Christians. If not, we may have all

these things, but not an Indigenous Chinese Church.

You will perhaps wonder why I do not mention Chinese control.
But can the Christian life of the Chinese find its natural and spon-
taneous expression if it is controlled from outside?

Freedom of expression and freedom of experimentation is

essential to the great work of making Christianity and the Church
indigenous in China.
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It is no excuse to say that in the ripeness of time this freedom
will be given. We want to do it at this time. This mornioig Dr.
Mott spoke of the rising tide that may not return, at least not in

the same form, and Dr. Cheng called our attention to the difficulties

confronting the Christian movement in this country. Are we going
to seize the hour of the rising tide for the Christianization of China in

spite of all the difficulties? We can do it by encouraging the Chinese
Christians to express the life of Jesus in them in ways that are most
natural to them and most intelligible to their non-Christian fellow-

countrymen.
Friends, do not understand me to say that it is necessary for

missionaries from abroad to stop trying to present Christianity to

us in their own -forms. Let them bring to China all the rich heritage
of the Christian bodies in Europe and America, let them bring all

their polities, all their creeds, all their rituals which we believe are
the results of their Christian experiences and the manners in which
they can best express their religious life and convictions. All these
are welcome to us, so long as it is not dogmaticallv asserted that

any of them is final. Perhaps it will turn out that the way we
Chinese wish to express our religious life is one of the ways already
tried out abroad. Making Christianity indigenous in China does not

'

exclude borrowing and adaptation. But the borrowing must be done

by the Chinese and not imposed upon them.

This means that the most tolerant and sympathetic attitude must
be assumed by our missionary friends who have been brought up in

a different cultural environment and with a different cultural herit-

age from our own. None of us are. in a position to say how the
Chinese people will express the Christianity which comes to them
through the efforts and sacrifices of the missionaries who have labor-
ed during the last hundred, or should I not say, three hundred years. .

The only way to find out is by daring experimentation and what we
desire and need' is the freedom of making experiments.

Some of these experiments may fail, and we must not be dis-

couraged by failures. By the grace of God who is ever cooperating
with us in all our enterprises undertaken in His name and in the

spirit of Jesus Christ, some of the experiments will succeed, and will

perhaps succeed in such manners as to surprise even the boldest

optimist.

This task of making Christianity and the Christian Church in-

digenous in China is not only ours, but yours too, my friends from
abroad. It is our joint task. We need your sympathy and your
assistance in the exercise of the freedom of expressing ourselves in
the best way we can under the guidance of God.

With the freedom of expression given to the Chinese Christian- c

we may expect to find in the ripeness of time the indigenous Church
in China in full blossom with its own activities, its own expressions
in art and in theology, yes, with its own polity and institutions not
as hindrances to its life but as its natural and spontaneous expression
of the very life of God in man. No prophet, could see this new
Church in its details, but all of us who have faith in God have faith
in the possibilities of the Church in China.

Before I close, let me raise just on more question will the
Church in China add to the number of the denominational churches
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now in existence? Perhaps it may, but what harm will that do? The de-

velopment of the Church in China may show the way how there may be
real unity in diversity, how we may be one in fellowship with Christ

though we may express that fellowship in different ways.
As to historical continuity, we shall not break it and we cannot.

Do we not owe our Christian life and spirit to the labor and effort

of our mother churches which have sent us the thousands of misn
sionaries? That relationship will stand and stand forever. God forbid
that we ever think of breaking or ignoring it.

Discussion

K. Y. Lo: I think it is much easier to describe what a thing does than what
it is. We cannot exactly say what the indigenous church is. Take, for instance, the
peanut. Several years ago we introduced the Americr n ^ype of peanut and transplanted
to China. At that time it was known as the foreign peanut. Eut as years have gone
by the word "foreign" has been dropped. It appeared to the Chinese as better than
the ordinary Chinese peanut. So what applies to a plant could be applied, I think
equally to religion. Buddhism, when it was first introduced to China, was a foreign
religion, but it is not so now. It seems to me that a church which is dependent on
the translation of foreign literature to cultivate the mind of the Church in China
would indicate that the chuich has not yet attained an indigenous character. So
by indigenous I would mean that when the spirit of Christ has actually taken posses-
sion of the heart and mind of the Chinese people, then it is bound to have some in-

digenous experience and expression. Until then and not until then I can hardly
conceive of an indigenous church.

Christianity has been in China for more than a hunared years. What do we
know of its influence? Has it the color of a foreign thing? Christianity in Japan
has only a history of more than sixty years and it peems to me that the Chuich in

Japan has gone farther ahead than we have in making it indigenous, because
their Church has attained self support, self-government and self-propagation much
more than we have. The influence of the Christian Chuich in Japan has penetrated
the social and intellectual life more than we have. Just why there should be
such difference between Christianity in Japan and China I cannot, say. Is it due
to difference in government or racial fiber 1 cannot say. Eut there must be reasons

and whatever they may be it would be well for us to bring out here.

Sten Bugffe: I read in the "Atlantic Monthly" not long ago that the trouble

with life in Canada was that they had no cianks. I think that has been tiue of the

church life in China for a long time. Now there is, however, a very promising sign
in the church life in China. We are beginning to see many strange products oj

Christianity which are not products taken over fiom the West. We are beginning
to get the cranks.

The last gentleman spoke of the Indigenous Chuich. I am not quite sure \*lat

we mean by that. Do we mean one national chuich, entirely Chinese? uch a
church does not exist, and I hardly believe it ever will. "V\e aie leginnirg to tee

indigenous churches rise. They rise. Christianity always lites, it does not sink

down. EeaJ indigenous chuiches will alto rite ium l.elow. QLe diftculty and
trouble is that many of our Chinese friends- aie thitliLg of an oigajiii'td cLuith,

highly efficient, with all we mean Ly that. That chuich will ccme fiom above
and not rise from below. It will come above and will sink down loaded with de-

mands upon life which ordinary Chinese cannot live up to.

We are seeing Chinese indigenous chuiches rise from below among ordinary

people. How do these churches rise? Ihey are bom through contact. Just as

Christians must be born, churches must also be born. They cannot te organized
nor established but they are born through contacts with people who have a certain

kind of life.



I have just talked with people in Nanking and c an point to certain places in

Hunan, too, where we have small churches of Christians which have risen in this way.
These churches are springing

1 up without any effort and without any support
whatever from foreigners or from Chinese from above. That is the kind of in-

digenous church I believe is going to take hold in China.
'

To these churches the
matter of evolving now forms has not been a very prominent one, probably because

they have not been dependent upon form. I believe the reason is that in spite of

drawbacks, Christian churches in the West have found some fairly satisfactory
forms which have been sufficient to express the real life of re-born Christians. I am
looking forward to the Indigenous Church of China coming up like that.

Francis Wei: Dr. Lo referred in his speech to indigenous peanuts and
indigenous Buddhism. If I have any expectations of an indigenous Church in China,
certainly I am not going to expect it to be like the indigenous peanut just because
the Chinese like it and have become familiar with it or indigenous Buddhism in

China. Buddhism, with all the talk which we have of Buddhism becoming Chinese
or indigenous, it is not the idea we want. We want to make the Christian Church in

China greater than Buddhism in China. We want to make a real contribution in ouJ

expression of Christianity to the Church Universal and to the world. We want to
make the Christian life in China something really dynamic, and have something
come out of it in such a way as to be of service to man and glory to God. It

is something creative that we are aiming at.

R. Y. Lo: I may have been misunderstood. I regard the indigenous church
as a means to an end, not an end in itself.

E. R. Hughes: My remarks may not apply as much to question one as to

number two. I have the privilege of working in connection with one of the oldest

churches in China, the South Fukien Church, where I think autonomy has gone
forward more than in the other churches, and at an earlier date. The trouble

particularly in that church is that although practically autonomous it does not seem
to produce anything indigenous.

I was very interested and impressed by the way in which Mr. Wei stressed the
fact of required form rather than organization. It seems to me that too much is

too often involved in the thought that if the church is autonomus it will also become
indigenous. As far as my experience goes the Western influence of church theology
has gone so deep into the system I doubt whether it is going to be effectively worked
out.

I might put the question in this way. Can we make a church indigenous?
You cannot make a church indigenous. There is no mission force or external force

that will have any effect on it. From that light and point of view Mr. Wei has put
his question of form of aetiology and philosophy that is going to lie at the base of a

theological position. I am absolutely amazed and distressed by the entire lack Of
interest in the progress of this side of the problem as I have so far come across,

entire lack of interest by the church leaders. Take, for instance, the question which
has been in many Chinese students' minds, the one which has occupied the Chinese

mind right from the earliest days, the question of spiritual authority. Here is a

question upon which you would have expected that Chinese Christianity would

immediately have had something to contribute. But has it contributed anything?
I cannot find anything in the literature of the Chinese Church. Take another in-

stance. Take the question of Christianity as the filial piety religion in the world.

There is for the Chinese in general only one filial piety religion Confucianism. But
when you get down to hard tacks there is no filial piety religion except in Christianity

and no filial son except Jesus Christ.

Take a special object in working through Chinese literature, Chinese expression

of Christianity to us, what emphasis is laid on that side of Christianity? It is simply

ignored. It does not come in. It seems to me that unless something is done along
this line, the line of real spiritual authority which stands over against the authority

of compulsion, there is not going to be any indigenous response.
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Finally, on a question which is also very vital in ordinary life, namely, the power
of prayer how we are lacking in that respect both Chinese Christians and mission-

aries know. As far as I can see the Church should make more u?e of the morning
watch.

F. Rawlin son: It seems to i le that sometimes we might put. another very common
word in place of this word "indigenous" and get at the sams problem. For instance
we might say. ''What do wt- mean by making Christianity 'alive' in China?" I

find myself asking this question, "Is it so much a question primarily of determining
what the Chinese Church shouid have or what, we should give them as it is of asking
what are the &igus that Chine-be Christians are alive?" I, myself, while perfectly

willing to admit that Chinese Christianity has not yet become fully Chinese in form-
cannot but help recall having heard Chi lese preachers very frequently use Chinese
illustrations drawn from Chinese thought to illustrate Christian truth.

There are two or three things which seem to me should be kept in mind. First.

Chinese Christians are coming in to self-expression. The first sign of life is self-

expression. For if there is no life it will not come out. You can dress up a- corpse
but it will still be dead. If there is any life in a body it will move and express itself,

It seerns to me that Chinese Christians are beginning to express themselves, a. little

in literature, a little in efforts to find out how to worship God.

Another thing wo may say is that Chinese Christians are trying to direct them-
selves. It is not a question of what the Church in the West may say that the Chinese
Church may do, but a question of whether the Chinese Christian Church is alive to

God and says: "We must get up and go forward." As I think over the last ten

years I am profoundly impressed by the fact that Chinese Christians have been

trying to tell us what they think is the way and road along which the Chinese
Church should travel. They are beginning to try to think out their own problems.
The very fact that Mr. Wei has brought forward this rather profound interpretation
of Chinese philosophy proves that the Chinese Christian is trying to think things

through for himself. That is a sign of life. I myself feel, therefore, that the Chinese
Church is alive. Perhaps we from the West can now only ask, "What is it we can
do to help this life grow into fuller self-expression?"

Francis Wei: What principles should govern the incorporation into the Chinese

Christian Church of ideals and customs from Chinese civilization? There are two
ways the mechanical way, and the organic way. Wewant to do it in an organic and
not in a mechanic fashion. A very beautiful building is growing up in China in Chinese

architecture and I have heard one very interesting remark, a very suggestive- remark
on that type of architecture and it is something like tint: "It is very good. It

may be beautiful to some people. But things are a little out of place.
' You take

one thing out of its proper setting and put it in some other setting. It is not art.

You take pieces of beautiful things and put them together." We ought to avoid

that kind of thing in trying to make the Church in China indigenous. Do not do
it in a mechanical way. But as it has been repeatedly said this afternoon, let it

grow, give it freedom, give it expresbion. There is danger that we follow the

mechanical principle.

L. H. Roots: I think there are a good many illustrations in the history of the

Church of how this question has been answered in a Christian way. One of them,
you will remember, is in that remarkable letter which the Bishop of Rome wrote to

St. Augustine, the Apostle to England in the Sixth Century, when he was seeking
for an answer to exactly this question with reference to the missionary work in

, England. Bis sugges'iiou which has stood, I think, for all these years as an example
of the C;hristiau answer t )this question, was in general to the effect that those customs
and ideas which were not contrary to the Christian faith, should not be neglected
or discarded simply bee aise they were strange or new, but should be adopted or

adapted wherever they peemed useful and fitting in the churches which were growing
up at that time in England. We can do no better than to adopt, in general, that

principle as we approach the great civilization o China.
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O S. Hfiao: The priaciple in regard to the incorporation of Chinese ideals remind

me of one thin?, namely, the saying of Jesus Christ, when he answered the people

that, the Sabbnth was made for man and not man for the Sabbath. If there is any-

thing iu Chinese customs or ideals which can enrich the life of the Chinese people,

it should be incorporated. That principle is right and I think should be followed.

I think we should radically change our attitude toward many things in China.

One thing, for example, ancestor worship. In the past, take one of the typical

examples, it was a horrible thing for Chinese Christians to adopt a little bit of Chinese

custom. of ancestor worship or funeral service. He was regarded as an outcast,

proba.bly the r-e^erest punishment one could get. Now the Church cannrt maintain

a fellowship with that kind of custom. What shall we do? There are many Chris-

tians in China now who come from non-Christian families. I believe that many of

these, new Chrisbians, brought up in old Chinese families, \\ill naturally carry over

certain of the traditions, customs and ideas. What srell we do with these Christians?

To me the answer to that problem is that the guiding principle should te that if

there is anything in our tradition and customs which can enrich the life of the

Chinese people it should be incorporated.

Li Tien Lu: There is hardly anything that is good in the world for any one

human race which is not good or valuable for another. There is hardly anything good
in Chinese customs or ideas which is not worthy of preservation in other ways. But
taking the Chinese customs and ideals and incorporating them into a system called

the Christian religion, we should be very careful. There are two things we must
guard against. One is that we should not at the present time incorporate anything
which the Church at the present time is not strong enough to assimilate, to digest.

Another thing, is that if we should adopt certain customs like ancestor

worship, the golden mean as the standard of procedure and social action, and
the belief of retribution and such like, we must look out for the fact that when
they are turned over they are Christianized. After incorporation they should be
received with that distinctive mark by outside people. When they are incor-

porated into the Christian system, and outside people do not recognize them as being
made Christian then the Christian religion will be in a bad way because we would
be in a fair way of obliterating the distinctive mark of Christianity and thereby
fail to make the Christian contribution that China needs.

J. T. Proctor: 1 have no very definite idea as to how the churches or missionaries

froin the West are going to render their largest help in o. constructive way. I imagine
that some help will be rendered if we at least keep out of the way and give a free hand
as intimated in numbers five and six. I have this impression, that if making the
church indigenous is considered as a goal, as an end in itself, the effort is bound to

defeat itself. I think it is only a means to an end and I cannot get away from the

impression that should it come about I do not think it will that the emphasis
of thinking and activity of the Christian Church in the next five to ten years should
be given to an effort to make the Church indigenous, considering that as a goal,
then it would be a very serious mistake. It would set us back. The work of the
Church is to make China Christian, to make the Church Christian, to get the vitality
that Dr. Rawlinson spoke about. And whatever methods and freedom of action
is necessary to do that is the thing we need. The expression of these conditions
under which that effort will succeed will itself be largely indigenous. I have the

impression that making the church indigenous will be the result of a process, of an
effort to do that kind of work. If attention is taken from that effort, the real work
of the church, in getting the Church into this form or that form, we may get some
features of indigenousness which will be no more indigenous or vital than what
we now have. We must concentrate attention on the real thing.

Number five raises a serious problem. I do not see the solution of it. "How
can Chinese Christian bodies . closely linked to Western churches secure freedom to

experiment in 'matters of church organization and work?" I believe they must
have freedom. So far as my influence goes, I say give the churches perfect freedom
for experimentation. I believe it nrast be done, to the extent that the controlling
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purpose of the church that is doing the experimentation is to make itself vita F-and
successful in winning China for Christ. Is it likely to get that freedom?^ I

believe, however, that there is going to be more or less of hesitancy aad friction devel-

oped in the effort.

I hope I have made my point clear. I do not believe the Church is going to

succeed in making great progress without making some mistakes. The missions

have made their full share of mistakes in what little progress they have made. I

do not know of any real growth of life without making mistakes. The Church will

make some mistakes but I believe that if we are convinced that it has one. central

purpose in its expression of Christiantiy there will be a larger degree of freedom
in experimentation as to forms and methods than can be secured along any other

line.

Y Y. Tsu: I should like to speak on this subject. If we study what we may
call social continuity or the continuity of culture, we will find that it is the handing
down of ideas, standards and thought-forms from, one generation to another, through
educational agencies, using education in the broad sense.

Now, the Christian Church expects to hand down Christian culture and religion

in China and one of the great agencies is the theological seminary. There are two
ways of making use of the theological seminary as a means for handing down Chris-

tian culture, I am using the word "culture" to make myself more clear; this in-

cludes religion and other things from one generation to another. One way is for

the different churches, different denominations, different types of thinking in the

Christian Church to train their respective workers, and these respective workers
will automatically imbibe the spirit of the generation and then propagate the same
spirit, the same ideas, practically speaking, with very little opportunity for

change, for development. I 'think we have seen that in the last two or three genera-
tions of Christian work in China. The denominational theological institutions

practically repeat generation after generation the type of church denomination -

alism that they represent.

Now, there is another type which we are beginning to adopt more freely union

theological training. To it different church bodies contribute their trusted leaders,

experienced workers and teachers to form the faculty. There workers are trained

primarily to be preachers, pastors, etc. without reference to particular traditions,

schools of thought and types of ecclesiastical organizations, but according to the
best Christian teachings and practices as shown in the light of history and experience
What is perpetuated is, then, historical Christianity itself, as far as it is possible,

and not particular types of churchmanship. In this way the young Chinese Church
will be given freedom to choose what it needs and develop in line with the racial

and cultural qualities of the people.

Mi-ssHoh: To me it seems that neither Christianity nor the Christian Church
can be made indigenous as long as the Church workers are not so cultivated as to be

indigenous chemselves. The present standing of the Chinese pastors I am not to

judge. I mention, only this, the richly accumulated Chinese culture will forever

be of no small value to these Chinese pastors, whereas, the language as strictly

limited to Biblical usage as theirs is (at least some) has, I am afraid, too much of a

foreign colour which is nothing but an annoyance (in a literary sense only) to the

educated to hear, as well as a trial to the rustics to comprehend. There are evident

short-comings in the religious teaching in schools and colleges by the teacher who
has not acquired, besides competency in theological subjects, proper training in

the following three capabilities: first, free use of the Chinese language; secondly,

thorough understanding of the inherited oriental literature and teachings; and
thirdly, adequate sympathy with the present current of thought. No matter what
the term indigenous Church would indicate, the training of an indigenous type
of religious worker is, so far as I can make it, essential.

Andrew IVeir: In regard to the question of Church organization, or relation of

the Church in China here to the churches in the west with which it is connected, one
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fo the important things which should be emphasized is the entire freedom and
ecclesiastical independence of the Chinese Church or churches from the Western
Church. That freedom should be recognized on both sides, both on the side of

the originating
1 church and especially on the side of the Chinese Church. The

Chinese Church should take it very seriously, feeling that they are an independent
body, and must make experiments, and so at their own risk.

I will illustrate this by wha\; has been taking place in Manchuria. The largest

church in Manchuria is the Presbyterian Church, which was begun originally

by Scottish and Irish Presbyterians, who regaru themselves as true blue. Three

years ago, in connection with the union movement, a proposal was brought forward
to modify our tradition that the courts of the Church be formed only of ministers

and elders, who all are ordained. That is the traditional type of Presbyterianism.
These Chinese leaders proposed a third order, who are not ordained as either minis,
ters or elders, so that a number of lay leaders equal to these elders was added.. These

representatives need not be confined to men, but women may be included. To
Presbyterians this was a very serious departure, and it was recognized as such.

It was looked upon as a somewhat dangerous experiment. No opposition was
brought forward because we as missionaries and the churches that we represent

regard it as far more important that there should be freedom to experiment. For
the present it is only an experiment.

We are doing the same in other lines of work. In regard to the financial side

we are seeking at present to work out a mode of joint control by the elected and
officially appointed representatives of the Chinese Church and missionaries to re-

present the subsidizing churches of the West. This is the line in which we hope
to develop in organization. The Chinese leaders are beginning to recognize that

it is largely their responsibility and are taking it seriously.

It seems to me very important, both from the side of the church in the field

and from the side of the originating church, that this matter of ecclesiastical and
administrative, and, so far as possible, financial independence should be very strong-

ly emphasized.

J. S. Kunlde: In Canton we have been thinking very seriously for over a year
on some of these problems and on the actual transfer of reponsibility of the institu-

tional work as well as other work to the Chinese Church. Only a few weeks ago
this resolution was passed by the Executive body of the Church of Christ in China
in Canton: "That in our judgment the time has come for the complete realization

of complete autonomy of the Chinese Church". I think the first definite proposal
came from a body of missionaries that were cooperating with this United Church
in Canton. They proposed that all the evangelistic work be turned over to the
Home Missionary Board of this Church. That was about a year ago. Some months
later one of our large educational institutions proposed as a solution to its own
problems that it be given over to the Church to administer. Dr. Wallace was at the
time making a survey of the educational work of our mission. His report recom-
mends the placing of all our schools under the Boards of the Church. The events
of the year very much strengthened our conviction that the only practical thing to

do was to give up all foreign control and as speedily and carefully as possible transfer

all our mission work to the Boards of the Chinese Church.

The Church in Canton had been carefully considering the steps to be taken
in order to carry into effect such a transference. Th!y have made some very definite

proposals. One is that the entire staff of missionaries be retained and given appoint-
ment under the Chinese Church. They think it necessary that the financial aid

from missionary societies be continued without decrease over a period of five years.
In addition they ask for the loan of the property needed for the carrying on of

the work.

The direction of the staff of workers and the control of funds used in the work
would seem to be absolutely necessary for an autonomous church. Self-direction

and self-expression are essential to all life. We in Canton have come to strong convic-
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tions in these matters. We hope that others will share these convictions and help
the churches at home to realize the seriousness of the situation here in China and
the need of faith in the Church here established to direct its own work.

Samuel Shen: Year before last, I was in Honan. A missionary asked me,
"When can we withdraw our foreign money and when can the Chinese take care of

themselves?" I replied, "Have we brought Christians face to face with Christ? If

we have, we do not need to bother about the support of the Church, because they
will love her and look after her, as they take care of their own families."

As to St. Peter's Church, the annual expenses amount to three to four thousand
dollars a year subscribed from Chinese Christians. But the church was built
with foreign money. The cost of land was low at the time when our donators in
America gave money to buy it. We can only afford to buy it at the original cost,
but our missionaries in charge are not prepared to turn it over to us, either by giving
or by selling, so that we may become an entirely self-supporting unit. We hope
our donators will consider the question of church property in cases like ours and in

general, and remove the hindrance .to the growth of self-supporting and indigenous
churches.

Mrs. Thurstan: It seems to me there are two things which we can do in this

situation to help the Chinese Christians to hasten the day of the indigenous church.

We can really try Tint to Westernize them. We can really take advantage
of this interest, which is certainly a high tide of interest, in the fine things which
are in Chinese civilization in history, in art certain great things in China's past
which in the past years it has been our great mistake not to have appreciated. For
many of us there has not been time. But we can give it a larger place in our curricu-

lum and we can encourage the appreciation of those things in our students.

Another thing which we can all do is to try to enormously simplify the thing
we are going to call Christianity. The problem is here because Christianity has
become "indigenous" in so many different places. We have a product that has

developed in the different countries that have brought it to China. Christianity

has been Judaized and Romanized and Anglicized. After all, Christianity never
can be indigenous. The original thing was rejected in the country in which
it first grew and it is by getting back to something so simple that it is not out of place
in China, that it will be appreciated in China something really Christian, just as

it was the real thing that was appreciated and taken into the life of those different

groups into which the life of Christ did come and which were made Christian by
that life.

R. J. McMullen: Question five asks what we from the West can do to help
Chinese Christian bodies secure freedom to experiment. It seems to me that one

thing we can do is to think through again the whole question of our task as mission-

aries, in the light of changed conditions in China. During our student days we hear

the call to give oiir lives to the preaching of the Gospel of the crucified and risen

Redeemer to the heathen. In the early days there was no way to bring to China a

knowledge of the Saviour except by the coming of missionaries. It was the res-

ponsibility of the individual to give his life to this service and of his church in the

homeland to send him on his mission. There were then no Chinese Christians

anywhere and evangelization was the sole responsibility of the mis&ionary. It was

necessary for him to make his own plans and direct his own activities. This he
did in the light of his own spiritual experience and heritage. Both of those were
Western because he was from the West and his training had been in a Western
Church. He would of necessity use methods of work, forms of organization and
means of spiritual development found most helpful in his own Church.

When Chinese become Christians, his task must change. Of course we are

under the same obligation to bring the blessed Gospel to others but. the method to

be used and the approach to the work must change. No longer are we, missionaries,

solely responsible for the work of evangelization. The Chinese Christian has the
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primary obligation of teaching his fellows. Ours is the task of helping him do it-

We then are his helpers. By life and Christian fellowship are we to help them
know Christ and the power of His resurrection. We must trust the Spirit to be

able to guide him into all truth and direct him in his work. Ours is the privilege to

work with him and help him do as the Spirit directs. Only as we can thus trust

the Spirit can we readjust our thinking and our work. So doing- will make for a larger

amount of freedom to experiment on the part of the Chinese Church; that is, freelom
to follow the guidance of the Spirit in doing things in a way not used in our Western
lands. In conclusion, attention should be called to the importance of educating
our Mission Boards and Home constituencies along this line. As we in the first

dedicated our lives so are they dedicating their money and perhaps for the same
reason. They do not have the same opportunity to see the need of the readjusting
of viewpoint as do we. We are therefore the more obligated to help them under-

stand the question and so stand ready to aid by men and money the Chinese Chris-

tian bodies as they strive to carry out their responsibility toward their non-Christian

fellows.

T. Z. Koo: I like to mention three hindrances which I see today in the mis-

sions trying to help the Church in China to become mora Chinese. First, I am dealing
not with practical questions of organization, but more with attitudes of mind.
I find among the mission groups in China, whether consciously or unconsciously, a

rather preva lent attitude, tha,t whenever a church in China tries to strike out 011 a

newjine or start a line of work which is not of the same type as the work at home,
they immediately express very great concern that perhaps the Church in China is

going on the rocks. Recently I saw a significant manifestation of that on one of my
visits. I saw a particular creed of a particular church being forced upon a group of

Chinese Christians. After that action had been passed, the missionaries, probably
in very great glee, would say, "We have now saved the Church here in China."

Probably they have, from the point of view of their own church. Undoubtedly
that is the attitude in many quarters, of wanting to see duplicated here in China
the American Church form or the Danish Church form as being the safe thing
for China. That attitude of mind is a very serious one in really helping to bring a real

Chinese Church into being.

The second attitude of mind I find is that there is still prevalent in many
quarters a sense of superiority. I have yet to find in the Christian missions that
desire and ability to work under Chinese control. I say that advisedly because I

have had contact and knowledge of many situations. It is regarded as the normal
thing %vhen Chinese work under missionary control but if you expect the missionary
to work under Chinese you will find many problems arising from that, and these

you trace back, unconsciously perhaps, to a sense of superiority of the Western
missionary here in China.

The third attitude of mind that is hindering, in a way, the mission helping
the Chinese Church is to think that control and administration necessarily goes
with the financing -of the work. That still is very prevalent, I think, among the

missionary organizations in "China and that is another point or attitude of mind
which, I feel, is hindering the giving to Chinese a real opportunity to learn and to

get experience in administration and in assuming financial responsibility.

Of course, I am only saying this in a generals-ay. There will be exceptions
under each of these headings as there always will be. When we think of this questi n
we must not think only of the optimistic side the progress which is being made
in China along these lines hut we also ought to face very squarely the hindrances
which must be removed.

S. C. Leung: I come from the center of revolution. While people in other parts
of the country are trying to discuss whether certain things ought to be done or not,
we go ahead and experiment on those things. It is not only true with political,
labor, and economic questions. I think the same thing is true of the church work
in Canton.
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Eight years ago, I think, the people in Central and East China were talking of

having a united church, including Presbyterian churches, Congregational churches,
and London Missionary Society churches. While they are still talking about it we
have already started and formed the United Church of Canton, which includes

seven missions. Mr. Kunkle reported to you that wehave gone one step further. We
want to make the Chinese Church free from any embarrassment and accusation
that it is the tool of imperialism. We feel that the Chinese Church ought to have
complete autonomy. Mr. Kunkle has already informed you of what we have in

mind. Unless we can eliminate or transfer the functions that have been exercised

by the missions entirely to the Chinese Church, we cannot free ourselves from that
accusation. The Executive Committee of the United Church has already passed
such a resolution which I think I can read in full:

"RESOLVED: That in our judgment the time has come for the realiza"

tion of the complete autonomy of the Chinese Church. Therefore the
administration of the various forms of work carried on by the Missions co-

operating in the Divisional Council of the Church of Christ in China
shoxild be given over to the same as soon as possible.

"From the time of the transfer of this work the Missions shall cease to

exercise authority over it.

"The allocation of aid either in personnel or funds should likewise be com-
mitted to the Council or such organizations as it may create.

"The details of the plan and procedure for carrying out the transfer shall

be referred to a special committee to work out for presentation to the

Council."

This committee has gone to work and prepared a report of seven or eight pages.
The general idea is to put all the missionaries who are willing to cooperate in the

Chinese Church, under the direction of and to receive appointment from the Chinese

Church, and they will be considered on equal footing with the Chinese workers
Whatever financial help comes from various missions should also be turned over
to the Council for administration. We feel that unless the missions are willing to

go as far as this it will embarrass the Chinese Church to work in a station like Canton.

This committee is composed of six missionaries and six Chinese workers, and
its report has been presented to the Executive Committee who approved of the

general idea. Some of the missions are meeting now to take action on this. Some
of the missions will probably take a long time to decide and some might disapprove.
But we feel we are moving on the right line and this has nothing to do with anti-

foreign spirit whatever.

What we simply ask for is that we want to welcome the help of the Christian

people of the West, but at the same time we wish that you would help us to remove
the embarrassments. As long as mission control exists in the Church there is dual

control. And we simply have no excuse, before the anti-Christian people and
even the fairminded people, to free ourselves from their criticism.

I hope this will meet with the approval of mission leaders, and that even though
this may not be practical in different parts of China I hope others will give us moral

support and make it possible for South China to make an experiment in this plan.

John R. Mott: First of all, a word of congratulation. This has been very different

from my visit thirty years ago. I certainly am not using exaggerated language when I

say I am come unto you at a new era. The conference here thirty years ago was in the

interest of the indigenous movement. There were one or more Chinese. The
room was packed with leading missionaries, some of the finest men I have ever

known in my life. I sat at their feet and learned deep lessons. Nothing I say
reflects on them. I suppose I could pay them no higher tribute than to say their

prayers have been answered. But the contrast is most vivid and reassuring, and I

have received the impression as I come back here at these intervals of almost five

years, of a steady, irresistible and most promising advance in Christianity in a form
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most vital. I_accept Dr. Rawlinson's new definition of this word indigenous as the

one I had rather carry out of this room, that"is, that this church that is rising here

js aliveand that it is so vital that I honestly believe that if it were to die out in other

countries lliat Christianity would spread from these shores and reestablish itself

over this earth.

Therefore, my first word to you is one of congratulation. As I take this longer

span I cannot but see this unmistakable sense ot vitality and preparation. It

occurs to me that it may be of interest to you to know of the inspiring relationships

I have had in the working of this vital spirit in other connections that are most

germane. I have been serving in the interest of the churches three great world-

wide movements, all of them distinctly the children of the churches. Not one of

them would have existed had there not been a Church. Every one of these three

organizations accepts as a guiding principle, accepts it with great conviction, and

applies it in all its work, the very thing which we have been talking about here

today and that is, that the Christians in whatever movement it may be, in a given

country or race, are not only autonomous and have independence but are given

every conceivable opportunity to express themselves and make their maximum
contribution, not only within their own borders but in the world-wide field. These

movements, let me remind you, the children of the churches, are under the control

of the members of the churches in those countries. There ought to be a sense of

confidence, of deep satisfaction and of thankfulness.

These three organizations are made up on what may be called the federal plan,

by which each country, each nationality or each race is perfectly free, independent
and autonomous, you would say indigenous, but so flexible that it has been possible
for \is to have a world-wide laboratory of experimentation without running any
risk that would embarrass the cause of Christianity. There has been the largest

freedom for experimentation and if there were grave perils in trusting to the maximum
the individuality, the initiative, the autonomy, the power to carry responsibility,

the capacity to create if there were great risks these would have been discovered.

I can bring you the good word of years of progress all over the world-wide fields.

In Europe, Asia, Africa, North America, South America, Australasia, out-of-the-way
places, small peoples and great peoples, ancient civilizations and modern civilizations,

the experiment has always infinitely justified the process. I have learned
to have unlimited confidence in any group of Christians, no matter how
small, no matter how inadequately equipped, provided they have a sufficient weight
of responsibility placed upon them. I have unlimited confidence in any man or

woman, or small groiip or large group, if they feel that the whole burden is on them.
Clearly all of us here today have been impressed with the great wisdom and the

great privilege of the largest possible exercise of faith, which have been our guid-
ing principles in our discussions. This principle has been unerring. I would trust

it to the ends of the earth. This is illustrated in the practices of our Lord, in His
trust in His children, in the trust in one another and in the manifested trust in

His living presence.

I wonder sometimes do we believe in the phrase "the living Christ". If we do,
we can absolutely trust. His hand is unerring. It surely is loving; it surely is

almighty; it surely is beneficent; it surely is everlasting; and it points in safe direc-

tions, points to deepest depths, points to perennial fountains.

My impression has been one of increased perseverance, increased trustfulness.

If I had no other demonstration in the discernment shown, in the leadership shown,
in the confidence shown, in the prophetic quality shown in the discussions by our
dear brothers, the Chinese men and women in this world, I would take away a
blessed reality of all that we have been talking about. It is one of my deepest
convictions that all over the world and possibly nowhere more than back in the
Western countries themselves, we need I think, to institute, as never before, the
study of Church history. I would seek out an even larger term, the study of the
expansion of our Christian religion as it has crossed over the wide world through
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the centuries. I honestly believe tha.t we are headed into the most difficult time of

the history of our religion and we need to treasure greatly the lessons of the centuries.

Therefore, I would emphasize for the clergy and for the laity of the churches East

and West, North and South, a revived study of the spread of our faith from the

time th it Chi i?t appeared among us, and even before that. I have great confidence

in the study of the history of Christianity, ecumenical Christianity, and above all,

vital Christianify.

I have just come back from. North Africa. Where there were once a number
of Christian churche? around the birthplace of our Lord not one stands today.

These churches became unindigenous. became unvital, and lost their life. This

is a solemn thing to learn from primitive Christianity, how the faith was lost

and with it the propagating power of the churches. This is as true in the Church

today, as in their age.

We will learn quite as much from the failures and shortcomings as we will

learn from the victories that have gathered around His name. But my own im-

pression is one of great reassurance here.

F. Itawlinson: What are the principles which should govern the attitude of the

Anglo-Christian churches to Chinese churches? I venture to suggest two principles

that have a bearing on everything we have been discussing. The first principle

may be put pomehiug like this. The Western Church, in line with some things
which have been said here, needs to learn and act on the primary lesson which is

just to trust God to work through his Chinese children. That principle will solve

a lot of difficulties.

The second principle that we need to realize is that whatever. the special con-

tribution of An?lo-Christianity to the Christianization of the world has been,
still is, or may be, the period of the Anglo-Christianizatioii of the world has come
to an end. We now face in China, and other Oriental countries groups of Chris-

tians who are alive and to a certain extent articulate even though they have not

yet solved all their problems. We therefore should cease thinking in terms of the

Anglo Christianzation of the world and think in terms of a world Christianity.

That is a principle which is just as significant for the Chinese Church
as for the Anglo-Christian Church.

J. T. Proctor: In my recent visit to America, attending a special conference of

our own Baptist denomination, some phases of this question came up several times.

Those of us who represented these countries in which nationalistic movements are so

prominent did onr best to convey the impression that the vital task of the consti-

tuency in America is cooperation with the churches in these oriental countries. Ami we
must think of it from that standpoint, from the standpoint of funds being sent

out and transferred to control of the Church and the missionaries being sent out
to work under the churches' auspices. The question was at once raised, and rightly

so, will the constituencies in America continue to give money and to send mission-
aries on those conditions. It was not a question of whether they were willing to

let the Church be free. It was not a question of whether they were willing to let

the Church be autonomous. It was whether they were willing to continue to make
contributions, to send such forces, and such funds as the Church might desire, and
perhaps ought to have.

The second question is how to create conditions under which a church at home
which has been thinking in terms of itself doing the work and being responsible
for it, how to make that church, with a new viewpoint, continue its sacrificial giving?
What is the new appeal for missions to the home constituency so far as funds and
missionaries are needed in the orient! I do not believe this question has been
answered. Several years ago I said to a secretary at home that it was the task
of leaders at home to work out this new appeal for missions to the home constitu-

ency. They have been so slow about it that I am almost convinced that we
must help them out here. We must concentrate our thinking out here on this task
of working out a new mission appeal for the constituency at home that will give
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them their orientation, that will make it just as attractive to churches in America
or Great Britain or elsewhere to give money to be controlled by churches in the

orient, as it is to send their own sons and daughters to these Iwid?. I believe that

the Christian bodies out here OD the field should undertake this task of working
out that problem.

What is the best way to insure the Christian character of the Chinese Church's

For Western churches to pour themselves out in sacrificial giving of money and
men, working under the direction of these oriental churches and gaining their con-

fidence, this is the greatest contribution that the churches in the West can make
from now on to insure that the Church will be of a Christian character. My think-

ing has not gone very far, as you will see, but it has gone this far. If the churches
at home will undertake this task, girfng themselves with zest to cooperation and
working under the churches in the orient, thi? is the best they can do. You may .

have more light on it, but it seems to me the solution is along this line.

C. S. Miao: It is not only the sacrificial spirit shown in giving money and
men to China but what is more important than the giving of money to China is the

quality of the men who are sent here. If the mission societies in the west from now
will be more careful in the selecting of delegates, sending men who can carry the

spirit of Christ and cannot help but impress the personality of Christ on the Chinese

people, that I think, will be one of the sure ways to insure the Christian character

of the Chinese Church.

The second wey, I- think, to insure the Christian character in China is to make
our Christian work in China, whether school work or church work, intensive rather

than extensive. At present there is a dar ger of making our schools so large that

there is very little personal touch, making relationship rather mechanical. That
cannot insure the Christian character of our student body. The same will happen
in our churches if we try to make the goal the number of members rather than

spiritual quality of church members. That should be the criterion of our church
work.

Then the third way to insure the Christian character seems to me is to answer
the question, "Is the method of requiring conformity to certain ecclesiastical stand-

ards the best way to insure this?" I have been more convinced since my recent

experience in travelling that in the past we have required too much conformity in

standards or creeds or to such theological beliefs which to the Western Christians

mean a great deal because of historical connections, but to the Chinese Christians

these words are entirely foreign. We have too much conformity as a means of

insuring Christian character. The result is that when the Anti-Christian Movement
criticizes us so severely, people inside of the Church because of that oil i ism have
lost faith. They themselves are not sure what they believe is light or wrong. Be-
cause of that they are ashamed. Many have come to the position where they do
not know whether they want to become Christians or not.

2'. Y. Chang:! think in dealing with this point we should forget for just one

moment those who are Westernized Chinese, I mean, and forget for one moment
those who have been brought up under the tutelage of very earnest, zealous, Western

theologians. Let us put this question to the mass of Chinese Christians, whether there

is a desire to see the Chinese churches leally united id one throughout this country. I

presume that we will come across some of our own Chinese brothers" who would say,

"Let us by all means maintain those traditional and almost really vital convictions

of each denomination. Now, I am a Presbyterian and I thoroughly believe in certain

spiritual aspects of our denomination. That conviction carries us very far and

gives us strength in our daily fight for our personal spiritual benefit and for the glory
of the Kingdom of God. But on the other hand, is there a feeling among the majority
of the Chinese Christians that it is better for the whole of the Christian Chuich in

China to be united? One of the strong weapons directed against the Christian Church
in China is the question, -"How can you come to teach us non-Christians the principle

of Christian love love one another while you differ among yourselves?" How
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can you come to us and say, you give up your own religion and adopt ours when
you yourself, within your own house, are divided? That is the question that always
comes back at us when we preach to them. We will never think alike, as one of our
friends has said. But I do say that in some way or another it is better for the King-
dom of God that there should be no denominational division.

Discussion of Findings.

G. W. Sheppard: I would first like to sincerely congratulate Francis Wei and the
committee on these very clear findings. I rise merely to make a suggestion or raise

a question with regard to the expression used in the second paragraph which refers to
"excessive pressure of foreign theology and administrative control". I would suggest
that the term "excessive pressure" or those two words are not happily chosen. There is

a suggestion of something oppressive or tyrannical in the past in the relations of the
Westerners here toward the Chinese Church. After twenty-five years experience
I would say that the desire and prayer of the missionaries have been that our Chinese
brethren give expression to their feeling and desires in regard to the development
of the Church. "Excessive pressure" might be changed to "preponderance of foreign
control". I submit the word "preponderance" to you.

T. Z. Koo: I do not know whether my command of English is sufficient but I

prefer "excessive pressure" to that of "preponderance". "Excessive pressure" is

less objective and expresses exactly what is being felt on the part of Chinese Chris-

tians.

J. S. Kunkle: Would not the word "pressure" be sufficient without the

adjective?
D. R. Hoste: I should say let it be as it stands. These things ought to have

excessive pressure. These two things ought to have a certain pressure.
Francis Wei: The committee wants to emphasize the word "excessive" as it has

been brought out.

S. M. Freden: It may be that it seems hard to some if we say anything definite

regarding these words "when excessive pressure of foreign theology and administrative
control is removed". But I think that we cannot deny that there has been such an
excessive pressure in the past and still is, although we do not come across it so much
now as previously. I would not be glad if these words were deleted. We may have a
feeling that they may be an insult to somebody but we cannot deny facts. There
has been excessive pressure in many places. Although I do not make any sugges-
tion I do hope that the words may not be deleted.

A. Weir: Instead of the word "pressure" we could use the word "coloring"
"excessive coloring".

J. T. Proctor: I must say that the committee has been unusually happy and

unusually successful in making a real contribution along this line. I do not know
who are the other members of the Committee. It seems to me we have a real

contribution here that will carry weight will help us to get away from thinking
of "indigenous" as being an end in itself. I want to congratulate those who
brought out this thought. I consider it a real contribution on this subject.

G. W. SJieppard: I should like to withdraw my objection. My mind concen-

trated on the word "pressure", but now I see the intention was to emphasize the

wora "excessive".

Francis Wei: The committee does not mean to say, under the heading "How
to get it", that we have described the way of getting it, but it is one of the ways we
can see at the the present time.

J. T. Proctor: I wonder whether this turn of thought might be given with

advantage. Here is a custom that is, in one interpretation of it, contrary to the

Christian spirit, but is capable of two interpretations. Some one brought out in the

discussion the other day that some of these customs can be Christianized. If taken
over in body they might be misleading and yet there is so much in them that can be

taken over. That which is not suitable can be taken away and a Christian contact put
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in. This thought does not seem to he here. The phraseology seems to limit us to

those that are not patently contrary. We might add a phrase, "to help us to

Christianize some of those that are so near the door that we can bring them in."

T. Y. Chang: This is a reply to Dr. Proctor. In discussing this question we
find this: we are not to lay down rules as to how it may be done. How it should be

done is embodied in paragraph 4. We cannot say at present just what should be

incorporated and what should not Le. Let the Chinese Christians have a free hand
and they in course of time will find themselves.

D. E. Hoste: I do think that for practical purposes it would be better if there

were a reference to the fact that the churches are at different stages of growth and

experience. I do not want anything to be inserted that would take the edge off the

principle so well laid down in the report. But a clause should be added, saying the

application of principles must, to come extent, be governed by local conditions

touching the growth and development of the local church.

,7. T. Proctor: For the last three lines I would suggest: "By deliberately

incorporating into the Church's thought and practice such ideals and customs as are

not contrary to the Christian spirit and those that can be so modified as to be

brought into harmony with the Christian spirit".

A. Weir: I would go slightly further than Dr. Proctor and say, "Christianized

as to become vehicles for a fuller growth and expression of Chinese Christian life."

O. R. Wold: In studying this paragraph, "How to get it", it seems to me that

there is some danger in stating it as broadly as has here been done. I fear there

are many who will not approve of this paragraph in its present form. Faith and
Order are big terms for this free-list. "Faith" stands for Confessions, Creeds,
"Order" for Ministry. Churches which have confessions and a recognized Order
will hardly approve of the present wording. While I do not question the Church's

right to take up this and similar questions for discussion and action it appears to
me to be dangerous here to approve a principle like this.
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CHRISTIAN LITERATURE

T. C. Chao :

This morning we heard that Christianity was now confronted
with unprecedented opportunities. The thoiight should strongly
appeal to us when we think about the tremendous need for Christian
literature in China today. To be brief, let me say, first, that China
has always been a country that does great things through literature.

History shows us that in China no great movement, no important
achievement is not preceded, accompanied, and followed by a large
amount of literature. This is especially true today. The Anti-
Chrisdan movement, the Renaissance, the communistic and the nation-
alistic movements, the revival of Buddhism, and the political and
patriotic movement, are all being carried on by means of tracts

magazines, booklets, and daily papers. Christianity has to match all

these undertakings by its literature and has to present its own case in

terms that all understand.

A Christian daily paper is needed today. Christians and non-
Christians are becoming able to read through the Popular Education
Movement. All read daily papers, but none has a Christian daily
to read, and consequently people read about anti-Christian ideas

every morning or evening without having the other side, their own
side presented to them in a clear, concise, convincing, and constant

way. It seems that the Church wants all to read books and to

read them at times when they want to do other things.
It is very hard for the Christian bodies to unite in producing almost

any kind of literature, even a harmless, non-theological daily news-
paper, which may serve to clear up ideas concerning many important
subjects, to present the case of Christian enterprises in China to non-
Christian and anti-Christian people, to introduce people to the world
of political thought and also to the world of literature, to express the
intellectual and spiritual life of the Christian Church, to give op-
portunities to the intelligentia within the Christian fold to express
themselves, and in short, to conserve the energies of the Christian
movement in China today.

There are at the present time a growing number of people in the

country that are deeply interested in the production of good Chris-
tian literature. There is a growing and steadily enlarging reading
public that demands literary material to give them information, in-

struction and guidance. And what is more important than this, we
have now an opportunity to reach the eager reading student class-;, in

private as well as in Christian schools, in Government as well as in

private institutions. The fact that at a time when the Anti-Christian
movement is mustering its forces, missionaries and native Christians
can with ease and in safety teach Bible classes or conduct study groups
in such schools indicate an unprecedented opportunity that the Chris-
tian enterprise in China cannot afford to neglect. But where is the
needed literature?
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may not be able to atmreciate the issues involved. They need a
national as well as an international perspective in order to lead in the

thinking, especially Christian thinking, of the nation. However, we
need scholarships and fellowships to enable students to go abroad for
further literary equipment. They must not be sent out at seventeen
or eighteen. They should first be well educated in the culture of their
own country, and then at about twenty-four or twenty-five, they may
be given an opportunity to go abroad to study if they show promises
for a literary future. The cry is that we need more talents. We
need at present at least one hundred first rate writers and a thousand
trained writers to work under their direction, in order to meet the
present situation.

There are groups of Chinese writers
'

already making separate
attempts at producing the needed literature, however small their
efforts may be. These men and women should be helped and be given
the opportunities for yearly retreats, in which they may stay in one

place for a month or several weeks and may therefore have time to

discuss, criticise, and stimulate each other for the writing of books.

These writers' should -^ermeate the country with their Christian

thinking. Some of them will have to stay in places where they can
hardly come in touch with the movements of the world except through
their reading and writing. Others will have to stay severally in the
various educational institutions where they will be in contact with
student life and with the thinking world and where they may study
and think and write with freedom. In one or two centres literary
men should concentrate their energies, forming themselves into groups
or schools of special Christian literary studies. All Christian literary
men and women should be gathered together in a loose organization,
which has the power to secure them opportunities for travel, rest,

conferences, retreats, and even literary sabbatical years.

We need big libraries for all the tasks before us. The estimate
for a Chinese library for the educational institution with which I am
now connected, (Soochow University) is at 100,000. But in addi-
tion to Chinese books there is needed a large collection of a Christian

library which will include books of all Christian subjects and by
scholars of all the nations.

In all this we need not only men and women trained and con-
secrated to the literary task of the Church, but a great deal of money
set aside and devoted to the purpose. There should be subsidies given
to various organizations that produce good but different kinds of

literature. There are needed liberal endowments of Chairs
of Christian Literature and Schools o Christian Literature,
for several Christian Universities in China. There should be

scholarships adequately provided for to be given to worthy
and promising students. There is needed immediately sufficient

finance for the starting of at least one daily newsnaper for the
Christian movement. A great deal can be done by the united efforts

of the Christian forces if they can come together for this very im-

portant common task, for this sinfully neglected common Christian
task. The question is, Are we going to meet the situation? If they
are not, Why? Why? Does Jesus forbid it? What hindrances, Chris-
tian hindrances are there?
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What kind of literature do we want then, to meet the present
situation? Generally speaking, we need two classes of literature,

namely, an adequate literature for the general reading public, for

farmers, laborers, men, and women and youths and children, and a

respectable literature for the intellectual people of the land. We need

a philosophical and apologetic literature which will give the Chinese

thinkers a reasonable interpretation of the Christian religion. In

other words, whether we fear it or not, we need a reasonable Christian

theology. "Present your philosophy to us," the thinking class seem
to say to us. Buddhism has become strong in China because it is a

religion that has a deep philosophical literature that appeals to the

learned seekers of spiritual realities. In addition to these, we need
a devotional literature that carries with it literary beauty, prepared
by men who have met God in their religious experiences. In all these

undertakings Chinese talents must be trained and consecrated to

produce out of their own heart living messages that, on account of

their racial and historical backgrounds as well as their language dif-

ficulties foreign missionaries cannot have any considerable share in

writing.

Original literature, however, must be adequately supplemented
by translated productions. If the Chinese Church is to be a part of

the Church Universal, she must also inherit the Christian tradition

of the West, not to be bound or to lose her own freedom of thought,
but to have a historical continuity with the mother churches in order
that she may have all the guidance she could secure for the great
adventures ahead of her. Great theological libraries must sooner or
later be translated. Christian classics, commentaries, philosophies,
church histories, sermons, religious poetry, and other kinds of Chris-
tian literature that represent Christian critical and devotional

scholarship, should be turned into the Chinese language.

In short, we_need today literature .of almost all kinds. We need
tracts, magazines, periodicals, daily newspapers, booklets, books jjn
theTChristian philosophy of life, Christian apolosretics, Christian

politics and international relations, and on the application of the
Christian principles in industry, commerce, and education. If we
realize the vastness of the needs today of such up-to-date and first

class literature, and at the same time how inadequately the Church
has been meeting the present situation, we may question ourselves
whether we are at all doing the work of our Lord faithfully here in

China besides faithfully keeping Him from revealing Himself through
the printed page!

What then should we do in the face of such a state of affairs?
We must have more literary talents trained and consecrated to the

purpose of producing indigenous Christian literature which will not
only reveal the true spirit and purpose of Christ for mankind and
particularly for China, but also present the truths in a way that the
Chinese can accept. The process of training is a long process. No
college graduate in the ordinary sense of the word can produce
original Christian literature. He needs more training, more ex-

perience, more contact with the living issues of the people, and more
mature thinking. No returned students, even specially trained for
literary work, may be depended on to su^-^v us with first rate litera-

ture, as they may not be acquainted with the affairs of the land and
may not be able to be in sympathy with the people, and therefore
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Discussion

D. MacGillivray: With reference to this question (No. 1) may I mention briefly

our experience in the Christian Literature Society. We began with a very wide

program, believing that all subjects should come from the Christian standpoint
and produced histories and geographies and the rest of it as well as Christian

exposition of truth. The influence of that literature must have been very great. The
fact is that in recent years that class of literature is being produced in enormous
quantities by commercial houses and the demand for our general literature has gone
down to zero. We cannot produce in such quantities as to make our literature cheap.
The significant fact is that we have had to go out of business along these broad
lines though we still maintain the same general views with reference to it. We
simply cannot afford to produce histories and books of a general nature from the
Christian standpoint. We recognize how desirable such a thing as history written
from the Christian standpoint is, but we simply are not in a position to do it.

I trust that the new National Christian Literature -Association will find itself

able to produce this kind of literature also.

D. Pi. Hoste: The subject of literature is a wide and diversified one. Different

people will feel interested in different parts of it, some, for instance, may wish to

produce a newspaper on Christian lines, not dealing with theological matters butgiving
news and discussing t6pics of public interest from the Christian point of view. Others
will be led to produce works on theology, the devotional life of the Christian and
so on. It is well to bear in mind that from its nature this particular kind of effort

renders impossible that full measure of cooperation that can be had in other forms
of activity. In union work it has always been recognized that the conscientious

ecclesiastical beliefs of the several groups engaged in it must be respected. This
means that ecclesiastical questions are kept outside the scope of the organization.

Exactly the same principle applies to the at least equally vital subjects of Christian

doctrine and theology. Unity and cooperation are valuable. If, however, they
involve compromise of conviction, the price paid for them is too great. Such efforts

however well intentioned, will lead either to a gradual atrophy of conviction, or to

disruption. In this connection the old adage, "The half is better than the whole,'
has an application. By attempting too much, you may lose all. A form of co-

operation which renders any of those partaking in it responsible for what they cannot

conscientiously agree with, carries in itself the seeds of its own destruction. Do
not let us make a fetish of union and cooperation. By frankly recognizing differences

and making room for them, you will secure a truer measure of union, and a healthier

combination at once of liberty and cooperation, than by attempting what the

essential circumstances of the case do not really admit of.

I listened with great sympathy to Mr. Chao in his desire for more literature.

I fear, however, there are by no means so many classics in the Christian literature

of the West as he supposes. A classic, I take to be a work of such a quality and
character that it applies to all times and all kinds of men: hence it lives on and
also finds world-wide acceptance. In each generation, and each country, there

are, of course, numbers of vigorous, able, living books which have their day and are

replaced by the writings of the next generation. /Such productions are shaped
and coloured by conditions moru or less temporary and local, hence tend to be transi-

ent and limited in their range. It is doubtful whether books of this class can,
with much advantage, be translated and circulated widely amongst the Chinese

Let them rather be read in tne original by those able to do so, their essentials reach-

ing the wider Chinese constituency through the minds of their own countrymen.
But there are a few books here and there that stand out. For example, Bunyan's
"Pilgrim's Progress" is a true classic.

J. D. MacRae: I wish to say a word on behalf of one class of men, the men in the

ministry. During the past few years of experience in teaching theological students we
have found ourselves entirely at a loss to provide suitable literature for such classes.
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We must seek to interpret to them the essence of Christianity. Discussion and. real

study on their part are essential but to what books would, you direct them for study?
Such books simply do not exist, that is, books of an interpretative character for men
in the ministry. If such is the case while they are still undergraduates, what about
the conditions which they must face when they have entered the ministry itself;

We are all concerned, about the spiritual condition of the Church. Surely the men in

the ministry have much to do with that situation. What is there in the form
of literature which will help them to Interpret the Christian message to the people?
What is there that will help them to build up their own spiritual life? For after

all that spiritual life must have an intellectual content. It is not something which
rests on experience alone. I do not wonder if sometimes "the hungry sheep look

up and are not fed." It is therefore impossible to over-estimate the importance
of the preparation of literature of an interpretative kind both for men preparing
for the ministry and those who are already engaged in it, works that will help,
them in their Christian thinking. After all if we are seeking to make the Church
Chinese in any real sense it must come about in the realm of thought and can there-

fore only be accomplished by the aid of suitable literature. Just a word with re-

ference to the students. When discussing student life in a group the other day I

heard the statement made that religious life among students was on the down grade.
One of the most thoughtful students present took issue with that and said, "Not
at all, what the students today are asking for is a reasoned account of the Christian

faith." Now we may like that or not, it is a fact. What is to be our response to

it? This constitutes a new demand for a second kind of literature. Further, living
as I do in the centre of a growing Christian population in North China one cannot
but know the need of the mass of Christians for instruction. We must have religious

books, simple books, not of the high-brow character, but such as they can understsand
and are able to use.

//. C. Tung: We have all kinds and grades of people, so we need all kinds and
grades of Christian literature. That is quite clear. But at the present time there
is a lot of anti-Christian literature circulating in society, in the form of books,
pamphlets, and newspapers. They are within the easy reach of social, political, and
military leaders while we Christians cannot present our case and our ideas with equal
facility. Once I sent an article to the "Republic Daily News", but it was never

published, as it was within their authority to reject anything against their principle or

propaganda. We are extremely in need of an organ to present the Christian apology
to the non-Christian world, to win the educated and therefore influential classes to

the Christian Faith, and to promote cooperation among ourselves. So a Christian

paper is necessary. I feel the joint action of Christian bodies to start a Christian

newspaper is opportune.

Miss HoJi: Mr. Chao has mentioned varioiis kinds of literature for the educated

class, but I feel keenly that the workmen or rickshaw men should get the benefit

of Christian literature also. I have noticed boatmen, when a favorable wind helps the

sail, reading aloud stories of such a character that I could not read them. Differ-

ent laborers scream and chant as they pass on the street. Why should we not pro-
duce some literature for them? I should like to have Mr. Chao arrange for the
musicians with those one hundred first-rate writers he proposed, so that they may
produce some little but real songs other than hymns we need hymns, though: I
mean the songs of daily secular use for common folks.

E.R. Tluylies: I question the ultimate value of having a community of writers. I

had the good fortune, or misfortune, to be in the University of Oxford where that kind
of thing was done, there was nothing for certain people to do but produce literature.

It was extremely ponderous stuff. Some of it was not taken down from the shelves
from year to year. I doubt if literature can be prodxiced in that spirit. I wonder
whether after all it is not some kind of an itch in a person's fingers that must come
out. The greater the talent the more it will come out.

I live in a very small city in Fukien, and from there are sent from forty to fifty
men to different universities in Peking, Nanking, Shanghai and Foochow. If ten
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or a dozen of these men get together they start a newspaper. They can't help it.

They sit up all night and write. This little group inspire and stimulate each

other. But once the thing is started it goes by itself.

Somehow I am doubtful when I hear of these schemes of helping a man to be

at absolute leisure all day to do as he likes. If some of our wonderful works had been

produced in this manner they would not be so full of fire. I do not think Mr. Chao's

books would have been so full of fire if he had had nothing else to do. Good literature

is forced out through difficulties and I should think the literary life should not be

made too easy, too prosperous, too comfortable.

E. C. Lobenstine: While I agree with the point Mr. Hiighes has just made,
nevertheless there is something to be said on the other side. If we want doctors we
provide opportunities by which doctors can be trained. If we want clergymen, we
have theological schools, so as to make it possible for them to fit themselves for

the work they are to undertake. Is it not reasonable to expect that in somewhat
the same way provision can be made to stimulate and to train men and women for the

production of Christian literature, to meet the urgent needs of the growing Christian

community at the present time?

I was very much stimulated by what I felt was a distinct challenge coming
from Dr. Chao, that we should make a definite attempt to set some goal for our-

selves in this matter of producing Christian literature, toward which we should
work. During the past ten or fifteen years, we have fallen down nowhere in the

Christian movement so much as in our failure to provide opportunity for training
those who can supply the literature so urgently needed by the Church at this time.

"We are faced with a rapid increase in the reading public. We are told that some
two million people are just learning to read, and that this number will rapidly in-

crease. Are they going to read Christian books and tracts, or Anti-Christian books?
That depends upon us. The Christian Church and the missionary body should

frankly face that question.

Twenty years ago, we recognized the need for a better trained leadership of the

Christian Church, and energetic measures were taken to build up a number of Chris-

tian colleges and other higher educational institutions. Today the results of those

measures are evident to all. Has not the time come when with equal earnestness

we should set our face to producing Christian literature, to provide in our colleges

opportunities for study and for training in writing which will enable an increasing
number of Chinese Christians to do some of those things which Mr. Chao mentioned
in his very able paper this afternoon. Personally, it seems to me that if we do not
set ourselves definitely to this task at the present time we shall lose one of the great-
est opportunities that has ever come to the Christian Church in China.

I should like, frankly, to see us make this one of the objectives of Christian

work in China during the next ten years. Personally, I should rather see us ten

years hence with one thousand less missionaries if need be, than to find ourselves

withoxit having prepared men and women capable of reaching the hearts and con-

sciences of their own people, through the written page, with the essentials of the

Christian life and the Christian faith.

It seems to me that we as missionaries, every one of us, should go to our missions

and see that literature gets into our thinking, and jnito our appropriation sheets, so

that any man or woman in any Christian group who has the talents, lying dorm-
ant, that might be cultivated or trained, shall have an opportunity to secure that

training. We should study what measures are possible to see that this is done.

We usually accomplish what we determine to accomplish. The essential question
now is, "Are we determined to give Christian literature the place it deserves in the

Christian Movement?"

We shall be discussing tomorrow questions aft'ecting the relation of missions
and missionaries to the Chinese Church. We know that a great change is taking
place. We know that the character of the service of the Western Church to the
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people of China may change very much during the coming years. Of one thing
we are certain and that is that the Christian Church needs this literatiu-e. It is

in our power to help during these years to see that adequate opportunities for train-

ing are provided and that men and women are raised up to do that which is required.

The Seventh Day Adventists' periodical, "The Signs of the Times" has a paid

up circulation of 53,000. Most of our peiiodicals have only three or four thousand
or less. Is "The Signs of the Times" so much better than anything we produce
that they have ten or fifteen times our circulation? Wherein is the difference? How
do you account for their much larger circulation? Is it not in the fact that they
employ the full time of eight foreigners, the half time of four more, and have ahout
three times more Chinese to do nothing but superintend the sale of their literature?

Two hundred and fifty-seven people spend a large part of their time selling books
of the Signs of the Times Publishing House on a commission basis. The Seventh

Day Adventists would seem to be (apart from the Bible Societies) the only Christian

body in China today that is really taking seriously the circulation of Christian litera-

ture. They are securing widespread circulation of what they produce. Have
we not something to learn from them?

Sten Bugge: I am speaking for Dr. Westman also. He charged me to bring
before this body an idea which has been on his heart for long, namely, an Institute

of Chinese Research. When Dr. Chao was speaking, I was trying to visualize how
this was going to be done, individually or through some great organization. I think
Dr. Westman 's idea would be feasible and may mark a contribution to what we ha.ve

been talking about. He is not thinking of one hundred men but a number of the

most prominent scholars brought together, both from China and possibly from abroad.
There are some sinologues in the West who can also teaoh Chinese something. A
first-class institute of Chinese research would help us furnish in the first place teach-

ers who could help interpret Chinese culture to the modern Chinese. In the
second place, it would furnish opportunity for those who are teaching there and
who are doing this work for producing first-class literature. I do not know where
it should be located.. That does not matter very much. But if a sufficient sum
of money coud be procured and the institute founded, it would do a very great
amount of good. Its influence would be felt throughout the educationai work and
through the world of literature.

R. Y. Lr>: The indigenous churchand indigenous Christian literature are mutually
cause and effect. I think I touched upon this subject when I made my remark on the

indigenoxis church. When the spirit of God takes hold of the people, and touches

the heart and mind of a people, we are bound to have good literatixre. When we
have a vital church we are bound to have good Christian literature. If we have
a poetic soul and are inspired by God we ought to compose hymns in praise of Him.
It is a sign that the spirit of Christ is working in the hearts of that people. So I

would say, when you have a really true indigenous church, and living church, there

you will have good Christian literature. On the other hand, in order to have a real

indigenous church, you must have real indigenous literature, good Christian litera-

ture, because if you want to have a real indigenous church you must have intellig-

ent leadership. In order to have intelligent leadership you must have a reading

membership and a good supply of Christian literature.

I think those of you who have had editorial experience will agree with me in

saying that the most uncomfortable and annoying thing to an editor is when he

tries to write something about which he has nothing to say. So if you have men
who have religious experience you can have Christian literature. In order to be

good citizens you must be intelligent citizens. In order to be good Christians you
must be intelligent Christians. The main attack of the Anti-Christian Movement
is that Chinese Christians are superstitious. Chinese Christians should be able

to answer that. In order to do that we must have good literature, evangeliza-

tion of China through printed pages, so that the Chinese can read for themselves

and be converted there and then.
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So I say, indigenous church, and indigenous literature are mutually cause and
effect. As to the method of how literature can be given a larger and important

place, I would say, from a material standpoint, that hereafter the mission and con-

ference shoiild give a larger sum in their annual appropriations, give special place

to their writings. They should give the same emphasis to literary work as they
do to evangelical, educational, medical work, etc. In view of the scarcity of literary

talent it seems that we should give them the same if not better treatment in order

to make literary work better in the matter of salary and responsibility and position.

E. W. Wallace: I agree with Mr. Hughes. I believe that literary talent is not a

thing that needs to be carefully cultivated and that the production of literature is not a

thing that can be helped on. Writing is one of the things that develops naturally if it

is given the slightest chance. I believe the time to give encouragement is very
early; we should not wait until the prospective writer has finished his college course

and settled down into life. I did more writing before I went to High School than
I have done since. The training that has been .most useful in the literary work
I have to do now was what I got in college on the staff of a college magazine.

I believe some of this money and some of this interest ought to be used to en-

courage students in middle schools and colleges to write and then we can trust to

the future to look after itself. I will tell you the experience of a brother of mine
who was a teacher of English in a college in Western Canada. He organized the

freshman class in rhetoric into a short-story club and arranged with a newspaper
syndicate to use one of these stories every Saturday. The result was most successful.

An opening was afforded for self-expression, and the natural urge to express did

the rest. Cannot something be done to encourage our students to write and
to help find a use for what they write? Cannot we thus help to free ourselves from the

charge that the anti-Christians are alive, vigorous and on fire to express what they
believe, but that when a man becomes a Christian he becomes dull intellectually,
due probably to repression.

F. Rawlinson: The Christian Movement has no literature program. That
situation we ought to correct. Why cannot the Christian M.ovement adopt some
such program as Professor Chao has outlined?

We are very far behind India which has exactly the same problems. They have
found the way to preserve one another's liberty, and yet produce literature together.
They all get behind the literature program and permit any Christian literature

that is good from, a literary viewpoint to be/published.

I suppose I am one of those editor fellows who is expected to write on things
that he does not know anything about, but I am very much puzzled to know what
the missionary body wants anybody to write about. We are entering into an era
when understanding between Chinese Christians and Christians in the West is an
absolutely indispensable thing. If I were asked at this moment to tell what seems
to me one of the things needed to give them what they want, I should say, is a news-
paper. From requests and suggestions that I have received 1 think some people
would like to see the "Chinese Recorder" turned a newspaper. They want reli-

able news about conditions and the Christian Movement in China. This need must
in some way be met. We must pay more attention, to what the Chinese Christians
and others in China are thinking and to what is happening, and see that this is trans-
mitted in reliable form to the West. A member of one of the Boards in the United
States said to me, "We do not know what is happening in China and we want to
know."

J. R. Mott: To my mind there are two questions which are of supreme im-
portance to be answered more fully, possibly, by the Committee of Findings
under this subject and brought back to us.

One of those questions has been just raised by Mr. Rawlinson. I refer to what
he spoke of as a lack of policy of certains organization. I am thinking, however,
of the subject in its broadest aspects. We shall be asked, "What is the policy of
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the leaders of the Christian forces of China with, reference to a comprehensive literary

program?" What do you wish to tell me? What shall I say in answer to that

question? You have a policy with reference to education. You have, I under-

stand, worked out a policy which has made a deep impression on the West.
It furnishes safe and stimulating guidance. I am hi a position to know that you
have discovered that yourself, even though you may have modified it radically in

some respects. What is the policy which represents the best thinking of the leaders

of the Christian forces of China concerning literature?

That reminds me of the second question. Mr. Lobenstine went so far as to

say that he would rather that there be a thousand less missionaries if necessary ten

years hence than that we find ourselves at that time without adequate provision
for Christian literature. How can the West help meet this admittedly great situa-

tion? I do not suppose there is any reservation on our part that there is a vast,
enormous, ever increasing, irnexplored field; there is an increase of those who have
a thirst that must be met. Here are those vacant places which have been brought

"

out varied need, intense need. How can the West help and not hinder the realm
we have indicated? Money might be the most dangerous thing brought to bear
How can there come out from this present stage of more or less confusion, a united

expression, such a united expression as. will give guidance to those who earnestly
desire to strengthen the hand of the Christian forces in China.

The Moslem workers all over the Moslem world were in much the same posi-
tion. They called together a number of their leading minds at considerable ex-

pense at a point in the Near East and spent a long time in studying the problem,
trying to diagnose the need. You will be interested in the processes they used to

master the facts all over the Moslem world. Having done this they brought
out a report which some of you have seen. It is the most masterly approach to

the literature question in any part of the world. It is all the more remarkable
because of the widely scattered work. It deals with this problem in such a thorough
form, in such an attractive form, from the literary viewpoint and the point of view
of publication, that it has aroused the attention of the people they want to reach

It is a fine work, not only in content but in presentation, influencing the policy that

was adopted in Jerusalem. The workers amongst Moslems are the most scattered

in the world, yet they themselves understand that a united policy is needed and

they are now seeking to fill with living content the program, they adopted.

I think the Committee of Findings may deal with these questions: (1) Have
we a policy that we arc ready to pass on? If not, should we not point the way to

the preparation of such a policy? (2) How can the West help and not hinder in

meeting this admitted need?

J. T. Proctor: I have an impression that if the West makes the contribution

that will be needed to carry out such a program as Professor Chao has indicated, it

is going to have a very direct bearing on the numbers of missionaries, as Mr.

Lobenstine has mentioned.

I am not a specialist on this subject, but as an administrator I want some sug-

gestions as to the approach, if you are going to get moaey from the boards. If

Mr. Chao's program is to be carried through the West cannot do it, nor can the mis-

sionaries do it. The Chinese will have to help carry it out. This program will cost

a million dollars or more a year. You cannot expect us to approach it denomina-

tionally as separate missions. I cannot go to my mission and ask for contributions

for a united program and then say, "Let us as Baptists have our own program and
work on it." May be I ought to, but I am not going to do it. I believe we have

got to get a united program some way, I do not know but what Mr. Hop.te has

indicated one approach to this matter, namely, "live and let live." Can we work
out a united program and let those who can agree work on certain lines without

any criticism from those who do not approve of the approcah? Can we do united

thinking to try to cover the ground in this way, and if there is a group which wants
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to produce literature along any lines, let that group make its appeals to its constitu-

ency both, in China and at home?

I believe that some of our boards and their representatives are prepared to say
"We want to make a reasonable contribution toward the production of literature,

toward a policy that appeals to us. and to provide for this budget,"meaning by that,

that it will take the place of the thousand missionaries or of work now being: done

somewhere else. I believe it is possible to put a reasonable request into our budgets
for literature, provided we have a convincing, compelling program. Personally, 1

have not the courage to take tho matter up with oiir constituency until we do. I

wish Professor Chao or some group will give to us an attractive, well-written, con-

vincing statement of the literature that is being- produced, of the reasons why we
should produce literature and samples of some of this literature to use with our

constituency. I need help. I am prepared to do hard thinking on this problem
but cannot do anything on mere generalities. We ought to be able to produce
literature at the present time, but we need real help. We need the kind of argument
that can convince our board and missionaries on the field that it is necessary to put
less money here and more there.

K. A. Ward: This committee might also give a little' attention to the problem
of making a dent in various appropriations with reference to this problem. What
Dr. Proctor has just said is very interesting and stimulating to me. I have in mind
an administrative body which in the course of recent years has had funds available

for literature in considerable amount. The funds have simply not been used
because the need of this thing has not made enough impact to cause the necessary
administrative changes by the group concerned. I wish this Committee, if such
a thing were not verging too much toward legislation, might take some informal

action urging that this matter get into the policies and administration of the

various missions and churches.

A few weeks ago in the particular part of China in which I have been living

I saw once again, what I have seen again and again during the last sixteen years,

namely, a group of Chinese urging that something be done for the production of

Christian literature, and pathetically insisting that some local Christian publication
be made available. They showed energetic biit futile efforts to put the thing over.

They failed because of lack of resources. I am reminded also of the fact that during
the last few weeks, together with Chinese and other associates, I have been look-

ing about trying to project a constructive piece of work in the distribution of litera-

ture that would be consecutive in its approach and in the building up of the Christian

mind and of resistance in a Christian group. But we simply could not find enough
of the right kind of literature. The need along this line is very evident and mission-

ary administration should make larger place for it.

S' M. Freden: I am thinking of those literature societies already existing in China,
societies which have been working for years and distributing a lot of literature.

We have for instance, in Hankow the Religious Tract Society for China. That is

not the right name for it now. From distributing tracts, they are now distributing

books, school books and every kind of literature. I have been wondering if this Com-
mittee could find any way to combine the idea as is expressed here with the work
that the Tract Society is doing. Most of the money is coming from America and
Great Britain and some money comes every year frnnmy country, Sweden. If these

existing societies could get some able men and able writers to produce the literature

needed at present and see that this literature is distributed through the agencies
we have, it would be well. We should enlarge the agencies and strengthen them
and see if we can do that. If not, we can start new agencies. We need lots of books
and tracts for the masses. We know that a writer is born not made. He ought
to get the opportunity and help for cultivating his mind and for studying and thus

be able to produce good books.

I would like to ask the Committee of Findings to see if there could be found
some one to work with the societies already existing in China.
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D. W. Li/on: There is one point that I should like to emphasize. It seems to

me our trouble is not iu production. "We have a very strong impetus in production

already and I grant that we must make that production more prolific and we must
make opportunity for those who can produce literature to secure the further

training that they need in order that they can produce hotter literature.

I also agree with Mr. Hughes that the best literature is not going to lie produced
by those who are set aside to do nothing else. The best literature is going to come
out of actual need felt by those who are carrying on other forms of work such as

teaching and preaching. I do not mean that there will not be some professional

literary workers, but do believe that a large part of vital literature is going to be

produced out of the experience of those who are dealing with the great problems
of life. It seems to me very important to provide for a limited number the opportun-

ity to break away from the increasing tasks of their regular work in order to develop
themselves in a specific way for writing, by study and by contacts with other people-
I should say that should include provision not only for students who are immature
but also for those who are mature, to broaden their knowledge, to enlarge their

background. All this is hard to begin.

There is another aspect to the literature program, namely, that aspect that

has to do with the creating of a public that is willing to buy Christian literature.

We, of course, have been living in an age when the Christian reading public in China
has been very small, partly due to the limited number of Christians, partly due
to illiteracy among Christians, partly due to other reasons. But I do not believe

that in any country Christian literature has spread without definite and systematic
and thorough methods of promotion. I believe that we need to develop in China
some kind of scientific and thorough salesmanship for Christian literature. The
illustration that Mr. Lobenstine gave us of the success of that procedure shows
distinctly that here is a place where we can cooperate. We may have difficulties

in the cooperation of publication of books but we can coopei-ate very heartily in the

sale of books. There are many different methods of promoting not only the imme-
diate sale of present literature but the cultivation of a reading habit, the cultivation

of enthusiasm for reading and the developing of a technique among those who can
make it perhaps their life work to sell literature the developing of the power of

distribution. All of this will involve thought and money. I mention this

because I believe this is one aspect which has not been siifnciently emphasized this

afternoon and which we should emphasize and which very many will welcome at

the present time.

Mrs. Liu: In the discussing of Christian literature I haAre only one suggestion.
One day as I was going to Nanking a foreign lady had a package of Christian literature,

especially the Gospel of John. She insisted that every one on the train buy one.

We each got one. I was interested to see what would happen . Not a single passenger
opened the pamphlet. Then I questioned myseif what was the reason. 1 thought
most of the passengers were not Christian and were therefore prejudiced against this

literattire. They each bought a pamphlet just to save the lady's face. Even if the
Bible were given free the people would not read it.

So that lea.ds me to think that there are two phases: one is to produce ourselves,
and another to do it in cooperation with other literature agencies. I was reading
yesterday about the Anti-Christian Movement in Amoy which is so strong. Now
why do we not have sermons in the Chinese newspapers? It does not cost us one
cent. Many reporters in the newspapers now are Christians and they are very
eager to get news from us. Why cannot we as Christian organizations send more
material to newspapers so that the Anti-Christians will know more about us?

So I feel that we ought to get out our literatuce in cooperation with others. It

will not cost us very much and will give us a wider and wonderful influence over
the masses so that they will not be so prejudiced against us.

Miss Hoh: In talking about Chinese Christian Literature, I believe the time
has come when Chinese Christians' faith and life Christ-like life must be ex>
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pressed by whatever- means are available , among whicb there is urgent need of

literature. Men of vision and talent should be generously provided for so that they
may Jeave their best for the people. But we need not worry too much because, as

a matter of fact, men who actually acquire spiritual life and who have talent cannot

help writing immortal literature even though they are handicapped otherwise.

However, these facts are not to be overlooked.

Firstly, people are prejudiced against Christian literature. It is quite necessary
to make a serious study of the i easons why Christian literature has failed to get
an entry into the educated circles.

Secondly, the reading class is increasing in number and zeal as fast as can be

in the recent years. If we just see how many book-stores have been shooting up
lately we know this is true. We Christians should make use of this opportunity
to impart the Christian faith by means of real literature to this generation, a.nd

there is great need for wholesome literature of all forms for Christians, young and
grown up.

Thirdly, Christian literature requires both writers and publishers. Mrs. Liu
has just suggested that we contribute articles to newspapers and magazines. But
this all depends upon whether they do us a favor. Should the article bear a strong

religious mark, how can we be sure it will be published? The Chri stian educational

institutions must take the subsidizing responsibility of developing and encouraging
Chinese writers; and Chri stian publishers seem also very urgent at present.

And finally, although talents are rare, we cannot deny the fact that there are

some best writers who are wasteful!y loaded with heavy schedules and adminis-
trative tasks. Here again we have to look seriously into thi s matter.

E. E. Barnett: Anyone who has worked in China among the stirdents and
among men of the educated class has felt a very defini te need of literature of an

apologetic nature for them. We need to explain just what Christianity is. Ire-

member that Bishop Gore points out that the Christian Church during its firsc

three centu-ies succeeded in integrating wL th its own truths the know ledge then

existing. Following the renaissance movement the same process was accomplished
by the Church, even more fully than during the first three centuries. This process
has not been repeated since then in spite of the fact that during the centuries which
have intervened science has uncovered before us infinit > realms of new knowledge.

One reason, I suppose, why we have not got more literature is because we have
not known just what to write. We from the west have come from a Christian

civilization , the general knowledge of which and the Christian thought of which
have not been unified. The problem becomes intensified in China where Christianity
faces the task not only of assimilating the new knowledge which these centuries

have brought to light in the west but also of coming to terms with this thing which
we call Chinese civilization.

It seems to me that along these lines Christian literature has a very great task

to perform in explaining Christianity and in getting Christianity accepted through-
out China. But the work of thinking through the meaning and message of Chris-

tianity in its whole setting of scientific knowledge and of Chinese thought must
be done first, i. e. before apologetic literature such as we need can be produced.

I was very much impressed several years aso in reading of the effort of a group
of men in India in carrying out a program of literature production. They mapped
out a list of books which needed to be written. They saw that Christianity was
up against Hinduism and the whole religious heritage of India. They saw that a

book needed to be written on this and on that subject. After working out an extended
list of subjects, they began gradually to lay their hands on men here and there

over India who they thought were interested and who might be qualified to produce
books on the subjects chosen. The man selected might be a professor in an institu-

tion or someone engaged in other work. He was set at the task of research on the

theme assigned to him. The group was unified and was brought together occa-

sionally for conference. One by one the books began to appear. Not all the gaps
'n the list, I understand, have yet been filled in.
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In China we lack a framework of this kind. We need books to make Christianity

intelligible to men of science and to students who come in contact with the know-
ledge of modern science. How are we to make Christianity become at home in the

minds and hearts of men with the spiritual inheritance of the Chinese people?

It seems to me that this Committee on Literature might do well to make a begin-

ning of a fvamework of a series of books which are needed and which may require
the next ten or fifteen years to produce. Such an analysis of the field to be covered
would help us a great deal in getting ahead with this task.

F. S. T3rockman: I think it is instructive for us to ask ourselves, perhaps ask the

committee, if they could analyze the causes of the paucity of literature. They have
come out more or less here in our discussion today. It may have something to do
with our missionary schools, or Christian colleges may have something to do with it.

I think it is certain that here is a cause. that the different Christian chxirches and
Christian organizations have not given literature a prominent place in their plans and
in their provisions of time and money. We have said here tonight that literature is

just as important as any branch of our Christian effort, which has been compared,
rightly I think, with our educational schemes and yet a great many men and a great
deal of money are put into education and almost nothing i<; put into literature. Now
that seems very carious because I recall twenty-five years ago that when I came to
China Dr. Timothy Richard and Young J. Allen, whose literature was very widely
read, were urging the same sort of thing., but with all their influence they were
not able to get us to make this contribution. We need to search our hearts, and
to ask ourselves whether we are willing to pay the price of putting literature in

the place it ought to be. I think we find, the more we look into it, that some
great price must be paid for it.

I quite agree with what several others have said that we cannot have a great
number of men to do nothing else but write. England has made writers and Oxford,
has made writers and we do not have any conditions in the Christian Church in China
so far as I know, comparable to Oxford or Cambridge and we must study our condi-
tions to see why there is this paucity. I do not think we can go far and people can-
not write who are teaching so terrifically in school twenty-five or twenty-six hours
a week. If they do it frequently means a breakdown in health. Books don't come
that way. I think we will find that we have got to set some men aside and create
an atmosphere, and get a community of people who are reading willing to put a great
deal of money into the preparation of men, sending them around the world and
letting them spend time at Oxford and Cambridge and the great universities of the
world. Anyone who can write like Zia Hung-lai, give him the most favorable
conditions. There is no question in my mind at all that if the body of people here
were willing to^pay the price and make the sacrifice that we would be able to get
something very different from anything we have yet done.

I served on the Board of the Missionary Societies in the United States and
Canada from 1914-1920, when I gave up in despair. We were trying to get some
arrangements there for a contribution from these societies to this literature. Here
is what always came up: your field does not believe in it. We are perfectly willing
to have it if we get recommendations from the field. There is this difficulty, of

course we understand, and that is that if we have union in this field, and we cannot
do without union we have these differences of opinion. But I think this Commit-
tee will see some way around that, if we make up our minds that we have to

have it.

Chen Wei Ping: We have to acknowledge that our Christian institutions' failure

in Chinese is because the Chinese educators who have never been abroad can speak
perfect English, both grammatically and idiomatically. They can teach English
literature in our schools but we have no Christian teacher to teach Christian literature
in Chinese. A great many schools fail to engage Christian Chinese teachers to teach
Chinese literature. Within the last two or three weeks I received letters from two
different friends, saying, "Can't you recommend us a real Christian Chinese who
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can teach Chinese literature in our schools." I had to answer them no. For

the last five or six years I do not know how many schools have been asking us to

recommend teachers to teach Chinese literature in Christian schools.

Another point, the graduates of some Middle Schools come to Ginling College,

for instance. Their English ranks with either junior or senior class but their Chinese

ranks with sub-freshman, not even that.

So we have to acknowlegde that onr Christian Church has failed there. We
have educated and Americanized a great many Chinese and naturalized them into

English people but have failed to make them real Chinese. They master the English

language and can teach science, mathematics, and even English literature yet they
fail to teach Chinese literature. We have made a great failure there.

Francis Wei: Following up this I would like to refer to a state of things which
exist in Christian colleges in China which has not been mentioned this afternoon

in our discussion. That is, there is no stimulus for the Chinese professors, Chinese

professors of the staff in the Christian colleges, to 'produce Chinese literature or

Christian literature even in our theological schools -where we may expect that kind

of literature to be produced, and that is because in the first place, those who write

English or any other foreign language do not feel the need of Christian literature in

Chinese since there are more books than we can manage to read every year. In the

second place, they are expected to teach all subjects in English. The lectures have
to be prepared in English. When the lectures have been prepared in English, it

is human nature that we do not translate or put them into Chinese. If the courses

are given in Chinese and the professros are expected to prepare lectures in Chinese,

Chinese Christian literature will come as a result.

David Yui: I shall just want to say one or two words on the subject of emphasis
on literary talent for the production of Christian literatiire. Personally, I feel that

perhaps the qualification of having a profound knowledge of Christianity and a

deep religious experience is even more important than mere literary talent. I sin-

cerely hope that in training Chinese literary men and women, though we emphasize
the cultivation of good style, we should go deeper than that. Only men and women
of profound Christian knowledge and deep religious experience will have some-

thing worthwhile to write about and will have a real contribution to make to the

Christian cause.

Second, the time has fully come for us to give time and attention not so much
to translation or even adaptation as to creative work. It seems to me that, how-
ever good a translation or an adaptation, it somehow does not have the elements
and challenge which are natural and attractive to the Chinese mind as the original.

Third, in China now, we do have a few excellent Christian men and women
writers. There are two things which are important in this connection. Let us
do everything we can to continue to nurture those men and women. Let us protect
them against sickness or ill health, and shield them from other types of work. I

know Professor Chao will not mind if I make a personal reference to him. If Pro-
fessor Chao did not have the sad experience of a broken leg for the last six months
which kept him in bed and prevented him from other lines of work, I do not think
he would have had time and thought to give to the preparation of two very import-
ant books, one of which is already printed and another already in the hands of prin-
ters. I want you to read those two books with great care. They are both illuminat-

ing and heart-searching. They are original not translation or adaptation.

Fourth, the whole Christian Movement must assume a tolerant and sympa-
thetic attitude towards these men and women who are producing Christian literature

in Chinese. Let us read a book on its merits. We should not pick out a sentence
here and there and criticize it as being too modern, or too conservative or too fund-
amentalistic. That critical attitude will kill the book and the writer. We cannot
expect these men and women to be absolutely perfect in their knowledge and ex-
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perience. It seems to me we must do everything we can to promote a tolerant

and sympathetic attitude toward Christian writers in China.

Last, we must in some way give greater publicity than we do now to the books
and other writings which we produce. I firmly believe that the Christian movement
in China must have produced a good number of excellent books. Even many Chris-

tians do not know the existence of such books to read and to edify themselves. "We

must find some way, therefore, to give greater publicity not only in church magazines
and periodicals but also in secular newspapers and magazines.

Discussion of Findings

D. E. Hoste: I shrink from making remarks but I confess I hardly see the

point that one particular agency for the production of Christian literature should
be singled out for commendation in this statement. I think in our discussion

the other day we said that the work which has been done, is being done, by the
literature societies did not receive sufficient recognition. It may not have been on

purpose to single out this group but I wish to demur on this point.

Personally I want to bear my testimony of the utmost value of the work which
has been done, is being done, by the Tract Society and the Christian Literature

Society. Of course, it is true that the foreigners cannot compete in the style in

Chinese, but they have competent Chinese colleagues in their work. Personally,
I am not in a position to pass remarks on points of that character.

I admire a group like this. But this statement will carry great influence, and
I say I hardly think it is fair and in accordance with actual facts to single ont a par-
ticular group for this commendation. I trust I shall not be misunderstood.

y. Y. T&u: The remarks of Mr. Hoste are most pertinent. We appreciate the

work of the various missionary institutions in bringing forth Christian literature

to meet the needs of the Chinese Church.. I think it is fair for us to point out
the reason why we singled out the National Christian Association in this paragraph.
First, is that it is a uniqjie organization, one formed on. the initiative of the Chinese,
which is what we want to encourage.

The second reason is that the great missionary institutions are well known
because of their long history and record of achievement and so do not seem to need
mentioning in particular, whereas this organization is new and we want to give
it a chance to be known in Christian circles. I think these are the two reasons

why we singled it out without intending it as a slight to the others.

.D. MacGi'livray: A s representing one of the societies that found an advocate in

our good friend, Mr. Hoste, I would like to say just a few words. I think perhaps the

wording, particularly here, is not very happy, not that the old societies are jealous of

the recent addition to the force represented by this young society which has such

high hopes and which I hope will be fulfilled to the uttermost, but rather because
we would like to see that society so prosperous that the old societies could come to

it on bended kness and say, "Please allow us to serve you." That is the attitude

of the Christian Literature Society at the present time. I want to advertise

this new society and I have given a special paragraph to it in our forthcoming
annual report. It deserves all the advertising possible.

Biit I would like to suggest that the clause beginning, "particularly, by a small
group" might read somewhat as follows: "We appreciate the efforts now being
made by various existing societies and are especially glad to know the emergence
of a new society which has come to the rescue of the old societies in attacking this

great problem." I think that would give you sufficient advertising without sing-

ling you out by the word "particularly."

I certainly hope that this new society will be truly national before very long,
and in the meantime this is actually a pious hope which we all share. And as I

said, the little mite that we may be able to contribute to the solution of the problem
we will be glad to put in the storehouse of the new association as soon as practic-
able.
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E. H. Hume: I wish to suggest, to Dr. Tsn the combining of two ideas.

Put a stop after "various existing societies" and then say "We appreciate fully the

work that is being done by the group of Chinese writers" or something like that. 1

do not care how the wording is done. "We can leave the wording to the findings

committee.

T. Y. Qhnmj: "That the carrying out of such a program can best be accom-

plished through a group of Chinese Christians properly constituted." I suppose this

means that this group of trusted Chinese Christians will be formed into a society

such as the Christian Literature Association. Would it not be better not to

make this point so conspicuous or direct? We could say, "Carrying out of such a

program can best be accomplished through a properly constituted organization

with Chinese leadership." I want to emphasize the words "Chinese leadership".

The reason why some of our fellow countrymen have decided to launch out into a new
association is the belief that they can do it in a way that will appeal to the Chin-

ese better, both in thought and manner of presentation, if they carried it out quite

independently, independent of the supervision of the foreign missionary. One of

the things that have been repeatedlv stressed is that there is such a thing as a foreign-

Chinese language, understandable but not admirable. It is this belief, I think,

which makes some of the Chinese friends wish to launch out. I would suggest

the words "Chinese leadership" not necessarily the organization to be Chinese.

J. T. Proctor: If this is to be given publicity it seems to me we ought to have
some intimation that this Chinese organization, properly constituted, \vill need
financial support, and need it from the sending countries with the understanding
that the carrying out of the program can be left to the organization. We need

some warning in advance so that the home boards will understand that such a body,

properly constituted, should receive financial support, or that funds should go through
this body, or something like that. I hope the committee can avoid misconcep-
tion.

R. J. McMullen: "Through a group" does that little word "a" mean that

we are satisfied, that all those who are interested in literature can unite into one

group? Does it indicate that we think it desirable that there should be no other

group? What is the idea? It seems to me that "one or more groups" might give
more freedom.

D.E.Hoste: The National Christian Literature Association this is rather a big
title. It majr not really mean it, but it almost implies a sort of exclusive prominence
as compared with other Chinese who are producing literature. They may be

prominent . That is largely a matter of opinion, I think. It depends on whose opinion
it is. I must confess that there is a difficulty in singling out one particular organi-
zation. I hardly see Dr. Tsu's explanation. It is not a question about a slight on

any body but it is the giving of special commendation to a society, which has a very
big name and we do not know who the writers are, exactly who controls it, who is

responsible for it. I confess I am conscious of some difficulty about the matter.

E. R. Huflhcs: Is there reference to any particular group in the first paragraph
on the second page? If there is, there is no doubt with reference to the kind.

Why not make it, "Through one or more groups of Chinese Christians who have
the confidence of the Christian Church" and not have "trusted."

F. Rawlinson: This particular society is really a child of the National Christian

Council, "conspicuously indirectly", as one might say. In fact, this organization
is the result of two retreats held under the auspices of the National Christian

Council. At first it had a group of members of the National Christian Council as

advisers, but is now entirely Chinese.

If I understand, Avhat is intended here is that a group of Chinese should become
responsible for the development of Christian literature in a way that has not so far

been carried on, and that does not interfere with anything existing.

D. W. Lyon: It seems to me that if we are to have a comprehensive program
of Christian literature, manifestly such a comprehensive program must be thought
through by a single group. Whether it is actually executed by that group or a
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number of groups would be a second question. It seems to me if we are going to start

out to secure a comprehensive program we should require one group to make such
a program.

I). MacGillirray: i should just like to inquire how the carrying out of such a

program can best be incorporated through a group of Chinese Christians for carrying
it out. lu. producing all the literature that is called for where do we come in on
this? Are the old societies to be unworthy to have a share in the carrying out of the

program that is going to be projected? I hope we are worthy to have a small share.

As in our own society, we receive orders from a trusted group of Chinese to

do the work they think ought to be done. It seems to me, as it stands now, to be

very indefinite. Regarding the finances, a considerable amount of money could be
obtained from the donors at home provided a body of Chinese could he found, even

perhaps larger than the National Christian Literature Association, that could be
trusted to administer that fund. Of course, it is not necessary to say all that
in the resolution. It is well that the members know what is back of this resolution.

F. S. Brockmcm: "Advanced program" would that not be the point? I am
sure we shoiild all feel, after what Mr. MacGillivray has said, that there was no
disparity of other work.
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PRINCIPLES WHICH SHOULD GOVERN THE POLICY OF
CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN CHINA IN THE YEARS AHEAD

C. G. Sparham:

Dr. Leighton Stuart was to have introduced this subject, but un-

fortunately he was unable to get beyond Tientsin owing to the dif-

ficulty of communications resulting from civil war. His absence is a
loss to the whole conference.

In facing the subject of this morning, "The Principles which
should Govern the Policy of Christian Missions in China in the Years
Ahead," there is one preliminary question, and that is, whether the

missionary and the mission as an organization still have a place in
China. I trust we may have a very clear expression of opinion in
this conference for I know that the Boards are somewhat perplexed
on this point. If it is, as I think it is, still desirable that we continue
to obtain help in the gift of consecrated men and women from the
Western countries, then we should send out a very clear message in

that sense.

Viewing the situation as I do, it seems to me that there is a

place for the foreign missionary in China, and I believe there will be
for very many years to come, but there must be a great readjustment
of relations. In the same way, speaking of the mission as an organiza-
tion, I believe there is, and will be for a long time, a place in which
the mission in China can function. Again, however, there must oe
a great readjustment of relations, a great transference of authority.
Increasingly there must be a -devolution of _authority from the mission
to the Church or other Christian organization. Necessarily the

progress will be more rapid in some parts of the field than in others.
In some of the coast provinces it will be possible almost at once,
perhaps at once, to make a complete transference of authority. When
we move to other provinces we may find that the 'situation does not

permit of such rapid action. The process, however, must be similar,
though accelerated in some provinces to an extent that would be
unwise in others.

Now, if we wish to get a glimpse of what some of the most
forward looking of the Chinese churches are thinking today, and
this will give us probably the best guidance we can have in our
conference this morning, we may take a statement that has been
sent out from Canton by the Kwangtung Synod of the Church of
Christ in China, as explaining very clearly the idea that is before
us. The whole of the statement is worthy of very careful thought, but
at this time I shall read just two paragraphs:

"(1). In our judgment the time has come when, in the best
interests of the Kingdom of Christ and the development of a self-

supporting, self-governing and self-propagating Chinese Church, the
direction and control of the work hitherto carried on by the missions
in Kwangtung cooperating with the Church of Christ in China should
be committed to the Divisional Council (or Synod) of this Church.
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"(2). Disposition of Missionaries' Under such an arrangement
the activities of the missionaries would continue much as heretofore.

Their work, however, would be under the control of the Divisional

Council instead of their respective missions.

"They would be members in full standing of the Chinese Church,
and would receive their new appointment by mutual agreement be-

tween the Divisional Council and the Mission Board. The duties as

.well as the location of the missionaries would be determined by the
Divisional Council. Missionaries would thus work under the direc-

tion of the Church itself, instead of, as formerly, under the direction

of their own mission.

"In other respects the relation of the missionary to his Home
Board and Mission on the field would continue as formerly. The mis-
sionaries shall be considered as loaned to the Chinese Church for

service, and the missions shall continue to carry responsibility for

provision of their salaries; travel expenses, residences, etc., as here-
tofore.

"The Divisional Council shall decide as to the need of the Chuz'ch
for foreign workers and shall, from time to time, make appeals for
such to the Mission Boards."

Now I think that is a very admirable statement- It puts clearly
the ideal towards which we are moving, an ideal that we trust may be
realized before long in the more forward provinces and in due time
throughout the whole of China. I have come to think that from the

point of view of the missionary, the position would be entirely satis-

factory, taking his stand side by side with his Chinese colleagues
and brothers, sharing in every way in work and responsibility. There
would come to be a sense of solidarity between the work of the
mission and the work of the Church. In fact, to this extent, the work
of the mission would be merged into the work of the Church. It
would bscome one. This would make for strength and for uplift, and
I think we should do our utmost to realize just such an ideal. It is

clear that the day of the mission is by no means past. The mission
still remains for consultation with the Church. It shall remain to

represent the special interests of the mission board on the field.

It still remains to advise the mission board in certain matters, and
to give confidence to the constituency of the mission boards that the
stewardship that is committed to them by the churches of the home-
lands is being- adequately and fully discharged.

Now if we look a little into detail we shall see at once that this
would mean that all purely church and evangelistic work should
move to the control of tEe~ Church? through" its recognised councils,
church courts and other authorities. The whole question

"~
of

evangelization would be recognized as the work of the Church. The
whole question of the upbuilding of the Church itself in spiritual life,
in teaching or matters affecting church property, and I should hope
the administration of finance for evangelistic purposes, and possibly
at an_ early date, elementary education, might also go in the same
direction.

When we speak of certain other sections of church work which
have to be taken up, such as secondary and higher education and
philanthropic work, v/e may fsel that we must use the word devolu-
tion to the Christian Church in a slightly different sense. In speaking
of transference of the direct church and evangelistic work to the
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Church we mean that it should be transferred to that organized
Church with which the mission may now be in closest association, with
its definite church councils i,nd church authorities, or to that larger
union into which this Church may be merged.

When, however, we take up the question of secondary and higher
education, of large institutions for philanthropic work, and of the

handling of special problems which are resting upon the whole of the
Christian force in China, we may have to give a somewhat broader

meaning to the word Church- In other words we may have to bring
in a form of Christian organization which at present would not fit

into any one of the organized Churches.

Take, for example, the question of Christian Education. This
has been receiving the very careful attention of this conference, and
it is still on our minds as one of the most important of the problems
that we have to face. It is a problem for the Christian Church, and
yet, as I understand the subject, the Christian Church as at present
organized, especially in its divided condition, is not able to handle it

satisfactorily. In certain cases where a number of churches have
come together into one fellowship, as has been the case in Kwangtung,
a Board of Education is endeavoring to meet the whole of the educa-
tional problem of the Churqh in Kwangtung. and yet we have to re-

cognize even there, though some seven missions are merged into one
Church, there are yet two or three important missions outside of that
Church. The Wesleyan Mission and the Church Missionary Society
are outside, and it may be desirable to secure a Board of Education
which shall cover the whole of Christian education of the province.
Then, as has already been suggested, it might be desirable that there
should be a Board of Education which should coordinate the whole of
the Christian Schools in China. That is a very large question and
one to which we must not give too much time this morning.

We have to face one or two other somewhat similar problems
where interdenominational boards may be needed to grapple with
the work that is laid upon the churches, but which no one church can
adequately handle as things are organized today. For example,
there is the question of Christian literature. It has been dealt with
somewhat fully, and I will not do more than indicate that there is

everywhere a general sense that the Church should lay hold of
this problem, and yet that no one church can fully, adequately grapple
with it. The general indication, it seems to me, after listening to the
discussion that has taken place, is that there is need of and scope
for great diversity, and yet there is need for some clear unity lying
behind that diversity. The general indication would be that this
would best be achieved in connection with the N. C. C. or other
national organization. The whole question should be taken up so
that face to face with our appeal to our home constituencies, the con-
stituencies of the sending countries, we should be able to present
a united front, while here on the field we should be able to meet
the varying calls for different types of literature. No one church
can handle the problem; the churches as a whole must handle it.

The indication would be that through the N. C. C. or through one of
its specially empowered committees the work might best be done.

Now we come to another great problem which must be regarded
as a Church problem, and yet which the "hnrch.es as organized cannot
well handle, and that is the question of facing industrialism today.
A survey of the need in China of industrial workers has been maue
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and it has been estimated that something like twenty-five well-trained

workers would be able to face this responsibility of the Church.

Suggestions have been made that some twenty-five mission boards

might be approached and might be appealed to, to supply one or two
workers for this purpose; in which case the workers would come to

a center in which the church life of the mission board concerned is

strong spiritually and socially. The relation of the worker to his

own church or mission would in many respects remain as at present,
yet this whole industrial group throughout China, working in fellow-

ship, should be knit together. Having a common aim, and meeting
from time to time in conference, the workers should form an organic
whole. The work that this group undertakes is essentially the work
of the Church, yet in its present divided state no one church can
handle it. We must come to a central committee recognized by all

the churches; the devolution would then be from the Mission to this

Committee. Would not the Industrial Committee of the N- C. C. most
naturally meet this need?

We touched on the question of evangelization among Moslems.
It is one of the greatest and most important phases of evangelization
that the Church has to face today. The Moslems are scattered very
widely, and except in one or two provinces there is perhaps no justifica-
tion for one mission starting a special mission to Moslems. Yet, on
the other hand, if we view the work of China as a whole we see there
is need for a number of consecrated men and women well skilled in

the whole question of Moslem literature and methods of dealing with
this most important and yet difficult problem. They must have a

knowledge of Arabic, and a knowledge of what has been achieved in

other lands- For this we need a number of men and women, let us

say thirty or forty or fifty. Again a survey would have to be made
and the problem faced as a whole. When faced, and the workers
come to start work in China, the best results would not be achieved

by each one working for his own church or mission, but rather as a

whole, related to a central mission or central committee, say the
Moslem Committee of the N. C. C-, specially empowered to direct and
help in a case of this sort. There would be other types of special
workers that would be needed who, regarded as bodies of workers,
could better be co-ordinated and related to a central national com-
mittee than to any one church. Perhaps one may here refer to a

phase that has already been touched on this morning. There is a
need for Christian men of high endowment to visit China for special
work or to meet the difficuiites of special classes. They might make
appeal to students or other classes of men or women; or lecture, say,
on Apologetics or Christian Evidences. The lecturers would usually
come not for life nor for a long term of years. They would make
visits of a few months or at most of a year or two. Such work is

the responsibility of the whole Church in China. The Church as a
whole needs the strength that such lecturers can bring to its service;
yet no one church can handle the problem. We need a board that is

nation-wide in its scope and interdenominational. In India such work
is arranged for by the National Christian Council. I submit that
authority should be devolved upon our N. C. C. to carry through ar-
rangements for such work in China.

Now this very briefly seems to me to indicate the general lie of
the problem as it is before us today. We are moving on from the
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days when the mission did everything. The work is being transferred
to the Chinese Church, and to a large extent the Church is shaping
on to three or four great lines. We seem to see that in the near
future there will be three or four great church organizations in

China. Each of these church organizations has to face its great
problem. As we look out we see problems which each is responsible

for, which no one by itself can properly handle, but in some form
of union, in some form of national organization all these problems
can be handled, and for the time being the N.C.C. seemjs to be the
natural center towards which we should come, upon which authority
should be devolved. ,

Meanwhile the missions remain, from time to time transferring
authority, and continuing to carry out the work that remains to

them. The question may be asked, at what stage shall the final power
of the mission be transferred to the Chinese Churches? I think this is

a biological question, when the time comes we shall be conscious of
it. When need for the functioning of the mission is at an end, we
shall realize the time has come for the final transference to be made.
Until we are clear that this is the ca<se there is certainly a distinct

need for the mission to continue to function, but with some qualifica-
tion. There has been a tendency in some quarters at least to regard
the Church as Chinese and the mission as foreign. Surely the time
has come when there would be a distinct step forward. The Church
is Chinese, but within it we should count all those who are prepared
to dedicate themselves to the service of the Chinese Church as mis-
sionaries. The mission (Should not be, in the sense that it has been,
a foreign mission, although there may be in it for a time a majority
of those who are foreign, and finance may come from the sending
countries; yet more and more our mission councils, whether provincial
or national, should aim at bringing in the best Chinejse life in con-
sultation. It would be interesting to follow the various lines that
have developed in this direction in different parts of China and in
different missions. At this time we need say no more than that a
system which leaves the final decision of many important problems
entirely to the foreign workers cannot be regarded as satisfactory,
and methods must be found at an early date for bringing into both the
provincial and national organizations of the various missions the
best Chinese judgment and knowledge that can be found.

The more we ponder the problems that lie before us, the more
inspiring the situation appears. We do not close our eyes to the dif-

ficulties, but we see an increasing number of men and women in the
Chinese Church who have both the spirit and the ability for grappling
with new problems. I attended just recently the meetings of the
South Fukien Synod of the Church of Christ in China (commonly
known as the United Church) ; and I rejoiced to see how wisely large
questions were being handled; and this is symptomatic of what is

taking place elsewhere in China.
We are at the beginning of a new day. The Church is realizing

as never before its own place in China as a great national institution,
and the yastness of the opportunity that lies ahead. As missions
it is our joy and privilege to make our contribution. Some times we
may mediate courage and strength, some times we may give sugges-
tions and practical help. All the time and in many ways it is ours to
do what in us lies to aid the Church, with clear vision and strong
confidence, to take up her burden, the winning of China for Christ.
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Discussion

Dr. Rawlinson: 1 t" ink it is sometimes overlooked that we alread have a great

many metho s in operati in whereby control and direction of Christian work in

China is, in whole or in part, f ctually given over to t e Chinese. T e qvestion is

t' eref re w ether or not those methods already in existence should now be made
general; that is, whether we have not now sufficient reason to advise those missions
and groups who are not following these methods to put them i to operation.

I sKould like to say a few words. First, it is just as ell to eliminate the word
"elimination" a-id to cease talking in the old way about the day wl'en mifsio aries

are to be eliminated. That thougLt is ; o longer in my own mi d, not because I

thi k missionaries are indispensable to t e Christian Church 1 u' ty cause in order
to build up a world-wide Christianity the interchange of Christian workers and
( hristian experience between different countries is absolutely indispensable. The
day has c "me when the Chinese Church should be asked to share its experience with
the Christian church in the West.

We hear a lot of talk about the necessity or the possi
v
ility of reducing the number

of missionaries. I note in connection with many missions, principles and methods
of work actually look in t at directi n. But the old S3 i.ing impulse is still operating
in f :11 force so that instead of the number of missionaries in China going down it

s still going up. That situation ought to be very carefully investigated.

The transfer of mission property is also one of the practical topics which needs
to be studied very carefully. We need to have a survey, a v ry careful report on
both these problems. I have the feeling that one of the reasons why we ar. being
charged with being < ngrossed in materialistic activities is because we have the con-
trol and care of so much property. The sooner we can get this question of pro-

perty out of the way and put it in its proper place the better it will be. But we
cannot do anything until we have more of the facts put together for careful con-

sideration.

J. K. Mott: Can a-y one, or Dr. Rawlinson, support the statement that he just
made about the number of missionaries having increased instead of decreased?

F. Raiclinson: I was myself very much surprised n returning from furlough and
studying the new Missionary Directory to find that, after having it counted by two

people independently whose results differed by two or three only, whereas about
three years ago there were 7,500 foreigners in mission work in China, the numLer
in 1925 was 8,320. I do not know how reliable the Missionary Directory is.

It contains the only data at present available in China.

E. W. Burt: I have spent thirty-three years in Sir ntung where our mission
from first to last has worked very hard in the direction you are going here toda.y.

We speak not from theory but from actual experience. The English Baptist
Mission has always worked toward turning things over to the Chinese Church.
When I first came, there were 110 Chinese pastors. For at least twenty years
the Church has been entirely self-supporting and self-governing. The pastors are

supported by gifts from the Chinese. They do not get a cent from the

foreign Church. It is a self-supporting, self-governing Church in the true senso of

the word what is desir d over all Chiua.

But there is the other side. What is the result? The Church is intensely poor.
Most of the Christian leadeis are rural and not like the Chinese leaders here who
are used to big affairs. These pasters are well trained in our I cst schools and
colleges. The Church does support its pastors, if you care to call it support, when
it is such miserable financial stipend. Hence it cannot keep the best men trained
in the colleges. They endure a few years' poverty and are then called offl to other

fields, or at times to do evangelistic work in the cities.

The Church is also self-governing and the missionaries are only invited by cour-

tesy to the meetings. They have nothing to do with the administration of the

ddinances and affairs of the Church. Evangelistic work among non-Christian
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is carried on by a joint-board of an equal number of Chinese and foreigners. The
Chinese have a full voice as to tow to use the annual grant from the Home Society.

It is the same with the schools. The elementary and middle schools are largely in the

hands of Chinese and appointments come before a joint committee.

As in many parts cf China, there is the difficulty of getting the Church to sup-

port the pastors in any worthy way. Many are delighted to find that twenty to

thirty pastors are supported in the churches connected with the I nglish Baptist
Mission ia Shantung, but no mention is made cf the fact that they get such poor
salaries. However, the pastors rejoice in their independence and in the fact that

they are not supported by foreigners. I do not sea how we can retain the better

type of pastor o t the present inadequate salaries. The people are either unwilling

or unable to raise more money. The missionaries would be glad to help but d
not think it wise to give foreiga money, so t~ey are leaving the Chinese Church to

do what it can.

The English Baptist Mission is one of the older missions in China. It is fifty

years since Timothy Richard began Baptist work i Shantu , which is describe 1

in the speaker's little book, "Fifty Years in China". (Carey Press, London, 2/-)The
rock we are up against is finance.

R. J. McMullen: The first question "What should be the function of the

missions in their cooperation with the Chinese", seems to me to be expressed in a
rather unfortunate way. It gives the impression that we take for granted that mis-
sion organizations should be permanent. Should we not look forward to the time
when there will be no such thing as a mission organization in China, when the

Chinese Christian Church and the Church in the sending countries shall directly

cooperate and not through the medium of a mission in China? If so, should : ot the

question be changed to read, "How ca i Mission Boards best function in the coopera-
tion of the Churches in the sending countries with the churches in China?"

It is evident that the relationship of church and mission as known in the past
cannot continue. The mission has been in control; this must cease. The question
of the cooperation of the mission and the church should be only a passing one. It is

necessary as a method of changing from the old way into the one that must ultimately
take its place, viz., church control. Bee iuse it has to do this important work, it

must be carefully considered and carried out. In giving this care to methods of

cooperation, we should not lose sight of the fact that it is a temporary stagj and
that the final form must be that in which the mission loses itself wholly in the Church.
We as missionaries must become an integral part of the Church working under it,

with it, and responsible to it.

The Board of Missions will still be an essential part of the work of the Church
but its viewpoint must be entirely changed. Instead of being a body resp nsible

for sending out missionaries as they think best and seeming funds for their support,
they will become for church work a sort of foundation for World Evangelism as the

Sage or Rockefeller Foundations are established to carry out other work. They,
then, must think of themselves as an agency through which Christians in the send-

ing countries who wish to do their part in the evangelization of the world, can help
their brothers in the churches of other countries to reach their fellow-countrymen.
They will thus do their best to send to these weaker Christian bodies such supplies
of men and money as these bodies may ask for, always sending them direct to
the Church for service of the Church under direction of the Church rather than as

now, to the mission.

Question seven asks regarding the time when this transfer should be made.
The answer depends as to what we mean by transfer. Do we mean to wait until
there are individual Chinese who are capable of taking over the work and doing it

as efficiently as the missionaries have teen doing it? Do we mean to wait until

the Chinese Church, as an organization or a group of people working together, can
function as effectively as the mission has done or the church in the sending country
has done? If so, we may have to wait for a long time to come. To me this is an
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entirely wrong way to look at the question. We hear much of training leaders

and we should do all we can to find and adequately train men for places of influence,
but it is doubtful if a man can ever become ready to take large responsibility by
training. He must le :rn by doing the work. We as missionaries must help to get
this experience by placing upon him from the start the responsibility that by righ
is his, and then giving ourselves unreservedly to the task of making him a success

in the meeting of that responsibility. We are then successful only as he is success-

ful. In thus pouring our lives into his we do not lose our chance to exert an in-

fluence nor do we forfeit our right to witness for the Master. He that loseth his

life shall find it. It may mean that we, like John the Baptist, will have to decrease

in order that others may increase or that, following the injunctio i of our Saviour,
we will have to wash others' feet, do even the humblest service in an effort to help
others understand the nature of the Kingdom and its work. If so doing is what we
mean by transfer, it should be done immediately.

R. E. Chandler: Mr. Burt led us into a field of consideration of the growth of

country churches, etc., perhaps partly leaving the problem of mission and church

cooperation. We cannot attempt to go far into it. It is a serious problem. Th3
country churches are poor and cannot support a well-trained ministry. Yet the

country churches need well-trained ministers in some relationship to them, helping
them. Now I thoroughly believe that it is far from clear that in any part of rural

China the small villages are ever going to be able to support highly trained

ministers. Perhaps they will solve the problem as they have done in Shantung, by
taking sacrificial men with some degree of training and giving them small salaries.

It is heroic. Perhaps the solution is what is done elsewhere, the aim to have lay
workers. There are multitudes of men and women in the country who have intelli-

gence, who have some Christian training, who are eager to pay expenses themselves,
and send their best men and women citizens of those little communities to

training schools to get what help they can and come back to Avork as leaders of the

church. Lay leadership in local churches is a large part of the solution in many rural

districts.

But how far does this go in the direction of help and encouragement and finest

kind of supervision? The traveling pastor may be also general superintendent of

schools and the whole problem of education and church work is very near his heart

We speak again and again of highly trained leadership going into the lofty posi-

tions in the city; but there are men and women who are willing to work in the coun-

try, and are ready to do it. How can. they be supported in that work? There
for a while the missions can support them, and not put in second-rate men, whom
we are employing too much.

I traveled around with my Chinese colleagues to look at the country churches

and to study the problem of self-support in our mission. Four out of five of the

men sent in by the mission, sent in to "manage" the place, could excite no en-

thusiasm whatever. The people did not feel a call to support these men. They
would rather support some one taken from the locality. We need men of better

training, working together in groups. As to what they can do, they need to have

preparation to do many things. In the training school he must receive his train-

ing for country work. He must help in mass education, help give little suggestions

about the agricultural movement, which is also possible. Let him have this start

in the years immediately ahead.

In time the Chinese Church, the general federated Chinese Church (a strong

union, the country and city working together), will be able to pay for such general

workers. For the present, let the missions give the best quality of men and women
to this work.

E. R. Hughes: It is specially stated here that missionaries should be given a

responsibility. Presumably that means that the decision as to mission salaries and
other expenses would be decided by missio.i boards and missions on the field. In

my own experience, the South Fukien field faced that same problem to which Mr.
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Burt referred and on which I found definite information. Special committees
worked on this two or three years ago trying to find out what should he the minimum
salary a pastor should have. They found out very quickly that it should be S80 per
month.

The question is how to get the money. It might be considered whether finance

should not be liberated either by reducing the number of missionaries or possibly

by the missionaries living on a smaller salary than at present. I feel conscious

myself of severe criticisms, the chief one in the Chinese minds is the kind of missionary
residence and the amount which missionaries seem to feel is necessary for living.

I am not at all persuaded in my own mind that quite as much is necessary as one

naturally assumes.

This is a very difficult problem and cannot be solved without some sort of com-
bined committee work, being entirely frank and putting all the cards on the table

missionary salaries and the amount necessary to keep a missionary being very care-

fully faced. We must find out how many men the Church wants and whether it

can pay so much for them, and whether a man will sacrifice himself and be content
to live on a much lower salary. There you are coming to hard tacks, as my American
friends would say.

We must know how many men we really want. It is easy to say, "Let us appeal
for an extra man." He may not be worth very much when we get him. There
is a hard economic problem to be faced by both Chinese and foreigners. It seems
to me a much more true solution might be found, one more in keeping with the will

of God and the spirit of Christianity.

T. C. Wu: The type of missionary that is needed in China at the present time is

the kind of missionary that has a passion for China, real love for China. I should
think this ought to be a prerequisite for every examining board of the mission

before they ace pt any missionary to b? sent to C ina. About sit or seven years ago
I had a very unple :sant experience with a missionary who came to eak at the

chapel of the school that I atteniel in America. He paintsd an extremely dark

picture f China with the view of raising money. He spoke in such a way that
it made me exceedingly ur. comfortable, so <> u-. h so that I had to leave my seat

and protest against him coming again to my school. hat missionary had been
two or three years in West China. We do not want that type of missionary to

be sent to China because often they are narro ,v mi^dei ; nd unsympathetic fro n

teginning to end.

The second type of missionary thst we want is the type of missionary that is

humble i i spirit, so to spe. k, one who is vil'ing to learn, willing to work with the

Chinese. We have quite a few missionaries, I am gjal to say there are only a few,
who assume the attitude of superiority. They know much more than we Chinese

They have a far better civilization than we have. The;.' come to boss the Chinese
workers. We do not want that type of missionary any ir.ore.

The third type of missionary that we want, I think, arid w.int very badly, is

the tvpe of missionary that has technical training. Of course he must have college

training, but that is not enough. He must have technical training. Take the

problem of education, for instance. Many missionaries can speak English but
not teach English. So far as we can see, the missionaries are always called upon
to teach English regardless of whether they have special training or not. We see

in many instances that missionaries are called upon to assume the principalship
of middle schools. That is a sad mistake. It is not easy to run a secondary school;

it takes technical training. But the condition as it is today is that no matter whe-
ther the missionary has any special training or not. he is called upon to assume
the principalship.

Take another instance, the Chinese Church is laying increasing emphasis on
social work of the Church and we see the so-called community church rising in various

parts of China. That takes technical training; No one can do social work-success-

fully without some technical training. The gentleman before me spoke about rural
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work. Tliat also takes technical training. I think we need very badly missionariso
who have, special training in rur 1 work, to teach us how to help our farmers to do
better farming. So I say, from no -v on the missionar ,

r boards ought to send us more
and more those missionaries who ave technical training.

W. Scliwarm: I shall speak a few words on the policy of our German Mission in
the South. In th.3 beginning our church members relied too much on the support of

our home constituency. Our new church statute which has been working for three

years, is trying to c aige this policy of the past and is striving to incorporate a

strong spirit of independence into our church communities. The church members now
have many more rights in church government. In the executive board, the Chinese
have the same number of representatives as the missionaries, and in the synod the
Chinese outnumber the European delegates, but still to a great degree, power rests

with t e home board. The ultimate aim of our new church statute is also a wholly
self-supporting, self-propagating and self-governing Chinese Church.

The most needed thing for a wholly independednt Chinese Church is the spiritual

power of the Chur h and its leaders; in the second place it implies also that this

Church must work on self-supporting lines.

The number of our Chines? pastors is increasing and. the European staff is

decreasi g. 1 he best educated missionaries are the most needed in China, mission-
aries reborn by the Holy Spirit, with a eart full of love and sacrifice, who are fully
aware of their difficult task and will be real leaders in the new and perilous situation

whi h confronts Christendom in China todar.

O. R. Wold: I s ould like to say a word about the type of missionaries wanted.
Mr. Burt has touched the question in part in his reference to his mission's

country churches and their pastors. The problem facing us, as I see it, is how to get

workers, missionaries and C..i ese, who are willing to do the rough work the laying
of the foundation, do the ingathering of the first material, build the Church. The
kind of men and women wanted for this work is the spiritual kind with a definite

message. In Europe last year a well known professor made this remark: "It is a

pity that we are sending out missionaries with problems in pla e of convictions."

We want missionaries with convictions; however, I believe the large majority of our

missionaries have a definite message.

D. W. Lyon: The missionary of the future in China should:

(1) Be willing loyally to serve under Chinese administrative control

(2) Be willing to accept responsibility for such administrative tasks as the

Chinese may assign, and only such tasks.

(3) Be eager to yield up administrtative positions to the Chinese more rapidly
than the Chinese may express a desire that they do.

(4) Minimize official status and emphasize personal service; he should have a

passVn for friendship.

JMiss Y. T. Law: To me missionaries are more or less like prophets. In the past
we had all kinds of prophets Amos, Elisha, Hosea, John the Baptist, and the

others. I would like to think of missionaries of to-day as John the Baptist. The
feeling he had toward Jesus is what the missionaries should have toward the new
Church of Christ in China.

The most interesting characteristic of the Western people is their ability to

express their feelings. I think it is something that we want to have from
our foreign friends and our fellow missionary workers. I remember when I first

learned to know the foreigners, it rather surprised me to hear of their loved ones, such
as mother, daughters or wives, as the best in the world. The Chinese usually do
not express their fine sentiments n such plain language though they may sincerely
think so or believe so. I should like to hear the missionaries say believingly that the

new Church the Church of Christ in China is the best we have in this country.
The manly quality of John the Baptist was his willingness to step aside, in order that
Christ might have His rightful place, and yet not withholding his hand in helping to
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establish the Kingdom of God on earth. It is the same way with the Church of Christ

in China; one must think of it as a little child. When a child is learning
1 to walk,

one cannot leave it alone. In order to teach it to walk without injuring itself

one must walk alongside with it to keep it from falling or stumbling. Do all our
missionaries today have this attitude of John the Baptist?

J. T. Proctor: I have to restrain myself from thinking that the only question
before us as missionaries today is the question of devolution with all its ramifi-

cations. The more thought I give to this question the more does it seem to me that it

i s a great big problem and that there is some risk of getting it so simplified that

we imagine we can solve it with a single stroke of the pen. That impression has

grown on me as I have studied it. I share with Dr. Yui the feeling that not only
the missionaries and the mission boards should be glad but the churches should
be glad that they have come to this present day. I rejoice that we are up against a

big problem

What is the function of the mission in the period ahead? Can we solve our

problem by the simple expedient of getting all the missionaries together and voting
themselves out of existence? Does that solve the problem? Is it so simple as
that? If it is so let us throw up our hands and rejoice. Is it so simple as to say,
"We simply cease to exist as an organization, a mission?" There have been several

indications, as I have worked in conference recently with representatives from other
countries ar-1 from China, where they thought they had made real progress in the
transfer of their work to nationals of the country where they were. When I looke

into the work that was transferred, I found that 95 per cent, was evangelistic work,
and much of the talk here has referred primarily, and naturally so, to work of the
Church. Fortunately, or unfortunately, dependent on your viewpoint, mission-

aries have a much more complicated task than that. If it were simply a question
of transfer of every bit of responsibility the mission has, in evangelistic work, in

relations to the churches, in the question of assumption of responsibility for des-

ignation and transfer of missionaries in evangelistic work, if that is the question,
I think Mr. Bau and I have solved that problem several years ago. Take for example
our mission right here in Shanghai. It is not only interested in evangelistic work
but it is interested in three colleges and thirteen middle schools and four hospitals,
about a third of these being union organizations with other denominations. The
Board in America has assumed responsibillity in connection with these union in-

stitutions. We are very conscious of a complex problem. If it were not so we
would get together tomorrow morning and vote ourselves out of existence as a
mission. Can we assume that the voting out of existence within the near future

of the mission organization means that all this complex work we are engaged in

will be put on the churches, as churches, and that they do not need any more money?
If they need money they must go through al ong process, extending perhaps twenty
years of getting good working relations with the Board in New York. It has taken
the missions twenty-five years to secure the transfer to the fields of adequate
autonomy in purely administrative matters. How long will it take the churches

acting independently and directly to accomplish the same task?

I am grateful for the suggestion of Mr. Sparham that instead of a transfer to

a church, there would be created church boards. There would perhaps be a litera-

ture board, an educational board, four or five or six different boards, all of which
will have to learn to work with the Board in New York. Life is too short for it to

he done. I have spent almost as much time as any man here in trying to convince
a board ten thousand miles away of the wisdom of trusting the judgment of the

people on the field. No church or board can assume lightly the responsibilit3r of

dealing with the board in New York, unless they are prepared to go through the

long process of gaining their confidence and of gradually building up harmonious
relationships. I have the impression if we are going to carry the confidence of the

constitutency at home, it will be best for these church boards to approach that

constituency through the organized missions, at least for some years to come. We
run too much risk in making a sudden and radical change in approach.
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This is the time to think through the problem

E. E. Harriett: During tie last two or three years, we have had in our effort to get
a real Chinese Church an unexpected ally to come to our aid. I refer to the Anti-

Christian Movement which, during the past two years, has been closely scrutinising

the Church in China, and has been asking very pointedly just what relationship the

Church in China has to the churches abroad. They have raised the question as to

whether the Chinese Christian Church is not an agency of western imperialism, of

cultural penetration. This . hole attitude of the Anti-Christian Movement has led

xis to realize that the relationship of the Chinese Christian Church and the bodies

abroad which are helping this Church need to be re-stated and the Chinese Christian

Church needs, not only for the sake of its own soul btit for the sake of this criticizing

group around it, to be relieved as far as possible of the embarrassments of undesirable

relationships with these bodies abroad.

Now, it seems to me that in this whole problem we are inclined too much to

consider the question from the standpoint of the mission board abroad and of the

supporting constituencies in the other countries. We need more and more to con-

sider this question of the functions of the mission from the standpoint of the Chinese

Christian Church. In the early part of the missionary work the problem was very
simple. The work of the missionary in the pioneer period is to pioneer. Bat the

moment the Church has become organized in a rou t:y *< enters at once into a new
period. The problem of how to merge its functons into tnosu of the Church is be-

ginning to confront the mission as soon as the church is organized.

One problem in devolution is that the missions multiply institutions and burdens
which the Church does not feel in a position to take over. The missions ought
not to multiply these burdens without consulting: the Chinese Church. The church
bodies ought to be in a position to say whether they want more missionaries, what
type of missionaries they want, whether they want this or that type of work to be
started. Perhaps we have not faced as clearly as we should the problem as to the
the auspices under which missionary work in Chiaa is to be carried on. Is it not

possible even in fairly small and weak churches for the missionary to work as a
member of the ChurcJi, working under the auspices of church bodies rather than as a
member of a mission, a body extraneous to the Church.

As I said a moment ago, it seems to me we are facing this question too much
from the standpoint of the mission boards and supporting churches abroad and I

wish very much this morning that we might hear more from our Chinese brethren
as to what they think the functions of the mission at the present time should be,
if any; and as to what they think should be the position of the foreign missionary
in the Christian enterprise in China at the present time. Our discussion as to th^

type of missionary needed has been very helpful. I do not think we have got very
far in this question of his real functions and the relationship he should bear to the
Church.

E. H. Hume: What I have to say refers to college men, and is very similar to what
Dr. Proctor has said. The progress has been biological. There are three points I

want to bring out: (1) That the development has got to be one of sharing respon-
sibility for a period. I mean that by working together for a period we develop a
spirit and a method. We have done that in Changsha. In Yali, medical education,
after ten years sharing responsibility, we have found a group of Chinese to take
the whole responsibility of the Medical School Hospital off our hands.

The second point is the consciousness of the Chinese groups when they were
ready to take over responsiblity. We are looking forward to the possibility of

turning over the Yali Middle School to a group of Chinese to administer and to
finance. They will be the asking body. They may come to the Yale Mission
and say, "Assist us financially for a time," or they may shoulder the whole
responsibility. There are then three stages:

(a) Sharing of responsibility.

(b) Consciousness of readiness on the part of the Chinese group.
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(c) Entire readiness to shoulder the entire responsibility.

The definite purpose of our group at Changsha at the present time is to create

a local board predominantly if mt wholly Chinese. The intention is that all the

officers shall be Chinese.

Then, thirdly, there is the question of salary. We are considering: now a system .

by which the salaiies of Chinese and foreigners shall be throughout on a uniform
'}

basis. That will imply that as som3 foreigners unfortunately seem to re- ;

quire certain sums of money to gee along; only those foreigners who are willing to

work under the new system will be brought out. If they are well trained they can
be put into certain ranks of teaching and will deserve certain types of salary.

We have attempted to solve it in a way that will not require the giving up of

the missionary spirit on the part of those who come from abroad, and have tried

to approach it biologically I think it is a very much simpler solution than the one
Dr. Proctor offered.

Miss Iloh: In hearing the discussion, I realize that the mechanical relation

between the desired Chinese Church and the Mission Boards is at present a very
complicated problem. But "where there is a will, there is a way." This goal to

establish a Chinese Church however difficult, has long been set before us.' We must
take great pains to proceed toward it.

My impression in wishing the Chinese Christians to exercise more responsibilities

for ourselves is this: We belong to one family, the Kingdom of God. In Christ

there are no such things as differences between nations, mission boards and so on.

China needs Christianity All other parts of the world including the sending coun-

tries need Christianity also. Very much more should still be done for the gospei
to penetrate all classes of people, such as political, commercial and industrial circles

everywhere. A huge task for this family to carry out! Certainly the younger
member? can no longer be spared from bearing some responsibility in performing
it. And it is equally true that this is the time for the older members, by which I

mean the Mission Boards, to do everything they can in order to enable the Chinese

Church to stand on her own feet. Giving' her a chance to grow and develop to

her fullest capacity in the near future, you will see that she will be able to work
with you, hand in hand, in conquering the world for Jesus Christ. What is more,
at a time, very remote it may be, she may send missionaries to the Western world,
who knows?

King Chu: We should forget this idea of nationality. No cooperation can be
had if we keep in mind, I am a Chinese or I am an American We should not think

of nationality when we work together for a common cause. The problem today
is that w - want some intellectual leaders to work in the Church in China, either

foreign or Chinese; it makes no difference to us.. Some of the foreign friends I

should like to see stay in China their whole lives without returning to America, while

some Chinese pastors, who are narrow-minded and shallow, we should like to have

drop out just as much as the unqualified foreign workers.

The real problem is not so much the Anti-Christian Movement whicu will die

out in the near futiu-e, bii the questions i-aised by the inte lentua
1
leaders. They

are polite. They are willing to discuss with you. They respect your peisonality.

They question us in such a way as to shake the foundation of belief. They ask

Questions which are very hard to answer. We need Chinese leaders who are clear

minded, who are clear thinkers. I think the real problem for them is to talk to the

young men in colleges and middle schools. They listen to the intellectual loaders

and ack the same questions of us, wMch many Christians, foreign or Chinese
cannot answer very well. In that way, we may drive away Chinese who have the

opportunity to become Christians.

I think we have too few intellectual leaders in the Church, either foreign or

Chinest.-, so 1 think we should forget about distinction between Chinese pastors and
foreign pastors. If there is distinction in any way no cooperation can lie had. I

think we should foigot the discrimination. Where all are Christians there is no
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use to mention whether one is a foreigner or Chinese. If a Christian worker e really
earnest he is welcome. But if he is shallow and narrow minded, we should let him
go. I do not mean to preach "denationalization," when I say, "please forget the
idea of nationality," 1 want each Christian to love his country to the utmost. But
in working for a common cause, discrimination prevents hearty cooperation. I
wish Christians to treat one another like brothers.

II. C. Tung: Much has heen said about the type of man we need in China but
little about the principle of the mission boards. I should like to say a few words
about a new principle that we should adopt in view of the changes in China today.
The Ckurch in China confronts many difficulties, both external and internal.

By external I mean those questions raised by anti-Christians: Are the missions sent
here to direct and control Chinese Christians? Are they sent here to invest money in

clever and subtle ways? Are they sent here to investigate conditions in China, in the

capacity of spies? Are they sent here to do the work of cultural, political, and financial

exploitations and many others? Though these may sound strange and even ridi-

culous to the ears of our foreign friends, they must be answered in order to remove
their doubt and suspicion. Who are better qualified to be the apologists of the

day?

By internal difficulty, I mean that some Christians, on hearing these and other

questions concerning the Church, begin to waver, to leave the Church, and even to

go so far as to attack her. There arises misunderstanding in the Church herself

Many Christians begin to ask. Are the missions sincere in tutoring
1 and leading

the Chinese Church to autonomy? Are the missionaries trying to give the leadership
to the Chinese? Are they even going to treat us as their equals? The majority of

Christians in China have passed the age of credulity and reached that of doubt and
reflection. Under the present circumstances we need to make new arrangement
and adopt a new principl to suit our new conditions. To remain, stagnant and
conservative means further friction and misunderstanding.

To illustrate this, let me use a concrete case. We say St. Peter's Church is

self-supporting, but certain people think she is not entirely self-supporting, because
she is using the build ing and the ground which belong to the mission. Why doesn't

the mission give or sell them to the parish? Is it because there is no definite policy
or has there been one which does not tolerate such arrangements? The result is

misunderstanding.

Now if the relationship could be readjusted and a new principle adopted so

that everybody could understand the new situation, much friction would be avoided
as this is cxemplined in the mission in Canton. 1 should feel very glad if all other
missions could follow that example and adapt themselves to the new age.

S. C. Leung: I should like to hear what our missionary friends have to say on
this subject which I think is very important. If we Chinese should say too much
on this thing it would look as if we were demanding something which we have no
right to do.

I think in ordinary times it would be perfectly all right to leave these things
entirely to the missions and let the missionaries find out for themselves when is the

right, time to devolve this work to the Chinese. I do not think we would dream of

asking or demanding such transfer at an early date. But at the same time we wish
our foreign friends would study the present times in China. We are facing the ex-

treme or nationalism. We are bitterly criticized by the Anti-Christian Movement
As I see the situation in Canton, the Anti-Christian Movement is nothing but an
anti-foreign movement or anti-imperialistic movement. We are accused on this

point very plainly according to the manifesto of the Anti-Christian Movement.
It says definitely, "We do not antagonize Christianity as such. It is because the

Christian churches are being used as agents of foreign missions that we are an-

tagonizing them." So I think the time wiL come when Uiey will dill'ereutiate ^shich

is the Chinese Christian movement and which the foreign Christian movement.
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The radical element will try to give protection to the Chinese Christian move-
ment -whereas they will try to do everything in thoir power to put obstacles in the

way of the foreign missionary movement.

When we are facing such conditions, I think, from the Chinese standpoint, th.3

only thing for us to do without taking the missions into account is to ally the in-

dependent churches together and form a real Chinese Church. I think this idea has

already come up in Canton in the minds of some Chinese leaders becaufie we have
no right to ask the Missions to turn things over which do not belong to the Chinese

Church. How can we demand such a thing? If we should go ahead on the plan
I think we can form in Kwangtung four presbyteries and one synod under the present
Church of Christ in China. Then can we begin to do our own educational and
medical work.

Of course, that is only taken up from the standpoint entirely of the Chinese
Each of you has a copy of my article on "How may the Missions and Missionaries

best serve the Chinese Church at this time", which I was asked to present to the

missionary conference last March The views taken in the paper were not the views
I would take fiom the Chinese standpoint. These suggestions were made with the

future success of the mission work in mind. When the missions first came to China
tLey said, "Missions are temporary; they serve on'y as the scaffolding to a building
ami when f-.he building is finished the scaffolding: will be taken away." It seems
to me that we have been hearing for at least fifteen years the talk of devolution to

the Chinese Church. We have constantly heard similar statements from out1 mission-

ary friends. Just now we are also talking about it. Why not make an actual
start just now in face of the present situation and when the Chinese Church, at least

in certain quarters, has enough leaders who would be willing to share the responsi-

bility.

I think in the minris of some of our missionary fi-ieuds possibly this element

may enter.-ancl that is the attitude concerning funds. They feel that control and
financial support must go together. They want to follow the rule, "No taxation
without representation". But I think if we want to develop the Chinese Church, we
must, make them feel the responsiblity. To turn those thing's over to them uncondi-
tionally is the best way to make them feel the responsibility.

With regard to the educational work I can see readily that some colleges and
middle schools cannot be turned over to the Chinese Church as it is in the present
form. But we can organize an educational board within the Church. Tnc m.m-
ber,= of this board composed of educational experts and strong laymen will be more
or less permanent, self-perpetuating. In each school there is a board of directors,
who will be particularly responsible for the success of the school.

Although we are going to have a new basis of organization we must understand
that the turning over of this thing to the Chinese Church and the withdrawal of

missionary help are two dilloicnt things. It does not mean that from now on since

things have been turned over to the Chinese Church for administration the mission-
aries must withdraw. I do not see why they cannot work within the Church as
members of the Church and not as members of the mission. If they come in to the
Church this way, ;hey become officers of the Church by being elected by the Church.
I thia they can function more efficiently and their places will be higher and more
respected than at present.

Airs. Thur&ton: The differences in the forms of church organization that arc in the
background of our thiukiug make us look at this question from different, angles. I speak
from the angle of a Presbyterian and their present form of organization has no place for
wouicii and this makes a problem, for a verv large part of the work i? now more or
less directed and controlled by women. It seems to me one way out of that difficulty
would be to see our work more concretely as a task to be accomplished. It would
divide up, on that basis, on different lines. I suppose I am something </f a hei-otic,
but I think the mission is an unnatural thing as it is now constituted, as i: divides
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the work up into geographical sections which are not equal in the amount of work
and number of workers. The present mission organization, which may have evolved

naturally, ought to he entirely reformed and the work redistributed on another
basis. I feej that if we could see our work concretely as churches, hospitals,

schools, etc., in the groups where it is being done, and let the workers Chinese
and foreign actually working get together through cooperative councils, you would
not have the ecclesiastical problem at all. You would have an actual facing of the

task and get a group of Chinese and foreign workers together not thinking so much
of what part of the world they came from. In such groups we would practically

always have a Chinese majority. This cooperative committee idea is already
working in some of our Presbyterian stations.

Something will need to be done to equalize salaries in city and country. I

remember what my father used to say about the sustentation fund in Scotland as

compared with the American home missionary policy-.- It would preserve the self-

respect of the c'ountry workers to receive an additional stipend from the Church.
If some such plan were brought into our church policy in China it would bring about
a more Christian order than the present one, with the great inequality of salaries.

John Y. Lee: On the subject of helping to finance the Chinese Churches I want to

peak of the experience of a pastor who for a long time used to go every month to the

missionary's home (and enter by the servants entrance) to collect his salary. I do not
think that is the way to help finance the pastor of a self-respecting church. The
church board should distribute not only the funds that are raised by the congrega-
tion but also the contributions from the mission. Instead of the mission paying
the salary of the pastor direct, let it contribute to the Church, and let the Church
pay the salary of its own pastor. It has been shown many times that when that is

done the Church would in a short time be able to raise enough money to support
its pastor.

The missions must show their confidence in the Church in a concrete way. There
seems to be much more willingness on the part of the missions to let a missionary
or teacher work under the direction of the Chinese Church than to let property or

Mission money be directed by the church board. Perhaps it is easier to deal with
the case of an individaul for he can have something to say about his own work; but
when it comes 1o money or property there seems to be a special responsibility they
cannot let gn. That is a difficulty which, it seems to me, is often overlooked by
many of our missionary friends. When you say money from abroad must be taken

care, of by representatives of missions and only funds from Chinese may be 1 and led

by the Chinese, you create a feeling that tho Church does not command the confi-

dence of the mission boards and therefore you make the work of the Church in trying
to raise money for its own support much n.ore difficult. A church organization
that has not the absolute confidence of the ir.ission will not be able to get much money
from the Chinese either.

Dr. Proctor said there is a great necessity of re-educating the home constituency
otherwise we cannot get money from them, because responsibilities are being turned

over to the Chinese. Some organizations have been in the habit of stating clearly to

their supporting constituency that their funds are carefully used and properties

safeguarded because only their own representatives handle them. Would that not

give the impression that only funds handled through mission representatives are

safe?

./. S. Kiinldc: To me the only point of view fiom which to approach this question
is to think of the result to the work itself. What is going to be of advantage
to my work? For myself, I am fully convinced that I could work more effectively

from within the Chinese Church than as a representative of any foreign board. I think

that ought to be clear to every one of us. If that is true let us develop within our-

selves the kind of loyalty to the Chinese Church. It is going to be a question before all

of us. We have a certain loyalty to the Church at home. While we are working
in theChinese Church our first loyalty is to it. With regard to every proposed plan
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of action, the question is: "What are the advantages for the Chinese Church? They
can be very widespread, I suppose, and wide Influence may come from that.

Some of us in Canton, having to do our own house-work, realize that it is a

very good and wholesome thing for us. We shall all, perhaps, have to face some
time in the future the possibility of having no servants at all. I think that while
we may not be able to do quite so much what is directly missionary work, we would
do it more effectively if we had less servants, or no servants at all. It may help
to solve some of our financial difficulties as well.

In regard to our institutions and to our work as a whole, there is no question
but that our work carried on very much as at present would be more effective if

under Chinese auspices. The great objection to Christianity in this country
is that it is under foreign control. We might as well face that and know
that if we continue on the old basis we labor 'at an increasing disadvantage. We
are interested in the efficiency, Christian character and permanency of our work.
Our schools are not now on a good financial basis. We do not know how long they
can continue. The anti-Christian movement might take away our students. How
many schools would go under if they were reduced to one third? How can we put
our schools and other institutions on a permanent basis? It certainly means some
form of Chinese control. We can. go through a period of uncertainty if we know
that we are headed in the right direction. We shall have to face the problem sooner
or later, why not now?

I have studied somewhat the development of mission organization. Wherever
it exercises any real power it stands in the way of the Church. I think we must
recognize that there can be no dual control. A large force of workers are to be in

some way directed. No foreign organization can hope to win sufficient loyalty to

secure effective service. I have given a great deal of time in the past to mission

organization. But I for one am ready to say that I am unwilling to give time and
energy to mission plans and policies that cannot be put into operation. Let us
throw all our energy and time into the Church, and if they are willing to take us and
to receive us as officers and members of their church, let us give all our time and
energy to the working out of their plans and policies.

I think that we must also realize that we can put aside for the time being the

matter of financial independence. If we are going to insist on financial independence
then we are going to have a division of the Church, and as Mr. Leung has said, we
are going to have only the independent and strong churches as the Chinese Church.
I wish you would think what this is going to mean in regard to other work that is

distinctly under foreign control.

Another thing that ought to be touched upon is the matter of property. That
is going to take care of itself. It can be taken up after a period of actual Chinese

administration of the work and of the finances. I think that very admirable adjust-

ment can be made at that time. I think that it will be made in such a way as to

place our institutions on a permanent basis and insure their effectiveness and their

Christian character.

S. M. Freden: When I came out to China thirty-three years ago our Mission had
just begun work, only three years before. At that time we had no Chinese work-
er of our own. It has been my privilege to see the work growing. What has been most

encouraging is to see how the church members and our Chinese co-workers are more
and more taking a share in the administration of the Church and its work.

AP to that I may say that we began on a small scale to gain some experience.

After only a few years we felt that something more should be given to them, in order

to promote self-government within our Church. A committee was appointed: two
Chinese and two Swedes. I had the privilege to belong to that Committee. We
worked out a new constitution. It was passed at both a Chinese Conference and
our Missionary Conference and acted upon without first having- been sent home to

bo approved by our Board.
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I think our Board acted wisely. The missionaries on the field know the condi-

tions better and know the feelings of the church members and their Chinese co-

workers better than they can at home, however wise they may be. Our Board

gave us liberty to carry out what we thov.ght would be best.

Our field is divided into districts and its districts have a Committee elected

at the annual meeting of the district. Elected delegates from the churches within

the district are the members of said meeting, besides preachers and pastors. The
churches have bi-annually a conference consisting of only Chinese delegates. None
of us missionaries have a vote at that conference. Swedish members of the Mission

Council and Swedish members of elected committees have a right to take part in

the discussions but no right to vote.

Each local church has its own Council. The members are elected at the annual

meeting of the said church. Even the missionary 'must be elected. If not elected

he cannot be a member of the church council. So you see we are on the road to

self-government.

Regarding the church finances. I think they will take care of themselves in due

time. As long as the Church is unable to carry on itself, the missions ought to help
it on. We must take into consideration the difference of the work in the interior

and near the coast or in the cities like Shanghai. We who are working in the in-

terior will work out the problems gradually and I am sure that we shall see a self-

supporting and self-governing Church in due time. What I have been permitted
to see during these thirty years makes me certain of that.

R. A. Ward: It seems to me we should emphasize in very large letters to

missionary administrators in our respective countries, that there must be a change in

the psychology of the sending countries whereby the sending, equipping and sup-

porting of foreign missionaries of their own race is no longer regarded as the major
object of the missionary endeavor,.

In this respect there is a deep-seated psychology in America which I happen
to know something about. It must be changed. I believe the same is true of the

other sending countries and in a large measure of most boards and churches

We must sound a note at the home base to those who enlist and train missionary
candidates, to send to us men who, before they get here, are prepared church-minded-

ly rather than mission-mindedly. A large range of influences is thrown around the

missionary before he enlists, as well as after he has enlisted and before he sails.

The "mission" as such must give place to the Chinese Church-and should have
no authoritative word in matters which directly affect the Christian Church in

China. Foreign missionaries should be thought of as individual members of the
Church in China and not necessarily as being members of a "Chinese Church." Of
late I have been of the opinion that the expression, "Chinese Church", might, before

very long, be almost as objectionable as the term "missionary imperialism." We
agree with Dr. Rawlinson that nothing better can be done for developing a unified

Christian world than having Christians of one race live among those of another.

Barriers which separate peoples are obliterated by the feet of those who frequently
cross them. But it seems to me at present that we ought to make this elimination

of the Mission and recognition of the Church in China perfectly clear to the

people in our home constituencies and it should be made clear by the mission-
aries and not left for the Chinese to do. That authority and authoritative place of

missionaries assumed in former years should be set abide. The change should be
made in the mind of the missionaries themselves, and of the administrators and
constituencies at home.

Franc's Wei: I shall try to get atmy point by asking a few questions. Some of
them may be foolish. The first. why don't we ever think of ashing the Hongkong &
Shanghai Bank to turn over its goodwill to us as we expect the Christian
Church to do? We know the managers of the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank are very
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domineering. The Chinese that are working there do not object to their attitude
But the Chinese expect some day to organize a bank of their own and then we
hope we can drive them out of the market.

Do missionaries come to represent the home boards or to work solely for China?
I know the answer and you know it.

The difficulty is this, and I will put it by asking a third question: Whatimpression
are the missionaries making on the Chinese? It is a question of fact, not of theory.
We want to get at the reason behind the fact. Why do they call the missionaries

imperialists?

R. O. Juhl: I think it would be wise to have a central fund controlled by a sort

of executive committee. This fund would come as an annual contribution from
the different Chinese churches. One-third of the amount would be for the support
of the Chinese pastors. At the present time, the number of pastors is not so very
great. I hope that the plan can be carried out in the future.

This is the first time I have had the privilege to be at a meeting like this. It

certainly is a privilege to have this look-out on the whole wide field in China. I

have been somewhat astonished to hear many older missionaries express views
which to many older colleagues of mine would be regarded as very radical views.

It seems to me that one of the greatest difficulties in the future is not in the direction

of the home constituency, because it is really wonderful how the home people are

ready and willing to understand the facts which are presented to them unanimously
from, out here. I am quite certain they would be willing to give their support in

the future under changed circumstances. In some of the missions, the difficulties

may be more on the part of the older colleagues who live in far-away places and
for whom, therefore, it may be more difficult on second-hand or third-hand informa-
tion to get in touch with the new era. the new situation which is here in China today.
To many of them the situation today is in the nature of a storm tha.t. will pass away,
after which they think we shall come back to the good old days again.

I wish the findings committee would make very strong report to the missions
and conferences out here regarding this new era, and that the N. C. C. would send
a letter to those men in the far-away places and make the facts known to them.

T. Z. Koo: I would call your attention to the warning which was sounded yes-

terday in ta Iking about the indigenous church, that we do not consider it as an end in

itself and work toward that end. I want to sound the same warning in connection with

mission policy and devolution. If we set out to work for it as an end in itself we
would get into the same tangle as we would in doing the other thing. We have

had this type of experience in our work in the Y. M. C. A. I have found that devolution

is not a difficult process by any means. What was needed was initial recognition

and when that was given the process considerably simplified itself. The question
was raised three years ago regarding property ownership in the Y. M. C. A. At
that time there were three points of view: the donating parties thought they had

an interest which must be safeguarded; the National Committee also felt that they

had an interest in the property which too must be safeguarded; and the local body
where the property was actually located, naturally felt it ought to be the owner.

As long as devolution was regarded as safeguarding three interests it became a very

complicated thing, and as Mr. Proctor said, needed expert statemanship to make
something out of it. The problem is still with us and we are still studying it. But
the new problem is much simpler. We see a way out, because the donating party
now says since this property is given to the local body let's give ownership to them.

The National body has come to the position that since the local body must be res-

ponsible for the property, it should have the ownership. The local b dy feels that

if the ownership of property is vested in it, it must safeguard its use for all time

for the Y. M. C. A. Thus, the conditions to safeguard the use of the property which

the other bodies tried to raise before are now raised by the local body itself. This
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puts an entirely different atmosphere upon that question, and the question of devolu-

tion becomes very simple. The same thing is probably true in the devolution of

missions. As soon as we are determined to make a beginning in devolution, the

process is simple. I just want to call attention to that fact and hope we will not
be misled into thinking that devolution is such a terrifying process.

Miss Ting Shu-Ching: Two characteristics are greatly needed by missionaries in

China today, especially at the present time.

They .should have a living conception of world friendship fellowship in its

deepest meanings. They need to be filled with buoyant courage to speak out plainly
in matters of international justice; and in approaching international questions

arising between other countries and China, their judgments should be based on a

high regard for human values. There are occasions where a foreigner can be of

great help in interpreting Chinese opinion, and where one word from him is worth
more than many sentences from a Chinese.

Missionaries in China today also need to have adequate knowledge and experi-
ence along political and economic lines. They should consciously believe that the

Christian religion has a vita, relationship to these proplems, and a responsibility

for dealing with them, and that in Christianity lies power sufficient for solving them.

This kind of missionary will accomplish certain things. He will make clear

to the so-called Christian nations the fact that Christianity has a vital responsibility

to economic and political problems, and will help arouse the Christians of those

countries to a consciousness of this responsibility.

He will promote international understanding and friendship.

He will by these attitudes help to make evident to the anti-Christian movement
(I prefer to call it "The Investigate Christianity Movement") the fact that Christian

work in China is not imperialistic and capitalistic, but works for the coming of the

Kingdom of God/ which is goodwill and brotherhood among all men.

Discussion of Findings

Ralph Wells: Under "B" I wonder if we have said exactly what we intended in

the word "permanent". I wonder if "important" place might not meet the need.

"Permanent" looks forward to too long a- time.

David Yui: Missionaries ought to have a permanent place in China just
as we hope Chinese missionaries will in the future have a permanent placein America,
if I am permitted to say so.

D. E. Hoste: These four points are admirable. But they infer rather than
indicate an attitude. If I may suggest this, it might strengthen the statement
if something could be added. Add to "as to his spirit and attitude the missionary
should be" "preeminently a man of humble, loving and accomodating spirit", "and in

his relationshi, s to the Chinese" etc. I would suggest that it would strengthen
the statement and more fully represent the thotight in the discussion.

A. Weir: I must say that I am not at all satisfied with the word "permanent"
becaxise I think that the object that was stated seems to be adequately covered

by number 4. I think this will be misinterpreted both by Christians on the field

and by the sending countries. That is my fear and I would suggest that the com-
mission reconsider the w.-rding of this phrase.

F. Rawlinson: In this connection I should like to point out a confusion in

my mind which may not be in the mind of the committee or conference. It does
seem to me that in view of the large amount of reference to the possibility of reduc-
tion of missionary staff, that is. reduction in their numerical strength, that the words
"present missionary force" will certainly not be in keeping with what seems to be
the tendency in some missions to substitute Chinese for foreigners as stated in

the next paragraph. This indicates some confusion in the findings.
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Too much money goes into the maintenance of missionaries which means that
a larger proportion should go into the maintenance of Chinese workers and the Chi-

nese Church. Then on page two there is the word "substitute" which suggests that

in a good many cases Chinese workers of various kinds should he substituted for

missionaries. I say there is confusion in my own rcind on this point because, if

I iristake not the policy of a good many missions, they are working directly along
that line. Personally, I cannot see the need of the point with regard to numerical

strength of the missionary body. Would it not be better to put it a little more
generally at least and so remove any inference that the strength of the missionary
body should necessarily be kept up where apparently it is about 7,500? I wish that
this committee might think through this thing a little more and take out what seems
to me to be a confusion of thought in these findings.

C. G. Sparham: The thought of t^e committee was that the number of mission-

aries could be about the same but that some should move on to new departments.

D. E. Hoste: The work is at different stages in different parts of the country.
Down here you have long established churches. You have got a large staff of com-
petent Chinese workers. So you can carry the institutions wholly, or largely, without
missionaries. There are, ho^ ever, great regions where the wcrk is, comparatively

speaking, in its infancy; and some wholly unoccupied. You need foreigners in such
areas to carry on the work. That is to say, we want a large expansion of foreign
workers for the initial and vmdevelored stages of thewort in our great field; not every-
where, b\it in many places. We must remember China is a vast country. I do not
kno;v if the committee appreciates the point.

F. Rawlinson: I think the crux of the problems is in paragraph IV where
emphasis is laid on the idea that whatever the number of 'he missionary staff might
be, we h ave to work toward an interchange of workers and experience. That does
mean that missionary boards are called on, in a sense, to permanently maintain
some Christian workers in China. It does not necessarily mean that the present
staff be maintained numerically as it is or go either up or down. The impression
is created by the findings that the numerical strength of the missionary body is

to be maintained. That is not in keeping with a great many things that have been.
said in recent years.

C. G. Sparham: May I say that not only the committee but at least one other

very prominent. Chinese member of the Conference had the idea that permanence
should be maintained. I am sure that the committee would be glad to moderate the
word in view of the suggestion made.

D. MacGillivray: Permanent means for ever and a day. Or does it mean
the whole sentence of the whole report: "This Conference is of the opinion that

the consummation of the missionary task is the establishment of a self-governing,
self-propagating and self-supporting Church." Does it mean we have practically
arrived at the time when the missionary task is consummated and missionaries

can go elsewhere where they are needed to start going a church of this nature in

less happy quarters of the earth's surface? There is some confusion between the
word permanence and the word appeal.

C. G. Sparham: The thought of the committee was on this line: when the

Church is established there is still a place for the missionary. This is the thought
that has come to us from more than one Chinese quarter. One Chinese member
of the conference put it to me: "There may be a time, perhaps, when it will be
desirable to have Chinese missionaries in English churches. Certainly there is scope
for .foreign missionaries in the Chinese Church. It will le a permanent place."
That is the idea that has come distinctly from our Chinese friends. The whole

question came up with the suggestion from Dr. Mott that we should make it plain
to the mission boards whether or not missionaries are still needed.

David Yui: Since I myself have expressed favor of the word permanent you
will permit me to say a few more words. Negatively, the word permanent
does not mean the preservation or continuation of the status quo in the adminis-
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tration and organization of Christian work in China on the part of missionaries. It

does not mean that if some missionaries are in Shanghai they will always stay in

Shanghai. Permanence does not mean permanent location of the missions in the
> ame place. Permanence does not mean the same types of work. It does not mean
that if a missionary starts a certain sort of work he will continue that sort of work.
It does not mean the same number of missionaries; to hav3 8,000 missionaries

now and to keep up the same number many years hence. Permanence does not
mean these things in our minds.

Positively, it does mean this: Even if the Church of Christ ii China gets to

be as str ng as the Church of Christ in western lauds or e~en stronger, I still

believe that there is a permanent need of missionaries from the West to come over to

China to assist us. Vice versa is also true.

That ismy idea of the meaning of the word permanent, negatively and positively.

Francis Wei: To clarify the meaning we could substitute "foreign Christian

workers" for missionaries.

J. T. Proctor: Referring to Dr. Rawlinson's criticism as to whether or not
we should maintain the present missionary forces, I stated in a recent commmittee
meeting that I have been working several years "to reduce the present mission-

ary staff. We cannot reduce the foreign staff, however, unless we can very material-

ly increase the Chinese staff. I do not think we can assume that in every single

mission, in every district of China, we need to maintain exactly the present staff

I would suggest this approach: "ask the boards to maintain such missionary forces

as are desired and needed by the Church". In a given place the Church may want
to increase the number of missionaries twenty or thirty per cent, and in another

place it may want to decrease that much. We can say to the boards at home, "Yo i

need not think we do not need missionaries , we do", and in our finding? we can

include this phrase, "as desired and needed by the Chinese Church". We can then

leave out the word, "permanent."

E. W. Burt: "Permanent" seems rather contrary to all we have been saying

relating to the indigenous church. I appreciate the spirit of the chairman. Per-

manent means everlasting. I do not think any one of us means that. The mission-

aries are all trying to make themselves unnecessary in China. We come here to

lay foundations and that is all. We leave the Chinese Church to work out its own
life. They must increase. We must decrease. We have to decrease not only
in China but in every mission field. There is an instance in our own society. Years

ago we had a strong mission in Jamaica. We have now forty or fifty thousand
native Christians and only one foreigner there who trains the pastors. All their

work is carried on by the men of Jamaica. In the same way when the Chinese Church
can carry on its own work we hope to give up our place. A document of this kind

may be broadcasted to the world and when we say "missionaries have a permanent
place in the Chinese Church" it is quite contradictory to what we said on the topic
of the indigenous church. The Chinese Church and Christian institutions must
more and more be directed by Chinese. We cannot, it seems to me, with any con-

si stency, say missionaries still have a permanent place. "A large place for a long
time to come" but not "permanent." That is too strong. I do not think it -would

be fair to what I myself and all my colleagues have stood for to talk about a "per-
manent" place. The next paragraph is also contradictory to what we have been

saying regarding the indigenous church that the boards should be asked to maintain
their present missionary forces. It contradicts all the effort to put things on the

Chinese Church.

F. Rawlinson: I should like to make a definite proposition if I might. I suggest
that this paragraph under B. be changed to read as follows: "This conference holds

that Christian workers from the West will always have an important place in the

Chinese Church" and omit the second sentence.

C. S. Miao: "Useful place."

D. E. Hostc: "Necessary place."
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T. Y. Chang: I do not imagine the churches and missionary societies at home
would care to everlastingly send missionaries to China. What is the use of arguing
OTer the word permanent -when we are aware that sooner or later they will with-

draw. We can say, "This conference holds that the missionaries still have a place
in China." When the time comes to withdraw there is no need to say they should

not.

JoJm R. Mott: I am finding a great deal of confusion on this very point in the

minds of people all over this world who ought to know. Is there a demand in China

for an increasing number of missionaries or for a diminishing numher? And second-

ly, of what kind? Now those statistics that were mentioned yesterday they so-

lemnized me. Whether Dr. Rawlinson supplement his statement from one source

or from another source it proves quite conclusively the large acquisition in the number
of foreign missionaries in the last few years, that is, since the year 1922. It seems
to me that at the right time probably thir is the time there should be given some
unmistakable counsel to the countries that are caring to serve, caring to cooperate.
Information is needed as to the scale of increase or decrease of missionaries, the

types of work for which they are wanted, with quite precise statements as to the

number needed in different geographical areas, the qualiflcati' ns they should possess,

and the work they are to do, because unmistakably you are in the midst of a great

change here and there is need of guidance. It seems to be nothing short of wrong
strategy of the Kingdom to have numbers inordinately increased here unless they
are of the kind that is imperatively needed. This may not be the place to thrash
it out, but I would commit it to the right body and probably the N. C. C. will do it

at some subsequent time.

C. G. Sparliam: These are the suggestions for the first paragraph under B '

"This conference holds that missionaries still have a large place in the Chinese Church."
"Ask the boards to maintain Christian forces as desired and needed by the Chinese

Church." "This conference holds that Christian workers from the West will always
have an important place in the Chinese Church."

A. Weir: This phrase of Dr. Proctor "desired and needed by the Chinese

Church," if we could think of the Chinese Church as truly united, as one Church,
one in form, or even a closely federated church, is one to which I could thoroughly
adhere. But if actually a practical proplem comes up, in many places we must
look to the local representatives of the Chinese Church. The local church, associated

let us say, with the mission, is a very young church. If we think of many of the

places all over the country, to which Mr. Hoste has referred time and again, where
the churches are young and have very few educated leaders with wide vision, the

practical problem is, Is this young church, weak, with comparatively little know-
ledge and comparatively limited vision, is this church to have the final and determin-

ing voice as to the number of missionaries needed and as to the kind of missionaries

needed? Is that the final and determining factor? Will that be taken into account

by the sending church? Would they think that is the best way of determining
the task that they have received from Christ, of doing their part in the Christian-

ization of the world to make the very young and small church, which is not repre-
sentative of the Chinese Church, the body that will have the final determining of

the number and character of missionaries? In some places that is a very practical

problem. Perhaps we could do more if we can give more influence and guiding
authority to the N. C. C. or some body that will to a large extent represent the whole
Chinese Church, as far as the unity of spirit is concerned. This problem does
not press i_ut I think that point ought to be carefully borne in mind.

C. G. Sparham: I am bringing the various suggestions together. "This
conference he.Ids that missionaries will have a large place in the Chinese Church,
and asks the boards to continue to maintain such missionary forces as are desired

by the Chinese Church." We should assume that approach to the Boards would
be made by the higher councils or other higher authorities of the Church through
the N. C. C.
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F. Rawlinson: I want to ask whether the committee could make the sugges-
tion to the N. C. C.

E. R. Huihes: It seems to me that here we come to an entirely new situation.

Formerly the missionaries have made appeals in America and other countries,

with this power behind them speaking to their own church people and appealing
to one's loyalty to back their work. The centre of gravity is shifted. The
Chinese Church is coming in direct contact with the Church in the West. There
is a very different appeal there. I think myself th t mission secretaries and home
secretaries are beginning to feel it a rather difficult position. They have got very

heavy vested interests to uphold. The question is whether we can catch loyalty
to the Church with this new appeal. Dr. Rawlinson was right on the subject. We
need to give it very careful thinking and attention.

Another point comes up in this connection, rival claims of many Christians.

Who is to decide? What right has any church to say to another church: Now you
must back me. My special work requires backing. Christians do not fight against
each other with rival interests, contending interests. They should get together,

find out which is more important and then come to common ground. There need
to be no war over the decision.

F. S. Brockman: There is one aspect of the question that has not been brought
out that to my mind emphasizes the remarks of Dr. Rawlinson, and that is, that

we are now at the place where we must choose between claims here in the Chinese

field. If help is to continue to come from abroad, is it to continue to be the send-

ing out of missionaries just as it has been, or in the same proportion that it has been?

In the ma'ter of literature, some one made the remar : that we must spend the same
amount of money on literature as we do on education. Now, you cannot say,

"You are going to send as many missionaries and at the same time spend as much
money on literature also." In other words, if there is a new era, a new emphasis
and a new approach are necessary to a great many problems. We cannot say with
reference to everything that we are going to make the same demand as we did before.

Therefore I think the time is ripe for a very frank and careful st^dy and a statement

that is accurate.

L. H. Roots: It seems to me the change proposed by Mr. Sparham that the

missionary force be sustained in ac ordance with the requests of the several churches,
would be better than to refer the matter to the N. C. C. That is to say, the N. C. C.

is hardly the body to go into the matter of missionaries required in each of the mis-
sions. That is a matter for each of the missions to take up itself.

Sten Bugge: One point more ought to be mentioned and one which it is very
desirable that the N. C. C. take into consideration. Namely, that there is a com-
paratively large number of insurgent churches that do not come under the regular
Churches that have a regular established c^nnecton. This kind of mission work
we have in Biu-ope. For instance, the Methodist Church in ^America supports mis-

sions to Norway. That has taken place and is still going to take place in China. There
will probably still be a large number of "free missions" that refuse to be bound by
any agreements entered into by the "regulars." They will insist on sending mission-

aries on their own basis.

E. C. Lobenstine: While I am in thorough sympathy with the third paragraph,
I vender whether the same object would be secured by changing the sentence "We
urge that in every project of development, including the erection of buildings, the

possibility of future maintenance by the Chinese Church be a determining factor,"

so as to read: "We urge that in every project of development, including the erec-

tion of buildings, careful consideration be given to the possibility of future main-
tenance by the Chinese Church."

J. T. Proctor: The second paragraph under III, "We would urge the early

organization of property holding bodies which in due time and order may take
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over properties now owned by Mission Boards." That question has come up simul-

taneously in many bodies. An organization like my own has a committee already

working
1 on it. This committee representing church and mission, in discussing it,

felt that they needed the help of study by a larger group. It is useless to pursue
this question denominationally. We have no desire to work out the problem with-

out assistance from others as we have felt distinctly the need of guidance. None
of us have gotten far enough along in our study to feel prepared to answer the

question.

I would suggest this re-wording: "With a view to assisting churches and missions

in facing the problem of creating property holding bodies which in due time and

order may take over properties now owned by Mission Boards, we recommend that

the National Christian Council provide for an early survey of conditions of hold-

ing property by Chinese bodies for the various forms of Christian activities." That
calls for a survey made by one body and made available for each of the units and

they can take advantage of it or not. We ought to have that general survey, and

ought to make available for all the units the results of that survey. I suggest this

change in the approach to this question.

Chen Wei Ping: I just want to suggest one word about Dr. Proctor's statement.

Instead of "Chinese bodies" say "Chinese Church." The Chinese Church includes

also Americans and Britishers.

R. A. Ward: All of us can testify to the way in which in recent years we have
been moving, somewhat slowly yet hopefully, out of our individualism and isolation

in missionary activity. I suggest another emphasis to go with what Dr. Proctor has

just said with reference to the problems of administration. An important step

in the creating of responsibility in China is the establishment of general agencies

which will correlate the activities of various Christian groups, and whose members
will receive experience in handling the widest ranges of responsibility. Part of the

process "devolving responsibility" from "sending" countries is the preparation
of agencies and people to whom and to which to devolve. We should add a word
along this line. It will put a little extra support behind the process which is help-

ing not only to get us further from the period of individualism but also to get us to

the place where collectively the Church in China can actually receive larger responsi-

bilities.

In the matter of property I would put a little more positively what was implied

negatively in the suggestion this morning, namely that we wish to make clear that

the total physical equipment of the Christian enterprise in China is still far from
adequate for the compelling undertaking before it. Some projects doubtless have
all the equipment needed for some time to come. The development of other projects

may have been arrested temporarily by recent political events. We regard it highly

important that there be no misunderstanding of the localized and temporary character

of these facts.

R. J. McMullen: The question as to what kind of body should be formed to

hold property is one that demands a very careful study. What has been found
practicable in China or in other countries? Is this not an opportunity for the N.C.C.
to render a real service by the making of a complete survey of these bodies already
established and offering suggestions for the guidance of our churches and missions,
whom all of us feel must soon set up such property holding bodies.

J. T. Proctor: I think we certainly need them.
Sten Bugge: In the Lutheran Church in Central Hunan we have just the

same question. When we discussed it with our Chinese brethren we were absolutely
at a loss as to what was the right thing to do. Some kind of survey would be of

great help not only to the Baptist Church.

A. Weir: I strongly protest that same idea. We do want a survey as to

the possible kinds of transfer and the best way this question can be taken up.
And further, not only property taken over from the mission board but property
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of tlie Chinese Church, and in what form should it be held by a local board or by
a wider body.

E. C. Lobenstine: We had among our topics yesterday, you will remember,
a question we had no time to disciiss, namely, one concerning the bringing of leaders

of Christian thought and life to China.

The N. C. C. has had many requests in recent years to aid in bringing such

leaders of thought to China. The old C. C. C. had similar requests also, but for

various reasons neither the former body nor the present one have thus far felt free

to act in this matter. It seems to me we ought to bring to Dr. Mott's attention

in this conference the fact that there is an extremely needy field and one offering

opportunities of large usefulness, which is not being entered at the present time,

through our failure to agree upon any positive plans by which Chinese Christian

leaders, the leaders of non-Christian thought in China and the students in our in-

stituiions shall have the benefits of hearing leaders of Christian thought from other

lands who are in a position to help them in solving some of the intellectual and spiri-

tual problems facing them at the present time.

My hope is that we shall not allow this conference to adjourn without facing
this problem and without urging upon Dr. Mott, and through him upon board

secretaries abroad, the need of some plan, both in Europe and America, by which
funds will be made available and speakers secured to meet a great and urgent need
in China today.

I have acted for atout ten years as secretary of the Kuling Convention Com-
mittee, trying year by year to bring to China speakers to address that and similar

missionary conventions meeting during the summer. We have found it extremely
difficult to make plans sufficiently long in advance, both because of lack of funds and
because of having no responsible body in China or abroad to act for the different

groups who desire the help of such speakers. Ought we not to take a few minutes
to give consideration to this question 4, and to reach some decision as to how this

whole question can be dealt with in a more satisfactory way.

F. Rawlinson: I should like to emphasize the other side of this important
recommendation. That is, that in addition to bringing spiritual leaders from
the West to China, that we extend very considerably the practice of taking
spiritual leaiers from China to the West. I was, while on furough, deeply impressed
by the inHuence of certain Oriental Christians from China and other lands on West-
tern people. I was also very deeply depressed by the vast amount of misun-

derstanding of Oriental people existing in the West. I conceived the notion that

the time has come which calls for a new evangelism and in addition to occasionally

getting an individual leader from the Orient to the West we might arrange for a
team from the various countries to tour our countries. A team of that kind might
probably bring about a spiritual revival of great significance and also deepen under-

standing between the East and West. I hope Dr. Mott will put this into his pro-

gram as well as the other.

C. G. Sparham: As to whether the N. C. C. is the organization through which
this work should be handled is an open question. There has been a certain feeling
that the N. C. C. is so bound to an absolutely neutral position in regard
to theological questions tha; if any speaker were brought who expressed
definite opinions in one way or another, it would land the N. C. C. in difficulties.

It seems to me there should be some way to handle this question. In India the
N. C. C. invites the speakers to come to India. So it may be helpful if expression
could be given as to the desirability of the .N. C. C. in China exercising a similar

function.

J. D. MacRae: While at home during my last furlough I discovered that the
men who made the greatest impression in Canada were those who went from this

side of the Pacific, one representative from India, another from West China, Mr.
T. 4. Koo and Dr. C. Y. Cheng. These men have awakened an intelligent interest
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in the cause of Missions in India and China such as we missionaries have failed to

create. With reference to the N. C. C. as the body which should take action, in

this articular case I think it should do so. In connection with the work of a "Univers-

ity we have great difficulty in getting bur hands on men of the type mentioned as

suitable to he invited to China as speakers. Occasionally such men do come to

China, hut there is no one body with which we can deal so as to make sure of an
opportunity to invite and Tise them in our institutions . When they come we are

not always made aware of the fact and so are unable to arrange for visits beforehand.
As a matter of actual practice it would be of great value for an institution like ours

to have some such body as the N. C. C. ready to act in this capacity.

R. A. Ward: To this suggestion that the National Christian Council be
made the clearing house for this very important matter of which we have been

speaking I venture a further suggestion to the findings committee in reference to

mission administration. We might welj renew the iuvitetions and emphases which
we have made in other years, namely, that missionary administrators at this time
should again come and enter more intimately into our problems. It is not

discourtesy to say that there is a tendency to revert to type, a tendency to

backslide in this matter on the part of home base people. I wish that the findings

might include some such statement as this:

"We appreciate that closer interpretation of conditions in China, made pos?ible

by the visits of Mission board administrators who take occasion to enter into a more
intimate understanding of conditions here, and we urge renewed visits at the begin-

ning of this new period."
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THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND CHINA'S TREATIES WITH
FOREIGN NATIONS

R. Y. Lo:

It can hardly be denied that China is passing through a critical

situation and that her people are struggling for emancipation from
treaty restriction placed upon her freedom of action. For it is of
no use to brand any nationalistic movement in China "red" or to say
that it is anti-foreign. We must get at the bottom of the facts and
dismiss it there. What is the cause of all this ferment in China
today? No observer who is not partial-minded will deny that under
the surface of the present situation is involved the whole ques-
tion of the superior status of the aliens and missionaries in China. The
grant of this status was provided in the so-called unequal treaties

imposed upon China at the point of the bayonet. Despite the fact of

internal disturbance the people today are unanimous in their op-
position to its continuance. The students are not alone in demand-
ing the unconditional abrogation of the unequal treaties. The mer-
chants and laborers are voicing the same sentiment. Besides, the

Kuomintang, or people's party, the most influential, if not the only
functioning political party in China, made this a plank in their party
platform.

Inasmuch as Christianity in China forms a part of the treaties
and inasmuch as Christian Missionaries and Christian Chinese do

enjoy special privileges secured through the treaties, it is quite
proper for us to approach the question from the Christian point of
view and face it fairly and squarely, however painful and humiliat-

ing it may be. The question is a practical one, affecting both our own
relation to the Government of China and the work we represent.

The Treaty of Nanking in 1842, which granted to aliens in
China a superior status, marks the beginning of her defeat and
humiliation at the hands of foreign powers. Each successive treaty
between China and other nations indicates nothing but an advance
in the policy of encroachment upon China's sovereign power and
administrative independence and therefore is regarded as a thorn in
the eyes of the Chinese people. If our eyes are open to the signs of the
times both in and outside of China, and if we are to follow the weight
of considerable opinion expressed by missionaries in America and
Europe and conferences in China on this question of China's treaties
with foreign powers, so vital not alone to China but to aliens as well,
it may be well to see how matters stand at the moment.

The treaty stipulation which granted superior status and special
privileges to aliens and missionaries in China and which is much
given to abuse, is the clause on extraterritoriality. But there also
exists in the treaties in addition to the extraterritoriality clause, a
"most favored nation" clause entitling the government of any one of
the treaty powers to claim for its own nationals any privilege granted
to the nationals of other treaty powers, though not specifically men-
tioned in its own treaties.
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What is extraterritoriality? It has been defined as "the national

sovereignty of law being transferred bodily into a foreign soil and
maSe applicable to citizens or subjects of its own nationality dwelling
there." Practically speaking, it gives rise in China to an imperium
in imperio. By it the alien in China is not subject to lex loci. Both
himself and his property are exempt from Chinese jurisdiction. If

he commits a crime or a tort he is tried in the consular court

according to criminal or civil code of his own state. In short the
alien in China is amenable only to the officials of his own govern-
ment, although the responsibility of giving necessary protection to

the person and property of the alien ,still remains an obligation on
the part of the Chinese government. In other words, the position
of the alien who enjoys this extraterritorial right is a highly privileg-
ed one such as does not exist in other lands, so much so that the

privileged alien has not infrequently assumed a domineering attitude
and disregarded the inherent rights of Chinese as Chinese. The exist-

ence of this extraterritorial stipulation has the effect of leading the

people on the one hand to despise their own government and dislike

the alien who enjoys special privileges and refuses to deal with the
Chinese in their own land on an equal footing.

The first official attempt made to abolish the system of extra-

territoriality in China was recorded on September 5th, 1902, when a
clause was inserted in the treaty between China and Great Britain
to the effect that "China having expressed a strong desire to reform
her judicial system and to bring it into accord with that of Western
nations, Great Britain agrees to give every assistance to such reform
and she will also be prepared to relinquish her extraterritorial

rights when she is satisfied that the state of Chinese laws and the

arrangement for their administration and other considerations war-
rant her in so doing." Then at the Paris Peace Conference in -1919
and asrain at Washington in 1921-22, and ,still more recently after

May 30th, 1925, China has repeatedly asked for the revision of the
unilateral treaties. The reasons for opposing the continuance of the
extraterritorial system in China were brought out at the Washing-
ton Conference by the chief of the Chinese delegation, which are as
follows :

1. In the first place it is a derogation of China's sovereignty
and is regarded by the Chinese people as a national humiliation.

2. There is a multiplicity of courts in one and the same locality,
and the interrelation of such courts has given rise to a legal situa-
tion perplexing to both the trained lawyer and to the layman.

3. Disadvantages arise from the uncertainty of the law. The
general rule is that the law to be applied in- a given case is the law
of the defendant's nationality, and so, in a commercial transaction
between say X and Y of different nationalities, the rights and liabil
ities of the parties vary according as to whether X sued Y first or Y
sued X first.

4. When causes of action, civil or criminal, arise in which
foreigners are defendants, it is necessary for adjudication that they
should be carried to the nearest Consular court, which might be many
miles away; and so it often happens that it is practically impossible
to obtain the attendance of necessary witnesses, or to produce other
necessary evidence.
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5. Finally, it is a further disadvantage to the Chinese that

foreigners in China, under cover of extraterritoriality, claim im-

munity from local taxes and excises which the Chinese themselves
are required to pay.

Foreign opinion in China, however, is not at all agreed on this

subject, though all agree that something definite must be done about
it. Some maintain that the process of abolition should be progressive
while others insist that it should be immediate. In studying the ques-
tion we can do no better than to give a summary of the pros and
cons that are found in the opinions expressed thus far. Those in

favor of progressive abolition say that the time has not come for
unconditional abrogation of extraterritoriality and they insist that
China must put her house in order first. Those that are on the
side of immediate abolition argue that "the present situation is in-

tolerable, that by insisting upon the establishment of orderly condi-
tions as a consideration for treaty revision the powers have accom-
plished nothing and the whole situation has degenerated into a

hopeless deadlock which has made normal trade next to impossible.
Moreover, Germans and Russians and other European nationals have
already relinquished their extraterritorial rights and they have not

yet experienced any inconvenience. On the other hand their trade
has been benefited extensively by the goodwill of tbie people." They
further argue that the people of the treaty powers "are interested

primarily in tlieir good relations with the Chinese people rather than
in any particular government or faction which may control or disturb
Chinese affairs at any particular time."

So far as the opinion of the Christian Church is concerned a large
part of the December issue of the N.C.C. Bulletin is occupied with
reports of the Mission Boards, Conferences, resolutions and opinions
of individual Board Secretaries, and you are therefore invited to read
them. This is what the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in
America has to say:

"The system of extraterritorial jurisdiction, under which for-

eigners in China are not subject to Chinese laws and courts but
amenable only to courts established by their resptective nations,
requires thorough reconsideration in a day when it has been given
up in all other nations and when China has made a hopeful beginning
in the development of a modern judicial system. In any case, the best
assurance is the goodwill and the friendship of the Chinese people, an
asset which would be richly increased by a new -policy of friendly
dealing with China by the other nations- . . . The Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in America, therefore urges all

Christian people to join in creating a public opinion which will stand

unequivocally for the abolition of extraterritoriality, will favor the
restoration of tariff autonomy to China, and will invite the Chinese
government and people to cooperate in working out as promptly as

possible practicable programs for securing these and other needed
changes."

Particularly interesting is the statement made by Dr. R. E.

Diffendprer, Secretary of the Board of Foreign Missions of the
Methodist Episcopal Church at the Baltimore Conference, which reads
as follows:

"Having considered all that is involved, I am ready to state that
I shall be ready to recommend to my Board at its next annual meeting
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that the U. S. government take the lead in the abolition of extra-

territoriality, and then ask that notice be given our missionaries that
those of them who cannot live among the people under these conditions
it would be better for them to return to America."

Though differing in slight degree as to unconditional surrender
of extraterritorial rights and privileges, the Mission Boards and
Board Secretaries generally speaking are agreed in favor of abolition

as early as possible and call attention to the anachronism of the

present situation. Individual missionary opinion in China, however,
seems to be much divided. Of all letters received by the N. C. C. we
are told that a considerable proportion of these are in favor of prompt
action on the part of missionary organizations looking to the surrender

by them of all special privileges enjoyed under the treaties. They feel

that the time has passed when protection granted under the treaties

is any longer an advantage. They regard it rather as a decided
hindrance. According to the N.C.C. record there are others, however,
who believe that action by the mission societies or by missionary
associations is unwise. Their opposition is based on a number of
different grounds.

Says one, "If the Chinese law courts are capable of justice then
I agree it (the giving up of extraterritoriality) would be required by
the.demands of justice, but they are not."

Another writes : "Business enterprises would suffer .by abolition

and we are dependent upon business men for a very large part of the
means by which our work is carried on. Our schools and hospitals
would be affected. I am glad we are not '.subject to Chinese courts
under old laws."

Another, speaking of the action of the Standing Committee of
the Conference of British Missionary Societies, said, "I think it is a

regrettable thing that the missionary societies should attempt to
interfere in the present negotiations between the powers and China.
I consider that the policy indicated by these resolutions will jeopardize
the interests and safety of all foreigners in China."

A letter from Shantung reads: "If extrality is abolished and we
are compelled to pay taxes in accordance with the value of our pro-
perty we should have no money with which to continue our work. This
estimate on the amount of taxes was made on the basis of taxation
levied by the present tuchun of Shantung."

We are not here to deal with the wrongs or outrages which the
Chinese have suffered at the hands of the aliens, but Suffice it to

say that the stipulation of extraterritoriality did not create better

relationship between Chinese and foreign nations. One often wonders
what would be the effect on Americans or English if Japan were to

govern her nationals in California or London through her own agen-
cies in these respective countries, paying no attention whatsoever to

English or American laws and treating them with contempt. That
such a system should give rise in China to discomfort and ill-feeling
is only natural and in the face of a nation-wide campaign for the re-
moval of this anomalous situation it seems that nothing can be gained
by flat refusal to discuss it or to discuss it on the basis of our feelings.
We must go at the question with a warm heart but with a cool head.

By reason of its inclusion in the treaties made between China
and Western nations, let me here introduce the question of what is
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called the "toleration clause." Under the clause, Christians (Protest-
ant and Catholic) coming from Western lands are given liberty in

the matter of erecting places of worship throughout the length and
breadth of China and are given protection to peacefully preach and
practise the principles of Jesus Christ. For missionary purposes an
alien is allowed to travel and reside anywhere in China thereby enjoy-
ing an additional privilege entirely separate and distinct from the

privileges of extraterritorial jurisdiction. In the same clause Chi-
nese converts to Christianity are also granted a degree of foreign
protection to accept and practise the Christian religion. This clause
has a very important bearing on our subject and has prejudiced the
cause of Christianity in the eyes of the Chinese government and the

ueople at large.

The rights granted to Christian aliens and Chinese converts in
the treaties are as follows:

I. Special privileges granted to missionaries in addition to extra-
territorial rights as shared in common with other aliens.

(1) To propagate Christianity without molestation.

(2) The right of mission societies to acquire land in the interior
and erect buildings.

(3) Effective protection to missionaries who go into the interior.

II. Those affecting Chinese Christians.

(1) To be free from persecution as Christians.

(2) To have liberty of conscience.

(3) Exemption from payment of taxes or levies for the support
of religious customs and practices contrary to their faith.

I shall not here attempt to load you with the origin and history
of the toleration clause, but I do want to quote a paragraph from
Dr. W. A. P. Martin's "Cycle of Cathay." Dr. Martin was at the
time of the conclusion of this treaty interpreter to the U. S- Minister,
Mr. Reid. In giving an independent account of what happened on
that occasion, Dr. Martin writes :

"Of all the articles, 30 in number, that which relates to religious
toleration was the most difficult to agree upon. When first proposed
it appeared likely to pass unchallenged, but suspicion of what might
be entering the "inner land" under the name of religion has led the
Chinese commissioners to subject it to a severe scrutiny. They feel

that it may be made the pretext for political interference. . . .

That the commissioners eventually accepted the principle of toleration
was a matter of surprise as their experience with a fanatical horde
of semi-Christian insurgents was not adapted to allay apprehension.
The explanation, however, is not far to seek. They feared that if

they should reject our demands on them the foreign powers might
still turn to the rebels who were in great force in the central pro-
vinces."

It can be added, however, that had it not been for the particular
condition under which the Imperial commissioners were laboring the
four articles of toleration might never have been signed by them;
and when we are told that this clause has been taken advantage of

by foreign powers for the furtherance of schemes of territorial ag-
grandisement, we certainly have no reason to complain that the
Anti-Christian Movement should attack us as the vanguard of West-
ern imperialism.

The Christian sentiment regarding the wisdom or unwisdom of
this toleration clause has been a matter of debate. Those who uphold
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the principles of the toleration clause argue that this clause has made
possible the laying of a nation-wide Christian foundation work in

China and that it has done .much to secure religious liberty, that while

Christianity is a spiritual institution and does not rely on temporal
power, yet St. Paul on several occasions availed himself of his Roman
citizenship when exposed to persecution.. They assert that "the

present abolition of the toleration clause would inflict a wrong on
those who now enjoy its benefits and that the retention of it means
the retention of the best lever there is at present working to raise the

Chinese people to a higher level."

Those who stand on the side of opposition, however, argue that
the toleration clause should never have been a part of the treaties.

Its inclusion in the treaties makes Christianity a foreign religion
in the eyes of the Chinese, depending on the force of foreign protec-
tion. It has introduced all sorts of abuses in the Christian develop-
ment in China and has done much injury to the ultimate cause of the
Christian religion. It was forced upon China thereby depriving her
of national religious autonomy. It places the Christian Chinese on
a privileged status, thus creating a sharp distinction in the terms used
to describe Christians and other Chinese citizens. In reply to the
case of St. Paul as quoted above these opponents say that St. Paul's
Roman citizenship as a rule did not secure for him immunity from
violence and injustice and as he puts it, "I suffer all things lest I

hinder the Gospel."
- It is pointed out by these opponents that whether

the protection offered by this clause can actually protect and whether
making every Christian look for protection against annoyance will
ever tend to build up a strong or vigorous Christian community in
China is an open question. In spite of the toleration clause
and because of such, it is further pointed out that the Anti-
Christian movement is still rampant. Another argument which bears
considerable weight is that this clause has become obsolete inasmuch
as religious liberty is incorporated in the articles- of the provisional
constitution of the Chinese Republic. Whatever may have been the
justification in the past, such toleration clause is no longer needed at
present.

Now in view of the fact that both aliens and Christians are here
to stay and that their welfare and prosperity are closely
interwoven, it may be well to see the Chinese psychology about extra-
territoriality and toleration clauses as skillfully worded by a foreign
writer recently:

"We did not invite you to come to our country. You foreigners
crossed the seas and forced yourselves and your trade upon us, and
to the trade we sanctioned you added opium, which brought war. You
were warriors, we were not, you won the battle, and dictated a treaty
which gave you Hongkong and opened several of our ports. . . .

"Whenever there have been mistakes made by our people, you
have demanded reparations and heavy indemnities. . . . Your mis-
sionaries came to us unasked, and though they teach good lessons
and heal our sick, trouble everywhere follows them. . . . Foreigners
are everywhere extraterritorialized, but instead of a grateful return
for this invaluable concession, appear to act as if there were no laws
in China. . . . You have compelled us to allow you to enter our port
to port trade on the coast, and demand the opening of our inland
waterways as well for your steamers. . . . Where else are aliens
given extraterritoriality where else are aliens treated with such
magnanimity which is received with such ingratitude?"
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A consideration of the foregoing and other points as presented
in this paper reveals to us the temper of the present day Chinese.

They are impatient and would emulate the example of young Turkey
if their equitable demands are not granted in the nearest future.
The unequal treaties were imposed upon China by force. Shall she
remove them also by force? God forbid let us hope not. It is there-
fore high time that some adjustment be made to the satisfaction of
all. At present the system of extraterritoriality exists in no other
land and it is a decadent institution in the law of international
relations. Sooner or later these changes are to take place and for
this reason it is of great importance that both missionary and Chris-
tian Chinese who are involved in the treaties should give the subject
serious study. And in view of the extraterritoriality commission
which was scheduled to meet on December 18th, 1925, but now post-
poned on account of disturbed conditions, and the vital bearing of such
readjustment as may be decided at ths conference by the commission
affecting the future status of Christians in China, there can
be no doubt of the importance of the issues involved. We are not
here to study the problem for a political purpose but to study the

problem because our persons, property and work are affected. It

'seems that we can do no better than approach the question from both

practical and theoretical standpoints. Practically speaking, does the

protection accorded to the missionaries and Christian Chinese by
the treaties actually protect, and how does it compare with the spon-
taneous protection through the goodwill of the people? Do these
special rights accorded to Christian Chinese tend to hasten the

Kingdom of God in China or rather delay it? Can true and effective

toleration be attained through foreign treaties or must it be done
thro-ugh the goodwill of the people? In view of the change of condi-

tions, is the toleration clause as useful as it was once before? Or
can it be adequately replaced by the liberty of conscience in the

provisional constitution of the Chinese Republic?

Theoretically speaking, is the Christian message dependent on the

support of temporal power or must ws give God a free hand to work
in the hearts of the people? Should we as Christian man and women
enjoy special rights and privileges and refuse to share difficulties in

common with the non-Christians, or must we suffer for what wa be-
lieve so as to impress others with the thought of the importance of
the truth?

These and other questions, in the event of the abolition of the
toleration clause, should receive our careful attention and detailed
consideration. The present situation demands it and appraisal of our
work calls for it. God's Kingdom is at stake. Will you measure up
to the occasion?

Discussion
.Miss Jane Ward: It is true and reasonable that we, who are foreigners should

be, and are profoundly concerned about the problems under this topic. We shall,

and should, in these matters accept our responsibility, and as far as may be express
ourselves clearly regarding them.

But with so representative a group as the one gathered here today, I suggest
that we shall get the greatest benefit from the time before us if we ask the Chinese

delegates to help us at the beginning of the discussion. Those who have lived and
worked in the interior can bring a ppecially valuable contribution at this point. They
v ill serve us greatly if, following the lucid and helpf :il presentation Dr. Lo has

already brought, they will bring to us, as a background to our further discussion.
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any additional 'knowledge of the situations which in their different fields of work
these ^pecial treaty rights have created and if they will also bring frankly before

us any suggestions regarding principles or courses of action which they see as possibly

helpful.

We recognize that responsibility for right thinking and acting in these matters
lies heavily upon us who are guests in China and during the discussion we too will,

of course, express ourselves regarding our difficulties and opinions. But since ul-

timately the brunt of the difficulties created by these treaties is falling upon Chinese
men and women, we shall profit, I am sure we all agree, if the Chinese delegates
will speak first, and very plainly, and so help us to understand as fully as possible
the fi'll implications of these problems, in relation to the future of Christian work
in China.

L. II. Roots: The reason why I for one should like to hear specially from the
Chinese members of the conference is because it has been said a number of times
by supporters of missions in China that they want to know what the Chinese Chris-

tians think as to what will happen if the toleration clauses are abolished. That
is to say, we as foreigners ought not to take action which might jeopardize them
without consisting them first.

O. 7?. Wold: May I ask the speakers to state where they come from?

Sten Buoge: There is a large body of Chinese Christians who live away from
the places where you are. May I add another word. That cannot help giving
a certain tone to the discussion. I say that advisedly to my Chinese brethren be-

cause the abolition which must come will not affect you, but will affect the large

body of country Christians living in Honan. Hunan and Shansi and all those places
and if you feel you rightly represent them then it is a very great help to have ex-

pression.

D. 7,, T. Yvi: If Mr. Bugge's question amounts to this, namely, that Chinese
Christians who live in the interior of the country do depend on the so-called extrater-

ritorial rights for protection, we see more reason than before why extraterritoriality
should he abolished. We do not need to debate on this point. Let us come back
to the first and third questions.

T. F. CJi<mrj: I live in a treaty port. There is a denomination in China called,

the Independent Church of China. This independent church is very influential

in several cities. It enjoys no treaty protection. It has no foreign missionaries
or foreign flags. The church's influence is very great, so great in some respects
in some places that the church is criticized for exercizing undue influence over the
non-Christi n officials. Now this seems to indicate that when needed the Chinese

people are capable of taking care of themselves. \

We talk about an indigenous church. How can that be indigenous when it V
lives under a foreign flag? Some may say that I can afford to be generous as I do
not live in the interior and do not suffer. I ask this one question. Will the Church
be better off in China independently or not? My contention is that it will be much
better off if it were left alone. It is true that certain small cities in the interior

might suffer but they will suiter only as the resulb of many years' leaning on foreign
protection. It is time taat we dragged them away from this protection and gave
them a chance to stand on their own feet. It is time we did that. This leaning
on something tends to demorali/.e a person and if we ever expect the Chinese Church
to stand on its own feet and look after its own affairs to be indigenous it is time
we make the experiment. It may be a risk in some respects, but in the long run
persecution has never done any harm to the Church itself.

F. Raiflinson: With regard to the question whether we live in treaty ports
or not there is the question of "protection" against bandits. I understand on very
good authority that in Nanking highway robbery is much less prevalent than in

Shanghai where we are "protected." These are pertinent questions. There are

three instances, known to some of you but not to all, where Chinese have expressed
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themselves. A group of Christians in Mukden, another in Kiangsi, and five thousand

Baptists in and around Swatow expressed themselves in similar words, that the

time had come for them to cease depending on foreign "protection" and to take
their chances on the assurance that religious toleration was no.t granted in the Chi-

nese constitution. I simply add that from the Chinese viewpoint.*:I am sure that

many Christians live in places where they are not only away from treaty "protec-
tion" but away from lots of trouble we had this year.

W. Schwarm: Canton. As we look into the history of the extraterri-

torial rights we quite clearly perceive that extraterritoriality arose out of a difference

between the Chinese viewpoint of law and the Western viewpoint. But since

those treaties were concluded China has to a great degree revised her laws so as to

comply with Western laws. The Church has surely had some benefits from ex-

traterritoriality and the toleration clauses and in one way it seems to me as we mis-

sionaries are only a small group among our countrymen residing in China it does

not behoove us so much to meddle in a question which is of a purely political nature.

The difficulty arises that we are on the one side subjects of the Kingdom of

Heaven and on the other side also subjects of an earthly state. But the laws of

earthly kingdoms do not agree with those of the unseen Kingdom of Heaven. As
we all agree that those treaties are tmjust we as a Christian body are expected to

state clearly our opinion on this so vital a question, especially since the Chinese

Christians at this time of national rising are expecting us missionaries to come out

and plead for the repealing of those unjust articles.

It is generally known that the Chinese were disappointed at the conclusion

of the Treaty of Versailles. They expected much and won nothing. After the

War only Germany somewhat under pressure repealed the unjust treaties and
ma.de up a new treaty with China which was wholly based on equal rights of both
nations. Later Russia followed in line and also repealed the former treaties.

China is now expecting that the other European nations will also follow the example
of these two nations.

All three German Missions in Kwangtung have nothing to complain of under
the new treaty conditions. We are treated as politely as before by the Chinese,

sometimes even with more consideration than in olden days. During the recent

troubles which arose after May 30th we could safely and unmolested travel through-
out the country and do our evangelistic work unhindered. '

I have heard no German
missionaries in Kwangtung complain under the new state of things and we are quite

glad that the former unequal treaties were repealed by the German government.

Li Tien Lu: Whenever a question comes up we should not merely look at the

advantages and disadvantages involved in taking action. As to this question of

whether or not we think it advisable to abolish extraterritorial rights, the matter
can be judged by putting it to the criterion of its being right or wrong. If it is wrong,
then it should be abolished no matter what it costs. If it is right then it should'

stand. Not simply because I am Chinese I should want to say such rights should
be abolished. Neither would foreigners who are now enjoying such privileges say
that they should be maintained even if these rights are unjustified.

But for a body like that which is gathered here, a Christian body, there is a
further criterion by which to judge the question, that is, Avhat is the will of God
in this matter, as we feel it, as we apprehend it?

Another point is that I cannot help but feel there is a good deal of confusion
in the thinking of two things in this extraterritoriality question. One is consular

jurisdiction as has been pointed out by Dr. Lo, the other is the toleration clauses.

As far as consular jurisdiction is concerned I think, politically, if the other powers
mean to respect the sovereignty of China, there is no longer any necessity for its

existence.

But what about the toleration clauses? Turn over to the three quoted clauses.
What are they more than any ordinary citizen should enjoy in any country. Is
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there anything that gives a Christian citizen in China an advantage over the other

citizens! Freedom, of conscience, the protection of life and property I do not see

anything extraordinary in these stipulations. But as far as the toleration clauses

are concerned, I think those clauses simply stated at that time when persecutions
were rampant the right procedure of the non-Christian people in their dealings with
the Christian people. I do not see what is exactly meant by proposing to abolish

the toleration clauses, unless you mean to abolish them as a treaty stipulation but
maintain them as a principle in the laws of China. It is to be seriously regretted that

Chinese citizens ever were made a subject of treaty negotiations with foreign powers.
But the Government then, and the people, needed to 'be convinced that a Chinese on

professing the Christian religion did not become alienated from his country, but was
still a subject thereof. In proposing the abolition of these clauses, I hope nobody
is thinking of admitting the popular contention even of today that members of a
Christian Church and students of a Christian school are denationalized. To me
any force that induces a people to do right and keeps them from doing wrong is a
welcome factor to humanity. v Personally I am against any government which
does not give to its citizens adequate protection of life and property, and allow them
freedom of conscience.

Then there comes the question of Christians being under the protection of for-

eigners. I think there is another confusion here. The confusion arises from the

former unjustifiable practice of some missionaries in shielding their Christians from
the process of law. This is an abiise of privileges. It is not contemplated by the

clauses of toleration. What we should do, then, is to abolish the abuses of practice.

Miss Phoebe Iloh: Yes, we must first look in to the question with regard to

these treaty rights as to whether they are right or not. The followers of Christ

should definitely know whether these are to exist or to be ablished. I feel that

a united expression of Chinese Christians' opinion should immediately be made
known to the public.

Many of our senior workers here, I suppose, are having in mind the various

disturbances and bandits and all situations bad and fearful from their own experi-
ences. They may think that unless serious changes be made within China it is

absolutely foolish to allow the treaty rights, which have helped them in critical

times, to be abolished immediately. But how can we Chinese Christians be expected
to help improve the situation while our fellow men, and rightly so, do not accept
us the said Christians as loyal ctizens, since to their minds we are enjoying the

friendship of imperialists? That we in political and social circles, have failed to

keep company with the people is a fact. An adeqiiate understanding of our nation-

wide community will certainly make us not only sympathize with their action but
with all our hearts join in it, in order to prove that the gospel-teaching is the direct-

ly opposite of Western capitalism and imperialism. But if Christians still feel

the necessity of having protection by force I certainly doubt their following the

steps of Christ who did not allow Himself to accept defence at .all.

I was once told of an outstanding Communist with many shortcomings. When
I was much disturbed about him I was given to understand that it was no good at
all to try to harm hion. The farmers around him would always stand by him because
their worshipped Communist had given his land to them free.

By this illustration I simply want to show that our protection might still be
secured by a better way than such treaty rights.

R. J. McMullen: Section No. 3 of the questionnaire raises the question
as to whether or not we should make a statement regarding treaties and rights grant-
ed thereunder. Personally, I find it difficult to divest myself of all responsibility
in this matter. Being a Christian makes me no less a citizen, and being a citizen

does not in any way lessen my obligation to Christ. As a Christian and a citizen,
one has a duty to perform in this matter. There have been statements in the "North
China Daily News" to the effect that we as missionaries and Chinese Christian leaders
should leave this problem to be solved by the diplomats of the various countries
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concerned. I have not been able to taken this view of it. To do as suggested
would he shirking onr responsibility as Christian citizens. It would he placing
a large confidence in the ability of onr diplomats to do what is right even when
it involves loss to the nationals of their countries. History gives us reason to
doubt their willingness to do so unless those most interested make clear their desire

that such a course be followed. Ours then is not only the right but the obligation
to express ourselves. We would be disloyal to Christ as well as to our homelands
and to China, if we fail to stand firmly against anything that is unjust or un-Christian
in these treaties or toleration clauses.

As to the second part of the question, there may be more room for argument.
Shall we as a group express our opinion or confine ourselves to making personal
statements? Many T eople believe that the Church being a spiritual body should
not deal with sxibjects such as this. On the other hand this subject has a direct

bearing on the Church as siich and she should have the privilege of making known
her views concerning it. Not being an ecclesiastical gathering, we as a body of

Christians should have an even greater right to declare our convictions on this vital

issue. Of one thing I am convinced; if we arc to make any such statement, it

should be a joint statement of Chinese and foreign Christians. In this matter we
should stand not as East or West, Chinese or foreigner, but as Christians we should
stand together for Christian principle and practice.

Kao Mu CJien: I come from Mukden, from the North of China, the home
of robbers, so I know something about them. After the Lincheng trouble which
took place a year or two ago, the robbers changed their tactics. Formerly they
carried off the rich Chinese in order to obtain ransom money, now they rather aim
at missionaries'. In this way they get their respe tive governments to put pressure
on the Chinese centra] government, which in turn has to make the provincial govern-
ment find the ransom and free the prisoner You have heard that Dr. Howard
of the P. U. M. C. was carried off by robbei-s who asked large sums of money for

his release. This is an example of how the robbers are trying to get a hold of mission-

aries who are shielded by the Protection Clauses, for that pays them better than

capturing private individuals of their own nation.

I do not think that the protection of extraterritoriality or toleration clauses

is a wise thing. It simply stimulates the robbers to kidnap those thus protected.

During
1 the recent war between Chang and Kwo, about twenty -five villages

were burned down and the people had to run away in very cold weather. About
one hundred were frozen to death. This sort of condition simply makes people

weep. I read a very interesting article not long ago which traced this war to the

Shanghai trouble. You would say, "Mukden war! Shanghai trouble!! But what
is the connection between the two?" If there had been no tiouble in Shangha
on May 30th there might have been no war, for it was on account of this trouble that

Chang Tso-lin sent about three thousand soldiers to Shanghai to safeguard this

treaty port. Having sent these men he became ambitious and sent more soldiers

south to Anhwei and Kiangsu, thus raising the opposition of Sun Chuan-fang and
causing war.

Some say, "How can we abolish extraterritoriality when there arc so many
robbers?" Yet I can assure you that the more extraterritorial rights we have,
the more robbers will be produced. I do not know about the South but in the North,

foreign concessions frequently become havens of refuge for offenders.

So I think we ought to make a clear statement in regard to this matter for the

sake of the country and for the sake of the spreading of th/ gospel.

D. E. Ploste: First, I want to express my appreciation of Dr. Lo's informing
and useful paper. It is of great help and has my deep sympathy.

The first question is. What principle should govcin Christian bodies, (not in-

dividuals) in dealing with questions of this nature? The woids, "China's Treaties

with Foieign Nations, "do not specify any particular treaty. It is a very wide qu:s-
tion. Again, it does not refer to the attitude of individuals but of Christian bodies.
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I feo] diffidence in answering this question, but I venture to say this: that Christian

bodies woul 1 do well as a rule not to volunteer thoir opinion on foreign treaties of

their country, unless asked for it by the authorities of their country. Secondly,
it would seem to me inexpedient to give an opinion even if asked for it, unless the

Christian body concerned has, well, not an absolute unanimity of opinion, that

is impossible, but a working unanimity of opinion about it. If there is a strong
divurgence of opinion ab'out it, I think it is ver^ inexpedient for anybody to

reply. It won't help the prestige and standing of the whole body and leaves matters

pretty much as they were before. That is my reply to question one.

In my further remarks I confine myself to the toleration clauses. You will

be glad to know that the China Inland Mission has quite 70,000 baptized Christians

in 16 provinces in the interior of China, who by no means depend upon the tolera-

tion clauses. There are 250 stations with foreigners in them, who are not looking
to the toleration clauses for help and relying upon them. At the same time it

is in my opinion a fact of importance that the toleration clauses do help in securing
religious liberty, both to Christians anl to the missionaries and enable the latter to

reside in the interior. I feel with regirl to No. 2 that we must have regard to the
actual sta,t>3 of opinion in the Christian Church.

It seems to me that for us here to take the initiative in seeking to have the
toleration clauses withdrawn would be disapproved of by a large number of Christians
in the interior. That does not mean that these Christians are relying upon them.
Many of them have suffered loss and personal violence, notwithstanding the clauses.
St. Paul was a Roman citizen and yet was beaten five times with rods. We do not
want to use influence to retain the clauses, Lut I do not see why we should go out
of oui- way to do away with them.

My reply to number three is that it is undesirable because I do not think you
will get a united expression of opinion.

O. R. Wold: In replying to the first question I shoiild like to stress the spiritua
aspect of the Church. This should be our first and main consideration. Our duty
as Christians, it seems to me, is to lay down the great Christian principles. Their
application should be left to those concerned to be modified by times and circum-
stances. While on earth our Lord expressly stated: "I have yet many things
to say unto you yet bvit ye cannot bear them now." In His day, and immediately
thereafter, many questions were left untouched. There was the question of slavery.
It was no less a wrong at that time than it was some decades ago, but this, and
other questions, were not made especially prominent.

Whatever view we hold of extraterritoiality, one thing seems tolerably certain,
hard times are awaiting- the Church. When they come she will have difficulties

enough even without such questions, which at best are mixed if not purely political.
Such questions are likely to prove themselves boomerangs. Every Christian has
a full right to express himself on political questions. We do not question that,
but I do question the right of any one to make use of the Church, her institutions,
organizations, papers, mailing lists, for the purpose of forming public opinion or
of propaganda.

In opposing the discussion of the qiiestiou of extraterritoriality by this anl
other ecclesiastical organizations I do not wish to be understood as objecting to the
aim of those who are working for its abolition. We sincerely sympathize with those
who wish for justice to be done to China. However, it should not be forgotten
that those who are advocating abolition of extralerritoiiality aie men and ucmen
whose ideals we fully share and to whom we should gladly entrant the protection
of the Church. But they are not the people who govern China. Missionaries,
1 i t^e great n.ajority of cases have to deal with officials and gentry who are not
sympathetic with the Christian movement, who have the power of silent opposition
and use it. For this reason I very much question if the time has come for action
along the line suggested.
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What I wished, especially to point out, however, was the need of keeping in

mind the spiritual aspect of the Church.

Sten Bugge: To me there are two distinct questions here: extraterritoriality
and protection of native Christians. As far as I am concerned, I do not want ex-
traterritorial privileges. I have signed a statement to that effect, even though
it does not amount to very much that I think \ve as foreigners should he glad to see

all that go. It will increase our own efficiency in China.

But I am thinking of all the weak Christians who live far away in the interior.

What will he the general attitude toward them? All the people who have grudges
against them, who would like to start a little persecution if they could, what will

they think? They now know one thing: Hands off the Christians! If protection
is taken away, what effect will that have? They will say, "We can do what we like

with the Christians." But if you Chinese friends feel strongly that toleration clauses

are of such a nature that they hinder the spiritual work of the Church, I am not

prepared to oppose their abolition at the present time. It is really a Chinese ques-
tion.

Chen Wei Ping. I am not speaking on the question from the viewpoint of the

missionary. I am speaking from the viewpoint of the Chinese Christian. I started

as a minister for Christ at a country church. I was pastor there for four years. As
far as my experiences are concerned, I think it would have heen far hotter for that

country church to have heen away from these extraterritorial rights. Had these

privileges heen abolished before I went to the country town it would have been
far better for the Christian Church and for the Christians there. My church
was located among the Catholics and the Catholics used every possible means with
the officials to help their members. I lived among them for four years and my people
bothered me to the greatest extent, saying, "The Catholics protect their people.

Why don't you protect us? " I held to my principle and said, "Nothing doing.
Had there been 110 toleration clauses I would have been relieved from all those trou-

bles and a real Christian Church would have been established long before. Then
I was pastor of a church right in the concession for four years and then pastor of

a church away from the concession for seven years. Again, I am speaking from
the standpoint of the Chinese Christian, it would have been far better for us to have
stood on our own feet without protection of any sort. It would have been good
for the Christian Church and it would have been good for the Christians. From the

standpoint of a Chinese minister I say the earlier we abolish that the better.

Miss Y. T. Law: Since the incident of May 30th, the attitude toward for-

eign protection in China has been very different from what it once was. Before

this date, the unsettled conditions in China had led many Chinese to look to the

foreign flag or foreigners for protection. But a different day has come. It is es-

pecially true now in some cities in China that the Chinese flag is a better protec-
tion.

I believe that the best protection for Chinese Christians is for them to be real

Chinese instead of foreignized Chinese. If our Christians will carry this out in spirit

and in truth, we stand a much better chance of having our Christian interests guarded
when extraterritoriality is abolished.

S. C. Leung: I think practically everybody knows something about the anti-

imperialist movement. They^have focussed the attack upon the unequal treaties.

Would the Christian movement help to fight against this extraterritoriality and the

toleration clauses? I think there was a time when the toleration clauses were help-
ful and useful. Under the Manchu Dynasty there was no religious freedom, but
since the establishment of the Republic religious freedom is provided in the Provi-

sional Constitution. Although some parts of the country do not respect the Pro-

visional Constitution, for example, the Kuomingtang in the South, still under the

Kuomingtang Platform religious freedom is provided for. Therefore the times

have changed and the toleration clauses have become dead clauses. They are no
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longer useful in this time. Moreover, there was a time when we could depend oh
these clauses for protection, but now it is the time when if we want to get protec-
tion tcfsafeguard Christian interests the only thing to do is to agitate for the aboli-
tion of these rights. As Miss Law has said, if we agitate for abolition of these
two things we get protection. If we keep silent, then we shall be regarded as agents
of imperialism because by our silence we have admitted that we think such trea-
ties are right.

I think from the Chinese standpoint this is the safest way of safeguarding our
own interests. I think if we are willing to go this far we can easily trust to the good-
will of the people and any government which may spring up.

King C'Ttu: "When Christ was taken and one of his disciples drew his sword
He ordered the sword taken away. He did not want protection. He gave Him-
self up. That is something for Christians to think about. If Christians will not
suffer with other non-Christians on the same basis you cannot convert any one. I

think Chinese Christians today should be ready to make some statement because
we are challenged to do so. During the debate last year in the papers we answered
many questions. One of the questions was, Where do you stand concerning the

question of extraterritoriality? I think the Chinese should have a manifestation
or statement about that. We do not want to enjoy any protection under those

foreign treaties. We have something in our constitution to safeguard Christianity
or any other religion in China, so it is not necessary to have special protection for

Christians put into the treaties.

Sanford Chen: I think I should speak at least for the Chinese in regard to

the toleration clauses. In answering question 2, I should like to bring out three

points for consideration.

(1) In the first place we, as Chinese Christians should not distinguish our-

selves from ordinary Chinese citizens. We should take ourselves as ordinary Chi-

nese citizens and not as a special privileged class.

(2) We, as Chinese Christians, should enjoy the same privileges in regard
to the protection of religious faith or church property as citizens of any religion,

such as Buddhists.

(3) If there is any freedom we think that ordinary Chinese citizens ought
to enjoy, not given by the law, we ought to form a movement and demand that

the law should give us that kind of privilege. We must fight for it as Chinese citizens

instead of depending upon foreign protection.

I think this is what our missionaries expect the Chinese Christians to do. This

is the -kind of spirit we ought to have.

/$?. M. Freden: The questions regarding extraterritoriality and the toleration

clauses have never been so great, never so burning as they are now. If the powers
had taken them up thirteen or fourteen years ago and made new treaties then the

situation now would be different. The constitution of the Republic of China guar-
antees religiotis liberty to its citizens. Although the persons in authority at pres-

ent may neglect their duties as to the protection of religious freedom, I am quite

confident that China will be governed according to the law as soon as the present
internal disturbances are over.

I do not think that we need to be too anxious about these things. The Churcb>

is the Chu ch of Christ and not of man. The Church of Christ is established in China.

The Church is here to stay not because of extraterritoriality but because of the

will of God.

I think that we at this conference ought tc express ourselves in favor of the

abolition of extraterritorial rights.

C. S. Miao: There are two sides to that question. One side has been raised

that as Chinese citizens we ought to have freedom to teach religion in the church
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or mission schools, and as Chinese citizens we ought to have religious freedom, freedom
in worship.

What is very important is that this freedom, this liberty should not bo secur-

ed for us by foreign agents or by foreign mission boards. It should be secured by
our own Christian people. Now there are two ways of doing that. One way is

ttat Chinese Christians should fight for our religious liberty. There is also another

opinion that will be brought up ,at the next session. It is not the Chinese way or

cu.=tom to fight for religious liberty or religious freedom. There is another way
of getting religious liberty, peacefully and in a friendly way.

On the other sid3 we ought not to mis up whether it is educationally an effect-

ive way or whether it is the best way to carry out our aim or not, namely, to Chris-

tianize our pupils.

I do not want to bring the question up now. That belongs to the next session.

But we do not want to mix up these two issues. One issue, namely, what is the

Chinese Christian way to get for ourselves that religious freedom? On the other

hand, it is for the educationalists to consider very carefully and intelligently whe-
ther it is a soiind way, an effective way, to have compulsory religious instruction

in our Christian schools or not.

G. TF. Shcpnard: Mr. Miao has stated that the Chinese have another way
of obtaining religious liberty or freedom without fighting for it. But what is that

other peaceful way? Many would like to know.

Miss Phoebe Holt: Well, let xis consider the real need in having protection
for religious liberty, and the actual service in keeping extraterritoriality. Now,
people are attacking UP not in the slightest sense because of our faith I think I

must say that but because of the related treaty rights in our favor. They cannot
allow us to have such treaty rights any longer in addition to religious liberty which
is granted in the constitution. Thus we can easily see that these treaty rights,

instead of protecting us, simply lend a hand to our own enemies.

T. 7-,. Koo: When I sit in a discussion of this kind I am tempted to join the

Anti-Christians. On question number 2, I should like to expiess iny own point
of view. Iu the event of ab lition of extraterritorial rights and the toleiation clauses

I as a Chinese Christian will take no step to safe, uaid Chiistiau inteicfcts. I have
no interests as Christian interests in China. I will take no steps because I have
sufficient confidence in the common sense of my fcllow-countiyiccn to do the tight

thing. I can quite foresee and forecast that certain elements in our population
may at times get the upper hand to put the scicw on Christians and pei&ccute Chi-

nese Christians. But such things have happened in other countries. I think Chinese

Christians will fight it out under similar conditions. "Why discuss a question of this

kind here, that our interests can be sat'cguaided? If we aie not allowed to wor-

ship in public I am prepared to worship in private. We will worship whether there

are toleration clauses or no toleration clauses. I think it is of no use for us to dis-

cuss a question like number 2 at all.

J. T. Proctor: I. was in New Yoik with Bishop Roots and at the meeting of

the representatives of the mission boards of North America we very eagerly dis-

cussed these two questions as i o wh it steps the American boards should take in

order to secure the abolition of extraterritoriality and of the toleration clauses.

I have been very i terested today to listen in on this discussion primarily from the

standpoint of Chinese. To answer one of Mr. Koo's questions, I got the impres-
sion that the foreign mission boards feel that in the beginning, in 1842, when the

toleration clauses wore inserted in the tieaties, it was largely the work and influence

of certain missionaries, with or without the backing of mission bodies, at the time,
th..t we secured the inclusion in the treaties of those toleration clauses and that

foreigners, therefore, especially missionaries, had a certain degree of responsibility
for having those clauses in the treaties. Now if the time has come when thesj trea-

ties aie a liability rather than an asset, then it is their next move to disassociate

themselves from the retention of those clauses in the treaties. Whether or not
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they were wise in some of the things they attempted, their reasoning, I think, was

along the right line: missionaries used their influence to get the toleration clauses,

and if they are objectionable now to the Chinese missionaries ought to see that,

as far as foreign governments are concerned, they understand that the mission boards

no longer want those clauses.

I confess I found it very difficult in America, during several meetings when
these questions were up, to get any clear satisfactory opinion as to what initiative

if any, should be taken by the foreign mission boards at the present time regarding
the toleration clauses. I think all admit that if we had it to do over again we would
not take the initiative to put them in the treaties. But they have been there . for

sixty or seventy years. Since they are there should we as foreigners take the initia-

tive to get them withdrawn without consultation with Chinese Christians through-
out the country who have been living under those^ condition? Is it our move or the

move of the Chinese Church? That is the question. I have no answer. So far

as I know the sentiment of the mission boards and missions, they are more than will-

ing to cooperate in getting them withdrawn if that is the desire of the Chinese

Church. But why should we go out of our way to get them withdrawn if that is

not the desire of the Chinese Church?

-E. R. Hughes: Any one would take the position of Mr. Koo. I am very grate-
ful that such an opinion has been expressed in a conference of this sort. Right here
there are many problems of this kind. There is an unspoken assumption that

every man has a right to secure liberty in the matter of religious teaching, and has
a natural and inalienable right to security of tenure along those lines. From the

Christian point of view or from the point of view of the student of history or of

Christianity there is no such thing. When we come to the question of the special

privileges applying to Christians and missionaries, again I find this unconscious as-

sumption. I have considered with considerable care all the findings of British socie-

ties when they dealt with this subject. I found there was a strong tendency that
these privileges should bo removed and missionaries should come in on the same
footing as biisiness men. Now this would follow. Granting that we do not
want any special privileges, yet in a way we do not want any unnecessary risk.

As we said this afternoon, we ought not to attempt to teach the diplomats in this

matter. I am informed that the secretary of the British Chamber of Commerce,
is now in Peking and intends to stay there some time. What is he there for? That
is perfectly clear. He is there to back certain interests of the business men which
seem to him he must guard. There is a good deal to be said for that point of view,
a good deal to be said for his side. How far he shall go is a debatable question. He
must guard his interest. It seems to me in guarding this interest the first thing
he requires is security. The business men put all the pres'sure they can on their

governments and it seems to me missionaries have come in on the same footing as

the business men. We may find, especially if we sit quietly and wait for a good time
to come, that wo may be in the same position as business men. I question whether
we want to come in on the same footing as business men. We must put before every-

thing the question of goodwill and differ from the people who think that security
is what we want.

A. Weir: I wish to give one or two points of information on the references that
have been made repeatedly to the Chinese Christians, especially those who are away
in the country. The Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Manchuria met in July-
and a statement with reference to the situation as then existing was drafted. There
are five points, the last of which was that the representatives of the 20,000 Chinese

Christians, officially represented by eighty pastors and others, wished to state publicly
to their fellow countrymen that they would no longer place their appeal for religious

liberty on the toleration clauses, since religious liberty had been granted by the Chi-

nese constitution. This statement was made public officially.

Secondly, they sent an official letter to the originating churches, the mother
churches of Scotland and Ireland, asking that they should use ^yhat influence they
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had "with the government to have these clauses removed from the revised treaties

and further asked that special protection for missionaries should also he removed.

There have been no meetings of the Missionary Conference in Manchuria since that

time. There is no meeting until the end of this month. They also sent an official

letter to the missionaries of the Preshyterian Mission there asking them voluntarily

to give up this protection and to use their influence with their government to have

these clauses removed.

That is the attitude taken by the Chiuese Christians of the Presbyterian Church

of Manchuria. It seems to me that it would be most desirable that there should

be a most definite and clear, and as far as possible, official action taken by representa-

tives of Chinese Christians on a, matter that so vitally concerns the Kingdom of God
in the present and future. That should be made the one predominating reason

and it is the thing which concerns the Chinese Christians and the thing which con-

cerns missionaries; as far as possible they should act together and act promptly and
act as one man on this question.

Chen Wei Ping. What I want to say is from the Chinese viewpoint. In Nanking
there was a kind of organization which met once a month, and the members repeated-

ly expressed the idea that they wanted to abolish treaty protection. This was or-

ganized by all the Christian Chinese in the city of Nanking, and they have expressed
the idea again and again and again that they do not care for foreign protection any
longer. The treaty was signed in Nanking in 1842, eighty odd years ago. Our
forefathers might have had justification to get those clauses but they have to be

abolished sooner or later and it is a matter of time. In case there is any sacrifice

involved let me have it early. In case we Chinese Christians have to sutler we do

not. want to postpone it and leave it to the future generation. I come to a big city

because my children have come to the age to have higher education, but even then

I am willling to sacrifice and go in the interior. If the people in the interior have
to suffer I am willing to go there. I would resign from the position where T am and
take lip a country pastorship and suffer if necessary. If there is any suffering at all,

I am willing to do my own share. But to me I do not think there is anything. In

case there is I am willing to take it. Then I am only speaking for myself. But
I can speak for the Christian Chinese: as a whole those whom. I know are all

anxious to abolish that protection.

F. &'. Brocktnan: I only want to say one word and that is to remind ourselves

that, in taking any action that we can with reference to this, we are not going against
the idea that the Church ought to keep out of politics. I think we ought to realize

that we are discussing this question today because missionaries got into politics

and it will not help us out with reference to that for us to accept what missionaries,
have done, unfortunately, in the past to get us into politics. If we can take an
action now repudiating that or any privileges that might come from it and humbly
say we never want to get caught in the same way again, I do not think we can be

open to the charge of dabbling with political matters. I do not wish to say more
but I have always felt that these toleration clauses in particular were a very great
handicap to the Church and even a shame to it, and I think the quicker we can get
rid of them the better.

G. W. Sheppurd: In regard to the matter of which Mr. Brockman has just spoken-
I wish to express the opinion that we should not be wise to discredit or to condemn
the treaties which our predecessors last century found to be the best way for the
time to adjust the relationships between China and the West. Now things have
changed very much, as we all recognize. But in the last century, under the condi-
tions that then pertained, withthe differences between the Chinese methods of govern-
ment and governments of the West,ldifferences between civilization here and civiliza-

tion there, we believe that the diplomats and missionaries of the last century
did the best they could, and I do not feel that it would be wise for us to say that

they made a very great blunder. It is remarkable that in the providence of God the
Church in China has come into being and grown under the provisions of these trea-
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ties. The organizations and institutions we have today have reached their present

proportions under the conditions which these treaties have provided. MNovy we .
arc

quite justified in reconsidering the whole situation, and in asking whether in view

of what China has become today it is not wise to revise and reform the treaties be-

tween China and the West. All of us believe that, as the governments' have come

to believe, a reconsideration of these treaties is necessary. For that purpose a Com-

mission has been appointed and is now sitting. I merely wish to express a doubt

as to whether we ought to condemn or pass a judgment on the treaties of the last

century.

D. E. Hoste: The conference should bear in mind, that whilst, alas! the tolera-

tion clauses have been abused and so have been a means of hindrance, it is also true

that there has been much suffering and loss, both by Chinese and foreigners. Chris-

tians are often attacked and plundered. It is well within facts to say that within

the last twelve years, at least one hundred and fifty of our C. I. M. missionaries havo

been in imminent danger of their lives. I can say that without any fear of exaggera-

tion. One lady was killed, shot dead throug-h the temple. In another instance

two ladies were cut down by a man with a drawn sword. I could take up con-

siderable time telling you of other instances. Only within the last weeks we have

heard from three different districts of six or eight of our workers being robbed and one

wounded. Many have experienced, in wonderful ways, the protection of ,God.

On the other hand, what has been said as to the bad effect of the toleration

clauses on public opinion in the Chinese community, has my sympathy; from this

point of view I agree that their repeal would be beneficial and wish to join in the

expression of that opinion. I listened to the words of Mr. Koo with thankfulness

The spirit which prompts him and others to willingness for persecution rather

than that the Gospel should be hindered by apparent reliance on political power,
will work great blessing to the Church in the future.

Discussion of Findings

F. Rawlinson: I want to ask whether this statement is to go out to the world.

The missionaries in this groxip seem to have no opinion on this important matter

Or is it that they prefer to hide behind the Chinese Christians? There seems to be

something lacking here in view of our personal relation to the situation. I wish

tha tin some way our willingness and desire to have these changes brought about

could be expressed alongside of this very important statement that the Chinese

delegates are unanimous in the opinion that it should be done.

J. R. Mott: As I am only an outsider here it may not be improper to speak
at this point. This is one of the shortest reports, but to my mind one of the most
momentous. Unless I have misinterpreted its spirit, it is one of the most reassur-

ing and dynamic and far-reaching in its effect. If I am permitted to put it in my
own language, there are three things which it is well to say, and which as I under-

stand, are being said with a full consciousness, with a full heart and a full will. We
are reminded here that the Chinese members, whose voice is the one that should

be the authentic voice, to be listened to primarily, because in the last analysis they
will bear the terrific strain and will enter into the heritagelof these great implications
we are reminded here that they were united, so far as they were here yesterday,,'

in the sincere conviction that these treaties and this policy of extraterritoriality./

should be abolished. To my mind that discussion was deeply moving. It stirred

my imagination, it moved my memory to recall those days when Christianity was
spread in its purest form. Some one used "biological" here as characterizing the

approach to the question of the indigenous church. I am reminded of yesterday
afternoon. We had a demonstration here, in this room, of unmistakable evidences
of real vitality, of the conquering power of the Christian Church. They themselves

put, in very simple language, this vital contact. We see it in what Emerson said

of the words of de Quincey, "They are vascular, they will bleed." They actively
undo implications. The words as were said here yesterday, often in halting testi-
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mony in the expressions they are vascular, they will lead into the pathway of
sacrifice. I was not a little impressed by the deep undertone of the discussion yes-
terday.

Dr. Rawlinson has referred to the desire on the part of missionaries to make
a 'clear annunciation of their purpose. Again I was impressed as I listened to
it afresh right now. for it says, "and the missionaries present identify themselves
with this convict'on." Again I thank God with a full heart what stronger word
than identify? If missionaries identify themselves with the spirit set forth by the

Chinese, of willingness to face misunderstanding and sacrifice, and it may he in

some cases, as has been brought up by two speakers, martyrdom, or to be called

upon to face what is yet more difficv.lb, having other people suffer; if missionaries
could simply say, we identify ourselves with this conviction, it would seem to me
very simple but very all inclusive in its possibility, spiritual and otherwise.

This is what I do like about this and the views also shown in the next two para-
graphs, and particularly the last one: "The changes proposed are of such con-

sequence that there must be thorough inquiry and consultation, together with con-
tinued intercession as to ways of meeting their implication." This means enter-

ing into a process to take in the whole Christian fellowship of Chin". not only those

immediately represented in the meeting here but those unable to be represented
into the fellowship of suffering. We must share each other's burdens. In the

Epistles it says, "Each man shall bear his own load." In close juxtaposition to that
we have, "We shall bear one another's burdens and thus fulfill the law of Christ."

I may add I have r;ad more into this after my discussion with the committee
last night. I have said what I interpreted in my intuition and inner breast. Seldom,
have I been more deeply moved. I am under deep obligation to all who spnke with
such deep sincerity. I said last night, I have got my findings whether you have
a report or not. I have found the soul rf the Chinese Church and the missionaries.

It is a consecrated thought to visualize the spread of Christianity in its purest
form. I expect to see great triumphs in this field.

JR. A. Ward: Personally, it seems to me that if the wording of the initial

paragraph did not seem quite so much to approve of the benefits of extraterritorial-

ity and the toleration clauses, it would Le Letter. ^ e aie sending this word to

the outside world. I wish the emphasis could be slightly changed, admitting that
whatever service may have been rendered in the past by extiatenitoiiality and
the toleration clauses, they are now, in important ways, prejudicuial to the pro-

gress ef the Christian Movement in China.

Personally, I fear that while there is strength in the present wording, yet
we foreigners should identify ourselves unequivocally \\ith the Chinese position.

There is a great amount of "them and us" in that paragraph which does not sound
well to me. We can say right out that we believe that these things should be re-

moved from the treaties. We are all of the same opinion on this point and should

say so. We should not put ourselves in two groups. We Icse by it.

H. E. Chandler: I am grateful that this is brorght before us. It is more im-

portant than anything else we have been saying. How are we saying it? Who
is saying it? Can it be considered as a word of the N. C. C.?

x

During the last months, it has been said that the N. C. C. was doing "propa-

ganda" of this kind. The accusation brought in was entirely unjust. But now,
is it a clear word from the Council that we may present? 1 wish it might be.

T. Y. Chang: "Extraterritoriality and the toleration clauses have rendered

service in the past" that sentence might be misread by the anti-Christians who
will say that it is a confession that we have been using toleration privileges for the

pro tec ion of Chinese Christians against law and order. Some qualifications should

be added to this phrase. With reference to the suggestion that the American mission-

ary join the Chinese in declaration, I think as a Chinese I may say this, that as a

Chinese I feel perfectly free to say that we are ready for the removal of the special
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clauses. But would it not be somewhat out of place fer the missionary, who would
naturally be protected by the treaties of his own country, to say on behalf of the

Chinese Christians, that they are quite willing to suffer as the result of the removal
of these toleration clauses? On the other hand, if they identify themselves with

this conviction, it simply means they have faith in the Chinese Christians to carry

out what we now declare to be our conviction.

E. R. HvgJies: The first sentence could read as fellows: "Extraterritoriality

and the toleration cl mses are now in many important ways pre,i\idicial to the pro-

gress of the Christian Movement in China." Greater simplicity and impressiveness
is gained and it presents a frank statement of the present situation. A very valu-

able suggestion was raised in which the Chinese delegates are distinguished

and it would be simpler and stronger to say, "Chinese delegates and missionaries

present at the conference are unanimous in believing- that they should be removed."
There you have perfect simplicity and perfect directness.

F. Rawlinson: _ I should like most heartily to second those suggestions. I am
delighted that the Chinese have expressed themselves without any pressure from

us. On the other hand, I do not want anybody to say that Western Christians

were a little bit behind somone else in expressing what they thought, in saying the

right thing. I should like o seo my name as t missionary stan.ling shoulder to

shoulder with the Chinese in this most important thiu?. I believe it is > going to

mean n revolution in the thought of the Christian movement, and I should like to see

us standing together a little more than these words will actually indicate.

E. E. Harriett: I feel that we can gam nothing and prehaps lose a good deal

by saying as we do in this first sentence that extraterritoriality and the toleration

clauses have rendered service in the past.

In addition to the objection which Dr. "Ward has brought to dividing this

conference into two groups, one Chinese and another foreign, I think that the sentence

he refers to when read outside of this room would probably not te interpreted as

it was intorpreted by us this afternoon. It is a sent3nc3 which to anyone reading
it out^de of this room means that there has has been ~n unresolved difference of

opinion between the Chinese and foreigners ia this conference.

I think we should make both sentences as simple, direct and flat-footed as

possible.

D. E. TInste: With regard to the question, "What an the services of the tol-

eration clauses," it is un Irjiiable that the tolsration clauses have been of service

to the spread of the Christian faith in this country. Take that relating to the

residing and the holding of property by mission societies away from treaty ports.

Now, has not that been a means of great good I fully grant that abuses have
arisen, and serious abuses, which have been a hindrance to the good name of the

Church and the spread of Christianity. That does not alter the fact that but. for

these clauses which empowered these societies to hold property and reside away
from ports, settled work in the interior would largely have been impossible.

So in regard to the first clauses, I think it is only stating a fact that they have
rendered service, otherwise why did not we long ago express an opinion against
it? If it only gives rise to abuses why did not we do away with it long ago? There
was no need to wait until tho anti-Christian students came along. J must say that
I find it very difficult to disassociate myself from a vast number of loved fellow

Christians to whom I cannot help feeling a measure of responsibility Chinese fellow

Christiaiis in the interior.

Whilst not objecting to a general expression of the principle in favour of the
removal of these clauses, I feel that any action should be deferred until those affected,

shall have had a full opportunity of expressing themselves.

J. T. Proctor: It is exceedingly difficult to know what to do. I have no doubt
in my mind whatever that both the toleration clauses and the extraterritorial cliuses
must be modified and revised. Futhermore, I have no doubt in my mind that
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that will be done. I said to the representatives of the foreign missions conference
in New York on October 2nd that I had no doubt that the foreign community would
support the modification of these treaties. Take that for granted. Now doing
that, the question is this: We have relationships with Chinese churches throughout
the country and many churches that have undoubtedly been established through
the operation of these treaties. Can we manifest that poise and that balance, based
on our assurance that the matter will be worked out on an equitable basis that will

enable us to give recognition and due consideration to the rights of those whom we
represent indirectly and who may consider that we are invading their rights? If

we have such poise and balance this will help to strengthen rather than weaken the

relationship between the missionary body and the foreign communities in China. We
have everything to gam and nothing to lose by strengthening that relationship,
and in an indirect way or a way just a little different from that suggested by Mr.
Hoste. We can take into consideration all the facts in an admittedly very complex
and delicate situation.

Again let me say I take it for granted that the treaties will be revised. There-
fore let us do it in the most helpful \viy.

L. II. Roofs: Chinese members of this conference said yesterday that they
were confident their fellow-countrymen and the government would deal justly with
them and their fellow-Christians. At any rate they wanted to take whatever
was coming to them at the hands of their country. I believe we missionaries feel

just the same about our own governments. Why should we not put into this state-

ment what was put into their statements by both the British and the American
missionary boards? I am for taking that statement as it stands with little or no
modification.

We can say, "This conference believes that their removal and the substitution
for them of such provisions as may be mutually agreed upon in equal conference
between China and other powers would be a source of great strength to the Christian

community." When we say that we have said what we want to say in resolutions

intended for our governments.

O. R. Wold: I should like very much to see this clause added to these resolu-

tions. From the knowledge I have of ths central provinces of China, I believe an
unqualified resolution calling for abolition of extraterritoriality is going to cause

hardship. I inquired in many quarters before coming to this conference and am
convinced that there are many who realize the truth of this. I think it would be
well to adopt some such amendment as that suggested by Bishop Roots.

S. C. Leung: I want to speak from the Chinese point of view. That clause

just suggested by Bishop Roots would be, I think, totally disapproved, because

we, as Chinese citizens, cannot depend upon the foreign powers for securing protec-
tion of ourselves from our own Government. We know that the toleration clauses

and extraterritorial clauses are wrong, even harmful, both to China and to the cause
of the Chinese Church, and we simply say that they should no longer exist. If

we should adopt such a clause as suggested, it would give people the impression that

we as Chinese Christians are still looking to the foreign powers to secure terms of

protection from our own Government. It would look as though we had been
naturalized the same time when we accepted our Christian religion. So I stand

up to oppose this clause.

T. Z. Koo: When I was in England last year, I remember the Communistic
party there met with great resentment because of their relationship with the Third
Internationale at Moscow. The Chinese Church is almost in the same situation as

the Communistic party in England. Substitute Moscow for the.Western imperialism
in China. The resentment that was cast upon the Communistic party in England
because of its connection with Moscow is cast upon Chinese Christians here because
of our connection with Western influences of one kind or another still to be found
in Christianity in China. We are sincere in wanting to divest ourselves oi such a
connection and I think Bishop Root's proposal somehow does not remove it for
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us at all. Furthermore I think our foreign friends need to bear this in mind. You
say today there are churches and there are Christians who would like to see pro-
tection or treaty provisions left untouched. Can you not see that that is just the

thing many of us are fighting against today? The coming of Christianity has tended

to develop a type of citizens in China which we do not want. That was a mistake

committed in the earlier days. Further, I imagine when the toleration clause was
written into treaties, Chinese Christians were not consulted as to whether they want-

ed it or not. The clause was written in and it has produced evil results. We cannot

hope in this day to wipe off this mistake without risking suffering. I hope there

will he no suffering, hut even if there should he, I for one am prepared to take.it.

I think it will he best if we look at the matter in this spirit. I do hope the foreign

missionaries will understand the spirit with which we face this situation.

Mt'is Hoh: The two gentlemen who spoke before me have already made the

remarks that I wished very much to make. In addition please keep this fact in

mind. At the time of disturbances I feel well protected, physically, though, in

Ginling College. But when I pray to God, Father of all mankind, 1 feel quite selfish

and disloyal for being willing to enjoy suc'i special p-. otection. To comfort my
conscience I would rather suffer with my fellow-women than to be thus protected.

I have heard a great deal about emphasizing spiritual enrichment here, in this

room. I cannot see how we shall show our spiritual purpose, test our spiritual

faith, strengthen our spiritual powers, and how we can preach the gospel of sacifice

while sitting upon this imperialistic throne and enjoying the arbitrarily made treaty

rights. Followers of Christ, let us say definitely that we ao want to get down and
follow the foot prints of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Mrs. Herman Liu: In discussing the topics on extraterril oriality and the

toleration clauses, I wish to say just a few words from the standpoint of a non-Chris-

tian and also that of a Christian. My native place is Taihu in the province of

Anhwei. Before I went to a Christian school in Kiukiang I was not baptized. My
early impression of the little church in our uome town was bad, and it was feared

rather than beloved by the people as a whole. Some people became members of

the church, not because they wanted to worship God but mostly because of the ad-

vantages in lawsuits which the pastors Tisually gave to them. Not until today,
did I begin to understand tit was the toleration clause which gave them such

protection.

I became a Christian because of the teaching of the life of Christ in the school

and also personal influence of some of my teachers. Like many self-respecting

Chinese, I do not think I would have wanted to be a Christian if I had known there

is such a clause under which I am protected. It seems to me good people will

resent it, and it really does more harm than good.

In view of the abuse of this clause by some people and the harm it does for the

advancement of the Kingdom of Gcd, it seems it is better to abolish such a thing.

Of course, the clause must have served some people in some way, but right will

always win iu the end. Christianity has gone through lots of difficulties and if

we are here really to sacrifice for His sake, we should stand for the thing \\Lich is

right although it may involve difficulties. As a group of Christian men and women,
not only should we stand for the abolition of the clause and extraterritoriality, we
should, on the other hand, take the initiative in promoting the doing a\\ ay of these

things.

S. M. Freden: I have been listening with interest to the different proposals
to change the wording of these findings regarding the Christian Churih and the

Treaties. For my part. I would suggest tl.at we leave out the words, "Chinese dele-

gates" and instead of that say: "Delegates to this Confeience are unanimous in

their conviction that tte extiateuitciiality and toleiation classes ougLt to here-

moved and that that would be a source of great strength to the standing of the Chris-

tian Church in China." I hope that we missionaries may be able to join with our
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Chinese friends that it may read that we are unanimous. It is not enough to say
that they are "unanimous" and that we missionaries "are siding with them." I do

hope that we missionaries hr-re can accept this change in the findings. It would
be not only an act of wisdom but also of righteousness.

D. E. Hoste: I withdraw my objections in view of what has been said.

W. Schwarm: As Mr. Hoste is the representative of such a big group of Chris-

tian church members in China we all ought to pay much attention to his remarks
to this serious question. Nevertheless it seems to me that the first sentence in the

findings is not the true expression of the thought of yesterday's debate and ought
therefore to be annulled. We all agreed that toleration clauses and extrality right

have in the past not done any good to the Christian cause in China but on the contrary
have worked much harm to the progress of Christianity in this country.

L. H. Roots: It is difficult for me to understand clearly with my mind the

reasons for the objection which has been voiced against this clause: "Substitution
for them of srch provisions as may be mutually agreed upon between China anl
other powers." I cannot understand that objective very well, I fear. I think
I can gather through my feelings however, a little bit of the reasons for the objection,
and for my part, and particularly in view of what Mr. Hoste has just said, I wish
to withdraw my proposal.

F. Rawlinson: The Committee in deciding finally, will I presume recognize
that the word "service" is ambiguous. "The service rendered" may have been

good or bad.
I wo "Id like to suggest also that the sentence in the second paragraph begin-

ning with "Above all" and ending with "manifest" be dropped out. It has a

patronizing tone and might just as well be cut out.

E. R. Hughes: Let the first sentence be: "The Chinese delegates and the

missionaries at the conference were unanimous in believing that extraterritoriality

and the toleration clauses should be abolished." We a.re absolutely on plain ground
there.
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CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

E. W. Wallace:

Looking back over the history of the Christian movement in

China we find that the first foreign missionaries had no expectation
whatever of becoming teachers or of opening schools. But the neces-

sities of the situation which faced them when they reached China
and attempted to carry on their work of evangelism led them, in

increasing numbers as time went on, to devote themselves, in part
or in whole, to the educational aspect of Christian work. It is

extraordinarily interesting to note how from one angle and another
missionaries in different situations were compelled to undertake work
of this kind. I remember a young friend of mine who came to this

country a few years after me. He said, "I would never under any
consideration turn aside from evangelism to teach in a school." At
the end of his first year he was asked to become a teacher, and he has
never since left school work. He is now an enthusiastic school

principal, and finds abundant opportunity for evangelism among his

students.
The Church needed to train first of all its adult members in the

Christian faith. But when a body of Christian people came into being,
the children of these Christian communities needed training in Chris-
tian schools. So we had elementary schools, followed by secondary
schools, and ultimately colleges and universities. This is an old story.

Some, perhaps, who live in this part of the country do not find

it so easy to realize how the logic of events has determined this

development. I have been privileged to spend most of my missionary
life in West China, which is a new mission field; and there, within a

period of fifteen or twenty years, I have seen this process which I

have mentioned in all its stages. At first we had the little day schools,
then the boarding schools for boys and for girls. Later the West
China Union University was called into being by the Christian
Church for the training of its own leaders, and it is turning out the
men who are now the Christian leaders in the province of Szechuen.

After 1900 came another development, when general education
became popular throughout the .country and students literally bom-
barded the doors of Christian schools in order that they might get the
so-called Western learning. Tens of thousands of young people who
came solely for the sake of the "education" offered have been brought
for years under the daily influence of Christian living and teaching
The Church has won many of its most faithful supporters from this
class of students, though not a few problems have been created be-
cause of this inrush of those who came first without knowledge of or
interest in Christianity.

The result has been the building up of what is, comparatively
speaking, the large system, I prefer to call it the large "fabric," of
Christian education which we find today in China. Its size has made
large demands on mission funds, and has raised the question where
in the future the emphasis in education should be placed. You may
remember that four years ago the foreign mission boards sent to
China an Educational Commission headed by one of the finest mis-
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sionary statesmen of America, who was also one of the finest

educationalists in America, the late Dr. E. D. Burton, to find out

whether or not the Christian movement was on the right lines in its

educational work. Those of you who have read the report of the

China Educational Commission will remember that, to a certain ex-

tent, it recalled us to the earlier view of our purpose. Dr. Burton and
his associates declared that the purpose of the Christian schools should

be to serve the Christian community and the Christian Church; they
existed primarily, not to carry on a wide general education for Chi-

nese society in general, but specifically to educate the children of the

Christian community, and to train leaders for the Christian move-

ment, though as students who were not Christians might be attract-

ed to these schools and become convinced followers of Christ, they
would actually share in the work of evangelism but as a secondary
task, not as their chief task.

It seems to me that it is advisable for us in our discussion this

afternoon to keep in mind the main outline of this development, and
to have before us this call to a return to the earlier and, I personally

believe, the more correct aim for our educational work for the future.

What is the situation which faces us today? You will find an

extremely valuable and touching statement in the last rmblic utterance
made by Dr. Burton before his death, on the thing that was nearest
his heart with the exception of the University of Chicago namely,
Christian education in China. Dr. Burton says :

"We have a present situation to face, and that situation calls

for a careful consideration of the facts, unprejudiced by the practices
of the past, or the findings or recommendations of any reports which
have been made in the past. Practices and findings may have been

right three years ago and wrong today. We must face the situation
anew without prejudice."

What is the situation? There are just two aspects of it which
I want to touch upon this afternoon. First of all, there is the relation
of our schools to general education in China under the Chinese educa-
tional authorities. The position of our Christian schools may be
summed up by saying that they exist in a state of "educational ex-

traterritoriality." That is, the Christian schools conducted by the
Christian missions or the Christian Church are not in any way
amenable to the Ministry of Education or the Bureaux of Education
or any educational authorities in China except in so far as they
have voluntarily related themselves to these bodies, and very few
have done so.

We have heard until we are weary of that aspect of the Anti-
Christian Movement which may be called the "Anti-Christian Educa-
tional Movement," and which hns been so intense during this past
year. As some of us have tried to study into this question it has
been borne in upon us that the sting in this movement, the thing that
gives it its power, is the fact that our schools are existing in this state
of "educational extraterritoriality." The rallying cry among stu-
dents is, "Regain control of education!" There has spread through-
out the country a conviction that it is not right that there should be
a considerable number of schools and colleges over which the govern-
ment and educational authorities have no control. That conviction
is shared by many Christian educators, missionaries- and Chinese
alike.
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Further than that, this lack of relationship between our schools

and the government is bringing very serious consequences to the

students who enter our institutions. This, again, I believe, is one

of the chief causes of the unrest and the difficulties that have occurred

in Christian middle schools during the last few months. Students

who graduate from institutions not registered with the government
and whose diplomas therefore have not received the official stamp,

are not eligible for entrance to colleges that are recognized by the

government, for government scholarships to go abroad, or for public

office in China. Large numbers of young men and women, graduates
of unrecognized middle schools, are politically disfranchised because

they do not hold middle school diplomas stamped by the government
authorities. This is a very serious situation for the students in our

middle schools, and they are becoming awake to its seriousness. The
result of all this is that instead of being one of the greatest assets to

the Christian movement, educational work may become one of our

liabilities, and unless, in some way or other, these difficulties are

overcome it may be that we shall be forced to reconsider the question
whether we should attempt to carry on Christian schools, at least to

any great extent.

What are the conditions under which Christian schools may
remove the difficulty involved in what I have ventured to call a state

of educational extraterritoriality? On what conditions will the

government educational authorities recognize Christian schools? I

am speaking to men and women who are thoroughly familiar with the

situation. I venture to review the situation, not because you do not
know it, but that you may recall certain facts to your mind as a
basis for our discussion.

Official regulations in the past have made it practically impossible
for Christian schools to register with the government. But new re-

gulations were issued by the Ministry of Education on November 16,
1925. In the pamphlet which is in your hands, you will find these

"Regulations Governing the Recognition of Educational Institutions
Established by Funds Contributed from Foreigners."

"1. Any institution of whatever grade established by funds
contributed from foreigners, if it carries on its work according to the

regulations governing various grades of institutions as promulgated
by the Ministry of Education, will be allowed to make application for

recognition at the office of the proper educational authorities of the
Government according to the regulations as promulgated by the

Ministry of Education concerning the application for recognition on
the part of all educational institutions."

"2. Such an institution should prefix to its official name the
term "szu lih" (privately established) ."

I might explain that during the last six months a general desire
has been expressed that the government might see its way to consider
the Christian schools not as a class by themselves but in the class of

private schools, with all that is involved in considering them as private
schools. The government has with considerable liberality agreed to
do that.

"3. The president or principal of such an institution should be
a Chinese. If such president or principal has hitherto been a for-

eigner then there must be a Chinese vice-president, who shall repre-
sent the institution in applying for recognition."

We accept that requirement without any question whatever.
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"4. If the institution has a board of managers, more than half
of the board must be Chinese."

Again, I think we can recognize, and do recognize the generosity
of this regulation.. The requirement might have been that there
should be in every case such a board composed entirely of Chinese
members.

"5. The institution shall not have as its purpose the propagation
of religion."

I think that I am correct in interpreting this to mean, not that
we shall be hindered in the legitimate use of religion as a part of

education, but that the aim of the school should be stated as an
educational aim. If we look about we will find that the written aim
of our schools is couched in educational terms, but the real aim of
our schools is the development of the highest type of character, the

highest type of men and women, and as we understand it, we are not
debarred from using religion as one of the methods on which we rely
for the development of that type of character.

"6. The curriculm of such an institution should conform to the
standards set by the Ministry of Education. It shall not include

religious courses among the required subjects."

We often talk about something haying a sting in the tail.

Undoubtedly the sting here is in the tail. The difficulty which may
make it not easy for some schools, middle schools at least, to register
lies in this last clause.

There are those who have been maintaining that it is contrary
to the principle of religious liberty not to allow any group of people
in a nation to give to its children the education that it desires to

give; that in the private schools that are established by sucn groups
there should be freedom to vary from the education given in the

public schools; and that for those who wish religious education for
their children it should be permitted, even to the extent of permitting
it to be required for all the students in these schools. In other words,
these people believe that such restrictions as are here indicated are
not only contrary to the principle of religious liberty, but violate also
educational liberty. We have it on good authority, the authority of
an outstanding educationalist, Dr. Paul Monroe, that such an action
is not in accordance with the procedure of the educational authorities
in other democratic countries. So, some of those who believe that the
last clause of these regulations in China violates educational and
religious rights, are forced to decide, regretfully, that they are unable
to register their schools, and that they should oppose this regulation
and try to have it altered.

That is one of the problems we should consider this afternoon.
Christian education has never faced a more critical situation than
this decision. Shall we or shall we not accept, in the spirit in which
they have been put forth, these regulations,: accent them and go
forward and register our schools? It means for the time being at
least the giving up of what some of us believe to be our educational

rights and religious rights.

On the other hand, which is the more immediately necessary
thing for us to do at the present time? To maintain for the present
as well as the future these rights, or to remove the difficulties of
which I have been speaking, which have been caused by the position
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in which the schools find themselves because of their "educational

extraterritoriality," and to trust that when once that difficulty has
been removed the work of the Christian schools will again be ap-
preciated and welcomed by the Chinese people, and that the Christian
Church itself, entirely freed from any suspicion of foreign force back
of it, will in the way it knows best ask and work for and secure the
removal of these difficulties? That is the problem before us. Which
is the better thing for us to do at this time?

The second problem before us is the question of the relation of

the mission and Church to education. I want to put two or three

questions before you for discussion. In the first place, Does the
Chinese Church believe in Christian education? Does the Church feel

that it needs to retain education as one department of its effort?

That is the prime question. If I thought that the Christian leaders
in China would consider it a relief to be freed of all future respon-
sibility for the Christian educational institutions, I am afraid that
I should be compelled, very regretfully, to use my influence to have
them closed. The first question is, Do our Chinese brethren believe

that the Christian Church needs the education provided in the Chris-
tian schools and colleges?

In the second place, Does the Church wish to take over now the
whole educational fabric built up by the missions? There are thou-
sands of primary schools, over three hundred middle schools and
about thirty colleges and professional schools. Do Chinese Christians
feel it a burden to have all this put on their shoulders with the rest

of the activities of the Church? Or, do they feel it an integral part of
the Christian movement? To me, it is impossible to think of an indigen-
ous church that does not include Christian schools as well as Christian

hospitals as an integral part of its life.

Thirdly, in taking over this work; should the transfer be made
piecemeal, one institution at a time, or one group at a time? It

has been suggested that the Christian Church take over the elementary
schools and leave the middle schools and colleges to the missions,
thus perpetuating the influence of the mission, in the very centre
of the life of the Church, at the place where the character of the future

generation of the Church is being determined. Does the Church
desire to put its impress upon the mind and life of the young leaders
trained in the schools and colleges? If so, should the Church at once
assume this responsibility for this whole fabric of education in all

grades, though not, of course, expecting in this any more than in
other phases of church work that it can provide immediately all the
men and all the money and all the strength necessary to carry it on,
but not losing sight in the beginning of the program of education
as a whole? My conviction is very strongly with the latter view-
point.

In the fourth place, how shall this process of transfer be under-
taken? What shall be the method by which the schools shall be
administered? Very briefly, let me indicate what seem to me, from
my study and from a certain amount of experiment, to be the lines of
most help. First, I believe that the line of least resistance in educa-
tion as in other departments of the Church, is to follow the church
organization. So, for each church body I should have a board of
education or some such central board or committee, appointed by the
.highest court of the Church, responsible to it, but not that highest
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court itself. This board of education should be built up partly of re-

presentatives of the highest court, and partly of those who represent
various grades of education, the colleges, the junior and senior
middle schools and the primary schools. This board, as soon as it

comes 'into being, should assume the same relationship to the educa-
tion of the Church that had previously been taken by the mission body
with which it has been connected.

Each college, primary school and middle school would have its

own board of managers, which would be appointed in different ways,
in accordance with the customs of the institution and its various

relationships. General educational policy will be controlled by the
central board, local policy by the local board. Funds that now come
from the mission board and other general funds would be administer-
ed by the general board and passed on to the local boards for the
use of their institution, and the local boards would in addition
secure local funds. This is in accordance with the policy in

general education that seems to be most successful, a sharing of re-

sponsibility for support between a local body closely connected with
the individual institution, and a larger body which takes a general
view of the whole group of educational institutions.

In conclusion I would repeat that there seem to me to be two
very fundamental questions which we shall have to settle soon. (1)
What should be the relation between the Christian schools and the

government? (2) What should be the relation of the mission and
Church to our educational institutions? This conference may help
toward an answer to these questions.

Discussion

Kin>j Chu: Regarding the fifth article r f the regulations, the government does
not forbid the teaching of Christianity, but it maintains that the aims of education
should be stated in educational t^rms. If you read the last part of the sixth article,

you can easily s3e that the religious courses maj be ta^ ght as electives. It seems
to me that the question involve .1 here is whether religious instruction should be
made compulsory r voluntary.

The government authorities feel that religion is a matter of free choice. Those
who have religious inclination will take the religious c urses voluntarily; while
those havine no such inclination should not be compelled to do so. Compulsion
usually creates reaction and antagonism against Christianity. It does no good.

We eluim that parents Lave a right over their children, in religious matters, but
the government claims that the state has the right over parents in the matter of

education. Take the theory of compulsory education, the government can compel
the parents to send their children to school. If China should have compulsory
education, the parents woul 1 ave to send thsir children only to those schools

which observe the government regulation.

R. J. McMvllen: What is meant by the clause of regulation six, "It should
not include religious courses among the required subjects?" The Commissioner
of Education of my province interprets this to mean that religious instruction must
be an elective course. The pupil may or may not choose to take it but those who
do elect to enter the class can be compelled to prepare lessons and take examina-
tions just as in any other subject. The Chinese principal of one of our Hangchow
High Schools interprets it as meaning that all students can be compelled to take

the course, to prepo.re for the recitation and attend1

class as we1
.! as take examinations

but that failure to pass cannot deprive a student of a diploma. One of our Chinese

pastors declares it simply means that the religious course is a minor rather than
c major in the curriculum. What does it mean?
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F.. R. Hughes: The tendency should be to cut down the required number of

required studies to the minimum, in order that scholars and heads of classes may
have more time and wisdom in dealing with the question.

T. Y. Chang: I am not speaking from the viewpoint of an educationalist, but
a father of six shildren. I would not think of sending my children to a non-Christian
school. I don't care what people say about wisdom, I do care that they grow up
Christians. I do- want them taught properly along the lines I would like myself
to be taught. No matter what happens to the Christian educational system in China,
we must have some institutions for the specific purpose of educating the Christian

children in China. If the missions decide to carry on echicational work in China
on the broader line laid down by the governments, then let us have private schools

for the purpose of teaching our own children. That is the wish of the father of six

children.

T. X. Koo: I speak from another point of view.
,
I am a Christian and a father,

but I have no desire particularly to send my children to a Christian school where
Christianity is compelled to be taught. Just another point of view. The place
where my children should be taiight Christianity is in my own home. If we don't

begin there, I don't care what school you send them to, the work will be superficial-

So I would like to give that point.

Francis Wei: How would the government answer the objection that they
should not have any negative requirement, that is. they should not prohibit any
kind rf teaching, when the minimum requirements laid down have already been
fulfil'ed. In the second place, why do government educators prohibit the teaching
of religion, arbitrarily or for some good reason?

Ring Chu: Yes, the government has the right to set up negative requirements,
the prohibition of teaching Bolshevism for instance. Since China permits all

religions to stand on equal footing, there are religious disputes. Children should
not be prejudiced. Wait until they have maturer judgment on the matter and
don't prejudice them in elementary schorls. Besides, the government does not
forbid the teaching of religion, it only demands that the teaching should not be
made compulsory.

F. Rairlinxon: I am wondering whether this regulation against the teaching
of religion would apply equally to the teaching of Buddhism or any other religion,

or whether it applies particularly to the Christian religion.

Sten Bugge: This regulation issued by the government is really going very
far in consideration and fairness. One thing which I think is very reasonable is

that the government demands that control of all institutions shall be in the hands
of Chinese as soon as possible. But how much in it is anti-Christian and how much
is anti-foreign? How much is desire to get control of religion? How sure are we
that this is really and definitely anti-Christian? I, for one, am not sure. If the

new Chinese Christian Clmrch were to take over all education and at the same time

successfully emphnsize religious liberty, I think the question of the subjects to be
added to the regular ones could be left to the individual schools or bodies. The
difficulties connected with the government requirements are considerable. How
can we have, for instance, cloctives in the primary schools unless we leave it to

the parents? Children their solves cannot really select their work. Then the subject
is not elective. Many of the parents think that religious instruction is Surday School

services. They think that an emotional appeal is being made to the students three

times a week.

T. Z. Koo: I v ould like to ask Dr. Wallace and his associates this question
Does this demand issued by the government apply to schools distinctly financed

by money from abroad? Suppose you have a C ristian group ia China organizing
a fechool that is entirely financed and taught by Chinese here in China, what are

the conditions of registration tinder these circumstances? Have you made a state-

ment on that?
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Sanford Chen: I certainly believe that it applies to schools supported by for-

eigners only. When I visited the Ministry of Education they tol I me that it was
a mistake of those who made the old regal vtions that "foreign elements" in Christian

schools were not stressed. Schools entirely supported by Chinese Christia is will

have nothing to do with this regulation. Because, as its title indicates, it is for

schools supported by funds contributed by foreigners.

T. C. Wu: I believe that Christianity cannot be taught. It can only be lived

out. Most of us Chinese delegates present in the conference became Christians

not because of the courses we took in colleges or schools, but rather because of the

influence of missionary teachers or friends. For more than ten years, I attended
mission schools and I took all the courses that were required, but those courses did

not make any impression on me, and I did not become a Christian until I was a jimior
in the Shanghai College. It was then through contact with some missionaries who
lived such Christ-like lives that, I became converted. That is a fact, and the com-
m in experience of my fellow-Chiuese delegates and other Chinese who were converted.

Then I do not see any opposition to the registration or to the abolition of the so-

called ""educational extraterritoriality."

C. K. Lee: If the mission schools do not stand for more than the government
schools stand for, then I propose that we close them at once. The Christian schools

stand for something more than the government schools. We have a place for Chris-

tian education in China. Then let us stick up for the purpose of the Christian schools.

It is something very important of course to have the recognition of the government:
but it seems to me that it is not sound for mission schools to change their ways and
follow other ways just to register. If that is the situation I don't see why mission

schools want to stay in China.

T. %. Koo: Have we any instance of a theological school being registered
with the government?

Sanford Chen: So far as I know no theological school is registered with the

government, unless as a professional school. I would like to tell this body that

nearly all the government people who took part in the forma ion of the regulations
are very friendly toward us. They have told us repeatedly that they are going
to make it easier and possible for Christian schools to get registered. There are

two classes of people in the government that I met. Both appreciate the services

of the Christian institutions and are sympathetic with the situation that we are in

But as to the question of religious instruction, I find that one class believes that

it is the moral obligation of the Christian schools nofc to make religious instruction

compulsory, because more than half the student body is non-Christian. And so

the choice of the non-Christians to enter Christian schools is not a free choice; it is

a choice between schools in which religion is taught in a compulsory way and schools

with poor education. There is another class. These are the Christians. There
are several in the government who took part in the formation who believe it would
improve the instruction of religion in the Christian schools if it were made voluntary.
I believe that nearly all the persons I meet, the Christian persons, believe if it

were made voluntary there would be a great improvement.

I left my family in Nanking. I would like to have my boy trained in the school

where I graduated. I find a teacher of religion who is non-Christian. I wish

my boy to be brought up in a Christian institution, but that is a disappointment.
I believe that such disappointment as I mentioned will be avoided and great im-

provement will be made if we make it voluntary instead of compulsory.

R. E. Chandler: I understand that Teaching University is trying to get re-

gistered. Pupils are not obliged to take the courses in religious instruction, but
it will be included in the university as a whole.

C. G. SparJiam: In the year 1922, at the request of the Shantung Christian

University Board of Managers, I called upon tne Board of Education in Peking and
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gained some information as to the conditions under which, the Shantung Christian

University might receive government registration. The Secretary of the Board
that I met, Dr. Jen, told me that it would be quite open to the University to teach

religion but that we could not require students to attend these classes. In other

words, religion must be regarded as an elective. I mentioned that we should give

divinity degrees. He said this would be quite within our province, but added,
"while we do not question your right to give divinity degrees, we wish to make
it plain that the government will not attach any importance to divinity degrees."

Degrees in arts, medicine or sciences might be the basis on which the government
scholarships or other advantages might be granted. Divinity degrees would not
receive any such advantages from the goverment. At the same time he would not

by this mean to imply that the government would object to the University giving
such degrees or question their ability. The whole attitude of Dr. Jen was ex-

ceedingly friendly to the idea of the University being registered. His attitude

towards religious matters seemed to be quite satisfactory.

Mrs. Thurston: Since the University of Nanking is not represented, I shall

try to explain how they are trying to meet the situation, and meet the criticism that

courses in religion are being taught by non-Christians. For the large lower classes

in religion they are offering a course the one required course in the University
in comparative religion. In the presentation of the view of ot'ier religions they
are having the presentation made by people w 10 are not Christians, but who know
the doctrines, so to speak, of the other religions. That probably is the foundation

for the statement that courses in religion in Nanking Univer.-i^y are being taught
by non-Christians. The part of the work dealing with Buddhism will be taught
by some one who knows Buddhism and so on.

Francis Wei: We must get at the psychology of the government authorities.

That is another question. Prejudice the minds of the yonng children by teaching
them the different religions or by not teaching them any religion. If we do not
teach them any religion they will come across religion in other ways. The best

way is to give them a fair knowledge and a fair chance by teaching all religions,

even in the elementary schools, because they will have to deal with them in human
society. How is Mr. King Chu going to answer that?

F. Rawlinsnn: I have been told that there are some who think that this matter
has been to some extent the result of influence on the part of Christians in North
China, whether included in the government or not, and does not represent a wide-

spread movement. I know one thing which is a fact, that the Cninese all over China,

particularly Christians, are raising serious questions about compulsory education,
and I am surprke 1 that the government has been as mild as it has. It could have
gone as far as Japan did go in the beginning. This is a very interesting point. The
Educational Association might very easily study it. The large majority of Chinese
Christians are objecting to compulsory Christian education. Why? I don't think

anybody can give a conclusive answer to that question. But it ought to be studied.

My own opinion is uncertain. I have some serious question in my own mind about
the wisdom of compulsory religious education. In the first place, it seems to assume
that Christianity cannot be taught in such an attractive way that people will want
it.

In the second place, there is danger that compulsory education will present

only one side of Christianity. I have a strong feeling that some of our Chinese friends

have that point in mind.

In thu third place, however we teach religion, it must be taught so as to dovelop
that primary Protestant principle that a man doesn't become a true Christian until

he knows how to make a free choice. What-^ve have to face is how to put religion
into our school system so that free Chinese have a full chance to accept religion for

themselves.
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T. Z. Koo: One point we nrrst rot lobe sight of. The need for bettering our

religions instrriction nd religions work i^ our schools is there, whether the govern-
ment requires us to register or not. Let us not forget that. There is need for better

methods and more sensitive teaching of religion and a better grade of teachers.

We must improve and change ond reorganize no matter whether we are forced to

do It or not. I hope this cMscrssicn from the backgrourd of an order from the govern-
ment will not tend to clo^p our eye? to that very important point.

Mrs. Tlivrston: In connection with this subject, I found myself, when I read
these regulations, willing to dispute with the government the right to dictate the

curriculum of a school. I think education should he free, free of control either by
church or state, and the question of the content of the curriculum is a matter that

should be left to educators. If left with educators, there are good reasons for put-

ting into the list of required courses things of the highest value which should have
the very most important place in the education of the men or women or boys or

girls for whom we are responsible. When I say that we should still ask for the in-

clrsion of these courses, I have very definitely in mind a kind of work which is noi

propaganda, but which will produce religious intelligence in the educated group
in the community, which will produce a real underst nding of the background of

that very, -^ery important part of civilization and of culture; which belongs with the

history of Christianity; and I cannot see how, conscientiously, as Christian educators,
we can leave that out of the list of courses upon which we put the first emphasis.

Psychologically, I think there is an enormous difference between what is forced

upon students by compulsion and the thing which is stated as a requirement, and
the use of the word "compulsory" in dealing with this matter has been the cause

of a lot of trouble in our schools. I cannot see how we can plan a course of study
for a Christian school in China without requiring courses on the background and
the history of Christianity.

J. T. Proctor: "What are the conditions under which Christian schools may
have a permanent place in China? " One of the conditions that is vital if our schools

are to have a permanent place in education in China, is that they shall be first-class

from an educational standpoint. They cannot be permanent on any other basis.

We need not worry about the future if we can make our schools first-class from an
educational standpoint. If we can so correlate our Christian schools into a system
and reduce the number to a point where we can secure adequate teachers we need
not worry about the future. If they are not first-class from an educational stand-

point we have everything to lose. At least, we have a great deal to gain and nothing
to lose by linking up with and cooperating to the fullest extent in spirit and in letter

with the government system. We oxight to be glad that the time has come when
we can cooperate in an educational program like this. This has come only after

a struggle of years. Schools should be directly and vitally related to the Christian

community and the Christian Church. There is no question about it. Our boards
have no right to continue the support of scVools except as it is indicated by the

Church that this contribution i<* needed. This applies to all grades of schools. I

believe that the time has come when the boards of control in educational work should

be administered by the Chinese. Personally, I doubt very seriously whether they
should be organically connected with the Church. They should be made up of

Christian men and women. I do not believe that the organized Church, as now
organized and struggling with other problems, should be saddled with the whole

program of education which we have developed I think this would be too much
for the Church, at least in its present state.

C. 8. Miao: Up to the present time oiar churches and our educational in-

stitutions have gone separately. The educational institutions have gone their

own way in one direction, the churches in another. They do not meet. Probably
educational institutions have gone much more rapidly than Christian churches.

They developed at such a rate that the churches have lost track of the progress
'f the work and policy of the Christian institutions. If you ask a Chinese Christian,
oDo you know anything of the work of your own school?" you will find to your
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surprise a very blank answer. They are not interested because they do not know
anything about it. They have no share, they have no thought about these

institutions. They have never been cons ilted aad never beeu taught.

If we v ant to appeal for religious liberty, tb.3re is no better time than the pres-

ent. Only the few school people talk about freedom to teach religion. The rank
and file of our church members have never heard of the six regulations published by
the government. This is a sad thing. Can we start a nation-wide educational

campaign in our churches. Shall we now start to educate our church members
on Christian education, the problems of Christian education, the aims o Christian

educati n and why chillren should be educated in Christian schools? These are

problems in which the churches ought to share in order to know about them.

Tlnn in regard to question 4, as I said in the preceding session, as -Mr. Koo
very well said, we ought to distinguish these two issiues, our relationship to th.3

government and the freedom of teaching religion. It is an educational problem.
Which is the better way to teach religion, the required or voluntary plan? The
latter is more important. Should we not spend most of our time on this real problem?
I want to remind you, if you will allow me, we want to Christianize the stu lents in

our schools. Religious instruction is only one of the many maans of arriving at the

goal. There are other means and other ways. Are we serious in other things?

At the present time, the majority of schools I have visited think that if they require

religious instruction their duty is done. It is not done. If we are satisfied, and
self-deceived in that way I should be greatly disappointed, and there is no surprise

at all to find many Chinese Chi-istians opposing compulsory religious instruction.

Y. Y. Tsu: I think most of us are very anxious about the present situation

in Christian colleges, which are looked at as agencies for promoting religious life

among our students. We spend so much money on our institutions and so many
yoimg people come to us, and yet as religious agencies, for promoting religious and
ethical life, we have sufficient ground for being disappointed in them. I recently
attended by request a faculty meeting in a leading Christian institution, when
they discussed the subject of religious life iu the college, and from all quarters the

impression was gained that the students were uninterested in religion. Religious

activities, Christian endeavor meetings, etc. were poorly attended, and this was a

very good institution judged by ordinary standards. Finally we came to the con-

clusion that it was a wrong method for us tj try to study the failure of the college

in producing the religious result we wanted. Why are students uninterested? The

right way of approaching
1 the problem is to tackle the faculty itself. We have to

ask ourse>lve if faculty members are interested in religion. Do they take a broad,

active, personal part in the program o religious work and life in that institution,

and then we found that we had got to the sore spot. Members of the faculty com-
fort themselves by saying, "I am a specialist in geology," in botany, or what not

and in the religioiis work of the institution they take no part. It was found out

that the personal living of some faculty members was far from being Christian judged
from personal standards. What better results could we expect from our student

body, if we find that the faculty in our Christian institutions so poorly represent

Christianity? Our first problem is to tackle our faculty,, and ask ourselves, can
we say that every faculty member is actively engaged in some kind of religious

activity, is having a part in the religious life of that institution?

The second problem is: we are anxious for larger attendance at Bible classes

The attendance at chape] service is not as good as we had expected. It has fallen

down. Are these traditional forms of activities desiraLle for the present? Are
there better way?? Can we achieve good results by the use of other than the older

methods? Here is a problem for the expert in religious education.

O. W. Gibb: I believe that the greatest efficiency should characterize our educa-
tional work, and this includes the teaching of Scripture. We should have the best

Christian teachers in all our schools: men who give their best both in the prepara-
tion of their work as well as in imparting knowledge to their pupils. It is sad to
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hear of the lack of success in the teaching of Scripture in our schools. With all

my heart I believe, and I have had a little experience, that if Scripture is taught
interestingly, as it ought to he, pupils will he led to consecrate their lives' to the

service of Christ. I cannnot imagine a Christian school without the systematic
teaching of Scripture.

E. R. Hughes: As I was coming down from tea I saw on a door "The Religious
Education of the Methodist Episcopal Mission." It seemed almost blasphemy.
Unfortunately, it is not a joke. It is deadly serious . The first step for us to take
is to come back to the idea which has been back of our education in China. The
whole of true education is religious. We need to have a very thorough knowledge
of The Great Learning, and I defy anybody to read the doctrine of the Mean with-
out finding it to be a religious book of extraordinary power.

The whole of education has got to be religious, and I think where we have broken
down is the fact that we have always thought that we should try to make religion

hinge on the teaching of little bits of Bible and other little bits of other books.

Now I come to the point here where Dr. Wallace assumes that we are all

agreed on -No. 5, that schools are not run for religious purposes. That is just
where the mission body and educational associations will find that there will be a
vital division. Personally, I agree that the Chinese government is perfectly right
in insisting on that point, because I think that is exactly where mission schools

might not play fair. What are you going to teach Christians? Who are you going
to get for teachers? Don't mind teaching science, but first of all be Christians.

The Chinese government is perfectly warrant ed in insisting that the teacher of sci-

ence has scientific qualification.

Second, when a Christian conies to run a high grade secondary school you will

find if science te taught effectively, biology, chemistry and science, the main ten-

dency at the time will not turn people into the church, the intellectual rationalistic

pull is too strong. Let us be honest. Let us not say we will have cheap science

teachers and put our money on something else. Let's play fair with the govern-
ment. Our science teaching will be judged by its honesty and by the way it can

bring in and link up students and develop the desire to seek the truth. On the
other side, effectiveness comes from personal work. There the Chinese government
makes true appeal to which we ought to agree. But I doubt if we do.

Chen Wei Ping: I am a graduate of a college run by the Methodist Episcopal
Mission. I was also 'in a college in America run by the Methodist Episcopal Mission
and after that at Boston University; that also is Methodist. So I happened to be
hit by one of the last statements.

There is no object for the Church to run schools in China if you don't
allow them to teach religion. I have 110 use for the schools who hire second-rate

men to teach science. If we want to have schools that can compete with the govern-
ment we have to have first-class professors on every line, religion as well as science

In America yoxi have a government school, the state university at Columbus, Ohio,
which has five thousand students, and about an hour or thirty-five minutes from
there on the train you come to Ohio Wesleyan which has thirteen hundred students.

How could a church school compete with a state university? Then you come to the

University of Michigan which has eight thousand students; then there is Albany,
one hour and a half away, and here you have a church school which has little more
than four hundred students.

As far as I can learn the Rhodes scholarships during my two or three years in

America were all won by church school students. Then I have known church school

students to come to Johns Hopkins and enter without taking entrance examina-
tions when students from state universities were compelled to take entrance ex-

aminations, and that speaks pretty good for church schools. I don't see why we
people in China could not run church schools as efficiently as the churches in America.
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Southeastern University has been supported, by the government aud it has ten thou-

sand students, while Ginling College and the University of Nanking ha.ve only five

or six hundred. We may run side by side with each other without any conflict

and I think they are both justified in keeping their existence, but we will run the

smaller institutions and we will build Christian characters and church leaders from
our schools.

Sten Bugge: I was just saying that religious instruction is not merely an emo-
tional appeal two or three times a week. Religious instruction is not an emotional

appeal, but it is instruction in the great facts of the Christian religion. The facts

of the Christian religion, whatever they are, are big things in many ways. When for

instance, I teach English, I am constantly up against Christian ideas which I have
to explain. This is one small indication of the cultural value, of religious instruction.

The emphasis must be put on it as instruction. It is an attempt to give to students

the intellectual framework of Christianity. I have had the privilege of teaching
in schools in Norway where we have somewhat the same situation a,s in China. I

have taught in higher middle schools where religion %vas not an examination subject
but attendance was required. It was a burden to the students and to all the teachers.

When this system was first introduced it was maintained that religious instruction

must be so fine and so attractive that it will of itself draw students. But it has

become a secondary subject. I would rather take religious instruction out, than
make it secondary. An elective subject will tend to be a secondary thing. If you
read through some of the text-books brought out by some of the publishing houses

here and also realize that the philosophy of Peking University and similar views

of life are embodied in the books that are going to be taught to the little children

of China, you will realize that if we are not allowed to have definite Christian in-

struction it will be a very hard task for us to try to implant vital Christian ideals

into the youth of China.

R. J. McMullcn: Several of the questions raised are concerning the relation

of church and school How can mutual interest and helpfulness be developed
between them? A Church will be linked up to that school which has met and/or is

now meeting the educational requirements of its members and their children. On
the other hand a school will he interested in that Church whose members have
graduated from it or whose children it is now training. This means that our schools

can only be really linked up wi th the Church as they provide suitable education for

its consti'uency. As most of our Christians are rural people and nearly all of very
limited income, the bringing of th.3 school fees within the financi al reach of the

church membership must result in greatly reduced school receipts. On the other

hand, as has just been pointed out, our schools can be made permanent only by
being made better. This involves an increased expenditure. How can this finan-

cial problem be solved? Unless it is solved school fees will increase, children of

Christians will have to remain uneducated, our student bodies will have an increas-

ingly large proportion of non-Christian, if not anti-Christian, students and the
Christian spirit and character of our schools will be more and more endangered.
Since Mission Boards, many of which are burdened with debt, cannot make larger

grants to educational work, this problem can only be solved and the school budget
balanced by fewer schools each with a larger subsidy and having as its primary
function the providing of a high standard education suited to the needs of our
Christian constituency. Thus only can the relation of Church and school be as it

should be.

J. R. Mott: This has been a very fascinating hour, and I am very respon-
sive to very nearly everything that has been said. I see that a large synthesis really
takes in everthing we have had in this day. Whatever we have discussed, it is

our pronounced conviction that we must have a thoroughly articulated system of

education in this great land that will not be secondary in quality to whatever may
be shaped by the government. In quality it should ultimately, if not very soon,
transcend what secxilar education at its best can do. We are not in the dark ages.
We have the facts of all the Christian centuries. I have been a .student of church
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history. If you cut out of the life of nations the Christian schools and colleges,

you would cut out the life of the Christian Church. These schools of the prophets I

have in mind are not simply so-sailed divinity schools, but the institutions, some
of them among the most humble, from which have arisen the succession of teachers

of the Christian Church, and from which have come the existence and conquering
power of the Christian Church.

It may interest you to know that a large part of my library is made up of biogra-

phies of great Christians in all walks of life, not simply ministers, but likewise doctors,

educators, lawyers, statesmen, editors. They are from various walks of life, but
all sought to apply within the sphere of their calling the Christian faith, the Chris-

tian spirit and the Christian principle. I have been highly impressed as I have
followed the lives and works of these noble men, placed among the greatest per-
sonalities of the centuries how there entered into the lives of these distinctive

Christians the influence of Christian teachers, not always specialists, as Mr. Hughes
has pointed out. Those teaching subjects entirely apart from religious education,

so taught their subjects, so lived their lives, that they made Christianity attrac-

tive and contagious. My journeys have taken me to universities, to colleges and
a great many high schools in nearly all the nations of the world. I have also the

advantage of revisiting these institutions sufficiently frequently, and then follow-

ing graduates out into the world, to form some conviction as to the secret of the

personalities that have done most to advance the Christian religion. I have no
hesitation in saying that they have been exposed to some of the finest and best equip-

ped Christian personalities in the plastic years of their undergraduate days, even

reaching down to lower schools. From Christian colleges and universities, I would

say even more truly, from Christian schools, has come not only the ancient leader-

ship, the leadership of the earlier centuries, but present day leadership of the ag-

gressive and constructive forces of Christianity. If we would inquire in this room,
every man of xis, every woman, would be obliged to rise up and pay tribute to what
has come into our own lives through some certain institution, and asked to get down
and write of it, we would all cotne to the conclusion that Hie influence, above all

influences, was that of contagious personalities, some of which we migl t properly
call professors of religion, which is"> a most difficult profession, in some respects,

only now being created in the sense of religious education. A professor of religions

especially a professor of the Christian religion, the most difficult of all religions, has

to work Tinder a great handicap. However, we must have them. We have got
to have men with the intellectual faculties, fine modern scientific methods and genuine

religious experience that will help to give that content to the faith and will get those

methods, those habits, those processes into the life of the students that will be rea-

sonable and vital as judged by every test. That is going to make a great demand
upon us. Along with that, we must not overlook the fact that all our modern educa-

tion must be shot through with Christian passion, and must be, therefore, set forth

before the student by those who live the life that is hid with Christ.

I have recently been reading the life of Sir William Osier, the greatest medical

professor of the century. As I read of his life first in Toronto, then at Philadelphia,

then at Johns Hopkins, and finally at Oxford, I was impressed not =o much by his

conversations but by his life in which God found opportunity to communicate Him-
self to the people by this unselfish personality. He illustrated in his thoroughness
and wondrous honesty, in his attractive living of the Christian life, in the use of his

time in the great unselfish cause, the Christ life, and gave God his opportunity to

impress successive generations of medical students.

It is most important to study this deep secret of how great Christians spend
their time, and how to get personalities related to Christian institutions, and make
them not just simply so-called, but pronouncedly Christian institutions, and so

compellingly Christian that they will accomplish these wonderful works. To this

end we must get men who are not so crushed with the burden of developing subjects

as with develpoing Christian men and women. To this end we must get purely

first-class men in relation to the Christian faith.



There is no more critical work for our sohools to face. We need men and women
that discern, whether they resort to Bible clashes or open forum or to sermons we
cannot be superficial at this point. It is a belief of mine that there has been no greater

opportunity than the one we have at the present time. In some way we must
find these persons alities. I cannot but believe that the one who has brought us in

front of these doors has in preparation now the men and women in this and other
lands who, in answer to prayer and the means employed by Christians interces.

sion-^and then seeking to listen to His answer to our intercessions, can be sent

out with a sense of mission, can be called out with a sense of mission to teach what
is imperatively needed and essential.

There is much more that one would say, but I should wih to leave this as tha

deepest single conviction I hold, it is a matter of personalities.

I have recently been related with three executive committees of Christian in-

stitutions of high learning, not only Christian institutions but also those established

by the government, and I am pained to say that this, unless I am mistaken, the
most important part of education, is receiving relatively the least attention, this

matter of finding the personalities, who are not only scientifically thoroughly equip-

ped for their work so that they are not ashamed or we are not ashamed on their be-

half, but who also will have, what is infinitely more important, a genuine religious

experience and a genuine sense of mission.

I have been collecting the books of sermons for schoolboys and students

by the preachers who through the centuries have touched them intellectually, and
aroused spiritual passion such as sermons of Thring, of Edinburgh, President

Dwight of Yale, and people of different nationalities. As I have studied these sermons
as well as biographies, again to me it is made clear that it was the work of contagious

personalities. It is God's own work to qualify his workers. It is a belief of mine
that w must cooperate with Him in the discovering of them in the answer to our
own intercessions.

I would sum up by saying, at all cost, and I use the term advisedly, we must
have a system of Christian education in China that will never be regarded as second
in thepoint of scientific value. Even though it may be very much smaller in quantity,
it will notbe called second. But in the end it must have something that will not be
found in any other source. We must put in the front line of our endeavor, our

prayers, backing them with money and men to include all the Chinese nation, those

men and women who have been prepared and will come from near and far with a
sense of mission, who will be, what I call here in this off-hand statement, contagious

personalities. There is no language for describing personality so pure in heart,
therefore so thoroughgoing in their processes, and so sensitive in their conscious-

ness as is seen in their lives of self-discipline, and so absorbed in the great unselfish

cause to which every person here has given his life, that God finds His opportunity
in him.

I remember having spent a week with Mr. and Mrs. Mateer in the little village

of Tsengchow, where they had a little school of boys. They were able to say not
one of its graduates went out without being a Christian. Among the graduates
were many teachers and preachers all over the country. I remember the longer
we lived in that home the more interested we became to find out what was the secret

Some schools we visited were frankly un-Christian, whereas this was a center ot

unselfishness in the quality of the life, the genuineness and the thoroughness of

the work. They said, "We cannot impress more than sixty or seventy successfully,"
and so through a period of over thirty years not a boy who had come up to raduation.
did not go out a Christian and with a passion to love. Many have been impressed
by some of these teachers. What is the secret? We find it in the life of Dr. Miller,

the splendid missionary; in Japan, Neesima, the missionary in Hokaido; in the
life of Dr. Clark, and others of our own country; in the life of Professor Johnson
of Norway. They looked upon theirs as the most important work, and were
concerned not to develop subjects but to develop men; to raise up le iders who
would stand up after they died and become the pillars of the Christian Church.
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Discussion of Findings

E. H. Cressy: In their relationship to the Church, it is essential that tho schools

be related to the educated membership in the Church, not merely to the rank and
file of the Clmrch as a whole. While we want the Church to have a large control
in our educational institutions that control should he hased on the views of the

educated membership, not the views of the rank and file who may not appreciate
the value of the school and the things that actually make for its best efficiency.

Under 3 (1) What would happen if the terms of recognition were accepted!
a sub-committee representing six colleges considered this a while ago. They are

not at liberty to report until the matter is acted upon by the bodies concerned.

They faced the situation very frankly. One college after another stated that if

they should go ahead and register it would mean crippling the institution financially

and the cutting off of some of the work. This might be necessary, might be a sacri-

fice that we will have to make. For some institutions it will mean the finding
of themselves. Some schools will lie unable to register under the present regula-
tions. They will be put in a very difficult position both with their faculties and
student bodies and with people around them. It will mean the closing of some
smaller ones. The schools that go ahead and register will also be involved in serious

consequences. There is the question whether or not the home constitutenc., will

I.erinit them to do so.

D. E. Hoste: I want to express my appreciation of this report.
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL MEETING

Dr. J. R. Mott:

I had the opportunity yesterday, at the luncheon period, of
meeting with the sub-committee on findings that the Executive Com-
mittee had appointed to consider this matter. In the case, I
understand, of all the other committees on findings, they have had
the advantage of having discussion here in open conference, in a
sort of open forum on the subject with which they were to deal. As
this subject came last there has not been enough opportunity for
such discussion, but, wisely, in order to save time you arranged to
have the committee designated to deal with the subject of the pro-
posed world gathering meet in advance, and I was kindly invited
to sit with them and make a statement.

I shall try to make my statement as brief as possible in order
that we may have the findings which that group has already prepared
as the basis for this morning's discussion. At that time possibly
you may wish to raise certain questions which I do not at this time
anticipate. I shall save the time of the conference by not making
my statement too long.

The World Missionary Conference at Edinburgh met, you will
recall, in the year 1910. It was a truly notable meeting, judged not
only by what took place there but by what it has led to in subsequent
years. It performed only one legislative act; that was the creation
of what they called then a Continuation Committee. That committee
has since been dissolved and has been replaced by what is known now
as the International Missionary Council. Among the duties assigned
to the Continuation Committee at Edinburgh was that of calling, at
some subsequent time, when in its judgment it would be the best

time, another world conference. But that has not been done.

The War intervened. The whole outlook has changed. The
War and other causes made it desirable to disband the Continuation
Committee, which in a sense was a self-appointed body; self-appointed
in that it was established by a conference which was not officially
called by the boards or missions or churches, as I will explain a little

later. There was a growing feeling across the world that in the

place of the Continuation Committee there should "ba some inter-

national body which would be official, which would officially represent
the agencies which had been in cooperation up to that time. That
led to the organization known as the International Missionary Council.

Not long after it was formed, the question was raised repeatedly:
"Should we not now begin to prepare for another World Missionary
Conference?" This question was raised in various parts of the world
by leaders of mission boards, by missionaries on the fields and by
churches rising here and there. It was a subject of special discus-
sion at the meeting of the International Missionary Council at Oxford
where ycu had representatives. The discussion did not lead to a
final conclusion. It led to certain recommendations, and the matter
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was referred largely to the Executive Committee. They pressed in-

quiries in different parts of the world and discovered that there was
a growing conviction in different quarters that the time was near

at hand when it is evidently desirable that there should be a coming
together of recognized leaders of the Christian forces from all parts
of the world to face up to what is" manifestly an entirely new situation.

In the first place, the marvelous changes I use that word ad-

visedly the marvelous changes which have come in almost all parts
of the world since the meeting on the heights of Edinburgh have

justified the leading workers, who have the confidence of large Chris-

tian constituencies of different fields, coming together to interpret cor-

porately the implications, the significance of these changes to the
world-wide movement built around our Lord Jesus Christ.

In the second place, the evolution which has taken place inside the
Christian movement, the fascinating, almost bewildering develop-
ment within organized Christianity and its many adaptations would
justify not only justify but would seem to make it absolutely
essential that those responsible for leadership of the Christian forces
should come together to compare experiences and to review tenden-
cies and to study the demands. I say studying the matter, we dis-

covered this growing conviction.

And then in the third place, quite apart from what I have in-

dicated in those ways, we discovered a desire for fellowship, a desire,
in view of the heavy burdens, in view of the great responsibilities,
in view of the momentous decisions, to get into each other's presence
and have fellowship to interchange in a free and unhurried way
visions and insights and growing convictions, and to share solicitudes

and hopes and to enter into the intimacy of joint intercession. I

cannot in any better way describe it. This has had as much to do
in influencing our Executive Committee to believe this our duty, to

feel our way at least, as the other two causes, either one of which tf

my mind would justify the calling away from their work of the

principal leaders, of those creative minds, responsive spirits and
those charged with heavy responsibilities to count the costs.

Now having gone that far our Committee of the International

Missionary Council as it is called, the Executive Committee, an
ad-interim body of less than twenty said: "Let us go about this
in an entirely different way from the way in which we approached
Edinburgh." You see, Edinburgh was approached in this way. A
few persons in Great Britain, North America and on the Continent
of Europe, a few kindred spirits, thought that the time was at hand
for a World Missionary Conference. On our own initiative, we went
to Oxford and we hid ourselves away in one of the colleges for a
week. While there we decided there should be a World Missionary
Conference, where it should be held, when it should be held, what
should be its scope, the character of personnel, the program. We
were led to decide on the method of having eight commissions to
deal with eight subjects then in prominence, such as, World Evan-
gelism, Christian Education, Christian Literature, the Christian

Church, Leadership, Unity and Cooperation and so on eight great
subjects. Then and there at Oxford we chose the personnel for
all these commissions. We called Mr. Oldham to become Executive
Secretary of the conference and we set up the whole organization.
We devoted then, two years in preparation.
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I have described thus fully the preparation for Edinburgh to

show you what a different plan is now in view. We said: "That is

not the plan for this age. These very changes that have taken place
make the thing out-of-date and unwise. We distrust our own judg-
ment. We are living in a scientific age. We are living at a time
when the whole Christian movement is much more highly -organized.
There are responsible groups in nearly every principal area of the
world which have already begun corporate thinking and fellowship
and prayer and, in a measure, action that were not then in ex-
istence." Use your memory: the German Ausschuss was in existence,
the Committee of Reference and Council in North America was in

existence besides organizations in Scandinavia, Holland and Switzer-

land, the National Christian Councils in Asia, those forming in the
near East and even in the heart of Africa, and the effective organiza-
tion of Latin America.

This was a new situation, so this plan was suggested. Before
deciding finally whether there should be a world meeting, and before,

therefore, considering where it should be held or its scope or reaching
any final decision with reference to personnel, we would take time
to make inquiry, ncft by questionnaires sent through the post, but
by a more important approach, in the sense that it would give more
adequate opportunity for expression. I was asked if I would not

rearrange my work, as the Chairman of the International Missionary
Council, and visit as many of the fields as possible, which I had
not visited in recent months. I had already covered Northern Africa,
Western Asia and Southeastern Europe. With the help of Dr.
Warnshuis and Mr. Oldham, I had visited practically every European
country or mission field. The request was: would I not arrange to

get in contact with the fields around the Pacific Basin? I was able
to arrange my work and am now on the journey. I have met these
last days with groups of the Christian leaders in Japan and Korea
and now with yourselves, and in these next weeks am to meet with
groups in the Philippines, the Strait Settlements, the Dutch Indies,
Australia and New Zealand.

We are making special arrangements with reference to India,
and Mr. Oldham will go to certain parts of Africa which I have not
touched South Africa and East Africa.

Next July, we propose to have in Sweden a twelve day meeting
of the Committee of the International Missionary Council to review
the findings and suggestions and all the ideas that we may gather
from these different sources, and then to come to a final decision.
We have decided that we must have with us at that time a Chinese
Christian leader, an Indian Christian leader, a Japanese Christian
leader and one from Latin America. Action has been taken that one
shall be invited from each of these areas to meet with this small
group of the Executive Committee, during whose sessions final
decisions will be made in regard to the proposed meeting.

Now Dr. Yui suggests that I indicate how China may help. I
think in no better way than in discussing as fully as you may wish
all the findings that your committee that met yesterday have pre-
pared and which Mr. Lobenstine has just placed here on the table. If
these will be circulated and Dr. Yui will arrange for someone to
present this report, we can have a brief opportunity for discussion
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under each of the findings brought in. You may have questions to
ask at each stage which I have not anticipated.

It has been the judgment of the Committee of the International
Missionary Council that what is needed is not so much another
World Missionary Conference, like the one at Edinburgh where there
were 1200 delegates from all nations, that was largely, what may be
called, a "sending countries' "

conference. That is not the need now
so much as a much smaller gathering that will much more facilitate .

intimate interchange of experience and convictions and will stay in
session longer and will, therefore, be able to do corporate thinking
much better than a large gathering. Different sizes have been sug-
gested. The smallest that anybody has suggested is double the size
of the International Missionary Council. The International Missionary
Council numbers eighty persons. The largest number suggested Is
four hundred. You will find it very difficult to make the conference
thoroughly representative with a number as small as one hundred
and sixty. Obviously we cannot make it represent every agency in

every country. Representation will have to be on a different prin-
ciple. That is generally recognized.

Now if it is not to be a large world conference the question
arises as to the plan. It has seemed to us to be much more simple
if it were made what might be called an enlarged meeting of the
International Missionary Council, enlarged with reference to having
adequate representation from the various churches rising all over the
world and the various national Christian movements like your Council.
The reason for this is that the International Missionary Council is

already in existence, is already an established institution. By this

method, we do not lose time. The Council can begin to function and
take on the responsibility for assembling this body. If we wait to

set up another organization that would be officially accepted in the
countries that have been represented the fear is that we would lose

so much time that we might miss one of the great advantages of the
occasion Therefore it is much better to call it an enlarged meeting
of the Council and to make it not an official body but to expand it

and make it a fully representative conference. I mention this to

explain why this phrase, "enlarged meeting of the International

Missionary Council," appears in the report 'f the findh-^s' commit-
tee.

Mr. Chairman, I shall not speak more at length.

Discussion of Findings
J?. 75. Chandler: Mr. Chairman, I feel presumptuous to make a request. And

yet since learning
1 of the proposed plan the question will not leave me and I should

like to ask a question which Dr. Mott may answer for us to our fuller understanding,

In the preamble it s 'ys that "It is our conviction that the younger as well as the

more established churches in the world should be brought together to face in common
the new situation confronting Christendom today and to seek to know anew the

mind and will of our Lord in the task committed to His disciples, and we believe

that the proposed gathering will provide the opportunity for such an undertaking."
In the findings as proposed it does not say missionary anywhere. That is the point
on which 1 wish to sneak.

My question is relating to the continuing status of the work of the Interna-

tional Missionary Council as such, and to the possible framing and preparation at

this proposed meeting, which may be quite well an enlarged meeting of that Council
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The sending countries are spoken of and. the receivng countries, and yet perhaps

it might help us to put it more concretely. For instance, many of us find it difficult

to sine that old hymn of Bishop Heber's "Greenlood's Icy Mountains", parts of

\vhioh are vital and clear and true for us and yet whose phrasing at certain parts

arouse* irritation and antagonism, because of the attitude expressed of these

sending countries to the receiving countries. In East and West tbfs hymn is

published again and again these days.
-

_

Now on what basis will the churches, we think especially of India and Japan
and China, have a share in the continuing work of the International Missionary

Council regardless, for one thing, of such an enlarged meeting as this and alo
of any such meeting when held? Is it a conference of the churches and organiza-

tions which aie operating missionary work with the victims of missionary work?

I use the word "victims" because it is in the sense which we have too much thought
of it. We missionaries, and mission s cretarifs at home, and church members
(through the influence of missionaries at home), have thought of it like that. And
certainly there have been expressions from Christians of these countries of such a

feeling. I sometimes have the expectation, and very often have a hope, that even
the good word missionary may pass away, that the whole thing may be a shar-

ing back and forth. To be sure, in the present situation the sending countries are

doing the sending, having certain resources which do not exist elsewhere, but there

are resources in other countries which are coming back. But the only one to send
us is our Lord. His task is not only missionary commission in the narrow sense.

I therefore ask, is that provision in the International Missionary Council, in

its work and in this proposed larger meeting for membership and participation,

on equal and dignified terms with representatives of the East?

J. I?. Moil: I am glad Mr. Chandler asked this question. I can assure him
unqualifiedly in the affirmative in his very large question. There are four comments
I wish to make.

TMs coming proposed meeting ia to be radically di~erent from Edinburgh in

this important respect to say nothing rega ding others. Edinburgh was mcide

up entirely from the point of view of the sending countries. That this was so was
almost an accident. It was not by design and plan. We had a few representa-
tives of these great rising churches great not always in size but great in their full

vitality and significance. We had Bishop .Azariah of the ndian Christian Church,
Yun Chi-Ho of the Korean Church, and Cheng Ching-yi* the seven memorable points
of whose speech are known all over the woild because they were so prophetic and
significant. Yet we had only six or seven nationals of the mission fields out
of 1100 or 1200 delegates. Just think of it. This coining meeting will be the op-

posite of that, if I represent at all the mind of those who have expressed themselves.
So far as possible, with the present plan of organization, I can answer unqualifiedly
in the affirmative Mr. Chandler's question.

Secondly, what do I. mean by the phrase "so far as possible with the present
plan of organization?

" The International Missionary Council was established be-

fore you had in China, India and Japan National Christian Councils. It was organiz-
ed on the plan of work as it then existed." It is hoped by some of us that one of the

outcomes of another meeting of this kind will be the complete recasting of the In-

ternational Missionary Council and the replacing of it by some organization that
would be representative, officially and actually. If, however, we announce that
as the purpose, we defeat ore of the objectives of this gathering. We want te

get into each other's presence and find out what we want that is the objective
of this gathering. It is not to prejudice the case and come together and effect such
an organization that is not v hat we have been asked to do. It may be my hope
in .this matter. I would be insincere if I did not share my personal hope and con-
viction.

Thirdly, I doubt whether we will call this a missionary conference. I wish
we could spend some tune discussing here this morning whether "Missionary Con-
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ference" is a suitable term. If it were called that it -would be in the sense that

every man regards himself as a missionary no matter where he is in the world. My
use of the word "sending" countries is to include every country where there are

genuine Christians. I think there is no one Christian who docs not want to share

the love of Christ. No Christian would be at rest as long as there are men not brought
under His sway. In that sers? I do not think I would object to "missionary con-

ference." In the published recommendations, if we can devise a phrase that will

meet the point Mr. Chandler has in view pending: the acceptance of the word "mis-

sionary" as the common word then I would not bave any objection. I am as keen
as he is to get a word that will make everybody feel at home in that gathering. My
hope is that it will be given a designation that will meet your point.

The committee has a phrase which I like very much, that the meeting "be held

at the birthplace of. our Common Religion."

In order to meet my comment on "sending countries" I ought to call your
attention to the fact that there is coming a gathering, as you probably know, of the

Conference on Faith and Order which has been in preparation now for over fifteen

years, and which is to be held in Switzerland in two years. We want to avoid trench-

ing on the function of that gathering. Gea^rally speaking this meeting which
we are considering will not be dealing with technical questions of the creeds and
form? of clrarch organization. We may inevitably get into some of the practical

aspects of these matters but their consideration will be no design of this gathering.
We are not trenching on the field of the Conference on Faith and Order. On that

you may be reassured absolutely.

I). E. Hoale: Question number one aska what are the things desirable for

"a gatheiing of Chris' ian leaders from all parts of the world". In the findings it

says, "the younger as well as the more established churches in the world should

be brought together". In my mind there is a difference th re. The latter would
be a large ecclesiastical gathering and is a very far-reaching and very big proposal,
of a different character from just bringing together Christian leaders drawn from
all parts of the world, without denominational connection.

J. R. Moft: We may say "lead rs drawn from the various yotmger as well

as the more established churches". I did not have anything to do with this langu-

age. You will notice in my comments I refer to leaders of Christian' forces. It

is the leaders who are trying to get part of this ecclesiastiacal Christianity organized.

F. Kmdinson: What I have to say may be of interest to a gathering of this

kind. It seems to me to have a very prominent place in the plans for this next

international Christian conference.

In view of the fact that the last conference was so well dominated by representa-

tives of the sending countries or countries of the West, it seems to me that the con-

ference ought to go on the other side and insure full representation to the receiving

countries, and be so organized that the Christians in those countries to which Chris-

tianity has been carried may have a full chance to say how they think Christian

work in the future should be carried on in their lands. That seems to me to push
the matter a little further and to involve the question as to whether or not in this

conference the majority of the members should be from oriental countries or the

Near East, or whatever the term may be.

Looking at the world situation as far as one is able to from the viewpoint of

China and recalling the great Washington Conference in 1924, I have found this

conviction growing in my mind, that whatever the ultimate future may have in

store for the Christian world move ent, one thing is absolutely necessary in the

immediate future and that is that the psychology and desire of Oriental Christian

groups shall be worked into the psychology and lives of Anglo-Saxon Christian groups,

That is why I think a conference like this ought to give somewhat more than per-

functory attention to the question, "How do the various countries think the work
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that is being done in them should be carried on?" The commissions that are_ap-
pointed should also give serious consideration to that question.

I am not talking from the viewpoint of distinguishing between Oriental and
Anglo-Saxon. I am talking from the viewpoint of trying to discover in the most
adequate way what is the mind of the Oriental Christian as to the problem of the
future Christianization of the world. It seems to me that those commissions should
ia most cases have topics which shall belong to the work in Oriental fields. And
probably most of the commissions should be headed up by Orientals with the view
of discovering and studying the psychology and mind of those among whom, and
indeed by whom, most of the work in the future will have to be done.

D. E. Haste: Please pardon my rising again. There is another phrase in these

findings which presents some difficulty to me. That is, "face in common the new
situation confronting Christendom today." The usual meaning of Christendom
is. Europe and America, North and South, as contrasted with the nations which
are non-Christian. It would seem better to say "confronting the servants of Christ"
or something like that.

E. W. Wallace: Would it not be better to say "them?" This would mean
the new churches and old churches.

Sten Bugge: We could use the word "Christianity."

J. T, Proctor: It seems to me that we might have a consensus of opinion and

a rather strong conviction in favor of both of the two kinds of world conferences,
one the kind tbat has been outlined here and one the kind I understand Dr. Raw-
linson has urged in his suggestion.

As was indicated, at the time of the organization of the International Mission

ary Council, there were no National Christian Councils to cover the world move-
ment. One of the results of that Conference has been these National Councils. We
are reaping the results already since we have National Council? in most of thes-

countries. And again, Dr. Mott has intimated that there may be a call for some
reorganization of the International Missionary Council.

,
Now as to the kind of con-

ference we should hold, it seems to me we must consider the interest of these various

organizations which are dovetailing into each other and form an inter-organization

which is certain to make progress more rapidly than can be conceived in any other

way.

In the meeting of the China Conference here three years ago, I remember we
felt fairly strongly at that time that that should be primarily a conference for the

leadership located here in China. We did invite the mission boards of the variou-

seuding countries to send representatives but were not very free in our invitation

to them to take full part in the conference. We wanted them here to have the frees

dom of the floor. But rightly or wrongly, we thought at the time that this was the

occasion when leadership should be given to representatives on the field. I wish

Dr. Mott could help us to visualize a little more clearly those of us who have our

minds so concentrated on Oriental problems to visualize a little more clearly the

contribution which he conceives the International Missionary Council has to render

in helping the churches in the sending countries to follow more understandingly
some of these marvelous developments in the Orient and on the field. Unless the

churches in the sending countries do follow there is going to be some very difficult

questions raised in the future.

What is the function of the International Missionary Council in helping the

countries at home to visualize what is going on as the results of the work here in

these oriental countries and how much do we as Councils here in these countries

owe it to the International Missionary Council to give them a helping hand, a life

now and then in helping to solve what is their problem, because they have problems
as well as we.
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Three years ago we thought we wanted to ha.ve a conference of our own, and
so to speak, wanted them to sit in. Has not the time come when there should bo

primarily a conference of the sending countries in which we sit in and make such
contributions as we can ia that capacity? It seems to me we can spend the time
in no better way, because most o us have. o\ir thought entirely riveted on questions
out here. Dr. Mott has visualized the problem as it exists at home. After such
a conference sometime in the future I have an idea we will want the kind of a con-

ference that Dr. Rawlinson has been talking about in which leadership from tho

oriental churches as well as western churches will come together on a world situa-

tion. Is this next World Conference to be primarily a n-eans of orienting the We t,

getting the West to visualize and understand what is going on in the orient and we
helping them to do it or perhaps is it that larger conference that wo want later when
we all come together not primarily on Western problems or oriental problems but
on world problems?

J. R. Mrtfi: The day cannot come too soon for me when we can all come to-

gether from all over the world-wide Kingdom of Christ, without reference to geography
or without reference to organization, when we can come together for what I call

fellowship. Now pending the day when \ve can coma together in that way and
to my mi d that would be supremely advantageous to the Christians of a country
like this I can conceive of no greater opportunity that can come to the Christian

leaders of China than for them to have the opportunity to bring vividly before the

responsible leaders of the missionary organizations of what we have been calling

the so-called "sending countries" your mind and eonvictlono. I do not think wo
ought to announce it as the means, as Dr. Proctor has said, to "re-orient the mission-

ary forces of the West". That might defeat our object. That this will bo an out-

standing result of the conference I have no qxiestion whatever. I am a great be-

liever that the by-products of our acts of unselfishness are greater than the things
we set out to do. Immeasurably greater than some of the objects of a mooting
like this are the results which take place when those prcsant supply "creative condi-

tions."

Some one talks of "creative hours with God", hours when God, as it were, finds

His opportunity. It never fails to move me with awe that there are human condi-

tions for divine work. One of the principal human conditions is that there shall

be the right atmosphere, the belief that He will work. It is a venture of faith, that

gathered in His name we do not gather in vain. That is one of the human condi-

tions. Another one that never fails to move me with awe is that it seems to bo

necessary that Christians get into each other's presence. We must find another
method. I have spent more time trying to prevent conferences than in trying to

help them on. We are over organized in this world. Yet in my study of the Chris-

tian religion, in its expansion, I have found no other way save that you have got
to get together in each other's presence to accomplish the largest work for the

Kingdom. So it is a belief of mine that if the right poeple have been assembled,
even if they did not have a program fixed, if they did not have an announced

object, it is inconceivable that they should have fellowship together during several

days without reaching results that would prove highly creative.

As I understand it Dr. Proctor's suggestion is eminently practicable. It is

the ideal thing, to wait ntil we get organizations all over the world that are ar-

ticulating on a basis which should be quite different from the constitution of the

present International Missionary Council. The advantage of taking the Council

as it is. is that we can get together, get into each other's presence, and this process
can begin that will be highly creative.

To be more specific he asks "What will result from the conference?" He spoke
of "re-orienting the West." If we are going to get the right kind of workers from
Western countries, if we are going to get thj financial cooperation of the West, above

all, if we are going to get the contribution of ideas from the East back to the West,
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if we are going to get the spiritual forces liberated, it seems to me highly important
that wo do what Dr. Proctor has in mind of re-orienting those in responsible posi-

tions in regard to the present situation.

D. E. JJoste: May I ask if any other place has been mentioned besides Jeru-

salem.

J. R. Mott: The only place that has been mentioned thus far is Jerusalem.

I doubt if any other place will be mentioned. I felt it my duty to report to the

committee this fact that Jerusalem has been mentioned. Others, without men-
tioning any specific place, have said, "Why not meet in Europe orAmerica, because

they are the centers of Christianity on each continent, and so much of the work
of Christianity has started from there?" On the other hand, I have heard very

strong expressions that this meeting he held outside of the so-called "sending areas",
and be held on what they call the mission field, where Christianity is not yet est-

ablished. So it happens Jerusalem meets both of tbese req\iiremonts. I am sorry
to say ifc is emphatically a non-Christian area. It is one of the strongest citadels

of Mohammedanism today. If I remember accurately, seven-eighths of the popu-
lation of the immediate area is Moslem. Of the remaining eighth a large major-

ity is Jewish and we have a sprinkling of almost every kind of Christian under
heaven there. It is> far from being a Christian place in these present days. Some
of the tragedies of our Faith are in evidence there. Therefore, you meet the situa-

tion of being outside of the sending countries, sadly be it said. Some one pointed
out that it was almost at the convergence of three continents, Asia, Africa, and
Europe.

I was arrested by this sentence of Dr. Tsu, "That the proposed international

meeting be held at the birthplace of our Common Religion, Jerusalem", where all

the churches have got equal claim whether young or old, Eost or West. There
is no better rLce than wheie our Lord established our religion and where he died,

and rose again. There is less dispute and more atmosphere when meeting in the

right place.

There are hotels in the city of Jerusalem, but the workers among Moslems met
under the olive trees of the Mount of Olives.

Sten Bugge: Can we have such a large meeting as 400 or 500 there? Are there

accommodations for so many?
J. R. Mott: The meeting of workers among Moslems numbered over 100.

We lived in touts. Even the people resident in Jerusalem left their homes in Jeru-

salem and lived out there. We had our meals in common in the Russian convent.

The Greek Orthodox Church placed their church at the disposal of this gathering.
It was right on the .Mount of Olives.

I see no reason, if we want to incur the expense, why 300 could not camp under
the olive trees there as well as 100. It is just a matter of a little extra expense.
I think it would be justified rather than living in the hotels. Of course, theie is

ample accomodation in the city of Jerusalem to hold a gathering that numbered
1000. But I think we womd want to get out of the city.

E. W. Hurt: The general opiuion would be that Jenisalem is the ideal place
for such a conference. In speaking of the friendly attitude of the Russian Church,
is this conference to include any other Christian churches than Protestant? In
the Edinburgh Conference there was no attempt to get in other churches.

J. B. Mott: The question has not yet come up. In Japan, the N. C. C. before

my arrival had invited Archbishop Serge of the Russian Church to their meeting.
He was a member of the conference throughout. His is an evangelistic body. But
this question has not come up T-efore the International Missionary Council. I as-
sume it would be more of a Protestant gatheiing since the Council itself is a body
which represents the Protestant mission forces of the world.

S. M. Freden: I suggest that the word "romantic" be changed to "religious
I don't think it is necessary_to give any special reasons for this suggestion, as I
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am sure that we all feel that the word "religious" is more suitable in. thi?connec-
tion than the word "romantic".

T). E. Hoste: Please pardon what may be the aiidacity of this suggestion,
Dr. Mott told us that this conference is to be composed of a number of workers or

leaders added to the International Missionary Council. I confess I have been wonder-
ing whether it might not be improved to get some subtraction from it as well, and
substitute another element. I yield to nobody in respect for the home officials

of missionary societies. And of course in a gathering like this their viewpoint,
greater experience nnd administrative ability should be largely represented, but

frankly, I am inclined to think the conference would be more valuable, if it were
more representative and some men of high standing and Christian character outside
of the official missionary circle, took the place of a part of the International Council

J. R. Mutt: I think I ought to set Dr. Hoste's mind at ease. The Interna-
tional Missionary Council is not a very formidable body at all,. There are only 14

from Great Britain and Ireland, which think of themselves as two countries, and
their group include some distinguished laymen. The North American group is

20 and includes two nations, Canada and the United States. Some of the most dis-

tinguished laymen of North America are in that group. There is the Hon. N. W.
"Rowell. than whom Canada has no more influential layman. Nor have the United
States a more important layman than Mr. James M. Speers, President of the

Laymen's Missionary Movement. There are others that I could name. Australia
has only two representatives; New Zealand, only one; South America, only two;
all Germany, only six; all France, only four; the Netherlands, two; Sweden, two;

Norway, two; Denmark, two; Finland, one; Belgium, one; and the three Councils

of China, Japan and India, only three each. We arc allowed to get ten others from
he areas not organized, Africa and the Nair East.

I find m self keenly responsive to what Dr. Hoste says, and in this I represent
the International Missionary Council, in his desire to introduce the lay element.

A greatly enlarged meeting may make it poss ble to weave in just such elements
as the lay element, not only for their own sake but for the unique contribution they
could make. It may be possible to bring them in to this preparatory work. I

would say we are already in in part of this preparatory work.

This is only a partial list of the laymen who will be on the group to meet.
Mrs. Thurston: May I ask whether in the list of topics suggested here the

pressing problems that are facing Christianity the problems that are within Chris-

tianity itself will be considered; I mean such questions as the Christian way of

life, and the applying to the organization of social life within countries, nominally
Christian, the principles of Jesus. "Will the program include questions not en our

program here, the kind of questions that came up at Indianapolis, dealing with

problems which are making some of the real difficulties for us in China.

J. JR. Mott: That is precisely the kind of question I wanted you to bring up.
I am not telling you what has been sai/1 in America, Japan or Germany or Korea,
so that you may tell, on your own initiative, what are the things which are pressing
on you. You must state your questions. Those problems you have been discuss-

ing the last two or three days are precisely among the kind of questions you have.

I should like to hear from you as to other matters that you would like to have con-

disidered from the point of view of China, in a world setting.

To answer Mrs. Thurston specifically, I would suggest that that suggestion
has already come from three or four quarters, namely that one aim of the conference

should be to register racial contacts, and Jesus' way of life as it bears on the impact
of certain nations on others.

R. E. Chandler: In that connection I would suggest the Stockholm Conference

on Christianity and Life, Social Application, is one of the most interesting meetings
I have ever read of anywhere. It took in the whole sweep, not faith and order,

but consummation of what was gained there by those who attended. It included

problems of which we have been talking.
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Miss'WarA: Perhaps it is unnecessary to make the suggestion that a body

of women be represented both in the preparation and the delegation.

F. Rawlinson: May I ask as to whether there is any proposition as to how
the delegates are to be chosen? It does not indicate it here.

David ^Yui: I suppose the Findings Committee thought that it would not

take the time of this conference, as we have many reports to discuss, to decide on

any method of seleotin ; the delegates at this time.

T. Y. Chang: Will it not be helpful to get ideas from this gathering as to how

these men are to be chosen; if not, the work will devolve on the N. C. C. probably

and there will be some askings.

E. W. Walla e: What was the basis of the suggestion that fifteen be the number
of delegates from China?

F. F. Tsu: We did not want to have China swamp the meeting. We felt

that fifteen was rather a small number for China to ask, but then wo thought of

the need of the sending countries, and the educational influence that this conference

could have on those great bodies of Christians in America, Great Britain and other

countries whose interest and support are back of the missionary movement. We
thought they might like to have adequate representation as well as we. So we

asked for a minimum of fifteen with the hope of the number being increased to twenty

or twenty-five.

E. W. Wallace: I heartily support the suggestion that at least half of the

membership should come from the receiving countries, I rather think it should be

a majority. In that case I think fifteen is a small representation from one of the

largest,if not the largest, of the receiving countries, from the standpoint of the work

carried on.

F. Rawlinson: It seems to me that in selecting representatives for this meet-

ing we shou d not keep uppermost in mind the economic aspects of the work, and

pay little or no attention to what particular Christian group sends out the most

missionaries. I am inclined to think also that we should not keep in mind the num-
erical strength of a Christian group b .-t should go at it from the viewpoint ol th3

problem concerned. I support the suggestion that this is too small a number to discuss

the tremendous and important problems that this Christian Conference has to con-

sider.

E. W. Burt: I feel that they should all be Chinese Chinese not foreigners

whether fifteen or twenty-five or thirty. Let them all be Chinese from the Chinese

Church. The West will be represented by t: ose from America and England and

Germany. Decidedly the foreign missionaries should step aside and let the Chinese

from the Chinese Church go. The number does not matter, but the Lind of people
who go should be Chinese, and the same from India. Let them be orientals.

J. T. Proctor: I seem to differ from our good friend Mr. Burt. If you remember
at all some of the remarks I have already made in this conference, my attention

is more or less focussed on that problem of getting such harmonious relationships

between the representatives of the Mission Boards and of the churches as to get
the very best results. I have not come to the point where I believe that the re-

presentatives of the missions have no further positive contribution remaining. I

do not wish to be understood in that light.

On the other hand I do sense more than I did fifteen or twenty years ago that

one of the problems is for the representatives of the West to devise means of secur-

ing a pretty free hand for the Chinese churches to develop. Unless they do that
I can forec st certain handicaps being put upon further assistance from the West.
serious handicaps. A friend who can help to ward off those handicaps is * friend

in need.

I am not at all sure, if we are thinki g of the work which is now carried on away
from tho port cities and in the interior of China, but that the reaction of the Lfteen
or more Chinese representatives should be the reaction of the mission boay as well
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in order that the Church may secure that. freedom of action and fellowship in co-

operation which I forecast will be very essential in our work in the next decade.

D. E. Hosts: In the selection of these delegates Chinese delegates fifteen

or whatever the number it is, rray I ask that tv-ey be drawn from the wi 'est area

possible in this country. Of course, they must know English and that condition

necessarily limits it. I am sure the Chinese gentlemen here will agree with me as

to the importance of tv at. We do not want to duplicate the same point of view,
the same sort of experience in our delegates.

Y. Y. Tsu: I want to say a word in support of Dr. Proctor. It is not mere
courte-y that prompts me to say this. I think it wonl l be a very sad thing for us
not to have missionary representation in the Chiness delegation going to this con-

ference. OUT missionary friends have back of them the experience of years and
generations of the work in China. And after all, whatever the Chinese delegates
can do, we must work together, tv e Western members and the Chinese. So whether
or not we limit the number to fifteen for China, I vvc-uld like to see these places

opened for representatives of missionary bodies from China.

T. Y. Chang: "That the National Chris' ian Council be entrusted with the

task of making preparation for the participation of China in the proposed interna-

tional meeting, and that every church in the country be invited to share in the ex-

penses involved in China's participation." Let r.s put ourselves in the place of

the varimis churches and read the paragraph. What will be the reac-

tion? Jf the National Christian Council, in the real sense of the word, organically

represented every church in Chma then there is good ground for tho proposal. As
it is, the position of the N. C C. is somewhat like that of the C. C. C. , maybe a little

better, and 1 see difficulties there unless we say that the N. C. C. be entrusted with
the rask of making preparation for the participation of China "in consultation

or cooperation with the churches." I think it is one sided.

Mrs. Tturfton: Is there any estimate of what the total cost of this meeting
will be, and are there such marginal funds in sight as to guard against, the personnel
of the. group being determined somewhat by the people who can pay their own ex-

penses? 1 happen to know that in some conferences which have been held, recently,

people have gone who \vere able to pay their own expenses. The place of delegate
has been open to them and in that way the character of the conference has been
to some extent determined. This has affected the representation of certain groups
at these conferences. I wonder how this can be guarded against?

J. 7?. Mntt: I think that ought to be guarded against at all copts in all fields.

There is a real danger there. We must not work on the line of least resistance, b\it

make it a matter of much thought and earnest prayer. A tremendous weight will

rest on that fifteen or twenty from China. Every one must be so clearly designated
that there will be no question. Therefore you ought to find out who should go,
who should be the alternates and then ascertain how nrach money is required.

There is a central fund to facilitate the work of the commission?. A great deal
of expense will Le involved in this, in the interchange of information among all

nations that participate and in other ways. It is truly a vast undertaking.. This
central fund is for that purpose, and may be counted on to a limited extent to help
to supplement or equalise, as it were, the expenses of some who come from the utter-

most limits of the world.

But 1 like the tone of this finding that you call upon the whole church to par-

ticipate. That is a tremendous advantage. It rivets their attention upon this

matter and makes the delegates who go forth not nlone. What is more important,
it creates expectations because the greatest result will be what follow? the meet-
ing: when the deputation comes home and the en -and women go out to their

districts and hold retreats and institutes. Their vision will lead the Christian
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Church into closer fellowship with Christ. We may then expect big results to

begin to appear. Tt is of greatest importance to have the best persons no matter

what it costs, so that it is within economical limits, even if it involves bavins: to

raise a fund to pay th expenses of everybody. The delegation might include here

and there a./person who may be able to bear part of his expenses.

As to the particular group of Christians, you must find out first who are the

best persons to represent the Christian Movement in China, and second, on their

return to be of maximum helpfulness.

I). E. Hoste: What language will be used at the conference? I rather rashly

took it for granted that English would be used. But perhaps Hebrew would be

better, or to have two languages.

Sten Bugae: Is there anything about the time of this conference?

J. R. Mott: In the discussions of it the year 1927 was suggested in the

autumn, sometime around October. But the decision to have this preparation
will delay everything at least a year. I doubt personally whether it can be com-

pleted in two years following the meeting in Sweden next. July. On the whole I

think it will be possible to do the work in two years following that, so that the con-

ference might come eaily in the spring or autumn of 1928.

.Mrs. Thurston: I am still unconvinced on the preamble. I do not feel quite
sure that it ought to be made so positive as "the judgment of this conference that

the time has arrived for the boiling of an international meeting." I am not sure

at all that the time T,as come for this particular kind of meetiag. Are we planning

soiuething: better than Washington? I was at Washington, but I do not feel that

the Washington Conferenco was worth doing.

E. I?. TfirgJics: I put this in the form of a question to Dr. M~tt. Does his ex-

perience of the international groups which have met in the Student Movement
lead him to suppose that when a few hundred people got together and sit down and
start talking, people with differences of ecclesiastical tradition, of different racial

prejudices and at the same time that extraordinary cleavage which we get betwe n
youth and age, the two points of view is it his experience during the last few years
with questions of international peace, questions which get people on the raw and
questions which concern a man's Christian philosophy and theology, docs his

experience in the Federation of the WorM Christian Student Movement lead him
to suppose that when they really get down in the room for a Hmit.oJ number of days,
with a limited amount of time and physical energy as well as spiritual energy and
mental alertness, does he think during those few days they can clarify the different

points brought up by the commission, and grasp what ought to be grasped?

Every person has his limitations. I suppose even Dr. Mott has his limitations.

I think in tho line of Mrs. Thurston, also if people did get to work might it

not be rather a case of a keg of gun-powder and a match? They are both very
insignificant things, but the results may be of consequence. But as the old woman
said ab*ut sickness, "If the worse comes to the worse we are iu the hands of God."
This is a psychological question realty.

J. 7?. Mott: I am conscious of my limitations. I was going to say to Mrs.

Thurston, let her for ever forget that this is to be anything like the Washington
Conference. It is not in the same category in any sense.

To answer what Mr. Hughes has just said. I think everything depends on
what is done between now and tho time that the gathering meots. If there
is the right preparation I fancy it will be one of the most creative occasions in tho
annals of our religion. I cannot imagine a time when there has been so nrach press-

ing on the brain and consciousness and heart of those who are concerned in the

carrying out of God's will. I cannot imagine the time coming in the future, cannot
imagine objects calling so insistently for world-wide corporate thinking and in-

tercession. 1 sometimes wonder whether we are worthy, whether we are going
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to be able to qualify when we are called upon to deal with the situation. I am quite
clear that we cannot do it in water-tight compartments, i I learn as I travel
all over the world that we are still in water-tight compartments. We are an
awfully intense body of people; we are awfully absorbed; we are out of touch with
others and, therefore, lack that resultant unity that would triumph all over the field.

We are losing out now because of lack of spiritual solidarity. It is not a matter
of chance or drift. In order to have spiritual solidarity we must have sacrificial

giving and preparation. Some doubt the necessity or justification of taking the
time of busy and important people from other work to make the necessary pre-
paration . They have not been able to see what is involved.

To answer Mr. Hughes: I have been fairly expert in sensing the interna-
tional situation as the result of nearly forty years of travel. Notwithstanding that

background, I did not understand the present situation in Japan. Yet I had a
great number of points of contact. The same can be said about Korea, and em-
phatically about China light now. If that is true of myself after many visits and
after exceptional opportunities of contact with reference to these fields, may there
not be tremendous possibilities in getting in one room, or better, one olive grove
a sufficient number of people simultaneously to share each other's vision at a time
like this; to share each other's convictions and to know what prevent? their trium-

phant unity; to realize the sense of need of one another that comes in that way?
It would give me infinite relief as an individual if at the time of meeting in Sweden
it should come apparent that this is not the thing to do, as it would, I think, to others
with whom I am associated, because we want to be very sure that we have not assum-
ed to settle the thing ourselves in any sense.

You ask me what is the drift that I find as I go on my way. I am finding as

I said this morning, a world-wide consciousness that we have got to get into each
other's presence, and that as soon as possible.

But now, I come back to the answer I started to make, namely, that every-
thing hinges on the preparation. We hope this conference will be different, some-

thing better than anything we have had before. The Edinburgh plan of eight in-

ternational commissions will not do. As a matter of fact those international bodies

could not meet. Another plan that has been tried is to have a commission iu each

country, in certain countries dealing with common problems, and having: their

leaders alone meet. This will not do either. The plan of employing some of the
finest experts in the world and engaging their whole time from six to eighteen to

twenty-four months, will not do.

1 have come more and more to believe in the following plan. Some commissions
are essential pome of these should be international, others federated to spend
sections of time in eaoh country and meet long enough at Jerusalem to blend some-
what their thinking. In addition, in dealing with certain subjects leading thinkers

should be set free, taken away from other things and allocated to constructive

research work so that we shall not have any confusion as to what the facts are, and
having them in proper shape for use.

I hope the Executive Committee will be able to set apart a good piece of time
for the consideration of the question? raised here together. I want them to feel free

not only to discuss the decisions we have come to but to make supplementary sug-

gestions. I hope everybody here on reflection, as thoughts come to you bearing
on what we did this morning, will kindly write me or any member of the Execu-
tive Committee of the International Missionary Council; but I am suggesting my
own name since I am here in the East. Kindly write' me somewhat fully your con-

structive thought. I am reminded of Edinburgh. Two or three people hid away
and did some thinking and praying and then put on paper the results of what came
to them after thought and prayei and that at the moment was very influential.

The object of my coming among you is not to announce conclusions, but to

sit at your feet. I have found it very difficult to keep quiet and not to tell what
I heard in Japan and Korea and Berlin. I am anxious to get the initiative

of each country and I am beginning to have a new evidence of Christianity.
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Let me make plain %vhat I mean. The spirit of God works in divers

places and in divers manners. It is something highly impressive to me when
I see something coming out when I know there has been no collusion whatever.
I know you do not not know what Japan said, nor what was said in

Paris or in England. It is becoming very impressive to me. I cannot account
for it in any other way save that the Holy Spirit is brooding over His family in the

world, in a moment like this, when our minds, our hearts, are being led intq common
conclusions, common visions, even without getting into each other's presence af

all. Men are getting a fresh present day evidence of the reality of the living Christ.

This evidence is breaking out among ITis children in widely separated places and
areas, in different races and nations.

The differences are not as great as we think. Wo shall be in contact with some-

thing very fundamental and very basic and very precious and real, on the slopes

of the Mount of Olives. "He went as was his custom to the Mount of Olives," out
of the busy city, out of the crush of the crowd. So it is a belief of mine that if the

right three hundred, or right four hundred, or two hundred, chosen of God's own
appointment, backed by the prayer of whole churches, whole nations, come with

their burdens and sense of their limitations, a very vivid sense, come together not

so much to teaeh other nations as to lea.rn from other nations, we shall find that

we have a wonderful family as well as a wonderful heavenly Father.

D. E. Hoste: I have been deeply impressed by Dr. Mott's remarks just now
It is greatly on my mind that it would be well for us in the preamble to have the

word "prayer." I. would suggest that you add a phrase to the words "in the near

future to consider such themes as those now before this conference," and say, "for

prayer and consideration of such themes " Put prayer in a permanent
place in the preamble and really to recognize in a frank way the question of our

being drawn together for the right treatment of this subject. It will really depend
on preliminary prayei and work, mainly the thing Dr. Mott has said, the seeking
of God's presence. You may say, "That goes without saying." But it does not

go without saying.

Another point I consider of great importance: that we do not overload the

conference with subjects and have too long hours. It is better in my opinion to

deal well and let us be faced with a comparatively few subjects so that we can get
a little leisure in between whiles and have time to think. Of course, you will say.

"Yovr are an old firm. You soon get done up." That is true. And yet I do think

many of our conferences have really been spiritual, but their value has been seriously

diminished by too long hours, attempting too much on discussions. Often when
our minds are jaded we hurry and the result has not been as good as it would have
been.

Another thing: I must confess that when T was on a committee of prepara-
tion for the National Conference in 1922, (of course a great dial can be said for it)

it seemed to me there was a menace in the amount of repeated things, in the

slightly different words, of what we already had in print. I for one do not see the

utility in spending a tremendous amount of time in going in a meticulous way into

all the details of a great big subject which has been considered five years before.

We can easily turn up a volume and read about it . Half well done is often much
better than the whole and I venture to suggest that we carefully avoid putting down
what everybody knows. In drawing up reports for popular consumption and with
a view to action these reports should be very much shorter than they have been.

This is just my personal opinion.

O. R. Wold: What I feel should be the chief aim of that meeting is to fire

with zeal and enthusiasm those who will be privileged to attend. Information
concerning our work can now be gained in other ways. Inspiration cannot. A
convention like the one proposed, at such a place, should be preeminently spiritual
and edifying and should cause those who attend to see the greatness of their task,

its possibilities and necessity that their full hearts may give their lips full speech,
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DEVOTIONAL PERIOD

Dr. David Z. T. Yui:

Friends we now come to the close of this conference. I think it

is quite proper and fitting that we put away our papers and begin the
most important session of our conference. Before I shall call on Dr.
Mott for the final message, I will ask Bishop Roots to lead the entire
conference in a period of prayer and intercession.

Bishop L. H. Roots:

I should like to say just a word at the beginning of this brief
time of intercession expressing in words what I am sure every member
must have felt all through the conference; that is, that although we
have not had long periods of time during the conference devoted

exclusively or directly to intercession or meditation or prayer, the

subjects which we have been considering have been of so serious a
nature that they could not be considered, with profit, excepting in an
atmosphere of faith in God; that atmosphere which surrounds those
who sincerely desire to .surrender themselves absolutely to the control
of Jesus Christ.

When our Chairman said, as he did a moment ago, that this last

hour of our conference is the one which we look upon as the most
important time of the whole conference, I am sure that this is for

him, as it is for us, no conventional expression, but that this is our

deep conviction.

Our minds have been led over wide areas, both geographicallv
and intellectually. I venture at the request of the Chairman to

suggest that during these next few minutes each of us assume that

position of the body, sitting or kneeling or standing, which shall most
easily enable us to transcend our bodily limitations and that in silence

we offer our thanksgivings to God, and our prayers for those things
which have brought us together here and which spring into our minds
as the various fields of our interest are brought before us. During
this brief time I shall mention, therefore, various subjects without
trying to frame any words of prayer or praise but leaving each of

us, in the presence of God and of one another, to frame his own
aspirations, confessions or praises as God's spirit may guide us.
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CLOSING ADDRESS

Dr. J. R. Mott:

We have all been conscious, I am sure, that the living Christ

has been in our midst these busy hours that we have spent together.
I find it impossible to explain in any other way all that has transpired
and the impressions that one has received. Surely He has been

dealing by His spirit with our consciences. I cannot speak for you,
but I do speak for myself, when I say that He has made my conscience

to tremble.

We have been made more vividly conscious of the measure of

sins of omission as well as of commission. And seldom has one had
a more intimate experience of the consciousness of corporate sin and
its consequences. How bad I feel that I have sinned the sin of

ommission so much with reference to this great land and people!
How much more one might have done! I say Christ has borne this

in upon us- He has likewise been dealing with what one might call

our constructive reaspning faculties. We have been engaged in the
most difficult work in which men and women ever engaged, that in

which we try to get out of our own orbit and associate with others,
to take in diferent horizons and larger vistas of opportunity and of

stern duty and heavy responsibility. We have been trying honestly
and sincerely in the relatively short time we have had here, to

grapple constructively with some of the most emergent,, some of
the most serious, some of the most significant questions that press
upon the Christian community across the world, and the work that
has been done, therefore, in His name, with all of its limitations has
impressed me as truly constructive. It has not been backward Ipok^
ing; it has been forward looking. Some of it has necessarily been
foundation work. In other cases it has been rearing another story
of superstructure. I have found it highly inspiring to observe the
activities of these groups of men and women under His sway. I do
not trace anything done here to any other source save to that of our
great creative and living Lord. With Him it is a habit to create
and never to let a thing remain stagnant.

I have been reminded that Christ has been dealing not alone
with our consciousness and constructive reasoning faculties but also
with our wills very seriously it seems to me. We have not regarded
this as an official, legislative body. We have not passed resolutions.
We have not taken formal votes. But when you think it through, there
has been one constant thought, one unending appeal to the will- We
have not been having any violent swaying of the emotions, though
on no other occasion have I been any more deeply moved than in
certain moments of our discussion here. The appeal that has been
going on here is primarily to the will, and this is good. The more
conferences I attend the less value I am coming to attach, generally
speaking, to formal resolutions. There is something infinitely more
impressive. Many pigeon-holes are filled with findings and resolu-
tions which are most worthy in themselves but lead to great mis-
givings in accomplishing our corporate work for the Kingdom.
Where Christ is in our midst we need have no such concern. He will
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not let us go. He will promote the springs of action. A much safer

place to leave matters where consciousness has stirred, where
;

ntelligence has been widened and deepened and it challenges. A
much safer place, provided another faculty is given larger exercise,
the faculty given to every one of us, that is, the memory.

I want to venture, my friends, to suggest that we give a larger
place to Christ in our memories with reference to what has taken

place here these days a larger place to Him. I have been re-reading
the original writings with reference to St. Paul in recent months
with certain objectives in view and learned from the pages not many
weeks ago that St. Paul made large use of his memory with reference
to the Lord Jesus Christ. I suggest that you scan the pages again
for your own impressions and see how much he relied on his memory
to help him in trying hours not only trying, but many other kinds
of hours. It was a source of strength under very great strain it

was merciful. That faculty, called memory, in his discipline, had
been brought to serve him most- In that striking case when in the

very heat of conflict, when the authority of apostleship was at stake,
he raised this question. I would hope that we might rivet in memory
itself this conference. You remember he said under that trying
set of circumstances, "Have I not seen Jesus our Lord?" You will
recall the saying, you will recall the implications I would not strain
them. I would rather you rest your own view upon a connected re-

view of the large place he gave to memory as proved by every test-

That phrase best gathers up what I am inclined to think had be-
come a mental habit with him- When pressed from within and with-
out his mind had been so brought into subjection to the captivity of
Jesus that the question became natural in every moment of decision
and testing, "Have I not seen Jesus our Lord?" That brought to
him not only victory, the settlement of questions and the dissolving
of difficulties but brought to him a wondrous assurance and assured
him afresh of the triumphant fellowship with God. "Have I not seen
our Lord?"

I can wish for us nothing better, my friends, as we break away
from this fellowship. I can think of nothing better for us as we go
from place to place to take up our great task than to rivet in memory
this query that we will use with reference to obligations which have
confronted us here these days. We have had many quiet assents

though we have not taken formal vote, as we have been confronted
with larger opportunity, larger responsibility, larger vistas of pos-

sibility. Have I not here in Shanghai, in this upper room, in these

committee rooms, in intimate fellowship, seen Jesus our Lord?

St. Paul had seen Him on more than one occasion. First

in that flash of light on the way to Damascus, and then not many
hours later a humble Christian in his home showed this great Apostle
the way of the Lord more perfectly. He fell back again and again
on this glimpse of his Lord. Then he went out into the desert,
some say three years, others say eighteen months. When he came
back he was able to tell in two words the wonderful reality, "My
Gospel" not secondhand. He had such intimacy with his Lord,
such marvelous insights, such vision, such face to face dealing that
never afterwards under any circumstances was he cheated out of his

firsthand experienced, out of which he was supplied marvelous ex-

perience. "Have I not seen Jesus our Lord?"
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I have been impressed afresh that in the midst of conflict, in

the teeth of tremendous opposition and in the paths of loneliness, which
await us all in the consecrated moments of life, he was borne to

think of this question, "Have I not seen Jesus our Lord?" Wherever
he went, in hail or storm, like St. Stephen himself he caught a master-

ing vision of his Lord which endured. There clinging to a spar in the
midst of perils by sea he saw a vision of his Lord which endured.
There in the loneliness of the prison in his chains he was able to
refresh himself and be girded with strength, not his own, by this un-
fading vision, "Have I not seen Jesus, our Lord?" He also used
another phrase, in the midst of very heated times, which comes to my
mind. He was also to say quietly afterwards as he was writing to

Timothy, "The Lord stood by me and gave me inward strength." He
was there. There is no doubt about it- He had his vision. His
memory served him and did not fail him and he did not fail his Lord.
He brought his memory into subjection and became a captive of the
Lord Jesus Christ.

The memory is the most potent ally among all our faculties. Now
I wish we did have time to let each one, with that intimacy of friends,
share with one another the glimpses we have had of Him in these

busy days. Bishop Roots remarked that we had not set aside many
periods for formal intercession. The test of the genuineness of our
faith is by what service we render when we do not have periods for
formal intercession. I have formed the resolution often that I might
some day have my mind so brought into captivity to Christ that when
off guard, as it were, when not under discipline, it would revert

instantly to Him, revert there automatically, as it were, unconsciously.
You and I judge of the intimacy of our acquaintance with our Lord
by the naturalness with which all roads lead up to Him. The difficulty
of mastering our material civilization is the greatest problem of this

generation. If we can master this problem, as we must, then the
others would seem relatively easy. A Christ that is not able to

dominate any institution that is being conducted in His name, no
matter how material in its equipment, is a strange Christ. He can-
not dominate us in other relations. Thank God we have a Christ that
will transcend any building, any administrative task, any task that
deals with serving tables- Thank God many Christians have that

spiritual passion, that passion of the Lord Jesus Christ, that will ac-

complish any task in any land to which he sends us. This passion
is also seen in the Christians of the Middle Ages. Brother Lawrence
was a cook. He performed that humble profession, and performed it

faithfully. Yet he lived in the presence of his Lord and saw him with
such distinctness that subsequent centuries have translated his work,
which is next to Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress" in bringing the Lord
near.

So I say St. Paul had brought his memory into subjection so

that Christ met him in every path. If it is to be that way with us
it is a matter of exercise. The other day I met a friend, an old man,
sixty-four years old, and I said, "You are looking very young to me."

"Well," he said, "I have different practices of keeping myself young.
Yesterday morming I lay in bed anl was able to recall six

hundred and fifty dates of occurrences since the time of Christ." I

mentioned this to an American friend the next morning and he

said, "That would floor me. I can remember when Columbus discover-

ed America and the birthdays of my children. I have been guilty
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of forgetting those at times." We can all of us learn something from
this old man who was exercising his memory. Well, it is good to
exercise on dates, but how much better would it be to bring the

memory into subjection to Christ so that the very furrows of the
brain will be worn deep in His direction, so that the very cellular
structure of the brain will ultimately bear His marks, scientifically
as well as spiritually. If we think self we become selfish; if we think
Christ we become Christ-like. He makes His own impression if He
has a chance. But does not follow natural law. Our memories can be
made to fight for Him though at times they may have fought against
Him.

Some one may raise this question: Under what circumstances
should we as we go forth from this place ask St- Paul's question:
"Have I not seen Jesus our Lord?" I mention a few that seem to me
to be very vital.

One is in times of temptation. Every one of us will be tempted.
The day will not come when we will not be tempted. The nearer we
get to Christ the more temptations multiply, I think, because Christ

multiplies sins- The better we know Him the more do things that did
not. seem sinful to us stand out in their heinous aspect- He multiplies
sins but at the same time He gives us wonderful relief. I wish some-
body had said to me when I was quite a small boy what I will now
say, that is, to let each temptation when it presents itself remind
you instantly of Jesus Christ. I learned that in a little mo-isure- It

turns temptations from stumbling blocks to stepping stones. You and
I hardly live a day when we do riot need this rule. Let temptation
against Christ stand out in a victory. "The Lord stood by me and
gave me inward strength," and then temptation falls off to one side
and we show forth His excellencies.

Then we need to ask this question that St. Paul asked if a stain
comes on our garments- It is not necessary to have any stain come
on our garments if we let every temptation remind us of Him-
Every sin began with temptation, and if I might add, every temptation
began with a thought. Suppose some day memory does fail us and
there comes a stain on our garments? My word then is, if I may use
the language of Murray MacCheyne, a saintly Christian of Scotland,
whose words still bring fragrance and comfort to many lives, "I

ought to confess a sin the moment I see it is a sin." He continued,
"I ought to cast an instant glance of apprehension and cast it behind

my back." And then his reason is interesting. "Not to do so means
that I continue in my work without His presence." How true it is !

No man .ever saw Christ through the veil of a sin unconfessed- Sin
is an insulator. The voice of Christ does not break out through it.

As the Old Testament puts it, "Your sins have separated you from
God."

So I say let us have that fine sensitiveness of conscience, resulting
I think from the use of memory, so that we may say in that hour of

humiliation, "Have I not seen Jesus our Lord," the only Saviour, the

only adequate place toward which we can cast sin.

Another is in times of grave questioning that come to all thoughtful
people such as we have had working here these days- I have
seen one after another here come up and face questions which seemed
just insoluble and most baffling and you did not know the way- You
did not say this, but I was conscious of it.
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The things which have taken place here in this room and
in other places would never be able to be explained without saying,
"Have I not seen Jesus our Lord?" In looking- for light we may see

light- We have present day evidences of his presence here. We need
to make the largest use of our memories, of the thinrs we lately did,
so that there will flock into memory instances of the touch of Christ
and His presence. "Not as the world giveth give I unto you." Things
transcend worldly process going on here.

Another time when we may well ask St. Paul's "uestion is when
self asserts itself. When we are tempted, for example, to be small
and narrow and little and intolerant, just let the expansive Christ loom
up in the path and how pitiable and little anything seems that would
lead us to lose any of his marvelous conceptions and unsearchable
riches.

I don't wonder St. Paul made such large use of his memory. He
tried to find language in which to express his convictions and
impressions. But he gave it up and simply said, "Thanks be unto
God for His unspeakable gift." Language failed him. He found
there the answer. There is a time that comes to all of us, I thank
God. It surrounds you here. If you will let me refer to it again,
it is a time of open doors. Every one of you will have opportunities
in one form or another. Like St. Paul, opportunity may come, and
probably will come, between here and where we eat dinner, to some
of us. Opportunities are coming, some of them are very great,
some of them are very wonderful. I have sometimes wondered
whether that man of Macedonia that Paul saw was not his Lord. I

am sure that if it was not, he saw his Lord in juxtaposition to that
man. I cannot get away from it. There is a compelling power there.

"Have I not seen Jesus our Lord?" summoning me to that door-

The policy of the mission boards will be changed when the reports
and letters go back from these fields that have caught these visions
of these threatening difficulties. In one sense I envy you. You will
think it is a strange remark. The things I envy the Christians most
here in China are the difficulties. I am more anxious of the Christians
of the United States of America than I am of the Christians of
China. Back there in the midst of the rising tide of luxury, extrav-

agance, love of ease and softness and pleasure, in contrast with this
field where you are probably on the verge of the most searching tests
of character, I do not know where there has been more exhilaration
than here.

We may be led some of us in various paths of martyrdom. There
is more than one kind of martyrdom. It is not physical martyrdom
sometimes that is the most fiery test. Be that as it may, I want to
leave with you a word from Hebrews, "We see not yet all things
subdued to man but we see Him." The next time difficulties confront
us and we believe they have not been brought in to subjection to man
or seem impossible, turn to these words. Take this difficult period
right ahead of us now, with reference to extraterritoriality discus-
sions. If we could only be reminded through these discussions that
we see not yet this problem solved but see Jesus! So with reference
to America's shame, the Japanese Exclusion Act, the problem is not

solved, but we see Jesus and hope to solve it. So with reference to

every difficulty we can speak from personal experience. Difficulties
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are our salvation. Therefore I feel that you are on the threshold of

something very wonderful. Luther said that before every great
opportunity God sent him some special trial- That is a true test.

Therefore if times are hard and trials multiply, believe the word of
our Lord and of history that you are being prepared for something
truly wonderful. Thus as our aspirations rise in our breasts for more
Christ-likeness remember St. Paul's question, "Have I not seen Jesus
our Lord?" "Unto the land of righteousness I go, in footsteps Thine
and not mine own." Everywhere you and I see a Christ-like life

built up- It is the life of some one treading in His steps, often lonely

steps. Thus with all consecrated minds-

And finally, it is more than a glance here and there. As we are
reminded in another place in the Book of Hebrews, we are enjoined
to "lay aside every weight and the sin that doth so closely cling to

us," the fundamental of unbelief, every handicap, every
weight, looking unto Jesus, Have I not seen Jesus my Lord?
Not simply glancing, but getting memory so into subjection that it

is a gaza. We are looking there with constancy, increasingly,
looking unto Him not only as the Author but as the finisher of
our faith. He makes great modifications of character. He brings
increasing life and energy. All great activities lead to extensive, to

perfect changes amongst men.

They that wait upon the Lord shall change their strength not
those who have occasion to glance, but those that learn to pause in His
presence, dwelling there long enough to realize their limitations.

And that is not long enough to realize His nearneiss, His adequacy,
His loving kindness. They shall mount up on wings of eagles in a
world of opposition. They shall run and not be weary, walk and not
faint. So as we break apart to meet again, God grant that when we
do meet, wherever it is, here or some of us there under the olive

trees in Jerusalem or back in European and American fields

wherever it is, may it be in fuller presence of Himself (the result of
His unchanging memory) and the bringing together in our memory
the things that have been said and done on all kinds of occasions. He
does not want them to fade from our memories-
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TOPICS AND QUESTIONS CONSIDERED

and

COMMITTEE FINDINGS

I. Spiritual Preparedness of the Christian

Church in China to Meet the Plresent Situation.

QUESTION'S

A review of the present condition of spiritual life in the Chris-

tian community at large, including missionaries, and conference as to

how this life may be made more adequate to meet the present situa-

tion.

Specific questions suggested:

1. Why is it that the Christian Movement in China has im-

pressed people chiefly as a movement of "activities" rather than as a

spiritual force? What changes in program and emphasis does this

situation call for?

2. To what extent are the conditions of spiritual power being
fulfilled in the lives of missionaries, Chinese pastors, and other
leaders of the Christian community?

3. How far can we look upon the anti-Christian and anti-

religious movements of the present time as the demand of those who
have heard the Gospel to see it thoroughly embodied in the individuals
or groups which profess it?

How far may we regard the anti-religious movement as the

negative side of the positive passion of men for reality in religion?

4. Upon what few things should the Christian Church in China
concentrate its strength today so as to be of greatest service to the

people of China?

FINDINGS
A church's prosperity imperils her soul, so declares history, and

the church in China today faces this danger. This may be demon-
strated as follows:

I-- Material equipment has been greatly increased, and it should
continue to be increased. Management of this, however, may require
an undue proportion of the thought and time of Christian leaders,
both Chinese and missionary. It may also impress non-Christians
with the wealth of the church rather than its spiritual powers. It

may even bring doubts into the minds of some as to the real desire
of the church to share the burden of sorrow and suffering of the

poor as Christ did.

2. The increased influence of church members and of Christian-

ity as a movement is readily admitted. This may at times have
been secured at the expense of spiritual power. The church may be
tempted to use it in lines of activity which might give unbelievers
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a wrong conception of her nature. Having this influence tends to

lessen our dependence upon spiritual forces for the success of our
work-

3. Church work has developed very rapidly both in the size of
its institutions and variety of its activities. It demands a like in-

crease in organization and administration. This has so added to the
work of church leaders, both lay and clerical, Chinese and foreign,
that fellowship with the Master is sometimes hurried, if not crowded
out. Also a mechanical routine may so occupy Christian workers as
to leave them little, if any, opportunity for the personal contacts that
should be made in parish, school or clinic.

The only safeguard against this deadening influence is the Living
Spirit of the Crucified and Risen Christ Himself. If the price re-

quired for this spiritual power involves the use of a smaller equipment
and a narrowing of the range of influence and activities, then the
price must be paid, for it must be recognized that its possession
is essential if the church is to meet the present situation. In seeking
this power attention should be paid to the following:

1. Christian workers, Chinese and missionary, must determine
tc find time for unhurried Bible study, prayer and meditation. No
work can be of sufficient importance to justify crowding out com-
munion with God, wherein a Christian worker dedicated to the doing
of His will seeks guidance as to what work should be done and
power for the doing of it.

2. Fellowship in things of the Spirit as in retreats or small

prayer circles should be made more use of. Spiritual things should
be given a large place in conversation as a Christian leader meets
and communes with his fellow in the regular work of the church.

3. All activities should be the necessary outgrowth of a spirit
filled life and should be permeated with spiritual motive and power.
More spiritual fellowship in committee room and in office, as well
as on inspection tours, should be sought.

4- Greater use of worship in the life of the church is needed.
A fuller exploration should be made of the types of worship best
suited to the Chinese. A greater emphasis should be given to the
spiritual in preaching and in religious education.

5. Constant pastoral visitation and unceasing promotion of the
morning watch and family worship will help to strengthen the
spiritual life of the church membership.

6. Stewardship of time and money as a means of developing
spiritual power should be stressed and opportunities given for its

exercise.

7. Emphasis upon the inherent oneness of all Christians will

help to develop that spirit of mutual love and confidence which must
form the basis of the Church's united testimony to the world.

By use of these means can the door be kept open, for the Master
to come in and take possession of those for whom He died. His

presence alone can guard against the dangers inherent in the growth
and material prosperity of the church. Then, and then only, can
God manifest through Christians, whether Chinese or missionary,
a spiritual force and a witnessing power that will provide the church
with a real spiritual leadership and adequately prepare her to meet
and overcome the difficulties of the present situation.
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II. Making Christianity Indigenous in China.

QUESTIONS
1 Whait do we mean by the phrase "making Christianity in-

digenous in China"?
2 In what measure is autonomy essential? Why? What is

included in autonomy? Does it involve ecclesiastical, administrative
and financial autonomy?

3. What principles should govern the incorporation into the
Chinese Christian ChurcK of ideals and customs from Chinese
civilization?

4 How can the Christian churches of the West and the
missions in China most effectively help Chinese Christians in the
effort to hasten the day when the Chinese Church will become truly
indigenous?

5. How can Chinese Christian bodies, closely linked to Western
churches, secure freedom to experiment in matters of church or-

ganization and work?
6. What is the best way to insure the Christian character of

the Chinese Church?
Is the method of requiring conformity to certain ecclesiastical

standards the best way to insure this? If not, what other method is

there?
7. What steps can be taken to accelerate the transfer of re-

sponsibility for Christian institutions from the missions to Chinese
bodies? What principles should govern such transfer?

8. Is there any consensus of opinion among Chinese Christians
that there should be one united Church of "Christ in China?

Is the influence of the missions favorable or otherwise to a
greater solidarity on the part of Chinese Christians?

FINDINGS
The Committee finds itself hampered at the outset by the lack

of any clean cut conception of the term "indigenous" in relation to
the term Christianity. Our chief source of difficulty arises from the
fact that "indigenous" is by no means on all fours with the Chinese
term /fc -@, &% From one point of view the Chinese term is the more
exact term in the present connection since it contains no reference
to the origin of Christianity. Yet it is unsatisfactory, since it has
no necessary historical connotation whatever, and can therefore be

used, and at the present time is sometimes used, to express a mainly
surface conception of the Church as something which is held and
administered by Chinese alone. In this sense &&&/ Christianity

may be largely destitute of any true and valuable emphasis on those

spiritual values which by the unceasing operation of the Holy Spirit
have been engendered and fostered from the earliest times in the
Chinese people. It may therefore be something mainly adventitious

and idiosyncratic, something not so much revealing Chinese 5c 14 as

its present M. ft On the other hand "indigenous" while emphasizing
the fact of originating in a certain place and so giving due weight
to the historical significance required in this connection, confuses

the mind. Christianity cannot be regarded as indigenous to any
country or race, except that where the Incarnation took place.

Since, however, the term is in current use we think the Con-

ference needs to take this opportunity of putting itself on record as

giving the following meaning to the term "indigenous Christianity"

viz., a form of Christianity which may be expected to develop in the
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Chinese Church when the excessive pressure of foreign theology and
administrative control is removed and a consequent greater initiative
of thought and activity results under the stimulating power of the
Holy Spirit; a form also which both in the realm of religious faith
and in that of order will undoubtedly reveal and brine to fruitionm

_
Christ those distinctive spiritual values, e. g., ethical ideals,

principles of polity, qualities of character, reverent response to
Beauty and Truth, which have in the past become indigenous to the
Chinese

Why should an indigenous Christianity be expressly fostered?
1. Because the Christian movement in China has now reached

a point where full freedom for self-expression is needed and so the
excessive westernism of the Christianity hitherto prevalent be rem-
edied.

2. In order that the Christian message may come in a form
more easily understandable and more sympathetically relatable to
the mentality and general outlook of all classes.

3. In order that Chinese Christians in their public worship and
devotional approach to God may find themselves in an atmosphere
more conducive to instinctive and real fellowship with God, and so
become more able to bear all the fruits of the Spirit.

4. In order that Christ's fulfilling function may be accomplish-
ed, that those distinctive elements in Chinese culture and personality
which are waiting to be fulfilled in Him may be fulfilled and thus
a distirctive Chinese contribution be made to the actualization of
God's Christianity throughout the world.

How not to get it- The Committee felt the force of the suecges-
tion made that by making indigenousness an end in itself, the Church
would defeat its own ends, and the result would be questionably
Christian and questionably indigenous in any true sense.

How to get it- By seeing to it that within the body of the

Church, in all problems of the Church's faith and order, its govern-
ment, finance and propagation. Chinese initiative should have entire-

ly free course, and that the Chinese should work, realizing that in
the sight of God the ultimate responsibility as also the spiritual
and formal authority is theirs and theirs alone.

By deliberately incorporating into the Church's thought and
practice such Chinese ideals and customs that may be so Christianiz-

ed as to become vehicles for a fuller growth and expression of

Chinese Christian life.

The application of the above principles should depend upon
local conditions as relating to the maturity of a given Christian

body.

Ill Christian Literature

QUESTIONS
1. Just what kinds of literature should be regarded as Christian

for purposes of this discussion?

2. Should the primary aim be to reach the leaders of thought
or to influence the masses?
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3 How can literature be given a much larger and more in-

fluential place in the Christian movement?
4. How far and in what ways can the churches, missions and

mission boards hasten the production and distribution of helpful
Christian literature?

FINDINGS
Never has the demand for Christian literature in China been so

insistent as now. The Eenaissance Movement, communistic pro-
paganda, the Anti-Christian Movement and the rapidly rising spirit
of nationalism have been finding expression through literary channels
and flooding the country with a new literature. The growth in

literacy following on the Mass Education Movement, as well as the
speedy spread of education, is arousing among students and the
intelligentia, as well as among the masses, a craving for all kinds
of reading matter. Many Christians are thirsting for a literature
which will offer solutions to pressing problems in harmony with the
principles of Jesus.

We are deeply concerned, at such a time as this, with the absence
of a literature program. While literature of all kinds is being widely
distributed and read throughout China, the Christian forces for
various reasons have been pitifully slow to seize the opportunity
which confronts them. It is high time for the Christian Church to

meet the situation and to meet it ad3quately. It is urgent that there
be produced as promptly as possible a theological, philosophical,
devotional, ethical, and popular literature for all the classes that
are waiting to know Christ and the Christian life.

We are forced to the conviction that Christian literature must
no longer be regarded as a secondary issue in the program of the
Christian enterprise in China. It must be given a place of major
importance, calling for a large use of men and money comparable to

that devoted to medicine and education. Nothing less than a compre-
hensive program in which all available resources shall be utilized

in a concerted effort to meet the present need and in which all the
Christian forces now working in China shall have an effective share,
will enable the Chinese Church to take full advantage of the oppor-
tunity of the hour.

We appreciate the efforts now being made by various existing
societies. We rejoice in the organization during the year by a small

group of Chinese writers and their supporters, the National Christian

Literature Association. None realizes more than they that unless the

present meagre resources be vastly supplemented. Christian literature

will utterly fail to meet the present crisis and the Christian Move-
ment in China will suffer such a set-back as will handicap its future

for 'generations.

Therefore, it is our conviction

1. That the carrying out of such a program can best be ac-

complished through one or more groups of Chinese Christians who
have the confidence of the Christian Church.

2. That as an immediate undertaking a thorough and scientific

survey be made of Christian literature in China which shall be of as

high a quality as the survey of education made in 1922 by the China
Educational Commission or the survey of Literature for Moslems
more recently made by workers among Moslems throughout the world.
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IV. Principles which should govern the Policy of Christian

Missions in China in the years ahead.

QUESTIONS
1. What should be the function of the missions in their coopera-

tion with Chinese churches?

2. What are likely to be the most important functions of the

missionary in the period ahead? What types of workers from abroad
does the Christian Movement need most at this time?

3- Is there a special demand for men and women with technical

training, e.g., in Religious Education and Sunday School work, in the

production and circulation of literature, in work for special classes,
such as students, the laboring and farming classes, Moslems, etc?

Is there a call that special workers, as e.g., for Moslems, in-

dustrial conditions, should be organized rather in connection with a
committee of the N. C. C. than with their own Mission Board?

4. What is the best way to make provision for bringing -to

China the leaders of Christian thought and influence in the West?
5 What principles should constitute the basis for determining

the scale on which mission work is developed? What, for instance,
should be the relationship between the size and the complexity of
Christian organizations and institutions and the economic standards
of China?

6. What is the place of the annual mission meeting and meet-
ings of Advisory Councils of the missions? Has the time come in the
older missions for a change in policy which will give the Chinese
Church a voice in determining the character of appeals for staff and
money which are sent to the missionary societies abroad?

7. What should determine the time of transfer of authority
from mission to church in regard to evangelistic and pastoral, educa-
tional and medical work and also in ecclesiastical control?

8. Are we to take for granted that all mission property,
hospitals and schools as well as churches and chapels should be
transferred to the native churches? If so, what measures should
be followed in transferring the ownership and control of mission

property to them? What bearing should the whole question of the
source of financial support for churches and schools and for institu-

tional work other than schools have on the problem of devolution in

its various aspects?
FINDINGS

7. Regarding the Chinese Church.

This Conference is of the opinion that the consummation of

the missionary task is the establishment of a self-governing, self-

propagating and self-supporting Church. That Church should have
full freedom in the development of its spiritual life; it should have
ecclesiastical autonomy. Neither the Chinese Christians nor the

foreign missionaries can be satisfied with anything less than this.

The administration of the whole Christian enterprise, including
all these forms which are supported from within and without China,
should pass as rapidly as possible to the Church in China.

The "Mission" has been a useful unit of Christian work. But
the period of its earlier large responsibility is closing. The time

schedule for the disappearance of its authority will vary by areas
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and ecclesiastical organizations. But the authority of the Mission
as an organization of foreigners should now much more rapidly

disappear from the Christian enterprise in China.

//. Regarding Missionaries.

A. Quality.

Missionaries of the highest spiritual and intellectual qualities

are more than ever needed in China.

As to his spirit and attitude the missionary should be pre-
eminently a man of humble, loving, accommodating spirit. He should

(1) Be willing loyally to serve under Chinese administrative
control.

(2) Be willing to accept responsibility for such administrative
tasks as the Chinese Church may assign, and only such
tasks.

(3) Be eager to yield up administrative positions to the Chinese
more rapidly than the Chinese may express a desire that
he do so.

(4) Minimize official status and emphasize personal service;
he should have a passion for friendship.

B. Number and Types of Work.

This Conference holds that Christian workers from the West
still have a large place in China. It would ask that the Boards
continue to maintain such missionary forces as are desired by the
Chinese Churches.

At the same time we must seek a better proportion in the
finances of the budget for the whole work. It is possible to give too

large a proportion of available funds to the maintenance of mission-
aries as compared with the amount provided for directly Chinese
work. We would strongly and joyfully declare to the Churches and
Mission Boards that from now on the central task and aim is the

support of the program of the Christian Church in China.

Many adjustments in staff will be needed here. There should
be a definite purpose to substitute Chinese for missionaries in certain

positions; on the other hand there may be addition of new mission-
aries (or training and allocation of those on the field) for other

specific work. Many things new and old need to be done; the Chinese
Church must have more staff, whether of Chinese or of missionaries.
Christian Literature work must be staffed. A stronger force is

sorely needed for Religious Education, in rural districts as well as
in cities; for the application of Christianity to Industry; and for
work among Moslems. We ought to find the right workers, no matter
of what race, and equip and support them.

In view of the changed situation in China as regards the rapid
rise of Chinese leadership and the necessity of deciding as to the
relative importance of different aspects of the help to be rendered by
Western Christians to Christian work in China, we suggest that the
National Christian Council take steps to secure a careful study of
the need for missionaries in China.

Ill- Problems of Administration and of Property.
The Conference would urge that the Chinese Church study the

questions of agencies which must be created by them for administer-
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ing educational institutions, hospitals, and other forms of institutional

work, as well as evangelistic work.

With a view to assisting churches and missions in facing the

problem of creating property holding bodies which in due time and
order may take over properties now owned by mission boards, we
recommend that the National Christian Council provide for an early
survey of conditions of holding property by churches or Chinese bodios
for the various forms of Christian activities, e.g., Church plants,
colleges, hospitals, etc.

We wish to make clear that the total physical equipment of the
Christian enterprise in China is still far from adequate for the

compelling undertaking before it. Some projects doubtless have all

the equipment needed for some time to come. The development of

other projects may have been arrested temporarily by recent politi-
cal events. We regard it highly important that there be no mis-

understanding of the localized and temporary character of these
facts.

We urge that in every project of development, including the
erection of buildings, careful consideration should be given to the

possibility of future maintenance by the Chinese Church or other
Christian organizations.

We appreciate the closer interpretation of present conditions
in China, through visits of administrators of Mission Boards who
take occasion to enter into a more intimate understanding of con-
ditions here, and we urge more numerous visits of this kind at the
beginning of this new period. Such visits should be sufficiently
lengthened to allow of thorough study.

IV. Interchange of Spiritual Leaders*

The Conference would recommend to the Churches and Mission
Boards of Western lands that they provide for the mutual sharing
of our best spiritual leadership, so that Chinese leaders may carry
to those lands the spiritual contributions of the Church in China,
and that Western leaders may bring similar gifts to China. The
National Christian Council is asked to act as the agency to make
arrangements for the coming and going of such speakers.

V The Christian Church And China's Treaties
With Foreign Nations

QUESTIONS
1. What principle should govern Christian bodies in dealing

with questions of this nature? How far is it a function of the Chris-

tian Church (as an institution) to deal with political matters?

2. In the event of the abolition of extraterritoriality what steps
need to be taken by Chinese Christians or by "reciprocal agreements
with foreign nations" to safeguard Christian interests in China?

a. Religious liberty in worship. Are Chinese Christians

today under any disabilities because of their religious beliefs;

because of their education in Christian schools?

b. Freedom to teach religion in church and mission sup-

ported schools.

c . What will be the status of mission and church property?
How safeguard such institutions? Is there any law governing
Trustees of Benevolent or Religious Institutions?
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d. Should Christian and other religious institutions be tax-

ed, or should an effort be made to secure their exemption from
taxation?

e. In the transfer of the control of Christian institutions
to Chinese Boards, what steps should be taken to safeguard the
Christian character of the institutions? Should the transfer be
made to Church Boards? Should membership on Boards of
Control be confined to Christians?

3. Is it desirable that any steps be taken to secure some united

expression of opinion by missionaries and/or Chinese Christians as
to what should be the attitude of the Christians in China in regard
to these matters?

4. What more can be done through the International Missionary
Council, the Conference of Missionary Societies and the National
Christian Councils in different countries to strengthen the bonds of
International Friendship and Goodwill?

FINDINGS

Extraterritoriality and the toleration clauses are in many im-
portant ways now prejudicial to the progress of the Christian
movement in China. The delegates to the Conference are unanimous
in their conviction that both should be removed.

In dealing with questions of this nature, Christian bodies should
seek further to ascertain the mind of the Christian community
throughout the whole country and to interpret it faithfully to the
Christian world- Above all, they should spare no effort to strengthen
the hands of Chinese Christians, whose spirit of sacrificial devotion
is so unmistakably manifest.

The changes proposed are of such consequence that there must
be thorough inquiry and consultation, together with continued in-

tercession, as to ways of meeting their implications.

VI. Christian Education.

QUESTIONS
1. What are the conditions under which Christian schools may

expect to have a permanent place in China?

a. Their relation to government educational policy as

private educational institutions.

b. Their relation to the Church as an expression of its life:

(1) The education of its children.

(2) The training of Christian teachers.

(3) The education of the Christian community.
c. Is the answer the same for all grades of schools?

2. What is likely to be the attitude of Christian schools and
colleges to the recent regulations of the Ministry of Education?

What seems to be the wisest policy to be adopted in order to

serve the best interests of:

a. The Christian Church.
b. The students in our schools.

c. The educational needs of China.
3. What steps seem advisable in order to make Christian educa-

tion more truly an expression of the life of the Christian community?
a. How can it best express the desire of the Christian

community for the education of its youth?
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b. How can it best be administered:

(1) Under church authorities?

(2) Under Christian boards of education and
boards of managers for local Christian schools?

c. What should be the future relation of Mission bodies
in China and Mission Boards to Christian schools of various

grades, elementary, secondary and college?

4. How can the religious life of the Christian schools be develop-
ed and made more effective?

a. The problem of voluntary versus required religious
teaching and attendance at religious services:

(1) on its own merits.

(2) in view of present government conditions of re-

cognition of Christian schools.

b. What can be done to make the religious activities of
school life more powerful in the realization of the aims of the
schools? (See l.b. above.)

FINDINGS
We believe that the following statements embody the convictions

of the Conference on some of the problems with which the church is

faced in regard to Christian Education.

/. The Church And Christian Education*

1. As in the past education has been an essential part of the
work of Christian missions in China, so we are convinced that Chris-
tian education will remain an organic part of the activity of the

indigenous church. The church cannot do without education of all

grades for both boys and girls, though we believe that the need is

for fewer and better schools.

2. As in church work in general, so in education, the process
of devolution of authority and support should be pushed forward as

rapidly as possible and more rapidly than has hitherto been con-

templated. There is need for immediate joint study by Christian
leaders both pastoral and educational, of the administrative methods
that are best suited to the maintenance, in the situation that is

developing, of the educational and Christian efficiency of the schools
and colleges. There would appear to be required:

a. Local boards or committees of management for in-

dividual institutions, which will provide local control and develop
local support.

b. A central body of control which will perform for the
total educational work of the church body or of a group of
churches in a given area the co-ordinating function which now
pertains to missions. This body board of education should
be responsible to the highest church court, but in its composition
it should represent the educational interests concerned, and its

competence in educational administration should be carefully
secured.
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3. In order that the Christian community may secure the largest
results from its educational enterprises, we believe that there is need
for special effort to keep constantly before the members of the church
the importance of education in general and especially of education
of Christian character, and to prepare them to undertake effectively
the responsibilities of the control of their schools.

//. The Government And Christian Education.

1. We believe that the Christian schools and colleges have an
important contribution to make to the whole educational undertaking
in China, and that their contribution is being more and more under-
stood and appreciated by educational leaders and by Chinese society
in general. It is desirable and right that they should make this con-
tribution as private schools, under the cognizance of the government
authorities and as part of the national system of education, except
where such conformity involves the sacrifice of elements of character

training which are essential to the realization of the special function
of Christian education.

2. With regard to the regulations recently issued by the Ministry
of Education for the recognition of Christian institutions, we desire
to express our sincere appreciation of the friendly spirit in which
the authorities have endeavored to make it possible for the Chris-
tian schools to be related to the national educational system. In

general, these regulations are conceived in a most generous manner
and they permit a large measure of freedom in the religious work
of the school.

We are not clear, however, of the exact force of regulation five,
and an interpretation of its intention is desirable. ("The institution

shall not have as its purpose the propagation of religion.") If? its

meaning is that the aim of a school should be an educational aim
stated, in educational ters, such as "the development of the highest
form of character," with no prohibition of any means, such as

religion, which may be used to realize that aim, the Christian schools
will find no difficulty in meeting the requirement.

Greater difficulty is certain to arise over the last clause of
regulation six. ("It should not include religious courses among the
required subjects"). We regret that the same freedom has not bee*i
allowed as is permitted in other countries to private schools to add
to positive minimum requirements in the curriculum, or even to vary
from it. This restriction will undoubtedly prove a stumbling block
to many schools which would otherwise desire to seek government
recognition, and we earnestly hope that it may soon be removed.
Were this done, and regulation five interpreted as we have indicated,
we believe that every Christian school and college should seek re-

cognition and conform to the government requirements.

3. Under the regulations in their present form, we see three
possible courses that can be followed.

a. The terms of recognition can be accepted as they stand;
this would involve making elective all courses in religion. It
would remove what is probably the most serious cause of criticism
of our schools from without and of unrest within, namely, that
they are under foreign control and not amenable to the govern-
ment educational authorities.
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b. A school may feel unable to accept these conditions
and may make no move toward applying for recognition. This
would leave the school free, at least for the present, to make
any requirements it pleased in the curriculum. The cause of
criticism and unrest would remain, and the government authori-
ties might question the sincerity of our often expressed desire
for recognition.

c. The terms might, in general, be accepted, but an at-
tempt be made to secure modification in them, at least the
dropping of that clause of regulation six which chiefly causes
difficulty. Without this negative limitation, schools would then
be free to follow either the method of requirement or that of
election in courses in religion. This would be the ideal solution,
if it should prove practical. We believe that such liberty of
educational variation and experiment is in accordance with the
ideal of modern education.

4. It is evident that in different situations different choices
will be made of these alternatives. We are not in a position to re-
commend unanimously one policy or the other. But we do express
the earnest hope, that whatever be the decision of any institution

or any Christian body, its good faith and its Christian purpose should
not be questioned, and that the government authorities also should
be assured of the good intention of those who find themselves con-

scientiously unable to accept the terms under which recognition
is now offered.

777. Religious Education-

1. We would reaffirm the conviction that the use of religion
as a dynamic force in education is the special contribution of the
Christian schools- There is no difference of opinion here. Those who
require courses in religion of all their students, as well as those who
have these courses voluntary, do so in the belief that their method
is the best adapted to realize their great purpose. At the same time,
we cannot but recognize that there is general dissatisfaction with
the present results in religious education and a growing demand for
methods that are more effective under present conditions. We sug-
gest that the utmost freedom be given to try new methods, and that,
in particular, careful study be made of the result of experiments
now being made in the voluntary method in both religious instruction
and attendance at religious services.

2. We suggest that the religious life of the school be considered

as a whole, being nourished by and expressing itself in various acti-

vities, and that dependence be not placed upon required curriculum

study and daily chapel attendance alone.

Above all, we believe that the Christian life is most often mediated
by strong, winning Christian personalities, and that it is the duty
of the church, as well as of those responsible for a particular school,
to see that schools are sufficiently staffed by teachers of earnest
Christian life, who accept as their highest responsibility the nurture
of character and who are given ample time for this service so essential
to the very existence of the church. We urge that much greater
emphasis be placed here, and we shall then not fear for the Christian
effectiveness of our schools.
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VII The Proposed International! Meeting

QUESTIONS

1. What problems, issues or questions confront the Christian
forces in China, which are of such character, importance and urgency
as to make it highly desirable that there be held an international

gathering of Christian leaders from all parts of the world, under
the auspices of the International Missionary Council, at which the
Christian forces of China would be adequately represented, for inti-

mate interchange of knowledge and experience, and for united

thought, planning, fellowship and intercession?

Indicate any other considerations which justify or necessitate
the holding of such a gathering.

2. In case such a meeting be held, what would be an adequate
representation of the Christian forces of China, on the assumption
that the total attendance from the entire world might be limited
to 300?

3. Comment on the matter of the place where the meeting
should be held.

4. What should be emphasized in the preparation for such a

meeting to ensure the most valuable results for the Kingdom of

Christ?

FINDINGS

It is the judgment of this Conference that the time has arrived

for the holding of an international meeting as that proposed by the

International Missionary Council in the near future, for prayer and
consideration of such themes as those now before this Conference.

It is our conviction that the Christian leaders from the younger as

well as the more established churches in the world should be brought
together to face in common the new situation confronting Christians

in all lands today and to seek to know anew the mind and will of

our Lord in the task committed to His disciples, and we believe that

the proposed gathering will provide the opportunity for such an

undertaking.

Therefore, we recommend:

1. That the proposed international meeting be held at the

birthplace of our Common Religion, Jerusalem, than which no other

spot on earth holds a greater religious interest for Eastern
Christians.

2. That the International Missionary Council take steps to

insure the most thorough preparation for the proposed meeting in

the setting up of commissions for the study of the pressing problems
now facing Christianity, the gathering of data relevant thereto, and
the securing of adequate representation of the various fields, for
which we deem it essential that a central international fund be
created.
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3. That China be given a minimum representation of 15 dele-

gates in the proposed international meeting.
4. That the National Christian Council be entrusted with the

task of making preparation for the participation of China in the

proposed international meeting, and that every church in the country
be invited to share in the expenses involved in China's participation.
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